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Preface

The European Societies for Artificial Intelligence in Medicine (AIME) and Med-
ical Decision Making (ESMDM) were both established in 1986. A major activity
of both these societies has been a series of international conferences, held bien-
nially over the last 13 years. In the year 1999 the two societies organized a joint
conference for the first time. It took place from June 20–24th, 1999 in Aalborg,
Denmark.

This “Joint European Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Medicine and
Medical Decision Making (AIMDM’99)” was the seventh conference for each of
the two societies. This conference follows the AIME conferences held in Marseilles
(1987), London (1989), Maastricht (1991), Munich (1993), Pavia (1995), and
Grenoble (1997). Previous ESMDM conferences have been held in Leiden (1986),
Copenhagen (1988), Glasgow (1990), Marburg (1992), Lille (1994), and Torino
(1996).

The AIMDM conference is the major forum for the presentation and dis-
cussion of new ideas in the areas of Artificial Intelligence and Medical Decision
Making in Medicine. This fulfills the aims of both societies. The aims of AIME
are to foster fundamental and applied research in the application of Artificial In-
telligence (AI) techniques to medical care and medical research, and to provide a
forum for reporting significant results achieved. ESMDM’s aims are to promote
research and training in medical decision-making, and to provide a forum for
circulating ideas and programs of related interest.

In the AIMDM’99 conference announcement, authors were encouraged to
submit original contributions to the development of theory, techniques, and ap-
plications of both AI in medicine (AIM) and medical decision making (MDM).
Contributions to theory could include presentation or analysis of the properties
of novel AI or MDM methodologies potentially useful in solving medical prob-
lems. Papers on techniques should describe the development or the extension
of AIM or MDM methods and their implementation. They should also discuss
the assumptions and limitations which characterize the proposed methods. Ap-
plication papers should describe the implementation of AI or MDM systems in
solving significant medical problems, including health care quality assurance,
health care costs, and ethical considerations. Application papers should present
sufficient information to allow evaluation of the practical benefits of the system.

The call for papers for AIMDM’99 resulted in 90 submissions. Following the
traditional format for AIME and ESMDM conferences there were two styles of
submission: full papers and abstracts. We received 57 full paper submissions (55
for AIM areas, 2 for MDM areas), and 33 abstract submissions (14 for AIM
areas, 19 for MDM areas). Looking at the research areas on which the submit-
ted papers focused, we note that AIMDM was able to maintain its wide scope
both in methodology and application compared to the previous conferences. Fur-
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ther, submissions from 23 countries from all the 5 continents make evident that
AIMDM is not limited geographically.

Each submission was evaluated carefully by two members of the program
committee with support from additional reviewers. The reviews judged the rel-
evance, originality, quality of research, presentation, and the overall impact of
the work. As a result 42 submissions were accepted for oral presentation and
32 submissions were accepted for poster presentation. The proceedings volume
contains all accepted full paper submissions: 27 full papers (those 47% of full pa-
pers accepted for oral presentation) and 19 short papers (the 33% of full papers
accepted for poster presentation appearing in a shortened version). In addition,
this volume contains extensive analysis papers in four keynote areas of research
written by the invited conference speakers: clinical practice guidelines, work-
flow management systems in health care, temporal reasoning and temporal data
maintenance, and machine learning approaches used in mining of medical data.

The high quality of research and application papers in this volume strengthen
our belief, that the “Artificial Intelligence in Medicine” series is a worthwhile
addition to the literature. This is the seventh volume of a series of AIME pro-
ceedings with steadily improving quality. This book continues the dissemination
of important results from research and development in the fields of artificial
intelligence in medicine and medical decision making.

We would like to thank all those people and institutions who contributed to
the success of AIMDM’99: the authors, the members of the program committee
and the additional reviewers, the members of the local organizing committee,
and the invited speakers Nada Lavrač, Gianpaolo Molino, Yuval Shahar, and
Mario Stefanelli. Further, we would like to thank the organizers of the two work-
shops accompanying the technical conference: Ameen Abu-Hanna, Peter Lucas,
and Silvia Miksch, and the presenters of the tutorials: Steen Andreassen, Robert
Hamm, Claire Harries, Finn V. Jensen, Nada Lavrač, Leonard Leibovici, Joseph
Pliskin, Ehud Reiter, Karla Soares Weiser, and Blaž Zupan. Finally, we would
like to thank the institutions which sponsored the conference, namely the Aal-
borg University (Department of Medical Informatics and Image Analysis), the
Austrian Research Institute for Artificial Intelligence, the University of Vienna
(Department of Medical Cybernetics and Artificial Intelligence), and the Det
Obelske Familiefond.

March 1999 Werner Horn
Yuval Shahar

Greger Lindberg
Steen Andreassen

Jeremy Wyatt
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From Clinical Guidelines to Decision Support

Gianpaolo Molino

Department of Medicine
Laboratory of Clinical Informatics

Azienda Ospedaliera San Giovanni Battista
Corso Bramante 88, 10126 Torino (Italia)

Tel/Fax: +39-11-6336665
e-mail:  medgen1.molinette@mail.cs.interbusiness.it

Abstract.  Medical Informatics applies computer-based technologies to
several aspects of medicine, including clinical practice, research and
education.  In all these fields different trends and interests can be
identified, respectively related to methodology, technique, and health
care policy, including cost-effectiveness analysis, armonization of efforts,
budget management, quality assessment and support to medical decision-
making. All the above aspects may take advantage of proper guidelines
aimed at minimizing the misuse and unsuitability of health services, at
identifying the appropriate strategies for health policy, and at suitably
supporting clinical decisions.

1  Basic Definitions

According to Cook et al. [1] clinical practice guidelines can be described as an
“attempt to distill a large body of medical expertise into a convenient, readily usable
format”.  In contrast to protocols, which are by definition prescriptive, the major goal
of guidelines is to provide all the information needed for discretionary and responsible
decisions. In particular, guidelines appear to be the ideal support for decision-making
whenever, like in clinical practice, the proper use of data may be essential to achieve
efficiently the right conclusion, and ethical as well as legal constraints exist.
   Guidelines cannot be dissociated from medical action. This might be defined as any
clinical activity, with its many psychological, cognitive, epistemological, and
methodological implications, contributing to remove or modify abnormal or unsafe
conditions.

2  Typology of Clinical Guidelines

A very large amount of guidelines for clinical practice have been developed during the
last years [2, 3] but a minor number among them has been really applied, and a still
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lower number has been certified. As regards guideline availability, large differences
exist between the different countries of the world.
   With respect to their sources, three major groups of guidelines can be identified,
which will be listed here in decreasing order of constraint and increasing order of
practicality for the user. A first group includes guidelines certified by laws and
institutional regulations, whose application is mandatory. The second category
includes guidelines supported by clinical evidence and consensus conferences, which
represent a sound suggestion for medical operators. A third class of clinical guidelines
consists in programs, in most cases prototypes, developed by experts or societies,
usually not certified, and proposed or sold for practical use [4].
   On the other hand, as regards technological aspects, clinical guidelines may be:
textual guidelines, presented in a written form; graphical guidelines represented as
flow-charts or algorithms; computerized guidelines, corresponding to the above third
class, which apply advanced methods and technologies of computer science and are
developed to support either medical decision-making or workflow management.
Unfortunately, only a very small amount of computerized guidelines directly interacts
with electronic patient records [5, 6].

3  Needs and Problems

The development and supply of clinical guidelines should be directly related to real
clinical needs. The correct utilization of available resources is the key problem, whose
most important aspects are related to workflow analysis, decision support,
optimization of available procedures, cost-effectiveness analysis, definition of
optimum strategies and criteria. The assessment and endorsement of suitable
guidelines considering all the above aspects might be very relevant for defining the
minimum requirements enabling medical services to provide quality performances [4].
   Several additional problems, however, need great attention. A patient-centered
approach in medical decision-making is undervalued in most existing clinical
guidelines [7, 8], which are too much focused on cost reduction.  Another important
demand is for anxiety reduction and legal liability of physicians [7, 9]. Lastly,
guidelines should provide some support in forecasting the real need of resources,
instead of simply analyzing their actual use with respect to quality achievement and
cost-effectiveness optimization.

4  Scenario and Contexts

According to the above considerations, clinical guidelines may have quite different
scenarios. Indeed, they may be applied not only to the solution of specific clinical
problems, but also to answering at the best the personal wishes of patients, and to
properly manage the existing opportunities with respect to social requirements.
Moreover, locally (clinical units) as well as centrally (management offices), the
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scenario of guidelines should also take into account the many constraints depending
on health care policy and financial availability [8].
   Another important distinction is the one relating clinical guidelines to the expected
users. Indeed, while general practitioners usually manage patients whose diagnosis is
complex and/or poorly defined, specialists are mainly requested to treat much better
defined conditions [4, 10]. These considerations explain why clinical guidelines
should not be considered unique and invariable, but should be preferably flexible and
context-sensitive, thus resulting in most cases in hierarchies of related guidelines.
   Some more distinctions are related to the actual goal and context of medical action
[11, 12].  As an example, in the emergency room the need of computer based tools is
very limited, since decision-making must be there immediate and mainly dependent on
operator skills. On the other hand, computerized guidelines are somewhat impractical
for home care, since the second opinion they provide is expected to occur a-posteriori.
In contrast, in ward and ambulatory care the decision support of guidelines might also
be very useful when available on-line.  Such distinctions obviously imply the existence
of quite different goal-related and context-related facilities in clinical guidelines.

5  Basic Requirements

The positive offect of clinical guidelines on medical practice was demonstrated by
several studies [3, 13 14]. However, concerns and perplexities have been raised about
the actual applicability of guidelines as regards concepts, contents and potential
weaknesses [4].
   A set of requirements caracterizing clinical guidelines has been previously defined.
It includes validity, reliability, applicability, flexibility, clarity, transparency, and
upgradability [2, 10]:
validity: guideline goals and outcomes should be explicit, and the real pertinence of
the chosen guideline should be checked before using it;
reliability: guidelines should be supported by the literature and/or the consensus of
experts; proof of clinical utility should be provided, evaluating the results according to
evidence-based criteria;
applicability: a friendly interface is not the only requirement; the model of action the
guideline proposes should reflect clinical methodology, and some added value should
be tangible;
flexibility: the guideline should be made compliant to context and scenario
requirements, but also to clinician needs;
clarity: guideline decisions, conclusions and explanations should be logic, sharp and
unambiguous;
transparency: all the knowledge chunks must be carefully defined and described, and
explanations should be thorough and convincing;
upgradability: since most guidelines become outdated in a very short time, because of
changes in medical knowledge, upgrading should be ensured by competent people at
short time intervals.
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   According to these requirements ideal clinical guidelines appear like structured and
dynamic knowledge bases, usually limited to a restricted domain but following a
multi-task approach and preferably organized as metasystems.

6  Aims and Features

Clinical guidelines are aimed at increasing the effectiveness and quality of clinical
practice at the lowest possible cost compatible with available resources. As a side
effect they are expected to promote the standardization of procedures.
   From several points of view clinical guidelines can be considered as cognitive,
behavioral, operational and management models. Indeed, clinical guidelines  usually
incorporate quite different functions directed at supporting medical action by means of
information, expertise, warnings and alarms, and policy suggestions.
   Guidelines providers should be political and financial institutions, scientific
societies and experts.  Potential users are the professional figures related to health
management, including hospital care, speciality care and home care. Correspondingly,
a lot of expectations are associated with clinical guidelines: rational organization of
medical knowledge (e.g., according to a shearable database); recording facilities
(including not only facts but also time-dependent events); support in patient
management (e.g., assisted medical decision-making); quality assessment and
improvement (according to explicit and objective criteria); educational outcomes
(obtained by means of simulation, navigation and browsing facilities) [10].

7  Central Role of Medical Action

Clinical guidelines should reflect real life. Thus, the availability of a reliable model of
medical action is absolutely important. Generally speaking, the goal of medical action
is to solve clinical problems (related to diagnosis, treatment or follow-up).  This is
made possible by a close interaction among different action models: a knowledge
model (reflecting medical culture), a behavioral model (derived from doctor
competence), an organizational model (including problems related to workflow
management and cost-effectiveness analysis); an information model (supporting
recording facilities and data flow); and a psychological model (featuring the emotions
and  uncertainties of operators).
   Medical actions should be carried out according to their relative priorities, which
result from the compromise among logical, ethical and financial requirements.
Clinical guidelines have a key role in weighing and integrating the preconditions of
medical actions, which are facts (to be recognized), contexts (to be identified) and
knowledge (to be incorporated). Thus, in addition to their main function of supporting
medical decision-making, clinical guidelines can also provide a very important
preliminary evaluation of the consistency, reliability and cost-effectiveness of
compatible medical actions, whose outcomes eventually represent the substrate of
quality assessment, as regards conformity to goals, effectiveness and efficiency [15].
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   Clinical activity is not a personal task of individual physicians, but needs co-
ordination of the many people involved. Indeed, act management has been widely
applied to define the broad typology of clinical activities, to support the development
of open hospital systems architecture, and to provide a concrete basis for the
development of clinical guidelines [16].

8  Guidelines and Patient Management

The clinical guideline may be considered the formal representation of the patient
management process: it results from a sequence of actions, which may be clinical
(related to nurse or doctor activities),  technical (related to the execution of any kind
of investigations) and managerial (related to organization and surveillance tasks).
Actions may differ considerably, but their sequences or associations should be fully
integrated in the patient management process, and should be the natural target of
clinical guidelines [15].

Fig. 1. Clinical guidelines aimed at optimizing the patient management process imply the
involvement and integration of different interacting models.

   It is worth noting that guideline features may differ in the different medical care
contexts (hospital ward, day-hospital, ambulatory, home care). In any case, however,
clinical guidelines can be described as a multifactorial process depending on at least
three elements: patient caracteristics, tasks features and available resources. The
following sequence of operations usually occurs. First, the action project is defined
according to the task (selected among those considered in the guideline) and the
existing clinical situation (extracted from patient record). Thereafter,  the action
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project becomes real action in conformity with available (context related) resources.
According to such a layout, the major requirements qualifying a clinical guideline are
the possibility of direct interaction with the record containing patient data and
reporting clinical events, the pertinence of the algorithm with the actual clinical
problem, its methodological reliability, and the correspondence between available and
needed  resources. As shown in Fig. 1, clinical guidelines aimed at optimizing the
patient management process imply the involvement and integration of different
interacting models.

9  User Involvement

To be reliably applied to clinical practice a guideline should be grounded on a
knowledge base covering a reasonable portion but not necessarily the whole domain
related to the expected application. User involvement might be very useful to define
the proper dimension of the knowledge base. In addition, guideline functions should
be consistent with user needs, outcomes should solve real problems, and messages
should be clear and concise.
   As regards the development of computerized clinical guidelines the following
requirements should be fulfilled: clinical data should be tidily recorded, expected
flows of information should be sketched as flow-charts or Petri networks, and
knowledge representation should be also suitable for educational puposes and quality
control.
   Toward fully integrating online guidelines into practice the path is quite long. Its
steps were described as follows: Step 1: Develop guideline; Step 2: Develop algorithm
from text guideline; Step 3: Disseminate rules and protocols in a local environment:
Step 4: Integrate guideline-based rules into clinical record system with computer-
based reminders; Step 5: Examine impact on processes and outcomes, monitor new
knowledge, and refine guideline as needed [17].
   The many obstacles existing at each step of this path can be overcome making easier
knowledge acquisition, suitably managing imprecise knowledge, shearing the
methodological model, making available on-line clinical guidelines and decision
support systems, and providing the necessary support for training activities.
   Guidelines may be reliable only if the necessary contributions are provided by all
the actors, i.e., the medical staff, computer scientists, technicians, patients and health
care managers. It is quite relevant that the different contributions, while eventually
fully integrated, should be preferably developed independently to ensure specificity
and competence.
   While physicians are mainly asked to define goals, clinical methods and interfaces,
the help of computer science people is mainly related to providing and integrating
strategies that support knowledge browsing, messaging and evaluation procedures
[18].  It is worth noting that the result of such a collaboration is more than a sum,
because of the added value due to the interplay of reciprocal expertises and/or to the
emergence of subliminal skills [19]. To this extent, the development of a strategy of
interaction shearing concepts, models, experiences and talents is absolutely relevant,
and should be applied with the aim of complementing insead of replacing.
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10  Impact and Limitations

So far the impact of clinical guidelines on medical practice has been quite poor.
Among the many reasons considered to explain this failure the following appear to be
the most relevant for the users: time waste, stiffness, ambiguity, misuse of professional
skills, disagreement, ethical and legal concerns and fear of automatic decisions. All
these obstacles should be overcome to make guidelines accepted and effective [4, 9].
   Some apparent conflicts inherent to clinical guidelines need attention. First, as
regards context sensitivity, it seems paradoxical to produce practice guidelines to
reduce variability, while building expedients facilitating the compliance to local needs
[17]. However, since resource availability is an essential feasibility condition, shortage
of them should better suggest to dismiss the guideline instead of applying it
inappropriately. In no case, indeed, guideline remodeling should lead to illogical or
improper solutions.
   Changes in medical knowledge suggesting guideline upgrading may also collide
with user experience and feeling. In such a case the guideline should be immediately
modified according to the criteria of evidence based medicine, instead of simply
removing the conflict and applying the old rules.

11  Guidelines and Quality Assessment

Whenever a patient is admitted to the hospital, attending physicians are expected to
provide effective and efficient care. The fulfilment of such an obvious requirement
implies the organization of clinical information and medical actions. In particular, the
physician is asked to identify existing clinical problems, to rank them according to
priority criteria, and to make the proper decisions in a reasonable sequence. General
principles of clinical methodology and personal competence make this possible in
most cases [20].  However, at least for unexperienced physicians, the decison aid
provided by guidelines may be very useful for optimizing the clinical management of
patients and ensuring high quality outcomes.
   This is particularly true in the case of computerized guidelines directly interacting
with electronic clinical records, which allow more efficient and shearable information.
A computerized approach to the quality control of patient care was previously
proposed [15], based on a clinical data architecture directly interacting with clinical
guidelines [15, 21]. The program was based on a knowledge-based system which was
used in two ways: with on-line hints to ensure effective and efficient medical decisions
on a simulated patient for training purposes; and without facilities supporting user
decisions to be applied on-line for quality assessment (Fig. 2).
   The quality control should include the evaluation of effectiveness and efficiency
with respect to the overall process of patient care, as well as to single hypotheses or
individual decisions. The evaluation should regard the number and reliability of
activated hypotheses, costs, time spent, number and appropriateness of investigations.
The process should be recursive, so that results of each cycle can be used to define
new goals and indicants for the next cycle. Lastly, the quality control should be active,
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i.e., it should directly involve the physicians in the definition of goals and indicants
and in the evaluation of results; and the assessment should be objective, i.e., indicants
should be predefined and evaluation criteria should be transparent.

Fig. 2. Interaction between clinical guidelines and patient data to support computer assisted
medical decision-making and quality control.

12  The Way Forward

In spite of the considerable results obtained so far by means of clinical guidelines, the
way forward appears still long and complicated. Efforts should be paid in modeling
clinical guidelines on real medical actions, structured clinical records, different
contexts of application, patient and user satisfaction, social needs and network
requirements.
   Special attention should be paid in properly training potential users. Indeed, the new
deals of continuing medical education now include familiarization of physicians with
clinical (preferably computer based) guidelines. Tools should include textbooks,
demonstrations, seminars, coursewares, training on real cases, and simulations on
virtual patients.
   Lastly, since the number of domain-independent programs made available to support
the development of clinical guidelines is increasing, it seems reasonable to anticipate
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that in a short time metasystems of clinical guidelines, i.e. families of guidelines
shearing well assessed strategies and interfaces, will be available.
   In summary, three major outcomes may be expected from the use of guidelines:
cultural enrichment due to information, improvement of competence due to the
training effect, and increased efficiency resulting from decision support to difficult,
uncommon, controversial or complex clinical decisions.
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Abstract. About thirty years of research in Artificial Intelligence in Medicine
(AIM), together with a partial failure to disseminate AIM systems despite the
significant progress in developing the underlying methodologies, has taught
that AIM is not a field that can be separated from the rest of medical
informatics and health economics. Since medicine is inherently an information-
management task, effective decision-support systems are dependent on the
development of integrated environments for communication and computing
that allow merging of those systems with other patient data and resource
management applications. The explosion of communication networks raised
more recently another goal for AIM researchers: the full exploitation of those
facilities require to model the organization where health care providers and
managers work. This means that the AIM community has to acquire knowledge
from other fundamental disciplines, as organization theory, sociology,
ethnography, in order to exploit its modeling methodologies to represent
behavior within an organization. It will allow the development of systems able
to support collaborative work among everybody involved in patient care and
organization management. A most promising approach is the exploitation of
workflow management systems. They support the modeling and execution of
workflows, which focus on the behavioral aspects of personnel involved in
clinical processes. Workflow management systems provide tools for the design
and implementation of innovative workflow-based Hospital Information
Systems. This represents a great challenge for AIM researchers to prove that
their theoretical background is essential to build those innovative systems.

1 Introduction

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) offer society the opportunity to
reengineering Health Care Organizations (HCO) into more value-driven, knowledge-
based, and cost-effective enterprises. We are benefiting from astounding advances in
medical knowledge and technology. At the same time many problems have to be
faced by HCO even in developed countries: quality of care is very uneven and costs
are rising. Citizens are unhappy with their care; health professionals are unhappy with
the HCO they are working in; payers are unhappy with costs; and governments react
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by enacting regulations that will fail to introduce any substantial change. Financial
resources will never be enough to do all we would like to do. Biomedical research
will produce better knowledge and treatments, but these results will be gradual and
likely offset by increased demand by an aging society. ICT revolution and better
management of HCO offer promise of dramatic help.

To attain this goal HCO must be able to exploit ICT to become learning
organizations. Current theories of learning reveal that the process of acquiring
knowledge cannot be separated from the process of applying it. Integrating working
and learning is a fundamental requirement for HCO to increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of their activities.

The integration of working and learning requires the development of tools to
support these socially based process-oriented views of representations of work. In
medicine representation of work may take many forms: patient record, instrumental
and material resources, medical knowledge and expertise available within the
organization, as well as the distribution of tasks among people involved in the
management of different types of patients. Thus, patient management protocols
provide models of medical processes, which can be enriched, by models of the
organization to build models of patient workflows. These can be used as the core of
Workflow Management Systems (WfMS) which provide a model-based
communication infrastructure for health care professionals collaborating in patient
management.

The great challenge for researchers in Artificial Intelligence in Medicine (AIM) is
to exploit the astonishing capabilities of ICT to disseminate their tools to benefit HCO
by assuring the conditions of organizational learning at the fullest extent possible. To
do that the AIM community should activate new multidisciplinary research projects,
based on mutual respect and willingness to integrate into its culture other disciplines,
such as organizational science, sociology, and epistemology in order to design and
develop decision support system smoothly integrated into a computer-supported
collaborative work framework

This paper seeks to stir debate, discussion, and action towards new research issues
within AIM research community.

2 History of Artificial Intelligence in Medicine

In 1992 P. Szolovits, the editor of the first book ever published on AIM, defined this
new emerging field as resulting from the combination of sophisticated representations
and computing techniques with the insights of expert physicians to produce tools for
improving health care [27]. In the 1970s, AIM researchers dealt with research issues
which were largely fundamental, such as knowledge representation, knowledge
acquisition, causal reasoning, problem-solving methods, and uncertainty
management. In the next decade the same issues received further attention, but it
became to appear very clear that it was no longer possible to develop AIM research in
isolation: the applied issues touch more generally on the broad field of medical
informatics. In the late 80’ and the early 90’ AIM researchers were convinced that the
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advent of integrated information systems in health care would have paved the way for
efficient implementation and fielding of decision support systems. Even in cases
where the research project was shaped by careful ethnographic studies of the medical
workplace, the practical difficulties in acquiring, filtering and entering clinical
knowledge impeded the usability of the resulting decision support systems. Such
difficulties were considered a convincing proof that AIM was a multifaceted,
multidisciplinary field at the intersection of AI, computer science, biomedical
engineering, medicine, and possibly many other disciplines.

Fielded AI systems in other areas of society have tended to be introduced in
settings where employees are told by their supervisors that use of the system is part of
their job. This is not the common situation in HCO where is still limited the number
of settings where someone else can direct them to use a tool unless they want to do
so. Most physicians resist such pressure, and it is not clear that external requirements
for system use would be wise unless the value of the system can be documented:
beside the clinical decision support the system must be used as a routinely to enhance
collaboration and cooperation with other health care workers involved in the patient
care management. Greenes and Shortliffe [17] stated this argument in a very clear
way saying that physicians are ‘horizontal’ rather ‘vertical’ users of information
technology. They will be attracted to computers when they are useful for every
patient and when the metaphor for system use is consistent across the varied
applications offered.

The limited success with dissemination of AIM systems is, in my view, due more
to this failure of integration than it is to any basic problem with the AI technology
that have been developed. Such an integration is not only a technical integration but
mostly an organizational integration. To embed AIM systems into real work
environments it is essential to combine medical with organizational knowledge. Until
now, the largest effort done by AIM researchers was directed to the first issue. We
must be aware that the second issue too is essential for dissemination of AIM
systems. We must also be aware that the expertise we developed as a research
community can be successfully used to accomplish such a complex task. I strongly
feel that technology is ready while design and development methodology is still under
development for building collaborative systems.

3 The Knowledge Society

One of the most evident consequences of the information society is that our economic
and social life is becoming more and more knowledge-driven. Recent management
literature illustrates this point speaking of: smart products, knowledge-based services,
intelligent enterprise, knowledge workers, knowledge-intensive and learning
organizations, the knowledge-based economy, knowledge society, etc.

Knowledge has thus come to be recognized and handled as a valuable entity in
itself. It has been called the ultimate intangible. There are some estimates that
intellectual capital now comprises typically 75-80% of the total balance sheet of
companies. Today, knowledge is a key enterprise asset. This is true in general, but it
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is particularly true in case of HCO. Managing knowledge is therefore becoming a
crucial everyday activity in modern organizations.

What is knowledge? A possible answer to this question can be given by defining
what is the different meaning of three often-encountered words: data, information and
knowledge [26].  Data are input signals to our sensory and cognitive processes,
information is data with an associated meaning, while knowledge is the whole body
of data and information together with cognitive machinery that people is able to
exploit to decide how to act, to carry out tasks and to create new information.

In the area of the knowledge management, it has been pointed out that large part of
knowledge is not explicit but tacit. Following Polanyi’s epistemological investigation
[23], tacit knowledge is characterized by the fact that it is personal, context specific,
and therefore hard to formalize and communicate. Explicit, on the other hand, is the
knowledge that is transmittable through any formal and systematic language. Polanyi
contends that human beings acquire knowledge by actively creating and organizing
their own experiences. Thus, explicit knowledge represent only the tip of the iceberg
of the entire body of knowledge. As he puts it, “We can know more than we can tell”.

Nonaka and Takeuchi [21] investigated the interaction between tacit and explicit
knowledge concluding that they are not totally separate but mutually complementary
entities. They interact and interchange into each other in the creative activities of
human beings. Their dynamic model of knowledge creation is anchored to a critical
assumption that human knowledge is created and expanded through social interaction
between tacit and explicit knowledge. This process has been called knowledge
conversion. This conversion is a social process between individuals and not confined
within an individual.  Nonaka and Takeuchi postulated four different modes of
knowledge conversion [21]. They are as follows:

1) Socialization is from tacit knowledge to tacit knowledge,
2) Externalization is from tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge;
3) Combination is from explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge,
4) Internalization is from explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge.

The aim of knowledge management is to properly facilitate and stimulate these
knowledge processes. The ultimate goal is that of converting as much as possible tacit
into explicit knowledge.

Thus, knowledge management can be defined as a framework and a tool set for
improving the organization’s knowledge infrastructure, aiming at getting the right
knowledge to the right people in the right form at the right time. Evidently,
knowledge management is not a one-shot activity. It must be daily supported within
an organization through the most appropriate methodologies and technologies to
foster individual and collective learning within the organization [26].
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4 Learning Organizations

Organizations are composed of multiple interacting communities, each with highly
specialized knowledge, skills, and technologies. The execution of important tasks
require these diverse communities to bridge their differences and integrate their
knowledge and skills to create a new, shared perspective [5], that is to create
knowledge according to Nonaka and Takeuchi [21].

This active process is often complicated by the fact that a community shared
ontology, or domain model, is often tacit, making it uninspectable and difficult for
another community to understand. Supporting such long-term, asynchronous
collaboration is particularly important in knowledge intensive organizations. This
requires systems able to support knowledge sharing across workplace communities
and across time. However, sharing knowledge is different to simply sharing
information: people need support for interpreting each others’ perspective and for
negotiating a new, shared perspective.

A learning organization, systematically defined, is an organization, which learns
powerfully, and collectively to better acquire, manage and use knowledge for
improving productivity. It empowers people within and outside the organization to
learn as they work. Methodology and technology should be utilized to optimize both
learning and productivity.

It is important to note the difference between the terms learning organization and
the organizational learning. In discussing learning organizations, we are focusing on
the what, and describing the systems, principles, and characteristics of organizations
that learn and produce as a collective entity. Organizational learning, on the other
hand, refers to how organizational learning occurs, i.e. the skills and processes of
building and utilizing knowledge. Organizational learning as such is just one
dimension or element of a learning organization.

5 Organizational Learning

Organizational learning should be thought in terms of the organizational
environments within which individuals think and act. Organizations have been
conceived as behavioral settings for human interaction, fields for the exercise of
power, or systems of institutionalized incentives that govern individual behavior.
From one or more of these perspectives, we may be able to describe the conditions
under which the thought and action of individuals yield organizational learning. But
such an approach still leaves us with the problem of linking individual to
organizational learning.

We might consider solving this problem by treating organizational learning as the
prerogative of a person at the top that learns for the organization as a whole.
Alternatively, we might think of clusters of individual members as the agents who
learn for the larger organization to which they belong. However, we are still left with
the problem until we are not able of determining under what conditions the thought
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and action of individuals, independently of their power, role or number within the
organization, become distinctively organizational.

Argyris and Schon  [2] suggested that the idea of organizational action is logically
prior to that of organizational learning: learning itself is a kind of action and the
performance of an observable action new to an organization is the most decisive test
of whether a particular instance of organizational learning has occurred.

Organizations are systems in which individuals cooperate to perform tasks that
arise repetitively. Every cooperative system embodies a strategy for dividing up,
according to one principle or another, the tasks it regularly performs and delegating
the components to individual members, thereby establishing individual roles. The
organization’s task system, its pattern of interconnected roles, is at once a division of
labor and a design for the performance of work.

An agency is a collection of people that make decisions, delegates authority for
action, and monitor membership, all on a continuous basis. It is a collective vehicle
for the regular performance of recurrent tasks. Since its members can act for it, then it
may be said to learn when its members learn for it, carrying out on its behalf a
process of inquiry that results in a learning product.

Under what conditions does knowledge become organizational? Two distinct but
complementary answers to this question can be recognized.

First, organizations function in several ways as holding environments for
knowledge. Such knowledge can be held in the minds of individual members. If it is
held in only this way, it may be lost to the organization when the relevant individuals
leave. But knowledge may also be held in an organization’s files, which record its
action, decisions, regulations, and policies as well as in the maps, formal and
informal, through which organizations make themselves understandable to
themselves and others.

Second, organizations directly represent knowledge in the sense that they embody
strategies for performing complex tasks that might have been performed in other
ways. This is true not only of an overall task system but also of its detailed
components. Organizational knowledge is embedded in routines and practices which
may be inspected and decoded even when individuals who carry out them out are
unable to put them into words.

Such organizational task knowledge may be variously represented as systems of
beliefs that underlie action, as prototypes from which actions are derived, or as
procedural prescriptions for action in the manner of a computer program. We may
choose to represent such knowledge through guidelines or protocols that provide a
way of representing theories of medical action.

Organizational continuity would not be understandable if it depended exclusively
on multiple, parallel, private imaging. When organizations are large and complex,
their members cannot rely entirely on face-to-face contact to help them compare and
adjust their private images of organizational theory-in-use. Even face-to-face contact,
private images of organization often diverge. Individuals need external references to
guide their private adjustments.

Such references functions are fulfilled by organizational memories. They include
files, records, databases, and financial accounts, as well as physical objects (tools,
products, or working materials) that hold organizational knowledge. Programs are
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procedural descriptions of organizational routines: they include work plans, policies,
protocols, guidelines scripts, and templates. Artifacts such these describe existing
patterns of activity and serve as guides to future action. Organization memories are
motivated by the desire to preserve and share the knowledge and experiences that
reside in an organization. As such, most systems focus on capturing the knowledge,
storing it, and making it accessible, rather explicitly supporting the creation of new
knowledge. By themselves, organizational memories are e necessary but insufficient
step towards organizational learning.

By single-loop learning we mean a learning process that changes strategies of
action or assumptions underlying strategies in ways that leave the values of a theory
of action unchanged. In such learning episodes, a single feed-back loop, mediated by
organizational inquiry, connects detected errors, that is an output of action
mismatched to expectations and, therefore, surprising, to organizational strategies of
action and their underlying assumptions. These strategies or assumptions are
modified, in turn, to keep organizational performance within the range set by existing
organizational values or norms. The values and norms themselves remain unchanged.

By double-loop learning, we mean a learning process that results in a change in the
values of theory-in-use, as well as in its strategies and assumptions. This loop
connects the observed effects of action with strategies and values served by strategies.
Strategies and assumptions may change concurrently with, or as a consequence of,
change in values.

Organizations continually engaged in transactions with their environments
regularly carry out inquiry that takes the form of detection and correction of errors.
Single-loop learning is sufficient where error correction can proceed by changing
organizational strategies and assumptions within a constant framework of values and
norms for performance. It is, therefore, concerned primarily with effectiveness: how
best to achieve existing goals and objectives, keeping organizational performance
within the range. In some cases, however, the correction of errors requires inquiry
through which organizational values and norms themselves are modified, which is
what we mean by organizational double-loop learning.

6 An Infrastructure Supporting Organizational Learning

Organizational learning depends on the HCO’s ability to manage knowledge and to
process information to support decision making.  Those abilities determine the
organization’s agility, that is capacity to permanently understand new health demands
from the society, quickly respond by introducing new biomedical technologies,
therapies and services for the patients’ health care. In HCO achieving this level of
responsiveness interactions among individuals and groups will be managed by
dialogue and negotiation, relations will predominantly become peer-to-peer rather
than hierarchical and knowledge will be more important than rank. To achieve this
sort of organization, collaborative information systems are essential ingredients that
help with providing access to information, support decision making and aid in action
execution.
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Roboam and Fox [24] noticed that such systems span multiple levels from the
hardware/software platform to the high-level knowledge-based problem solving
activities. They distinguished the following layers.
• Network communication layer: it is concerned with providing services for

interconnecting heterogeneous equipment and resources.
• Data related support services layer: it provides the capabilities to request and send

information from/to the nodes of the HCO network.
• Knowledge and information distribution layer: it provides services for knowledge

and information sharing among the nodes of the HCO network.
• Organization layer: it models the structure, goals, roles etc. that define the position

of nodes in the HCO network.
• Coordination layer: it is concerned with the high level knowledge based problem

solving systems used by the nodes to support their problem solving activities.

The development of an information infrastructure along these lines is of course a
long-range goal. AIM researchers should play their fundamental role by exploiting
agent-based technology to provide suitable solution to the design and development of
the knowledge and information distribution and coordination layers.

Agents are software components that support the construction of distributed
information systems as collection of autonomous entities that interact according to
complex and dynamic patterns of behavior. Although the notion of agent is still
debated, there exist clear aspects that distinguish agents from other current models of
software systems.

7 Workflows and Workflow Management Systems

While medical processes describe the activities of a medical team in a comprehensive
manner for the purpose of defining the most effective and efficient patients’
management, workflows focus on the behavioral aspects of medical work with regard
to a possible support of their execution through information technology.  A workflow
is an activity involving the coordinated execution of multiple tasks performed by
different processing entities [19].

The Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) defined a basic set of workflows’
building blocks: activities to execute tasks, transitions between activities, participants
and application performing activities, and workflow relevant data [28]. These
building blocks allow us to specify medical processes in terms of complex nets of
activities designed to achieve the main goal of the best medical practice.

Workflows can be decomposed hierarchically in sub-workflows. Activities may be
assigned to one or more agents. They may be health care professionals, machines, and
computers, but also organizational units or roles. There are manual and automated
activities. Human agents perform manual and partly automated activities, while
computers execute automated activities in the form of application programs.

Workflow management is the automated coordination, control and communication
of work, as it is required to satisfy workflow process. A Workflow Management
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System (WfMS) is a set of tools providing support for the necessary service of
workflow creation (which includes its formal representation), workflow enactment,
administration and monitoring of workflow processes. The developer of a workflow
application relies on tools for the specification of a workflow process and the data it
manipulates. These tools cooperate closely with the workflow repository service,
which stores workflow definitions. The workflow process is based on a formalized
workflow model that is used to capture data and control flow between workflow
tasks. Several formalisms can be exploited to build a workflow model. The use of
high-level Petri nets [18] seems very promising for modeling and analyzing clinical
processes. Petri nets have proven to be useful in the context of logistics and
production control. However, the application of these Petri nets is not restricted to
logistics and manufacturing, they can also be used to support business process
reeingineering efforts. High-level Petri nets extend the classical Petri net model with
“color”, “time” and “hierarchy”.  These extensions are essential for representing
clinical processes. The high-level Petri nets inherit the advantages of the classical
Petri nets, such as the graphical representation, the sound mathematical foundation
and the abundance of analysis methods. An alternative approach is to build an
“information-centered” model instead of a “process-centered” model. Structural
contingency theory and the literature that has developed from it on organizational
design is one of the most promising theoretical approaches to understanding
organizational performance [22]. Among the various derivatives of contingency
theory, organization theorists have used the information processing view of
organizational behavior in a broad range of domains. A HCO can be modeled as an
information processing and decision making machine: the process model describes
the tasks that generate the information and the health care professionals are the agents
that process and use that information. The agents are linked through a communication
infrastructure and work within an organizational framework that constrains their
behavior [11]. To model HCO we need to integrate the two approaches into a unified
modeling framework.

The workflow enactment service (including a workflow manager and the workflow
runtime system) consists of execution-time components that provide the execution
environment. Administrative and monitoring tools are used for the management of
user and work group roles, defining policies, audit management, process monitoring,
tracking, and reporting of data generated during workflow enactment.

Workflow technology has matured to some extent, and current products are able to
support a range of applications. Nevertheless, a majority of the workflow products are
directed towards supporting ad-hoc or administrative workflows that serve us office
automation types of applications, and primarily involve human tasks supported
through forms-based interface.

Support for medical workflows is today limited to more repetitive processes, that is
care delivery processes to similar patients. In such a case a guideline or a protocol can
suitably describe the process. Many limitations remain to support more demanding
applications and to provide a better support of health care professionals’ work. Two
main issues require to be addressed by workflow technology: support for scalability
and support for adaptable and dynamic workflows. There may be a wide range of
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events or conditions to which the workflows and a WfMS may need to adapt to,
including the reasons of exceptions handling and load balancing.

7.1 Web Based Workflow Systems

Most existing WfMS provide very good support for process engineering but limited
support for process execution, often requiring additional proprietary desktop
applications with limited platform availability. Unfortunately, process engineering
cannot be effective unless the results are accessible to the people who must carry out
the process. Web based WfMS provide a process mediation service using tools that
most users already have and know how to use. Users interact with the system using
their Web browser to retrieve a list of tasks for which they are currently responsible.
The system may use email and pagers to notify people when they need to do
something.

Many productivity applications are emerging on organizations’ Intranets, and more
are being developed. A Web based WfMS is designed to interoperate seamlessly with
Intranet applications. It should allow workflow management to be added to pre-
existing data and information management systems without requiring significant
modifications to the underlying system.

7.2 Workflow-Based Hospital Information Systems

WfMS provide a new point of view in the design of Hospital Information Systems
(HIS). They offer significant advantages [15].
• They enhance the degree of automation in hospitals, because they include manual,

partially or fully automated activities in a comprehensive manner.
• Workflow-based HIS may be adapted to changes more easily than conventional

HIS. This is the result of the separation between the workflow model and the
workflow execution. Changing the former causes changing the latter exactly as in
the knowledge-based systems.

• Workflow-based HIS make easier integrating legacy systems in a heterogeneous
application environment. Instead of replacing legacy systems or using them in
isolation, the workflow approach enables an evolutionary migration strategy: with
no or minor changes in the interfaces the activities of the legacy systems may still
be used, if they are “wrapped”.

8 Knowledge Representation

The effective introduction of ICT in HCO requires the integration of knowledge,
expertise and skills from three different domains: medical, organizational and
technological domain [1].

By medical domain knowledge we mean any representation of medical work as a
set of activities that result from the interaction between patients and heath care
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professionals. They may be physicians, nurses and any other allied health
professional, while medical work is not restricted to activities taking place in a
hospital or any other intramural HCO.

Professionals do their work in an organizational setting: their work depend on the
material and financial resources made available through the organization they work
in. There are rules, regulations, and laws, but also unwritten codes and practices that
determine the professionals’ behavior in an organization.

The sociological understanding of these complex practices is essential to hope to
introduce successfully information and communication technologies into HCO [4].
They represent the third piece of the puzzle we need to compose to build a HIS. We
consider all the technologies that support medical work in practice to belong to that
domain, whether they are the most advanced decision support systems or more
clerical systems.

The above mentioned three domains should integrate each other to obtain the best
possible results in patients’ care delivery. Berg  writes “that the work of medical
personnel is rewritten in the light of the tool and vice versa” [3].

People must communicate and collaborate within an organization, directly or
through IT systems. However, due to different needs and background contexts, there
can be varying viewpoints and assumptions regarding what is essentially the same
subject matter. The way to address this lack of a “shared understanding” is to reduce
or eliminate conceptual and terminological confusion. This allows the creation of a
“unifying framework” for the different viewpoints and serves as a basis for
communication between people and inter-operability among systems.

Ontology is the term used to refer to the shared understanding which may be used
as the unifying framework. An ontology necessarily entails or embodies some sort of
worldview with respect to a given domain. The worldview is often conceived as a set
of concepts (e.g. entities, attributes, and processes), their definitions and their inter-
relationships: this is referred as a “conceptualization”. Such a conceptualization may
be implicit; e.g. existing in someone’s head, or embodied in a piece of software.
Shared conceptualizations include conceptual frameworks for modeling domain
knowledge; content-specific protocols for communication among inter-operating
agents; and agreements about the representation of particular domain theories. Even if
the word ontology is sometimes used to refer to the former, the more standard usage
and that which we will adopt is that ontology is an explicit account or representation
of a conceptualization.

An important motivation for the use of ontologies is to integrate models of
different domains into a coherent framework. This arises in business process
reengineering (where we need an integrated model of the enterprise and its processes,
its organizations, its goals and its customers), multi-agent architectures (where
different agents need to communicate and solve problems), and concurrent
engineering and design.
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8.1 Medical Knowledge

AIM researchers developed a great expertise in representing medical knowledge.
These efforts were aimed at building decision support systems to solve knowledge
intensive medical tasks. The user-system interaction was considered the main issue to
guarantee their dissemination within HCO. However, too little attention was devoted
to modeling the overall medical process where single medical tasks are embedded and
the collaborative work of many highly skilled professionals, nurses, physicians and
other care providers, is requested to pursue the ultimate institutional goal: the delivery
of the most effective patient care. Social pressures are driving HCO to increase
productivity and reduce costs, while maintaining, or even increasing, the quality of
patient care. As in other organizations, development of standards of practice has been
used as one method to achieve these goals. There have been significant efforts to
define guidelines and protocols to reduce practical variability and to improve the
quality of patient care [9]. In many cases, these methods of standardizing medical
practices have been successful [7]. Although the words “guidelines” and “protocols”
are often used interchangeably, there are practical differences between them that are
useful. Guidelines have been defined as “systematically developed statements to assist
practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate health care for specific clinical
circumstances” [9]. Like guidelines, protocols include information relevant to
decisions, but include other kinds of activities as well, such as randomization
procedures for informed consent, quality assurance procedures, scheduling patients
procedures and so on. In general, protocols represent the final stage of adopting a
centrally developed guideline to best practice for local use [14].

Yet systematic reviews have shown that the mere existence of these guidelines or
protocols does not necessarily lead to changes in practice [16]. Certainly, if clinicians
are unaware of best practice, they cannot implement them; and if they haven’t been
convinced of their utility, they will not use them. These are goals to be pursued by the
medical community. However, there are goals for the AIM community: to increase
the power of formal representations of practice guideline taking into account
complexity, flexibility and uncertainty management needs and to make them online
available to the right person at the right time during her daily work [13].

The most sophisticated form of online guideline or protocols is to today when they
are embedded in a computer-based patient record system. In this situation,
programmed rules derived from them operate in the background. The rules are
triggered by patient data; when necessary data unavailable in the record are sought
from the patient record system and patient-specific recommendations are provided to
the health care provider. There are only very examples of this advanced form of
guideline-based or protocol-based decision support. However, a step forward needs to
be done: a practice guideline or a protocol must be viewed and used as a
representation of a medical process. Hence they may represent the core of a WfMS
able to improve collaboration and communication between all the health care
professionals involved in patient care delivery. In such a way also HCO
administrators are enabled to properly manage resources allocation and utilization to
achieve institutional goals.
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Two main problems for guidelines or protocols dissemination and utilization still
require considerable research efforts: making them site-specific and managing
exceptions.

National guidelines or protocols invariably will require some modification to be
useful within a particular clinical setting [12]. How their representation will make
easier their adaptation to specific organization and which will be the performance of
modified guidelines or protocols within a particular clinical setting are still
fundamental research issues. In some instances, guidelines or protocols developed to
improve patient care and reduce costs may create additional and unanticipated
problems when they are used within a specific organization. This suggests that there
can be problems, specific to a particular organization, that can affect the effectiveness
of a guideline or a protocol and that cannot be predicted by the population-level
analysis. These organization specific problems are related to the process of medical
care and can affect the cost and the quality of medical outcomes of patients treated
following these guidelines.

One such problem that has been recognized is increased demands for coordination
and communication in health care. Nationally developed medical guidelines or
protocols are designed for a hypothetical, ideal organization in which all activities are
completed without exception, all patients respond in categorical ways, and all
interactions within the organization are seamlessly coordinated. Most medical
guidelines or protocols do not consider the additional burden imposed by
communication, problem resolution, and coordination between organization
participants. Exceptions need to be resolved, activities need to be coordinated with
other activities to share a common goal, and resources and organizational limitations
addressed. The time and cost involved with this coordination is a hidden cost to the
organization, and can result in unpredictable results when guidelines or protocols are
implemented within the organization.

8.2 Organizational Knowledge

Organizations are diverse and complex, and so it may be useful to adopt a simplifying
model focusing on their basic elements. According to the model proposed by Leavitt
[20] and adapted later by Scott [25], we can consider the following basic components.
• Social structure refers to the relationships existing among participants in the

organization. It can be separated into two components. The first component can be
called the ‘normative structure’: it includes values, norms, and role expectations.
Values are the criteria employed in selecting the goals of the behavior; norms are
the generalized rules governing behavior that specify, in particular, appropriate
means for pursuing goals; and roles are expected behaviors of participants given
their position in the social structure. The second component focuses on the actual
participants’ behavior, rather than on prescriptions for behavior. Thus, it can be
called ‘behavioral structure’ and can be represented in terms of activities and
interactions. The social structure of an organization varies in the extent to which it
is formalized. A formal structure is one in which the social positions and the
relationships among them have been explicitly specified and are defined
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independently of the personal characteristics of the participants occupying these
positions.

• Participants o social actors are those individuals who contribute to the
organization.

• Goals may be defined as representations of desired ends, conditions that
participants attempt to effect through the performance of task activities.

• Technologies consist in part of material resources and equipment but also
comprise the domain knowledge and skills of participants.

We can now adopt the following definition of a HCO taking a ‘rational system’
perspective: HCO are ‘collectivities oriented to the pursuit of relatively specific
health prevention and/or management goals and exhibiting relatively highly
formalized structures’. They are ‘purposeful in the sense that the activities and
interactions of participants are coordinated to achieve specific goals. Goals are
specific to the extent they are explicit, are clearly defined, and provide unambiguous
criteria for selecting among alternative activities. The cooperation among participants
is ‘conscious’ and ‘deliberate’; the structure of relations is made explicit and can be
‘deliberately constructed and reconstructed’. A structure is ‘formalized’ to the extent
that the rules governing behavior are precisely and explicitly formulated and to the
extent that roles and role relations are prescribed independently of the personal
attributes of individuals occupying positions in the structure.

Thus, to model HCO we need to represent all these elements in some formal way,
that is to build an organizational model. Which are its basic entities? We should
consider that an organization could be represented through a set of constraints on the
activities performed by agents. In particular, an organization consists of a set of
divisions and subdivision (recursive definition), a set of organizational agents (said to
be member of a division of the organization), a set of roles that the member play in
the organization, and an organization goal tree that specifies the goals (and their
decomposition into subgoals) the members are trying to achieve.

An agent plays one or more roles. Each role is defined by the goal set that it must
fulfill. Each role is also given enough authority to achieve its goals. Agents perform
activities in the organizations and consume resources (such as materials, labors, or
tools). The constraint set limits to the agent activities. An agent can also be a member
of a team created to perform a special task. Moreover an agent has skill requirement
and a set of communication links defining the protocol with which it communicates
with other agents in the organization.

Although some very promising projects developed an enterprise model [10], only
preliminary work has been done specifically for HCO. Falasconi and Stefanelli [8]
built a rich model for this purpose which may represent a basis for further research in
a large cooperative effort involving the whole AIM community.
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9 Conclusions

Clinical knowledge explicitly represented, as well as the organizational knowledge,
almost always tacit, represent the core asset for the third millennium HCO. If people
are an asset then effective people management is an asset too.

HCO are now facing new fundamental problems. How information and
communication technologies can be effectively used to exploit the institutional
intellectual capital? Intellectual capital is the term given to the combined intangible
assets which enable the HCO to function [6]. It can be split into four categories:
• Care delivery services assets;
• Intellectual skills assets;
• Human-centered assets;
• Infrastructure assets.

Care delivery services assets are the potential a HCO has due to society health
demands. They are important because they give a HCO a competitive advantage in
acquiring resources, both private and public, to pursue its institutional goals.
Intellectual skill assets include medical and professional knowledge of HCO
participants. What is essential is to guarantee its continuous acquisition from medical
sciences development and its immediate utilization for increasing the quality and
clinical efficacy of delivered care. Human-centered assets comprise the collective
expertise, creative and problem solving capabilities, leadership, entrepreneurial and
managerial skills embodied by the participants of the organization. Human are
expensive to hire, train and sustain. As they become proficient and then excel in their
employment, they learn more and become more valuable. But knowledge in the head
of the individual belongs to the person – not to the organization. So it’s important to
understand the skills, knowledge and expertise of the individual in order to know how
and why someone is valuable and what role they should play within the organization.
The optimal position for the organization is to be able to derive maximum benefit
from an individual being working within the organization. Infrastructure assets are
those technologies, methodologies and processes which enable the organization to
function. But we are not talking about the value of the tangibles which comprise the
computer systems, the communication networks, the bio-medical instruments and so
on, but the way in which they are used in the organization. A good example is the
Internet. Its use is free. It also doesn’t belong to anyone, so it won’t appear on
anyone’s balance sheet. However, the ability to use the Internet, for example, to
deliver new home care services means the potential for the organization to be more
effective in achieving its goals. Therefore the Internet may become an asset.
Infrastructure assets are important because they bring order, safety, correctness and
quality to the organization. They also provide a context for the participants of the
organization to work and communicate with each other. Marketing the value of
infrastructure assets to the individual within the organization is important, in order to
ensure they understand what they are supposed to do in given situations and how they
contribute to the achievement of corporate goals. However, infrastructure assets
should not be perceived as law and must change and bend to reflect changes in the
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market and workplace. Organizations, which do not regularly question the value and
effectiveness of infrastructure assets, lose the edge which make them win.
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Abstract. Both clinical management of patients and clinical research are
essentially time-oriented endeavors.  In this paper, I emphasize the crucial role
of temporal-reasoning and temporal-maintenance tasks for modern medical
information and decision support systems.  Both tasks are important for
management of clinical data, but the first is often approached mainly through
artificial-intelligence methodologies, while the other is usually investigated by
the database community.  However, both tasks require careful consideration of
common theoretical issues, such as the structure of time.  In addition, common
to both of these research areas are tasks such as temporal abstraction and
management of variable temporal granularity.  Finally, both tasks are highly
relevant for applications such as patient monitoring, support to application of
therapy guidelines, assessment of the quality of guideline application, and
visualization and exploration of time-oriented biomedical data.  I propose that
integration of the two areas should be a major research and development goal.  I
demonstrate one integration approach by presenting a new architecture, a
temporal mediator, which combines temporal reasoning and temporal
maintenance, and integrates the management of clinical databases and medical
knowledge bases.  I present and discuss examples of using the temporal
mediator for several of the application areas mentioned.  I conclude by
reemphasizing the importance of effective knowledge representation,
knowledge reuse, and knowledge sharing methods to medical decision support
systems in general, and to time-oriented systems in particular.

1.  Introduction: Time in Medical Care and Medical Research

It is almost inconceivable to represent clinical data and reason about them without a
temporal dimension.  Clinical interventions must occur at one or more time points
(e.g., appendectomy performed on March 17 1998) or over periods (e.g.,
chemotherapy administered from April 3 1994 to May 25 1994).  Similarly, patient
characteristics and measurements (such as laboratory test results, physical
examinations, or a diagnosis) have to hold during time points or time periods (e.g.,
high fever in the evenings from December 11 1997 to December 14 1997).  Various
qualitative and quantitative temporal relationships (e.g., high fever occurring after
mumps immunization) can exist between measurements and/or interventions.
From the point of view of medical information systems, time is important for
representing information within an electronic medical-record system, for querying
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medical records, and for reasoning about time-oriented clinical data as part of various
decision-support applications, such as diagnosis, therapy, and browsing of electronic
patient records for management or research purposes.  Representing, querying, and
reasoning about time-oriented clinical data is equally important for care providers
who need certain information about one or more patient records as it is for automated
decision support systems.  For instance, during the treatment of a patient by an
experimental chemotherapy protocol, either the care provider or an intelligent
therapy-support system might need to refer a complex temporal query to the patient’s
record.  Such a query might ask whether the patient had more than two episodes of
bone-marrow toxicity of grade II or more (as defined in the context of the
experimental protocol), each lasting at least 3 weeks, within the past 8 months.  Major
examples of tasks that depend heavily on such access to time-oriented data and their
interpretations include patient monitoring, management of patients using therapy
guidelines, and interactive visualization and exploration of longitudinal patient data.
It useful to distinguish, at least conceptually, between two research directions, distinct
with respect to their focus and the research communities pursuing them, that are
relevant to the temporal dimension:  (1) Temporal reasoning (TR), which supports
various inference tasks involving time-oriented clinical data, such as therapy planning
and execution, and traditionally has been linked with the artificial-intelligence
community, and (2) temporal data maintenance (TM) which deals with storage and
retrieval of clinical data that have heterogeneous temporal dimensions, and typically
is associated with the (temporal) database community.  Figure 1 shows a typical
conceptual structure for TR and TM modules in a time-oriented clinical decision-
support system.
Unfortunately, the TR and TM research communities have been quite separate
conceptually and physically, although there is recent progress.  However, several
themes common to both communities can be readily noted.  For example, the
necessity for temporal data modeling is recognized in both research areas: Without
due attention to the time model underlying any framework, data can be neither
maintained nor reasoned with.  Furthermore, certain tasks are common to both
research areas, such as the abstraction or aggregation of time-stamped data into
meaningful interval-based concepts, and the handling of variable temporal
granularity.

Clinical
decision-support
application

TM TR DB

Fig. 1. Typical relationship of time-oriented computational modules in a clinical decision-
support system.  DB = patient electronic database; TM = temporal data-maintenance module;
TR = temporal-reasoning module.
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I will argue that there are sufficient similar goals and common grounds to justify an
effort for integration of TR and TM in medical information systems, and furthermore,
that such an integration is quite feasible.  I will also argue for the importance of
disciplined representation of knowledge about time-oriented data, in particular in the
knowledge-intensive medical domains, as part of this enterprise, and for the
importance of the facilitation of the maintenance, sharing, and reuse of such
knowledge.

1.1 Structure of the Paper

In Section 2, I focus on the TR area by examining one of its major tasks: The
temporal-abstraction task.  In Section 3, I discuss the importance of TM.  In Section 4,
I emphasize the importance of integration of TR and TM in medical decision support
systems, and present an architecture that is being developed to address that need,
namely, a temporal mediator.  In Section 5, I discuss several applications that use the
temporal mediator.  Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Temporal Reasoning: The Temporal-Abstraction Task

Most clinical tasks require measurement and capture of numerous patient data, often
on electronic media.  Physicians who have to make diagnostic or therapeutic decisions
based on these data may be overwhelmed by the number of data if the physicians’
ability to reason with the data does not scale up to the data-storage capabilities.  Most
stored data include a time stamp in which the particular datum was valid; an emerging
pattern over a stretch of time has much more significance than an isolated finding or
even a set of findings.  Experienced physicians are able to combine several significant
contemporaneous findings, to abstract such findings into clinically meaningful higher-
level concepts in a context-sensitive manner, and to detect significant trends in both
low-level data and abstract concepts.
In many clinical domains, a final diagnosis is not always the main goal of data
abstraction.  What is often needed is a coherent intermediate-level interpretation of
the relationships between data and events, and among data, especially when the
overall context (e.g., a major diagnosis) is known.  The goal is then to abstract the
clinical data, which often is acquired or recorded as time-stamped measurements, into
higher-level concepts, which often hold over time periods.  The abstracted concepts
should be useful for one or more tasks (e.g., planning of therapy or summarization of
a patient’s record).  Thus, the goal is often to create, from time-stamped input data,
such as hematological measurements, interval-based temporal abstractions, such as
"bone-marrow toxicity grade 2 or more for 3 weeks in the context of administration of
a prednisone/azathioprine protocol for treating patients who have chronic graft-
versus-host disease, and complication of bone-marrow transplantation" and more
complex patterns, involving several intervals (Figure 2).  We call that task the
temporal-abstraction task.  (The term “temporal abstraction” is somewhat
misleading, it is the time-oriented data, and not the time itself, which are being
abstracted.)
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Fig. 2. Temporal abstraction of platelet and granulocyte values during administration of a
prednisone/azathioprine (PAZ) clinical protocol for treating patients who have chronic graft-
versus-host disease (CGVHD).  Raw data are plotted over time at the bottom.  External events
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 = context interval;  = abstraction interval; M[n] = bone-
marrow–toxicity grade n.

The ability to automatically create interval-based abstractions of time-stamped
clinical data has multiple implications:
1. Data summaries of time-oriented electronic data, such as patient medical records,

have an immediate value to a human user, such as to a physician scanning a long
patient record for meaningful trends [1].

2. Temporal abstractions support recommendations by intelligent decision-support
systems, such as diagnostic and therapeutic systems [2].

3. Abstractions support monitoring of plans (e.g., therapy plans) during execution of
these plans (e.g., application of clinical guidelines [3]).

4. Meaningful time-oriented contexts enable generation of context-specific
abstractions, maintenance of several interpretations of the same data within
different contexts, and certain hindsight and foresight inferences [4].

5. Temporal abstractions are helpful for explanation of recommended actions by an
intelligent system.

6. Temporal abstractions are a useful representation for the process and outcome
intentions of designers of clinical guidelines, and enable real time and retrospective
critiquing and quality assessment of the application of these guidelines by care
providers [5].

7. Domain-specific, meaningful, interval-based characterizations of time-oriented
medical data are a prerequisite for effective visualization and dynamic exploration
of these data by care providers [6].  Visualization and exploration of information in
general, and of large amounts of time-oriented medical data in particular, is
essential for effective decision making.  Examples include visualization of periodic
patterns in clinical data, and deciding whether a certain therapeutic action has been
effective.  Different types of care providers require access to different types of
time-oriented data, which might be distributed over multiple databases.
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There are several points to note with respect to the desired computational behavior of
a method that creates meaningful abstractions from time-stamped data in medical
domains:
1. The method should be able to accept as input both numeric and qualitative data.

Some of these data might be at different levels of abstraction (i.e., we might be
given either raw data or higher-level concepts as primary input, perhaps abstracted
by the physician from the same or additional data).  The data might also involve
different forms of temporal representation (e.g., time points or time intervals).

2. The output abstractions should also be available for query purposes at all levels of
abstraction, and should be created as time points or as time intervals as necessary,
aggregating relevant conclusions together as much as possible (e.g., "extremely
high blood pressures for the past 8 months in the context of treatment of
hypertension").  The outputs generated by the method should be controlled,
sensitive to the goals of the abstraction process for the task at hand (e.g., only
particular types of output might be required).  The output abstractions should also
be sensitive to the context in which they were created.

3. Input data should be used and incorporated in the interpretation even if they arrive
out of temporal order (e.g., a laboratory result from last Tuesday arrives today).
Thus, the past can change our view of the present.  This phenomenon has been
called a view update [7].  Furthermore, new data should enable us to reflect on the
past; thus, the present (or future) can change our interpretation of the past, a
property referred to as hindsight [8].

4. Several possible interpretations of the data might be reasonable, each depending on
additional factors that are perhaps unknown at the time (such as whether the patient
has AIDS); interpretation should be specific to the context in which it is applied.
All reasonable interpretations of the same data relevant to the task at hand should
be available automatically or upon query.

5. The method should leave room for some uncertainty in the input and the expected
data values, and some uncertainty in the time of the input or the expected temporal
pattern.

6. The method should be generalizable to other clinical domains and tasks.  The
domain-specific assumptions underlying it should be explicit and as declarative as
possible (as opposed to procedural code), so as to enable reuse of the method
without rebuilding the system, acquisition of the necessary knowledge for applying
it to other domains, maintenance of that knowledge, and sharing that knowledge
with other applications in the same domain.

One example of a temporal-abstraction framework is the knowledge-based
temporal-abstraction (KBTA) method [9].  The KBTA method decomposes the
temporal-abstraction task into five subtasks; a formal mechanism is proposed for
solving each subtask.  The five temporal-abstraction mechanisms depend on four
domain-specific knowledge types: structural, classification (functional), temporal-
semantic (logical), and temporal-dynamic (probabilistic) knowledge.  Domain values
for all knowledge types are specified when a temporal-abstraction system is
developed.  An example of temporal-semantic knowledge is that, unlike two anemia
periods, two episodes of 9-month pregnancies can never be summarized as an episode
of an 18-month pregnancy—even if they followed each other—since they are not
concatenable, a temporal-semantic property.
The KBTA framework emphasizes the explicit representation of the knowledge
required for abstraction of time-oriented clinical data, and facilitates its acquisition,
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maintenance, reuse, and sharing.  The KBTA method has been implemented by the
RÉSUMÉ system and evaluated in several clinical domains, such as guideline-based
care of oncology and AIDS patients, monitoring of children’s growth, and
management of patients who have insulin-dependent diabetes [7].
The KBTA method proposes particular ontology (a theory of concepts and relations
among them) of time, time-oriented objects, and temporal-reasoning knowledge.
Another example of such a general ontology is Keravnou’s time-object ontology for
medical tasks [10].
Other approaches have been applied to the task of abstraction of time-oriented
medical data into higher-level concepts [11; 1; 12; 13; 8; 14; 15; 16].  Most
approaches, however, do not emphasize the need for a formal representation that
facilitates acquisition, maintenance, sharing, and reuse of the required temporal-
abstraction knowledge.  Such an emphasis, however, is essential for the widespread
dissemination and maintenance of time-oriented medical decision-support systems.

3. Maintenance of Time-Oriented Medical Data

For any realistic decision support system, it is not sufficient to be capable of
reasoning about time-oriented medical data.  It is also necessary to be able to
effectively and efficiently store and retrieve the time-oriented data.
Initially, systems that were designed to manage time-oriented clinical data were based
on the flat relational model.  These systems were based on stamping the database
tuples with the appropriate time stamp.  Thus, the date of the patient’s visit was added
to the specific attribute values.  Later work has proposed the use of specific temporal-
query languages for clinical data that are structured by a temporal-network model.
Even though such languages were oriented to individual patient records and were not
based on a generic data model, they were early attempts to address the need for an
extension of query languages so as to enable the system to retrieve complex temporal
properties of stored data.  Most query languages and data models used for clinical
data management were application-dependent; thus, developers had to provide ad-hoc
facilities for querying and manipulating specific temporal aspects of data.
Recent work on temporal clinical databases presents a more general approach and
highlights the true requirements for storage and maintenance of time-oriented medical
data.  An issue that was explored in depth in the general temporal-database area is the
one concerning what kinds of temporal dimensions need to be supported by the
temporal database.  Three different temporal dimensions have been distinguished
[17]:
1. The transaction time; that is, the time at which data are stored in the database

(e.g., the time in which the assertion “The white blood-cell (WBC) count is
7600” was entered into the patient’s medical record)

2. The valid time; that is, the time at which the data are true for the modeled real
world entity (e.g., the time in which the WBC-count was, in fact, 7600)

3. The user-defined time; whose meaning is related to the application and thus is
defined by the user (e.g., the time in which the WBC count was determined in the
laboratory).

Using this temporal-dimension taxonomy, four kinds of databases can be defined:
(a) snapshot databases, based on flat, timeless data models;
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(b) rollback databases, which represent explicitly only the transaction time (e.g., a
series of updates to the patient’s current address stamped by the time in which
the modification was recorded)

(c) historical databases, which represent explicitly only the valid time (thus, they
represent the best current knowledge about the WBC value on 1/12/97, and allow
future updates referring to data on 1/12/97, but keep no record of the updates
themselves)

(d) what are now called bitemporal databases, which represent explicitly both
transaction time and valid time and thus are both historical and rollback.

Thus, in a bitemporal database it can be represented explicitly that, on January 17,
1997 (transaction time), the physician entered in the patient’s record the fact that on
January 12, 1997 (valid time) the patient had an allergic reaction to a sulpha-type
drug.
The bitemporal database is the only representation mode that fulfills all requirements
for time-oriented medical databases, although historical and rollback databases are
currently most common.  There are multiple advantages for the use of bitemporal
databases in medical information systems, including the ability to answer both
research and legal questions (e.g., “When another physician prescribed sulpha on
January 14 1997, did she know at that time that the patient had an allergic reaction to
sulpha on a previous date?”).

3.1 Maintenance of Both Clinical Raw Data and Their Abstractions

Several recent systems allow not only the modeling of complex clinical concepts at
the database level, but also the maintenance of certain inference operations at that
level.  For example, active databases can also store and query derived data; these data
are obtained by the execution of rules that are triggered by external events, such as the
insertion of patient related data [18].  Furthermore, integrity constraints based on
temporal reasoning [19] can often be evaluated at the database level, for example to
validate clinical data during their acquisition.  This validation, however, requires
domain-specific knowledge (e.g., height is a monotonically increasing function, and
should never decrease, at least for children).

3.2 Management of Different Temporal Dimensions of Clinical Data

Typically, only the valid time, at which the clinical data or conclusions were true, has
been considered in medical-informatics research.  However, storing also the
transaction time, at which the data were inserted into the patient’s record, has
multiple benefits, such as being able to restore the state of the database that was true
(i.e. what was known) when the physician or a decision-support system decided on a
particular therapeutic action, an ability that has significance both for explanation and
legal purposes.  Another temporal dimension of information considered recently is the
decision-time [20]: the decision time of a therapy, for example, could be different
from both the valid time during which the therapy is administered and from the
transaction time, at which the data related to the therapy are inserted into the database.
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3.3 Storage and Retrieval of Time-Oriented Clinical Data

An example of a TM system that accesses time-oriented relational clinical databases
and enables the formation of complex temporal queries is the Chronus temporal-
maintenance system [21].  In the general TM area, researchers are developing several
versions of (bi)temporal databases, which can manage time-oriented data, such as
systems based on SQL3 [22] and TSQL2 [23].

4. Integration of Temporal Reasoning and Temporal
Maintenance: A Temporal Mediation Service

Several issues are common to the TR and TM research communities.  For instance,
from the theoretical point of view, several basic choices have to be made when
modeling time for management of or reasoning about time-oriented clinical data.
Examples include the use of time points or time intervals as the primitive temporal
objects; modeling time as linear, branching, or circular; and using absolute (e.g., date
and time) versus relative (e.g., days since start of therapy) time.
Two commonly recurring and closely related tasks in both the temporal-reasoning and
the temporal-maintenance research areas are (1) the temporal-abstraction task
mentioned in Section 2, and (2) the handling of variable temporal granularity.  Since
these tasks are highly relevant to both the TR and TM research communities, they
might be viewed as one of the potential bridges between them (besides fundamental
theoretical issues, such as the time model).
Temporal abstraction provides a concise, context-sensitive description of a collection
of time-stamped raw data.  Management of variable temporal granularity deals, in
fact, with an abstraction of the time primitives themselves; it concerns the level of
abstraction (e.g., time unit, such as a day or a month) at which the time element
(instant, interval, and so on) associated with the relevant data is represented.  Note
that the tasks of temporal abstraction and of handling variable temporal granularities
are interconnected. When reasoning about various temporal-granularity levels,
emphasis is placed on the abstraction of the representation of the time component of a
time-oriented assertion; when performing a temporal-abstraction task, the emphasis is
placed on the abstraction of the time-oriented entity itself.
Real decision-support applications that involve time-oriented medical data require to
some extent both maintenance of the data and reasoning about them.  Thus, an
integration of the TR and TM projects is imperative, at least at the application level.
Furthermore, as I show below, such an integration is quite possible, at least within
certain reasonably general frameworks and assumptions.
The integration of the two functions necessary for medical decision-support systems,
TR and TM, within one architecture, can be accomplished within a temporal
mediator, a transparent interface that can be created to the patient’s database.
Database mediators have been proposed by Wiederhold [24; 25] as a solution to the
problem of providing to applications certain services that involve the integration of
different sources of data and/or knowledge.
An example of ongoing research in temporal mediators is the Tzolkin temporal-
mediation module [26].  The Tzolkin module combines the RÉSUMÉ temporal-
abstraction system, the Chronus temporal-maintenance system [21], a temporal-query
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parser and a controller into a unified temporal-mediation server (Figure 3).  The
Tzolkin server answers complex temporal queries of care providers or clinical
decision-support applications, hiding the internal division of computational tasks from
the user (or from the clinical decision-support application).  When users or
applications ask complex temporal queries including abstract (derived) terms that do
not exist in the database, the Tzolkin controller loads the necessary raw data from the
database using the Chronus module, uses the RÉSUMÉ module and the appropriate
domain knowledge to abstract the data, stores the results, and uses the Chronus
module again to access the results and answer the original temporal query.

Controller

RÉSUMÉ
(TR)

Chronus
(TM)

Clinical
decision-support
application

DB
Query Processer

Tzolkin

KB

Patient
Data

Domain-Speicific Knowledge

Application-Speicific Knowledge

Temporal
Queries

Fig. 3. The Tzolkin temporal-mediation architecture.  The Tzolkin mediator enables care
providers and decision-support systems to query patient records for complex temporal patterns,
possibly involving high-level clinical abstractions.  Tzolkin incorporates several modules to
support this functionality:  The Chronus access method for temporal databases, the RÉSUMÉ
temporal-abstraction module, a temporal-query preprocessor, and the system-control structure.
DB = patient electronic database; KB = domain- and application-specific knowledge base; TM
= temporal data-maintenance module; TR = temporal-reasoning module.
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The RÉSUMÉ temporal-abstraction module has been described in Section 2.  The
Chronus [27] temporal-maintenance module is Tzolkin’s interface to the underlying
standard relational database.  Chronus communicates with the database via standard
SQL; thus, any relational database containing time-stamped intervals of data can be
integrated easily into the Tzolkin system.  Chronus uses the query-processing engine
of the relational database to maximize efficiency.  The Tzolkin query preprocessor
detects and informs the system of abstractions to be computed (i.e., it specifies when
the temporal-reasoning module is needed).  It also processes requests for Tzolkin’s
auxiliary services, such as data caching and batch processing (e.g., computing all
possible abstractions given a set of patient data).  Finally, the Tzolkin controller is
the top-level module that coordinates the interactions of all other Tzolkin modules.  It
is responsible for calling each module in the proper order, for ensuring that each
module has the necessary information to complete the task, and for returning the
results of a query.
The Tzolkin knowledge base provides domain- and application-specific knowledge to
the system.  The domain-specific knowledge specializes Tzolkin to a particular
medical domain (e.g., oncology).  Besides domain-specific temporal-abstraction
knowledge, such as properties of different clinical parameters in different contexts,
the application-specific knowledge specializes Tzolkin to a particular database.  The
application-specific knowledge includes a data model that tells Tzolkin the database
schema and the name and location of relevant patient data.  Both sets of knowledge
define the data requirements of each module and ensure that all abstractions from
RÉSUMÉ are computed in a manner that is semantically consistent with the needs of
the user (either the health-care provider or the calling process).  The temporal-
abstraction knowledge is acquired from expert physicians via a graphical knowledge-
acquisition tool [28; 29].

5. Uses of a Temporal Mediator Within Clinical
Decision-Support Applications

To demonstrate the use of a temporal mediator, I will describe briefly three
applications: Automated support to the application of clinical guidelines; automated
quality assessment of guideline-based therapy; and visualization and exploration of
time-oriented clinical data.

5.1 Automated Support of the Application of Clinical Guidelines:
The EON Project

The EON project [3] is a component-based architecture for the support of the
application of guideline-based therapy.  The EON architecture includes a therapy
planner (the episodic skeletal-plan–refinement method), the Tzolkin temporal
mediator, an eligibility-determination module (Yenta) that matches patients to
appropriate clinical guidelines, and a domain knowledge base server.  The EON
modules use the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) as a
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communication protocol (Figure 4).  All temporal queries and assertions in the EON
architecture are mediated through the Tzolkin mediator.

5.2 Automated Quality Assessment of Guideline-Based Therapy:
The Asgaard Project

The Asgaard project [5] is a general framework for the representation, application,
and critiquing of clinical guidelines.  The Asgaard project uses the Asbru guideline-
specification language, which enables the representation of both the prescribed
actions of time-oriented therapy guidelines and their underlying process and outcome
intentions.  Thus, the Asgaard quality assessment module can critique (either in real
time or retrospectively) care providers’ actions in a much more flexible fashion.  The
critique considers the intentions of the guideline designers with respect to temporal
and value constraints on both the pattern of actions that the provider was expected to
create, and the pattern of patient states expected as outcome from the application of
the guideline.  Asbru intentions are temporal abstractions to be achieved, avoided, or
maintained.  All conditions, such as guideline eligibility and abort conditions, are
temporal expressions as well.

ESPR

RÉSUMÉ Chronus

Tzolkincontroller

Patient database

CORBA
BUS

Domain
knowledge
base

ORB

ORB

ORB

Yenta

Guideline-acquisition tool
Other PSMs

Fig. 4. The EON architecture.  Several different problem-solving methods (PSMs), such as the
episodic skeletal-plan refinement (ESPR) method that is used for therapy-plan execution,
communicate with the patient database and the domain knowledge base using a Common
Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) bus.
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As in the EON architecture, all temporal queries are mediated through the Tzolkin
temporal mediator (Figure 5).  In the Asgaard architecture, the temporal-mediation
module (Tzolkin) is one of several task-specific reasoning modules.  Like other
reasoning modules, the temporal-mediation module requires domain-specific
(temporal-abstraction and other) knowledge.

5.3 Intelligent Visualization and Exploration of Time-Oriented Clinical Data:
The KNAVE Project

A major challenge to medical informatics is to provide care providers with graphical
temporal-query interfaces that enable them to take advantage of the sophisticated
architectures that are being built on top of the clinical, time-oriented electronic patient
records [30].  Indeed, many queries might be unnecessary if useful visualization
interfaces exist.  The semantics of these interfaces (e.g., deciding automatically which
abstraction level of the same set of parameters to show and at what temporal
granularity) might draw upon the domain-specific knowledge base. An early example
was a framework for visualization of time-oriented clinical data [31], which defined a
small but powerful set of domain-independent graphic operators with well defined
semantics, and a domain-specific representation of appropriate temporal-granularities
for the display of various entities in the specific clinical domain.

Execution interpreter

Patient database

Guideline-
specification
library Task-specific

reasoning
modules

Plan  recognition
Applicability

Critiquing 

Temporal-mediation
module

Domain-specific
knowledge bases

Intervention effects

Revision strategies

Temporal abstraction

Care
provider

Guideline-
acquisition 
tool

Fig. 5. The Asgaard Architecture.  Several task-specific reasoning modules, such as the
critiquing (quality assessment) module, support the guideline-execution interpreter when
necessary.  The task specific modules require various types of domain-specific knowledge.
Note that the temporal-mediation module (Tzolkin) is a special task-specific reasoning module
and requires domain-specific temporal-abstraction knowledge.
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More sophisticated interfaces can be built by taking advantage, for instance, of
formally-represented knowledge about time-oriented properties of clinical data in
specific clinical areas, such as the ontology provided by the KBTA temporal-
abstraction method, to build powerful graphical interfaces for visualization of and
exploration of multiple levels of abstractions of time-oriented clinical data.  Indeed,
this approach is being taken by the developers of the Knowledge-based Navigation
of Abstractions for Visualization and Explanation (KNAVE) architecture [6]
(Figure 6).
In the KNAVE architecture, the local visualization and exploration module enables
care providers and other users to formulate queries about time-oriented patient data
interactively.  The queries, typically involving abstractions such as “levels of anemia
in the past 5 months,” are referred to a temporal-mediation service.  The output
abstractions are displayed by the KNAVE visualization and exploration module.
KNAVE then enables exploration of the abstractions by direct manipulation of a
representation of the domain’s temporal-abstraction ontology (Figure 7).  Examples
include drilling down the dependency (DERIVED-FROM) hierarchy (Figure 8),

TSA server

DB

KNAVE
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Module

Graphical
Interface

Domain
Ontology
Server

TAV
Server

End
User

Expert
Physician

KA
Tool

Résumé

Chronus

Controller

Tzolkin

Fig. 6. The KNAVE architecture.  Arrows indicate data flow.  TSA server = temporal-and
statistical-abstractions server, an extension of the Tzolkin temporal mediator; TAV server =
temporal-abstraction and visualization domain--knowledge server; KA tool = knowledge-
acquisition tool.  Users interact with the graphical interface, which draws the computational
module.  Queries are answered by the TSA server using data from the patient DB and
knowledge from the domain-ontology server.  Exploration is enabled through direct access to
the domain-specific knowledge through the TSA server.
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Fig. 7. The interface to the dynamic semantic-exploration operators in KNAVE.  The seven
browsers access directly the domain-specific knowledge through  the domain-ontology server.
The display window reflects the results of a query to the temporal mediator, which accesses the
patient’s database.  The ABSTRACTED-INTO relation had been split into a “Derived-From
Hierarchy” and a “Supports Hierarchy” exploration operators to facilitate browsing.

Fig. 8. The result of an ABSTRACTED-FROM exploration in the KNAVE visualization and
exploration module, starting from the abstractions shown in Figure 7.
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exploring the PART-OF hierarchy, zooming in and out by changing the temporal-
granularity (e.g., from DAY to MONTH) while automatically changing the
abstraction level, retrieving relevant classification knowledge to explain temporal
abstractions, and asking What-If queries to perform interactive sensitivity analysis.

6. Summary

Maintenance of and reasoning about time-oriented clinical data are two research and
development areas that are important for multiple clinical tasks, all of which are
relevant to medical decision support systems.
Although the TR and TM areas have traditionally been investigated by different
research communities, medical informaticians cannot ignore either area.  They must
strive to combine results from both communities in integrated architectures, to solve
real-world problems.  As an example, I presented ongoing work on the Tzolkin
temporal mediator architecture.  The Tzolkin mediator is useful in diverse
applications, such as therapy planning, quality assessment, and visualization and
exploration of time-oriented clinical data and their multiple levels of abstractions.
Additional work on (bi)temporal databases and temporal mediators in clinical areas is
necessary.
Finally, it is important to realize that a large amount of temporal-abstraction
knowledge already exists in informal formats in multiple medical domains.  Often,
this knowledge exists as text or as general common-sense medical knowledge.  This
knowledge can be and should be acquired and represented formally to facilitate its
maintenance, sharing, and reuse.  Otherwise, time-oriented applications would be
forced to reinvent the wheel over and over again.
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Abstract. Large collections of medical data are a valuable resource
from which potentially new and useful knowledge can be discovered
through data mining. This paper gives an overview of machine learn-
ing approaches used in mining of medical data, distinguishing between
symbolic and sub-symbolic data mining methods, and giving references
to applications of these methods in medicine. In addition, the paper
presents selected measures for performance evaluation used in medical
prediction and classification problems, proposing also some alternative
measures for rule evaluation that can be used in ranking and filtering of
induced rule sets.

1 Introduction

Large collections of medical data are a valuable resource from which potentially
new and useful knowledge can be discovered through data mining. Data mining
is an increasingly popular field including statistical, visualization, machine learn-
ing, and other data manipulation and knowledge extraction techniques aimed at
gaining an insight into the relationships and patterns hidden in the data.

Machine learning methods [51] described in this paper can be classified into
symbolic and sub-symbolic methods. Examples of symbolic methods are rule
induction methods such as learning of if-then rules [13], decision and regression
trees [57] and logic programs [37], and case-based reasoning. Examples of sub-
symbolic methods are instance-based learning methods [17,3], artificial neural
networks [60] and Bayesian classification [33,34]. These induction methods are
mostly concerned with the analysis of classificatory properties of data tables.
Data represented in a tables may be collected from measurements or acquired
from experts. Rows in the table correspond to objects (training examples) to
be analyzed in terms of their properties (attributes) and the class (concept)
to which they belong. In a medical setting, a concept of interest could be a
set of patients with a certain disease or outcome. Supervised learning assumes
that training examples are classified whereas unsupervised learning concerns the
analysis of unclassified examples.

In medical problem solving it is important that a decision support system
is able to explain and justify its decisions. Especially when faced with an un-
expected solution of a new problem, the user requires substantial justification
and explanation. Hence the interpretability of induced knowledge is an impor-
tant property of systems that induce solutions from medical data about past
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solved cases. Symbolic data mining methods have this property since they in-
duce symbolic representations (such as decision trees) from data. On the other
hand, sub-symbolic data mining methods typically lack this property which hin-
ders their use in situations for which explanations are required. Nevertheless,
when the classification accuracy is the main applicability criterion, sub-symbolic
methods may turn out to be very appropriate since they typically achieve accu-
racies that are at least as good as (or frequently better than) those of symbolic
classifiers.

The first part of this paper gives an overview of machine learning approaches
used in mining of medical data, distinguishing between symbolic and sub-symbolic
data mining methods. Due to space restrictions this overview does not contain
illustrative examples; for a subset of described methods, these can be found in
[39]. It also gives references to applications of these methods in medicine, some
of which are described in detail in an edited volume on intelligent data analy-
sis in medicine and pharmacology [38]. The second part of this paper describes
selected measures for performance evaluation used in medical prediction and
classification problems, proposing also some alternative measures for rule evalu-
ation that can be used in ranking and filtering of induced rule sets. Some other
measures not discussed here are described in [39,41].

2 Symbolic Data Mining Techniques

2.1 Rule Induction

If-Then Rules Given a set of classified examples, a rule induction system con-
structs a set of rules of the form IF Conditions THEN Conclusion, or, if using
a different notation, Conditions→ Conclusion. The condition part of a rule is
a conjunction of attribute tests of the form Ai = value for discrete attributes,
and Ai < value or Ai > value for continuous attributes. The conclusion part is
class assignment C = ci.

An example is covered by a rule if the attribute values of the example fulfill
the conditions of the rule. An example rule induced in the domain of early
diagnosis of rheumatic diseases [36,22] assigning the diagnosis crystal-induced
synovitis to male patients older than 46 who have more than three painful joints
and psoriasis as a skin manifestation, is represented as follows: “IF Sex = male
AND Age > 46 AND Number-of-painful-joints > 3 AND Skin-manifestations =
psoriasis THEN Diagnosis = Crystal-induced-synovitis”.

The well-known algorithms of the AQ falimy of rule learners [48] use the
covering approach to construct a set of rules for each possible class ci in turn:
when rules for class ci are being constructed, examples of this class are positive,
all other examples are negative. The covering approach works as follows: AQ
constructs a rule that correctly classifies some examples, removes the positive
examples covered by the rule from the training set and repeats the process until
no more examples remain. To construct a single rule that classifies examples
into class ci, AQ starts with a rule with an empty antecedent (IF part) and the
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selected class ci as a consequent (THEN part). The antecedent of this rule is
satisfied by all examples in the training set, and not only those of the selected
class. AQ then progressively refines the antecedent by adding conditions to it,
until only examples of class ci satisfy the antecedent. To allow for the handling
of imperfect data, some if-then rule learning algorithms may construct a set of
rules which is imprecise, i.e., does not classify all examples in the training set
correctly.

If-then rule induction algorithms, such as AQ15 [49] and CN2 [13,12] have
been frequently applied to the analysis of medical data. Examples of medical
applications include [49,22,35].

Rough Sets If-then rules can be also induced by using algorithms based on the
theory of rough sets introduced by Pawlak [54,55]. Rough sets (RS) are concerned
with the analysis of classificatory properties of data aimed at approximations of
concepts. RS can be used both for supervised and unsupervised learning.

The main goal of RS analysis is the synthesis of approximations of concepts
ci. The basic concept of RS is an indiscernibility relation. Two objects x and y
are indiscernible if their object descriptions have the same values of attributes.
A main task of RS analysis is to find minimal subsets of attributes that preserve
the indiscernibility relation. This is called reduct computation. Decision rules
are generated from reducts by reading off the values of the attributes in each
reduct. The main challenge in inducing rules lies in determining which attributes
should be included in the conditional part of the rule. Rules synthesized from
the (standard) reducts will usually result in large sets of rules and are likely to
over-fit the patterns of interest. Instead of standard reducts, attribute sets that
“almost” preserve the indiscernibility relation can be generated.

The list of applications of RS in medicine is significant. It includes extracting
diagnostic rules, image analysis and classification of histological pictures, model-
ing set residuals, EEG signal analysis, etc. Examples of RS analysis in medicine
include [26,32,63].

Association Rules The problem of discovering association rules [2] has recently
received much attention in the data mining community. The problem is defined
as follows: Given a set of transactions, where each transaction is a set of items
of the form Attribute = value, an association rule is an expression of the form
B → H where B and H are sets of items. The intuitive meaning of such a rule
is that transactions in a database which contain B tend to contain H .

An example of such a rule is: Diagnosis = pneumonia → Fever = high
[C=80,S=10]. The meaning of this rule is: “80% of patients with pneumonia also
have high fever. 10% of all transactions contain both these items.” Here 80% is
called confidence of the rule, and 10% support of the rule. Confidence of the
rule is calculated as the ratio of the number of records having true values for all
items in B and H to the number of records having true values for all items in B.
Support of the rule is the ratio of the number of records having true values for all
items in B and H to the number of all records in the database. The problem is to
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find all association rules that satisfy minimum support and minimum confidence
constraints. To do so, all itemsets that satisfy the minimum support level are
first generated, and then all frequent itemsets are combined with each other to
produce all possible rules satisfying the minimum confidence constraint.

Association rule learning was applied in medicine, for example, to identify
new and interesting patterns in surveillance data, in particular in the analysis of
the Pseudomonas aeruginosa infection control data [8]. An algorithm for finding
a more expressive variant of association rules, where data and patterns are rep-
resented in first-order logic, was successfully applied to the problem of predicting
carcinogenicity of chemical compounds [18].

Ripple Down Rules The knowledge representation of the form of ripple down
rules allows incremental rule learning by including exceptions to the current rule
set. Ripple down rules (RDR) [14,15] have the following form:
IF Conditions THEN Conclusion BECAUSE Case EXCEPT IF... ELSE IF...

There have been many successful medical applications of the RDR approach,
including the system PEIRS [23] which is an RDR reconstruction of the hand-
built GARVAN expert system knowledge base on thyroid function tests [28].

2.2 Learning of Classification and Regression Trees

Systems for Top-Down Induction of Decision Trees (TDITD) [57] generate a
decision tree from a given set of examples. Each of the interior nodes of the tree
is labeled by an attribute, while branches that lead from the node are labeled
by the values of the attribute.

The tree construction process is heuristically guided by choosing the ‘most
informative’ attribute at each step, aimed at minimizing the expected number of
tests needed for classification. A decision tree is constructed by repeatedly calling
a tree construction algorithm in each generated node of the tree. In the current
node, the current training set is split into subsets according to the values of the
most informative attribute, and recursively, a subtree is built for each subset.
Tree construction stops when all examples in a node are of the same class. This
node, called a leaf, is labeled by a class name. However, leaves can also be empty,
if there are no training examples having attribute values that lead to a leaf, or
can be labeled by more than one class name (if there are training examples with
same attribute values and different class names), together with the probability
assigned to each class.

The best known decision tree learner is C4.5 [59] (C5.0 is its recent up-
grade) which has also been incorporated into commercial data mining tools (e.g.,
Clementine and Kepler). The system is is widely used since it is well maintained
and documented, reliable, efficient and capable of dealing with large numbers of
training examples.

There have been numerous applications of decision tree learning in medicine,
e.g., [35,40,38].

Learning of regression trees is similar to decision tree learning: it also uses
a top-down greedy approach to tree construction. The main difference is that
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decision tree construction involves the classification into a finite set of discrete
classes whereas in regression tree learning the decision variable is continuous
and the leaves of the tree either consist of a prediction into a numeric value or
a linear combination of variables (attributes). An early learning system CART
[7] featured both classification and regression tree learning.

2.3 Inductive Logic Programming

Inductive logic programming (ILP) systems learn relational concept descriptions
from relational data. In ILP, induced rules typically have the form of Prolog
clauses. Compared to rules induced by a rule learning algorithm of the form
IF Conditions THEN Conclusion, Prolog rules have the form Conclusion :-
Conditions, denoting Conclusion← Conditions. Conclusion is a target pred-
icate to be learned, and Conditions a conjunction of literals.

The best known ILP systems include FOIL [58] and Progol [52] and Claudien
[19]. LINUS is an environment for inductive logic programming [37], enabling
learning of relational descriptions by transforming the training examples and
background knowledge into the form appropriate for attribute-value learners.

ILP has been successfully applied to medical data analysis, including early di-
agnosis of rheumatic diseases [37] and carcinogenesis prediction in the predictive
toxicology evaluation challenge [62].

2.4 Case-Based Reasoning

Case-based reasoning (CBR) uses the knowledge of past experience when dealing
with new cases [1,43]. A “case” refers to a problem situation — although, as with
instance-based learning [3], cases may be described with a simple attribute-value
vector, CBR most often uses a richer, often hierarchical data structure. CBR
relies on a database of past cases that has to be designed in the way to facilitate
the retrieval of similar cases.

Several CBR systems were used, adapted for, or implemented to support
reasoning and data analysis in medicine. Some are described in the Special Issue
of Artificial Intelligence in Medicine [44] and include CBR systems for reasoning
in cardiology, learning of plans and goal states in medical diagnosis, detection
of coronary heart disease from myocardial scintigrams, and treatment advice
in nursing. Other include a system that uses CBR to assist in the prognosis of
breast cancer [45], case classification in the domain of ultrasonography and body
computed tomography [29], and a CBR-based expert system that advises on the
identification of nursing diagnoses in a new client [6].

3 Sub-symbolic Data Mining Methods

3.1 Instance-Based Learning

Instance-based learning (IBL) algorithms [3] use specific instances to perform
classification tasks, rather than generalizations such as induced if-then rules.
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IBL algorithms assume that similar instances have similar classifications: novel
instances are classified according to the classifications of their most similar neigh-
bors.

IBL algorithms are derived from the nearest neighbor pattern classifier [25,16].
The nearest neighbor (NN) algorithm is one of the best known classification al-
gorithms and an enormous body of research exists on the subject [17]. In essence,
the NN algorithm treats attributes as dimensions of an Euclidean space and ex-
amples as points in this space. In the training phase, the classified examples are
stored without any processing. When classifying a new example, the Euclidean
distance between that example and all training examples is calculated and the
class of the closest training example is assigned to the new example.

The more general k-NN method takes the k nearest training examples and
determines the class of the new example by majority vote. In improved ver-
sions of k-NN, the votes of each of the k nearest neighbors are weighted by
the respective proximity to the new example [21]. An optimal value of k may
be determined automatically from the training set by using leave-one-out cross-
validation [64]. In our experiments in early diagnosis of rheumatic diseases [22],
using the Wettschereck’s implementation of k-NN [65], the best k was chosen in
this manner.

3.2 Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks may be used for both supervised and unsupervised
learning.

For unsupervised learning — learning which is presented with unclassified
instances and aims to identify groups of instances with similar attribute values
— the most frequently used neural network approach is that of Kohonen’s self
organizing maps (SOM) [31]. Typically, SOM consist of a single layer of output
nodes. An output node is fully connected with nodes at the input layer. Each
such link has an associated weight. There are no explicit connections between
nodes of the output layer.

For supervised learning and among different neural network paradigm, feed-
forward multi-layered neural networks [60,24] are most frequently used for mod-
eling medical data. They are computational structures consisting of a intercon-
nected processing elements (PE) or nodes arranged on a multi-layered hierar-
chical architecture. In general, PE computes the weighted sum of its inputs and
filters it through some sigmoid function to obtain the output. Outputs of PEs of
one layer serve as inputs to PEs of the next layer. To obtain the output value for
selected instance, its attribute values are stored in input nodes of the network
(the network’s lowest layer). Next, in each step, the outputs of the higher-level
processing elements are computed (hence the name feed-forward), until the result
is obtained and stored in PEs at the output layer.

Multi-layered neural networks have been extensively used to model med-
ical data. Example applications areas include survival analysis [42], clinical
medicine [5], pathology and laboratory medicine [4], molecular sequence analy-
sis [66], pneumonia risk assessment [10], and prostate cancer survival [30]. There
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are fewer applications where rules were extracted from neural networks: an ex-
ample of such data analysis is finding rules for breast cancer diagnosis [61].

Other types of neural networks for supervised learning include Hopfield recur-
rent network and neural networks based on adaptive resonance theory mapping
(ARTMAP). For the first, an example application is tumor boundary detec-
tion [67]. Example studies of application of ARTMAP in medicine include clas-
sification of cardiac arrhythmias [27] and treatment selection for schizophrenic
and unipolar depressed in-patients [50]. Learned ARTMAP networks can also
be used to extract symbolic rules [9,20].

3.3 Bayesian Classifier

The Bayesian classifier uses the naive Bayesian formula to calculate the proba-
bility of each class cj given the values of all the attributes for a given instance
to be classified [33,34]. For simplicity, let (v1..vn) denote the n-tuple of values
of example ek to be classified. Assuming the conditional independence of the
attributes for the given class, it can be shown that p(cj |v1..vn) is proportional to
p(cj)

∏
i

p(cj |vi)
p(cj)

; these probabilities can be in turn estimated from the training
set, using the relative frequency, the Laplace estimate [53] or the m-estimate
[11]. Given the above formula for p(cj |v1..vn), a new instance is classified into
the class with maximal probability.

The Naive Bayesian formula can also be used to support decisions in different
stages of a diagnostic process [46,47] in which doctors use hypothetico-deductive
reasoning gathering evidence which may help to confirm a diagnostic hypothe-
sis, eliminate an alternative hypothesis, or discriminate between two alternative
hypotheses. As shown by [46], Bayesian computation can help in identifying and
selecting the most useful tests, aimed at confirming the target hypothesis, elim-
inating the likeliest alternative hypothesis, increase the probability of the target
hypothesis, decrease the probability of the likeliest alternative hypothesis or in-
crease the probability of the target hypothesis relative to the likeliest alternative
hypothesis.

4 Evaluation Measures for Predictive Data Mining in
Medicine

Predictive induction deals with supervised learning for prediction and/or classi-
fication tasks.

4.1 Performance Evaluation

Given a set of training examples, quality of classifications can be tested in two
ways.

1. Testing on a training set. This case applies in the construction of rules where
heuristic measures are used for rule evaluation and/or feature selection. This
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approach is used also when we want all the available information to be used
for learning. Moreover, assigning a quality measure to a rule allows for their
ranking, and consequently, for rule filtering.

2. Testing on a separate test set. In this case standard approaches to quality
evaluation can be applied like leave-one-out, cross-validation, etc.

The evaluation measures developed below are appropriate for both evaluation
frameworks.

4.2 Confusion Matrix

Consider a binary classification problem (given only two classes: positive and
negative). In this case, a confusion matrix is used as a basis for performance
evaluation.

predicted predicted
positive negative

actual positive TP FN Pa

actual negative FP TN Na

Pp Np N

Table 1. A confusion matrix.

In the confusion matrix shown in Table 1 the following notation is used. Pa

denotes the number of positive examples, Na the number of negative examples,
Pp the examples predicted as positive by a classifier, and Np the examples pre-
dicted as negative. The fields of the confusion matrix contain the numbers of
examples of the following four subsets (between brackets the symbol denoting
the number of examples in each subset is indicated):

True positives (TP ): True positive answers denoting correct classifications of
positive cases.

True negatives (TN): True negative answers denoting correct classifications
of negative cases.

False positives (FP ): False positive answers denoting incorrect classifications
of negative cases into class positive.

False negatives (FN): False negative answers denoting incorrect classifica-
tions of positive cases into class negative.

In the fields of the confusion matrix, for the convenience of computation, the
absolute numbers may be replaced by the relative frequencies, e.g., TP by TP

N ,
and Pa by Pa

N . This may be more convenient when relative frequencies are used
as probability estimates.
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4.3 Standard Performance Evaluation Measures

The classification accuracy is the most popular performance evaluation measure
used in predictive knowledge discovery where the goal of learning is prediction
or classification. The classification accuracy measures the proportion of correctly
classified cases.

In binary classification problems using the confusion matrix notation, the
accuracy is computed as follows:

Acc =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
=

TP + TN

N
(1)

Notice that this performance evaluation measure is symmetric w.r.t. the ac-
curacy of predictions of the positive and negative examples.1

If in binary classification problems we were only interested in the correct
predictions of the target class, accuracy could also be defined as the fraction of
predicted positives that are true positives. Let R be the induced classifier, and
Acc(R) the accuracy of correct predictions.

Acc(R) =
TP

TP + FP
=

TP

Pp
(2)

This measure, if applied to single rules, is called confidence in association
rule learning, and precision in information retrieval. Accuracy error, derived
from accuracy, is defined as Err(R) = 1 −Acc(R) = FP

Pp
. Accuracy can also be

used to measure the reliability of the classifier in the prediction of positive cases
since it measures the correctness of returned results.

The reliability of negative predictions is defined as follows:

NegRel(R) =
TN

TN + FN
=

TN

Np

.
Sensitivity is a measure frequently used in medical applications. It measures

the fraction of actual positives that are correctly classified. In medical terms,
maximizing sensitivity means detecting as many ill patients as possible.

Sens(R) =
TP

TP + FN
=

TP

Pa

This measure is identical to recall known from information retrieval (recall of
positive cases).

Specificity is also a measure frequently used in medical applications. Speci-
ficity can be interpreted as recall of negative cases:

Spec(R) =
TN

TN + FP
=

TN

Na

1 For multi-class problems (k classes), let TPj denote the fraction of correctly classified
instances of class cj ; then the classification accuracy can be computed as follows:

Acc = 1
N

∑k

1
TPj .
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Maximizing specificity is equivalent to minimizing the false alarm rate, where
FalseAlarm(R) = 1 − Spec(R) = FP

TN+FP . In medicine, this measure is aimed
at minimizing the fraction of healthy patients declared as ill.

4.4 Rule Set versus Single Rule Evaluation

In this section we consider only symbolic learning, where the outputs are pre-
diction or classification rules, induced from classified examples.

A learner usually induces a set of rules and not a single rule. Consider a set
of rules of the form Hi ← Bi, where Hi is class assignment C = ci and Bi is
a conjunction of attribute tests. Notice, however, that the form Hi ← Bi also
covers association rules, in which Hi does not represent class assignment but
typically a conjunction of attribute tests.

1. If all the Hi are identical, i.e., ∀i: Hi = H, this set of rules can be considered
as a hypothesis about H. In this case, a hypothesis can be written in the
form of a single rule H ← B, where B is a disjunction of all Bi. Under
these circumstances, the evaluation of a hypothesis (a set of rules) can be
elaborated in the same framework as the evaluation of single rules.

2. If Hi are not identical, one can not form a hypothesis as a single rule. In
this case the evaluation of a set of rules can not be elaborated in the same
framework as the evaluation of single rules, and evaluation measures for a
set of rules have to be defined.

4.5 Non-standard Measures for Rule Evaluation

The measures outlined in Section 4.3 can be used for the evaluation of classifiers
performance (e.g., performance of a set of rules), as well as the evaluation of
single rules. In addition to the above standard measures, other measures that
evaluate the quality of single rules can be defined [41]. In data mining these
measures may turn out to be important when trying to extract individual rules
representing meaningful regularities hidden in the data.

Let us use the notation in which n(X) denotes the cardinality of X , e.g.,
n(HiBi) is the number of instances for which Hi is true and Bi is true (i.e., the
number of instances correctly covered by the rule), n(Bi) is the set of instances
for which Bi is false (instances not covered by the rule, etc. N denotes the total
number of instances in the sample. The relative frequency n(X)

N associated with
X is denoted by p(X).

Accuracy of rule Ri = Hi ← Bi is here defined as the conditional probability
that Hi is true given that Bi is true:

Acc(Hi ← Bi) = p(Hi|Bi)

.
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Acc(H ← B) defined as p(H |B) indeed measures the fraction of predicted
positives that are true positives in the case of binary classification problems, as
defined in Equation 2:

Acc(R)=
TP

TP + FP
=

n(HB)
n(HB) + n(HB)

=
n(HB)
n(B)

=
n(HB)

N
n(B)

N

=
p(HB)
p(B)

=p(H |B).

Relative accuracy, defined as

RAcc(Hi ← Bi) = p(Hi|Bi)− p(Hi)

is the accuracy gain of a rule Hi ← Bi relative to a rule Hi ← true that would
classify every instance into Hi (i.e., class ci). This measure indicates that a rule
is only interesting if it improves upon the ‘default’ accuracy p(Hi).

The point about relative measures is that they give more information about
the utility of a rule than absolute measures. For instance, if in a prediction task
the accuracy of a rule is lower than the relative frequency of the class it predicts,
then the rule actually performs badly, regardless of its absolute accuracy.

It is now useful to provide another view on performance evaluation. In pre-
dictive induction it is well understood that a rule may be considered useful only
if its predictive accuracy is higher than the accuracy of the classifier that clas-
sifies all examples into the majority class. This understanding is incorporated
also into building an ordered list of rules by a rule learner CN2 [13] which stops
building new rules once their accuracy drops below the accuracy defined by the
majority class threshold. If H0 denotes the majority class in predictive induc-
tion dealing with multi-class problems, the majority class threshold is defined as
p(H0) = n(H0)

N .
Relative threshold accuracy is defined as follows:

TRAcc(R) = p(H |B)− p(H0)

where H0 denotes the majority rule head.
There is however a problem with relative accuracy as such: it is easy to obtain

high relative accuracy with highly specific rules, i.e., rules with low generality
p(B) (low proportion of examples covered by the body of a rule). To overcome
this problem, a weighted variant of the relative accuracy measure is introduced.

Weighted relative accuracy trades off generality and relative accuracy. It is
defined as follows:

WRAcc(H ← B) = p(B)(p(H |B) − p(H)).

It was shown in [41] that rules with high weighted relative accuracy also have
high novelty. High novelty is achieved by trading off generality and rule accuracy
gained in comparison with a trivial rule H ← true. This also means that having
high relative accuracy is not enough for considering a rule to be interesting, since
the rule needs to be general enough as well.
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4.6 Other Rule Evaluation Measures

With new tasks being addressed in knowledge discovery, the development of
new evaluation measures is important. Additional measures are needed as many
knowledge discovery tasks involve the induction of a large set of redundant rules
and the problem is the ranking and filtering of the induced rule set. It was shown
in previous work [41] that relative and weighted relative measures can be intro-
duced not only for accuracy but also for the reliability of negative predictions,
as well as for sensitivity and specificity. The utility of these measures for data
mining in medicine still needs to be empirically evaluated in further work.

The paper [39] presents also some other evaluation measures, including post-
test probability (which is appropriate for stepwise diagnostic processes), infor-
mation score (which is similar in spirit to the above discussed relative accuracy
for classifiers giving probabilistic answers), and misclassification costs.

5 Conclusion

Traditionally, data analysis was the final phase of experimental design that, typ-
ically, included a careful selection of patients, their features and the hypothesis
to test. With the introduction of data warehouses, such a selective approach to
data collection is altered and data may be gathered with no specific purpose in
mind. Yet, medical data stored in warehouses may provide a useful resource for
potential discovery of new knowledge.

The process of hypothesis generation and knowledge discovery is supported
by data mining tools, among which the use of machine learning tools turns out to
be advantageous; their use may namely result in logical rules that can be easily
interpreted by medical experts. The aim of this paper is to present a variety of
data mining methods and to discuss some of the evaluation criteria appropriate
for supporting medical problem solving.
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Abstract. This paper describes a methodology for achieving an efficient
allocation of resources while using clinical practice guidelines. The resulting
system can be classified as a “guideline-based patient workflow management
system”. Both medical and organisational knowledge are represented through
computational formalisms, from relational tables to Petri net. Human and
technological resources, necessary to guideline-based activities, are represented
within an organisational model. This allows running the Petri net for simulating
the implementation of the guideline in the clinical setting, in such a way to
validate the model and to suggest an optimal resource allocation, before the
workflow system is installed. Finally, we are experimenting the real setting
implementation. For illustrating the methodology, an application concerning
the management of acute ischemic stroke is presented.

1 Introduction

To exploit the great potentiality that clinical practice guidelines (GLs) [5] offer to
improve health care outcomes, it is essential to develop a methodology that allows
their effective and efficient implementation within the clinical routine. It has already
been shown that connection with the electronic patient record (EPR) improves the
compliance with the GL, together with care delivery quality [8]. For this reason, we
developed a framework for a formal computerised representation of GLs, and for
their integration with the EPR [10]. It has also been shown that implementation of
GLs is often impaired by organisational constraints [6], and that a site-specification of
the GL is almost always necessary. In addition, improving communication among
professionals has been recognised as one of the most important goals of modern
hospital information systems, being lack of communication facilities a major
bottleneck in health care organisations. To face these problems, it is clear that, as well
as the GL medical knowledge, also health care organisational knowledge must be
modelled [9]. Modelling medical knowledge establishes what to do, modelling
organisational knowledge establishes how and by whom to do. Eventually, we realised
that a Workflow Management System (WFMS) could be the correct tool to fully
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implement a GL and to control its outcomes. In fact, a WFMS is defined as “a system
that completely defines, manages, and executes workflow processes through
execution of software whose order of execution is driven by a computer
representation of the workflow process logic” [2,3]. When the medical process model
is provided by a GL, we refer to the system as a GL-based WFMS. Through such a
system, we could be able to answer questions as Is there any bottleneck in the
hospital structure that impairs the GL implementation ?, How much does it cost to
implement the GL ?, Is any human or technological resource over- or under-loaded?,
and so on.
An important aspect, to save time and resources from the development point of view,
is that WFMS are very common in real world settings other than health care. Thus,
we tried to exploit results achieved in those contexts, by importing the sharable
technology into the health care context. In other words, we propose a methodology
for integrating research tools developed in our laboratories with available commercial
tools able to manage classical workflow models. As a bench-test we illustrate the
implementation of a GL for the acute ischemic stroke management, developed within
the American Heart Association [1], and actually under evaluation in four Italian
Stroke Units. This project aims at evaluating the benefit of GLs for the management
of a disease that represents the third cause of death in industrial countries, and the
first cause of permanent disability, so being a source of both direct and indirect social
costs. On the other hand, it has been shown [4] that standardised diagnostic
procedures for stroke may decrease cost, maintaining the quality of care. The opinion
of the experts is that a further introduction of standardised therapeutic procedures and
improved co-ordination among the different health care operators involved, could
increase the benefit, by decreasing mortality and improving quality of life of
survivors.

2 The Proposed Methodology

Fig 1 shows the main methodological steps to build a guideline-based patient WFMS.
The basic idea has been to use the Petri net formalism [2,3] to represent GLs, in order
to exploit the Petri Net computational properties for performing simulations. Very
briefly, classical Petri nets represent processes, and are made up of two types of
nodes, places and transitions, connected by directed arcs. Arcs can not link nodes of

Medical
knowledge

Organisation
model

Workflow
system
management

Patient
workflow
model

Specific
organisation
resources

FormalisedGLs
(relational
tables, Petri net)

Optimal
resource
allocation

Organisational
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Patient
workflow
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Fig. 1. The process of building a patient workflow management system
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the same type. Transitions may fire when  tokens are present in the corresponding
input place(s). When a transition is fired, tokens are consumed from its input places
and produced for its output place(s).
Token distribution in a certain time represents the state of the system. Classical Petri
nets allows for the modelling of states,  events, conditions, synchronisation,
parallelism, choice and iteration. To efficiently describe real processes, these features
are not sufficient, thus many extensions have been proposed. The so-called “high
level” Petri nets allow to add colours, hierarchy and time to this basic representation,
so that we can model data, simulate  time spent in each transition, and structure large
models. With these extensions, Petri nets can embed all the necessary knowledge to
represent GLs and their implementation.  Unfortunately, it should be very difficult,
for non-expert users, to directly represent guidelines using Petri nets. Thus, we
propose, as an intermediate step, a graphical editor oriented to the medical experts, by
means of which a textual GL may be easily formalised. This intermediate
representation itself may be used as well for other kinds of applications, but if a
workflow management system is needed, an automatic  translation into a Petri net is
performed. Finally, from the objects representing the Petri net, a translation into the
Workflow Process Definition Language (WPDL) is performed. Using such a standard
(WPDL is the language recommended by the Workflow Coalition), it is possible
e
w
m

xploit different existing products for the subsequent phases. As a matter  fact,
orkflow simulations are performed using INCOMETM, and real-world imple-
entations are being experimented using ORACLE WORKFLOWTM. The purpose of

Fig. 2. The main page of the GL for the stroke management. Shadowed blocks are
expandable blocks: on the right the expansion of the “acute phase” block is shown
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the simulation is to verify and to validate the workflow model, and to find the optimal
resource allocation, before the workflow system is implemented in the real setting.
The optimal resource allocation is suggested after different simulations. Then, as long
as real-world results and statistics are collected implementing the workflow
management system, additional problems, not previously considered, may be
highlighted and possibly fixed.

3 Guidelines Formalization

The graphical editor for building formalised GLs, extensively described in [10],
exploits a terminology server drawn from UMLS (Unified Medical Language
System) [7], and in particular from the SNOMED thesaurus. It is used to label tasks in
such a way that different GLs, that possibly run in the same environment, share a
common terminology. The same conceptual model should be shared by the database
storing the electronic patient record,  to allow an easy integration with the GLs.
Figure 2 shows the main page of the GL for the Acute Ischemic Stroke. The GL is
structured in “pages” that represent different abstraction levels (i.e. non-atomic tasks
may be represented, and their expansion will be in an inner page). The internal
representation consists in nine  relational tables (italic attributes are the relation keys).
GUIDELINE (gl_code, description, eligibility criteria, first_task, intention, source)
HIERARCHICAL_STRUCTURE (gl_code, parent, child, condition)
TYPES (gl_code, element_code, type, member_of_page)
SYNCRONIZATIONS (gl_code, element_code, sync_type)
TASK(gl_code,element_code,name,description,expandable_in_page,activation_condi
tion,duration,durat_unit,persistence_time,persist_unit,priority,snomed_code)
DECISION(gl_code,element_code,dec_type,dec_subtype,dec_end,decision_support)
MONITOR(gl_code,element_code,name,description,expandable_in_page,activation_
condition,monitor_module,active_module,monitor_condition,deadline,deadl_unit,wai
ting_time, wait_unit, priority)
WAIT (gl_code, element_code, waiting_time, waiting_time_unit)
OUTPUTS (gl_code, element_code, output)

The TYPES table contains the type for each GL element, i.e. if it is a task, a decision
node or a monitor. In the DECISION table, “type” may be either Deterministic (i.e. rule-
based) or Non-Deterministic, while Subtype may be either OR or ONE-OF. The
Decision_support attribute contains an hyper-link to a web site where the user can
exploit a decision-theoretic model to obtain a suggestion. The OUTPUT table
establishes the correspondence between the measures performed by the task and  the
patient record. Starting from these tables, a translator (written in C++) allows to obtain
an object-based representation of the corresponding Petri net, in terms of places and
transitions. The same structure is also represented in WPDL. As an example, a scratch
of the WPDL code for the two first tasks of the stroke GL is:
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WORKFLOW MT0
DESCRIPTION "Petri Net for Stroke_Eng"
ACTIVITY T2068

IMPLEMENTATION ATOMIC
DESCRIPTION "Onset Modalities Deficit Duration Deficit Type"
EXTENDED_ATTRIBUTE NAME Anamnesis
EXTENDED_ATTRIBUTE TIME_UNITMINUTES
EXTENDED_ATTRIBUTE PROC_TIME 0

END ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY T4602

IMPLEMENTATION WORKFLOW "MT4602"
DESCRIPTION “Main signs and symptoms to assess a preliminary diagnosis"
EXTENDED_ATTRIBUTE NAME “Objective and Neurological examination”
EXTENDED_ATTRIBUTE TIME_UNITMINUTES
EXTENDED_ATTRIBUTE PROC_TIME 0

END ACTIVITY
TRANSITION T1

FROM T2068
TO T4602
EXTENDED_ATTRIBUTE STORE_SHORT_NAME "PT2068"
EXTENDED_ATTRIBUTE STORE_NAME "Anamnesis"

END TRANSITION

s description may be interpreted by the Income package, and the resulting Petri net
Thi

is shown in Fig. 3. The Petri net is the so-called “behavioural model” of the WF,
because it represents the sequence of activities to be performed. The next step for
Fig. 3. The translation of the first page of the GL into the corresponding Petri-Net. The right
part of the figure shows the expansion of the task “subacute phase”
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building a WFMS is to allocate the resources necessary to perform these activities.
Resources are represented in the organisational model, as explained in the following
paragraph.

4 The Organisational Model

T rganisational knowledge is represented by organisation charts, i.e. organisation
u and hierarchies describing the structure of the hospital (in general, of the health
c rganisation).  The organisation chart of the health care structures involved in the
i

E
p
r
r

he o
nits 
are o

mplementation of  the GL for the stroke management is shown in Fig. 4.

ach rectangle in this type of chart represents an organisation unit, i.e. a set of
ersonnel with an internal organisation and, possibly, technical resources. Arcs
epresent hierarchical relationships. The details of each organisation unit, such as
esponsibilities and resources, can be defined as shown in Fig. 5.  The right-most part

Fig. 5. Details of the stroke organisation unit: the resource specification

Stroke Unit

Wards

Radiology Dept

Outpatient Dept.Laboratories

Administrative Dept

Clinica Città PV

Reanimation II
Policlinico S.M.

Neurosurgery II
Policlinico S.M.

Laboratory II
Policlinico S.M.

wards
Supporting wards

Fig. 4 . The organisation chart of the health care structures involved in the stroke
management
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of of Fig. 5 shows the resources assigned to the stroke unit: they are both human
resources (six nurses, one responsible physician, two assistant physicians) and
technical resources (six beds, instruments for rehabilitation, ECG, PA and O2
monitoring instrumentation). The other necessary resources are external to the stroke
unit: some instrumentation (TAC, RNM) belong to other units in the same hospital,
while some consultants (cardiologists, logopedist, neurosurgeon) belong to other
hospitals (namely Clinica Citta’ di Pavia and Policlinico San Matteo).

5 Dynamic Simulation and Analysis of Health Care Processes

I ery important to verify the soundness of the workflow model before putting the
w low management system into practice. By using Petri nets this can be done by
s ation runs. During simulations, concrete objects are added into the process
model:  in  our  context,  the objects are the patients admitted to the stroke unit. These
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objects are described into a database (the so-called “information model”), in such a
way that realistic patient records may be provided to the simulator. The main purpose
of simulation runs is to find time, amount and cost of the used resources. Some useful
information that can be derived is:
• at which time (if any) certain resources have a high or low work-load. This should

allow to re-allocate both the number and the shifts of the operators
• bottlenecks or capacity reserves at certain times: each place in the Petri net has a

predefined capacity (for example no more than six patients  may be in the stroke
units at the same time) in such a way that its “load”, i.e. the ratio between the
capacity and the actual number of objects, may be computed

• time spent by patients in the phases of their management. Execution time
associated to each activity is sampled from a random normal distribution estimated
from real data or by the expert opinion. Both single values and statistics can be
produced

• the costs for the different patients in the different phases. An activity is associated
with different costs (processing cost, lay cost, cost of material, etc), in such a way
that weak points may be easier highlighted. Also cost distribution among patients
may be analysed to find possible clusters of patients more or less “expensive”.

• The activities more frequently performed. This could be useful to find out some
activity that, for reasons to be explained, is not performed as frequently as expected.

Two exemplars of these reports are illustrated in Fig. 6a-b.

6 The Workflow Implementation

Through Oracle Workflow, we are experimenting the installation of the workflow
system in the clinical setting. The  main modules of the system are:
- The Monitor, that allows to view and administer the status of a specific instance of a
workflow process (work-item). The status of any transition (shown as an arrow in Fig.
7a) that has been traversed appears with a thick green line, while an untraversed
transition appears with a thin black line. By this tool the administrator is able to
control whether the workflow runs correctly.
- The Notification Mailer, that lets people receive notifications of work-items
awaiting their attention via E-mail, and acts based on their E-mail responses. Each
involved operator can inspect his own  to-do list, including necessary support to
perform the task(s) (exg: an hyper-link to a web page,  shown in Fig 7b). Operators
that do not accept the task can forward it to other people (reassign functionality)
- The Activities, that are the real-world tasks. Activities may be either manual, or
semi-automatic or automatic. For manual activities workflow engine only require
notifications for the operator availability and for the activity completion.  For semi
automatic activities, the engine offers support such as html forms and allows to
execute the assigned tasks through a web browser (exg: data input  in  Fig 7c).  The
automatic activities are transparent to the users and are completely executed by the
engine.
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By these modules it is possible to check the workflow status and the resource
availability, to assign tasks to people according to their roles, defined in the
organisation model, and to monitor the task execution. Information about the
performed tasks are stored into the workflow database, in such a way that statistics
can be performed on times, costs, and workloads.

7 Conclusion

In this paper  we proposed a methodology for modelling and implementing clinical
workflow processes where expertise in medical care can be completely separated
from expertise in organisational structure. This separation allows an easier
maintenance of the system in face of changes in either the medical knowledge or the
resource allocation. The tools developed, integrated with commercial technological
solutions, support:
• knowledge acquisition, in terms of medical knowledge (contained in clinical

practice GLs) and in terms of site-specific working formalities;

Fig. 7.  The workflow implementation. (a) the monitor console (the arrow indicates the
current task), (b) a message sent to a human resource (in this case a physician), and (c)
the form for data input that automatically appears to the physician when accepting the

b

a

c
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• optimal resource allocation, through the simulation of a workflow model, based
on the sound Petri net theory

• real-life patient workflow implementation, through a workflow engine.
Of course, as for any other information tool, interaction with the system may rise
problems if a user needs analysis has not been carefully performed before the
implementation, as well as an analysis of the already existing information flows.
Barriers to real usage of computerised systems are common experiences, mainly due
to the unavoidable impact onto the health-care personnel daily work. Special attention
must be paid in order to reduce overburden to the users and to identify and guarantee
all possible benefits. In terms of workflow, this imply for example to assess the
number and the timing of the messages sent to the operators, avoiding unnecessary
messages and annoying computer interaction. Keeping attention to these issues, we
believe this methodology will improve health care delivery by facing the problems
due to user non-compliance with GLs and to difficulty of communication and co-
operation among health care professionals.
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Abstract. Despite the proliferation of implemented clinical practice
guidelines (CPGs) as decision support systems, there is still little evi-
dence of changes in physicians behavior. The reasons usually evoked to
explain the low physicians compliance consider the incompleteness of
guidelines knowledge, the impreciseness of the terms used and the physi-
cians psychological reluctance. Another reason comes from the original
verbal design of CPGs as well as the impossibility to enumerate all the
contexts in which a guideline applies, which avoid the automatised con-
trol of all CPGs interpretations and therefore the design of robust formal
models. The OncoDoc approach proposes a decision support frame-
work for implementing guidelines where the context-based interpreta-
tion is controlled by clinicians. The first application deals with breast
cancer therapy. Experimented in real size at the point of care, the sys-
tem demonstrated significantly high scores of theoretical agreement with
CPGs recommendations and compliance.

1 Introduction

Recently, to reduce high health costs and practice variation among physicians,
there has been a growing emphasis in the development of clinical practice guide-
lines (CPGs). However, despite the proliferation of computer-based CPGs as de-
cision support systems (DSSs), there is still little evidence of changes in physi-
cians behavior. To explain the low physicians compliance to CPGs, there are
commonly admitted reasons, either psychological with the reluctance of physi-
cians to loose their autonomy and clinical freedom [1], or practical with the
strongly criticized incompleteness of CPGs knowledge, and the lack of preci-
sion in the categorisation of clinical situations. Another reason comes from the
context-free automatisation of a medical knowledge that needs a contextual in-
terpretation to generate acceptable inferences. Medical decision making in the
context of actual clinical settings is indeed a complex process that can hardly
be modelled [2].

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 76–85, 1999.
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Developed in collaboration with the “Service d’Oncologie Médicale Pitié-
Salpêtrière” (Somps), OncoDoc [3] is a computer-based CPG system elabo-
rated in a document-based paradigm with a knowledge-based approach. Rather
than providing automated decision support for guideline-based medical care, the
system involves the physician in an active medical reasoning process although
following CPGs. As opposed to usual fully computerised approaches [4,5,6], the
clinician has thus the opportunity to control the knowledge operationalisation
by his free interpretation of the information provided, and can participate to
the therapeutic decision by building the patient-specific clinical context and by
choosing among the proposed recommendations. Tested in a real-size experimen-
tation and routinely used at the point of care by the oncologists of the Somps
in the management of breast cancer patients, OncoDoc demonstrated signif-
icantly high scores of both adherence defined as a theoretical agreement with
CPGs recommendations and compliance.

2 Clinical Practice Guidelines

2.1 CPGs as Decision Support Systems

The current development of evidence-based medicine has lead to the multipli-
cation of CPGs. CPGs are expected to provide practitioners accurate, relevant,
and updated decision support to normalise patient care. Most of them have
been developed, edited, and validated by governmental or professional organi-
sations. They are usually written as textual documents with a logical structure
including an objective, a review of the state of the art supported by scientific
references, and recommendations for medical actions. They are often published
as paper-based documents. The recent deployment of information technologies
allows for the widespread dissemination of their computerised versions over com-
puter networks (internet, intranets, or HIS). Although such technologies solve
the problems of dissemination and of knowledge access at the point of care,
on-line delivery of textual documents is not sufficient to provide effective practi-
cal answers in daily clinical situations. The text-based implementation strategy
does not allow the physician to retrieve easily and to apply straightforwardly the
knowledge contained in the CPGs to solve a given medical problem: obtaining
individualised recommendations is time consuming and often unfruitful.

In order to enhance the use of CPGs, numerous attempts have been made
to design knowledge-based systems capable of implementing CPGs to provide
in daily practice actual DSSs in various medical domains. The challenge of this
approach pertains to artificial intelligence, that is to build a computational for-
mal model that accounts for all the facets of CPGs knowledge. The underlying
methods are those of decision making and knowledge representation: elementary
state-transition tables, situation-action rules, reflex logic modules (Arden syn-
tax), decision-tables [7], action plans [8,9], etc. More recently, generic guideline
representation languages, with a clear syntax and semantics, such as PROforma
[5] and GLIF [4] have been designed to handle the various concepts that care for-
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malisation implies. Depending on their goals, these new DSSs may be consulted
interactively by a clinician or automated from computerised patient data.

However, despite the proliferation of experiments with implemented CPGs,
there is still little evidence of physicians compliance (often less than 50%) to
guideline recommendations. Additional developments such as computer-genera-
ted reminders or individualised feedback to clinicians [10] have been shown to
enhance guidelines utilisation but still, median compliance remains very low.

2.2 Common Pitfalls

Several works [1,11,12] have analysed the multiple reasons for physicians’ low
compliance to CPGs. The reasons commonly admitted come from the fact that
medicine is not an exact science: there is no formal model for medical knowledge
which is mainly expressed in natural language. Common problems in implement-
ing CPGs as DSSs are dependant on CPGs features inherent to the writing mode,
on the formalisation process from text to formal representations [2,13], and of
physicians’ attitudes towards CPGs in the context of a particular patient.

CPG Knowledge Is Incomplete. A first pitfall is due to the incompleteness
of CPG knowledge. Mostly because of the textual writing mode, which is simply
linear, there is no systematised description of medical problems. As a result, some
clinical situations, potentially under the scope of the CPG, may not be consid-
ered, thus missing recommendations. These knowledge gaps may not necessarily
be a problem depending on the level of expertise of the reader who may fill the
gaps with implicit knowledge. But, in the knowledge acquisition process from a
textual guideline, such gaps are transferred to the knowledge base. Patel et al.
[12] showed that knowledge base designers with distinct competence and level of
expertise built different formal representations of a textual guideline. Designers
with background knowledge were able to fill the gaps with their own knowledge.
To eliminate such gaps in the translation of CPGs from text to computer-based
formats, Shiffman and Greenes [7] have suggested to use decision tables which
can be viewed as a method to both detect such gaps and fill them.

CPG Knowledge Is Difficult to Formalise. Another identified pitfall is due
to the use of “imprecise” terms to describe medical knowledge. Natural language
terms are often the only access to the underlying notions. The semantics of these
notions is not always strictly formally defined, that is, in a unique and universal
manner. For instance, the term “good cardiac function” does not have strictly
the same meaning for a young woman or for an older one, depending on her
taking or not anthracyclins. Some of the terms used in textual guidelines may
thus lack specificity, may be ambiguous or not clearly defined [1].

Impreciseness of medical terms is not a problem for humans (physicians) who
generally understand textual CPGs. For a given patient case, the actual context
helps them to disambiguate these terms and to give them a correct interpre-
tation, that is, an interpretation that allows the accurate operationalisation of
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the knowledge. But, such “imprecise” notions must be defined in a context-free
manner, i.e. valid in every possible context to be formalised. Since every possi-
ble context cannot be envisioned, formalisations may appear then as arbitrary
reductions of initial knowledge: “[Computer-based guideline applications] may
not capture all the nuances and uncertainties expresses in natural language [4]”
In some situations, the formal categorisations of encoded CPGs do not cater
for their intended meaning in textual CPGs. In individual situations, an a pri-
ori out-of-context correct category assignment may be defaulted for contextual
reasons. The known result is the possible mismatch between clinician’s and sys-
tem’s inferences [12]. To deal with this problem of discrete categorisation, some
authors propose the use of fuzzy logic [14] or of probabilities and utilities [9].

Clinicians’ Attitudes towards Recommendations. Last, but not least, is
physicians’ attitudes towards CPGs, be they paper-based or computer-based.
Among the barriers to their use, psychologic resistance comes from physicians’
concerns about clinical freedom, doctor autonomy [15] and importance of owner-
ship in guideline implementation [16]. But, beyond these “sociological” problems,
deeper reasons may be invoked due to the untractability of CPGs taking into ac-
count all possible contexts: “[...] guideline specifications can never anticipate all
the variations physicians see in treating particular patients [17]”. In individual
situation, the context is formed of the physician own experience and knowledge,
and of the patient’s state [12]. Both kinds of contexts influence the way CPG
knowledge has to be interpreted. It may lead a physician to make decisions that
differ from those prescribed by a strict literal application of a guideline, i.e. what
a DSS would recommend. Such deviations may be justified.

To assess physicians’ deviations from a guideline, Advani et al. [17] propose
a meta-analysis of guideline recommended actions and actual physician actions
based on their both intentions at higher levels of abstractions. Details may be
different while intentions are identical. So, abstract (out-of-context) agreement
with CPGs knowledge for a typical patient and compliance, i.e. concrete agree-
ment for an actual individual patient, must be distinguished.

3 The OncoDoc Approach

3.1 Rationale

Medical knowledge, including CPGs, is mostly expressed is natural language.
However, if this mode of expression is suited for human to human communica-
tion, it is hardly captured in a formal framework. The main property of natural
language is to allow interpretation variations depending on the actual context
in which this knowledge is applied. Such a property allows for flexibility in CPG
use [17], that, by essence, formal models do not have. We consider that low
compliance results may be explained by the incapacity of encoded CPGs to an-
ticipate all possible contexts, necessarily unattainable at design time, and to
offer sufficient flexibility in interpreting guideline knowledge.
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In order to preserve the flexibility in interpreting CPGs, the methodology we
adopted in OncoDoc’s design aims at delegating the knowledge interpretation
task to the physician at the time it is needed when the context of an actual
patient is available. The physician is then involved in the decision process which
he keeps control over and he is responsible of. Our proposal presents both for-
mal and informal aspects, and is halfway between knowledge representation and
literary writing. The clinician is proposed a structured encoded knowledge base
(KB), but has the freedom of interpreting this knowledge for a given patient ac-
cording to his decision task. The points mentioned in section 2.2 are addressed
as follows:

– Therapeutic knowledge is encoded in a decision tree which constitutes the
formal skeleton of the KB. Decision tree’s properties are similar to those of
decision tables [7]. Exhaustivity and mutual exclusivity of parameter modal-
ities ensure that the KB is complete, and that its use is unique and non
ambiguous. There are no knowledge gaps.

– Decision parameters and their possible modalities are specified using physi-
cians terminology. Additional quantitative or qualitative definitions are spec-
ified in natural language to delineate the interpretation space. Although the
meaning of the notions that are used is explicited, there is no attempt to
formalise them.

– The KB is not supposed to be run by a program (expert system shell, clas-
sifier, etc.), but it is aimed at being browsed, i.e. “read” by the physician.
He has thus the opportunity to operationalise step by step the guideline
knowledge while controlling every inferences through his own contextual in-
terpretation.

3.2 OncoDoc in Practice

The first application deals with breast cancer therapy. Therapeutic expertise of
OncoDoc has been developed by two domain experts to serve as a CPG. When
using the system, the right diagnosis is first selected. Then questions expressed
in natural language based on the decision parameters and their definition are
displayed. Within the closed but exhaustive choice of mutually exclusive values,
the clinician chooses the appropriate answer by a simple mouse click (Fig. 1).
In some cases, when needed, context-based comments may be added locally to
restrict the interpretation space. When answering the questions, the clinician
is actively involved in the knowledge operationnalisation of CPG since he has
to control the instantiation of the clinical context of the guideline according
to his perception of the physiopathological reality of his patient. During the
hypertextual navigation, he interactively builds a specific path in the decision
tree that best matches the patient’s case summarised as the “recapitulative”.

4 Method

A real size experimentation of OncoDoc has been carried out at the Somps and
lasted 4 months from December 15th, 1997 to April 15th, 1998. It involved an
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Fig. 1. Hypertextual navigation through the decision tree.

intranet web server, 6 client workstations located in medical consultation offices,
and concerned the 8 department residents and attendings. For breast cancer pa-
tients, the objective of the consultation had to be specified and discriminated in
either “therapeutic decision” or “monitoring” of a previously established thera-
peutic care plan. For each breast cancer therapeutic decision, the clinician had
to use OncoDoc to get the appropriate CPG recommendations for his patient.
When reaching a leaf, the corresponding page with the recapitulative clinical
context and the list of appropriate therapeutic recommendations is displayed.
The printed corresponding “experimentation form” (Fig. 2) was then to be filled
in by the clinician to validate the CPG recommendations relevance.

To estimate how clinicians were in theoretical agreement with the CPG rec-
ommendations (the “intention” agreement of [17]) and how they complied in
practice to the CPG recommendations, two different types of validation were
introduced :

– the theoretical validation is carried out through the evaluation of how ap-
propriate is each therapeutic proposition to the theoretical clinical context
described by the recapitulative alone, disregarding the patient case. To han-
dle the theoretical validation, the clinician has to indicate if he agrees with
each therapeutic proposition by checking the boxes on the right side of the
experimentation form. When he does not agree, he has to explain why.

– the practical validation is carried out through the choice of one CPG recom-
mendation for the patient case, disregarding the recapitulative. The clinician
has then to check on the left side of the experimentation form the treatment
plan he decides to prescribe. If he finds that none of the CPG recommenda-
tions is appropriate, he indicates his own therapeutic decision for the patient.

The quantitative aspect of theoretical and practical validations has allowed
the definition of two different criteria : adherence, defined as the frequency of
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Fig. 2. Experimentation form for both theoretical and practical validations.

physicians theoretical agreement with the CPG recommendations, and compli-
ance, as the frequency with which physicians actually followed the recommen-
dations.

5 Results

5.1 Experimentation

Table 1 summarizes the activity of the department during the experimentation.
We got 95 experimentation forms corresponding to breast cancer therapeutic
decisions. Among them, 17 forms concerned what we called “Partial Naviga-
tions”, meaning that the hypertextual navigation has been interrupted because
some patient information was missing to answer a given question and that the
therapeutic prescription has to be delayed, waiting for complementary labora-
tory tests results. On the 78 remaining experimentation forms, 8 were out of the
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study and concerned two kinds of breast cancers, intraductal or in situ carci-
noma and locoregional relapse, that were not yet implemented at the moment
of the experimentation. We got finally 70 exploitable forms, which corresponded
to a total of 236 CPG recommendations.

Table 1. Distribution of oncological patient encounters during the experimen-
tation period.

% breast % overall
Reason # encounters encounters

Breast cancer therapeutic decision 95 15% 8%
Breast cancer treatment monitoring 536 85% 40%

Breast total 631 100% 48%
Other 698 — 52%

Total 1329 — 100%

Physicians adherence has been measured at 96.60%. There were 8 theoreti-
cal disagreements: some CPG recommendations were refused because of lesser
therapeutic efficiency as compared to the others propositions of the list, some
were rejected on the basis of explanations that were judged as non relevant by
the expert in charge of the knowledge base.

Physicians compliance reached 64.28%. Clinicians chose to deviate from the
CPG recommendations in 25 cases : 11 cases concerned hormonotherapy treat-
ment schemes not supported by the department medical culture which is essen-
tially chemotherapy-based; 8 cases were “singular” propositions; 2 cases were
unacceptable dosage variations, and the last 4 cases dealt with non officially
approved therapy schemes.

5.2 Users Satisfaction Survey

At the end of the experimentation, we handle a users satisfaction survey with
the distribution of a questionnaire to the involved department clinicians. Among
the questions, we were interested to know how the clinicians estimated their
adherence and compliance to OncoDoc’s recommendations. The results are
summarized in Table 2 and show that clinicians really trust the system with
an estimated adherence of 92%, and think they do follow the CPG, estimated
compliance of 80%. The study of the answers we got also confirmed the suitability
of the implementation choices adopted in OncoDoc. Ranked on the Likert scale
with 1 for NO and 5 for YES, the preference for expert systems has been rated 2,
the preference for the automatic process of patient data (extracted for instance
from a computer-based medical record) has been rated 1.86, and the preference
for clinical parameters input through entry forms has been rated 1.71.
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Table 2. Comparison of both observed and estimated adherence and compli-
ance.

Observations Estimations

Adherence (# 236) 96.60% 92.00%
Compliance (# 70) 64.28% 80.00%

6 Discusion and Perspectives

Apart from psychological considerations, physicians compliance to CPGs is low
because of context-free computer-based formalisation of context-dependent med-
ical notions that cannot be strictly formalised [2]. The results of our experimen-
tation prove indeed that “black box” systems usual approaches where physi-
cians reduced to medical data providers passively obtain a solution to a given
medical problem are not welcomed and that they want, on the contrary, to be
actively involved in the decision-making reasoning process. Besides, clinicians
have understood how important is the contextualisation of medical data in the
interpretation of these data. That is why they dislike global entry forms which
lose the fullness of the incremental building of a patient-specific context. From
these conclusions it appears that the main issue to increase physicians compli-
ance to CPGs and thus to reduce variation among clinical practice and improve
health care, is to build clinical systems that will guide rather mislead, bring-
ing knowledge to physicians fingertips, and let physicians control the medical
decision process.

Since the experimentation, the knowledge base has been further developed.
In the last version, OncoDoc uses 64 clinical parameters organised in a decision
tree made of 1,863 intermediate nodes and 1,906 leaves which cover the CPGs
implementation of therapeutic decisions for non metastatic breast cancer (early
and locally advanced tumors), first-line metastatic breast cancer, second-line or
more metastatic breast cancer, intraductal or in situ carcinoma, and locoregional
relapse. After the knowledge base update, we potentially reach a compliance
of 80% which is significantly higher than the best figures found in the litera-
ture. We have indeed integrated the two last types of breast cancer, as well as
the “missing” hormonotherapy schemes not supported by the Somps culture.
This was done to get closer a therapeutic consensus that we know unreachable.
Medical oncology state of the art is indeed nowadays unable to discriminate
between some therapeutic options and recommendations are somehow a mat-
ter of factions. OncoDoc was initially designed to reduce practice variations
among Somps physicians and to disseminate the Somps therapeutic expertise
outside the Somps. That is why Somps experts elaborated the KB. They have
the responsibility of CPGs validity and accuracy. Playing the role of the editorial
committee, they are in charge of updating the KB as new oncology information
is scientifically acknowledged.

Another real-size experimentation is planned to test the decision tree ro-
bustness and to evaluate encoded therapeutic breast cancer recommendations
validity in another medical oncology department.
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Abstract.  This paper stress on the possible role of protocols for making evolve
medical knowledge. This study is situated in the frame of evidence-based
medicine, and shows the necessity of allowing the treatment of particular cases.
Therapeutic rules used in the decision group are briefly  set out. The field
studyshows the main role of usig accurate criteria and of giving values to these
criteria.Using criteria allows to specialise the rule for fitting with particular
cases. The view shared is that when similar specialisations occur repeatedly this
may be potential modifications in the written rule.

1 Introduction

Medicine tends to improve the quality of its decisions by acting both on the relevance
and the regularity of courses of action. To do this, medical decisions are made
following therapeutic protocols. As a consequence, practices become regular and the
best course of action is suggested because it is supported by explicit scientific
knowledge. It may seem paradoxical to consider protocols can also be a tool to
manage medical know-how. When used by a group, however, they offer an
opportunity to exchange and elaborate knowledge; such is the purpose of this paper,
to describe the way knowledge is managed in a group during the decision-making
process.

The use of therapeutic rules follows a trend that began in the 80's toward a
medicine based on research evidence (Evidence based medicine working group,
1992).

The benefits of evidence based medicine are undeniable: decisions are supported
by better grounded results that are recognised as valid by the scientific community.
However there are certain limitations to this approach. Though the protocols may
allow to identify case categories, they level out special cases. Because it is concerned
with improving the reliability of its decisions, cancerology has acted as a pioneer in
setting up good practice guides (called protocols here) supported by scientific studies.
This accounts for the setting up of the Therapeutic Decision Committees or TDC's
(Comité de décision thérapeutique) whose function is to have problem cases looked
into by a multidisciplinary group. The study related below was conducted in a
"breast" TDC to describe the way it operates on one hand, and to suggest a way of
recording decisions in order to use the knowledge acquired and produced to elaborate
such decisions, on the other.
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2 Guide for Medical Decisions

In practice, medical decisions are guided by recommendations based on an analysis of
the existing literature and the modelisation of expert appreciations. These are only
required if the level of evidence of the references is low.

The FNCLCC Standards Options Recommendations (SOR) are designed to guide
choices by offering therapeutic courses of action selected according to the degree of
unanimty reached on their beneficial, inappropriate or harmful effect; the standards
are unanimous decisions, the options are agreed on by majority, whereas the
recommendations are the expression of appreciations (Fédération nationale des
centres de lutte contre le cancer, i.e. National Federation of Centres Fighting Cancer,
1996).

The protocols drafted at the Centre Alexis Vautrin are inspired by the SOR's,
though they are less detailed to be more broadly used, (they are more precise because
the data available is restricted).

Pluridisciplinary decisions occur when the recommendations are to be applied to
specific cases; in cases where protocols do not clearly apply, the opinion of different
specialists is called for to determine the course of action. Pluridisciplinarity implies
confronting appreciations of people who have acquired different expertise in a variety
of medical specialties. Visser and Falzon have shown that different tasks lead to a
different representation of the same object (1992).

3 Field Study

3.1 Material and Methods

The study covers 86 cases gathered from 13 meetings over a period of 3 years. During
that period, 150 meetings were held dealing with a total of 1030 cases.

A prior classification of the cases had been carried out according to the nature of
the decision reached. Criteria were divided into 3 categories and were then studied to
see how they were treated during the discussions. The 3 categories of criteria are the
(case) characterisation criteria, the action criteria, and the rules criteria. During the
discussion the criteria are associated with qualitative or quantitative values, or
qualifying criticism ; 3 categories of associations were found. Furthermore, criteria
are either used separately or in association; such associations were identified.

3.2 Results

The analyses conducted allowed to list the number of decision categories the nature of
criteria applied and the use of such criteria.

Categories of decisions
The TDC committee in charge of contentious cases makes the same amount of

protocol decisions (28/86) as of decisions requiring adjustments (29/86). The other
decisions are elaborated decisions (13/86) and cases without decision (16/86).
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Decision criteria
The decision criteria were divided into 3 categories: characterisation, action and

rule.
The characterisation criteria relate to the case; they can be "protocol" criteria, that

is to say the ones thats are explicitly used to classify cases (size of tumor, status of
hormonal receptors) or criteria invoked by practitioners (such as case history or
associated pathology). They are used 386 times.

Action criteria relate to the possible actions to be taken for the case under
consideration (225 times).

Rule criteria are the ones that explicitly apply a written rule to make a decision (for
such a decision to be made, there must be more than 3 nodes). They are used 66
times.

Values assigned to the criteria
To take a decision, that is to decide whether or not to include the case in a protocol

category, it is necessary to consider the specific value of the characteristics generally
taken into account for a breast cancer (its size, the node status or the existence of
metastases) ; but other criteria are also used concerning the specificity of the case at
hand. This whole set of criteria must be located on a scale of value.

When the criteria are stated, they are most often assigned a value for the decision
to be taken ;  this value can be either  qualitative, quantitative or critical.

A quantitative value is assigned most frequently (see table II) and is often stated
together with the criterion.

Examples of criteria with their corresponding qualitative, quantitative or critical
values are shown hereafter.

Example of a qualitative value
she suffers from pain in the pelvis or in the back

Example of a quantitative value (p1 and p2 are two physicians)
-p1: has she had 60 grays (in radiotherapy)?
-p2: 50 grays

Example of a critical value
-p1:  "analog of LHRH protects the ovarian stock"
-p2: "yes, but you can't extrapolate at age 45"

Criteria associations
Criteria can be associated either by adding them together (several criteria are

considered jointly) or by establishing a hierarchy (one criteria has a prevailing
importance over the others). Such associations are not very frequent, only 14 out of
the 86 cases.
-  the addition of criteria implies that the significance of two criteria combined is

different from their significance when isolated.

Example
"if it is 2 cms big, it's not worth operating"
" yes, but since she is 36, it is worth it"
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In this case, age is the factor that reinforces the criterion “size of a node.”

-  the hierarchy is defined by a differential weighting of criteria: these are cases in
which two criteria with conflicting prognostic values oppose each other and a
choice is made on the relative importance of such criteria.

In summary

The decisions thus appear to focus on the use of the stated criteria that have been
assigned values. The criteria are carefully examined in the course of the group
decision process; they are assigned values so as to better define them and also, to
locate them on quantitative scales of value; they are also reviewed to ensure the
validity of the decision being made.

In general, criteria are used separately and are equally weighted. However, in
group decisions, some criteria are associated or compared in importance.

3.3 Discussion

The results are used to characterise the TDC committee's role in sharing the different
types of knowledge and developing such knowledge.

The protocol can be verified and reinforced

A protocol decision may be taken for cases in which the protocol did not seem
applicable at first; this implies that the scope of the protocol was checked beforehand.
When some criteria show limit values for a case included in one of the protocol
decision categories, the protocol is further defined and reinforced. Similarly, some
criteria have ambiguous values: if the decision resorts to the protocol, it will reinforce
it by specifying how it should be applied.

Questions may arise as to the limitations in the application of treatments
prescribed. If the treatment is ultimately applied as is recommended by the protocol,
this will reinforce the protocol.

The use of criteria can be further specified

When a criterion is assigned a critical evaluation, the context in which it can be
used is further specified. This critical evaluation gives extra information on the way to
characterise cases, on the possible actions to take and the conditions in which rules
are applicable:
-  a characteristic-critical evaluation combination further defines the conditions in

which a characteristic can be deemed certain and can be taken into account,
-  an action-critical evaluation combination further defines the conditions in which

the proposed therapy applies,
-  a rule-critical evaluation combination further specifies the conditions in which the

rule applies.
When practitioners adapt a therapy in response to a specific criterion, they

establish a sub-category within the protocol thereby specializing it. Sub-categories are
also created within a protocol when criteria are associated or compared.
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The view shared is that when similar specialisations occur repeatedly this may
justify potential modifications in the written rule. When categories of specialisation
are detected, a potential modification of the rule may be suggested. This proposal can
only be considered if a sufficient level of evidence is provided by literature findings,
or even by the development of a therapeutic trial.

4 Conclusion

At the Centre Alexis Vautrin, the TDC committee appears to fulfill two immediate
functions: decision-making for contentious cases and recording of such decisions. It
also fulfills two other functions with a differed effect: it adjusts the state of
knowledge and constantly enhances protocols.

On the basis of the data acquired, it is worth determining how specialisations of
protocols can be used to write new ones or modify existing ones. The TDC committee
is not only required to achieve immediate functional objectives it must also reach
meta-functional objectives (Falzon, 1994) in the medium or long run (fine-tuning of
protocols). The resulting knowledge derives from two sources, corresponding to the
two different forms of medical practice; the systematic form of practice in research,
the therapist's practice based on adjustements.

Supporting the second position leads to different choices in analysis and action. In
particular, it implies richer contents in the recordings of TDC discussions. It not only
must refer to the decision ultimately reached but must also include the justifications
thereof, the alternative hypotheses envisaged, the reasons why they were rejected, the
knowledge that was not shared by all (because it was over-specialised) but was
nonetheless brought up in the course of the discussion

A project to design a case-based system is currently underway. Its objective is to
propose new rules by classifying the successive adjustments made in practice.
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Abstract. We have developed a system that aims to help trainees learn
a systematic method of describing MR brain images by means of a struc-
tured image description language (IDL). The training system makes use
of an archive of cases previously described by an expert neuroradiolo-
gist. The system utilises a visualisation method – an Overview Plot –
which allows the trainee to access individual cases in the database as
well as view the overall distribution of cases within a disease and the
relative distribution of different diseases. This paper describes the evolu-
tion of the image description training system towards a decision support
training system, based on the diagnostic notion of a “small world”. The
decision support training system will employ components from the im-
age description training system, so as to provide a uniform interface for
training and support.

1 Introduction

We have developed an image description training system [19, 20] that aims to
help radiology trainees learn how to describe MR brain images in a systematic
way by means of a structured image description language (IDL). This language
allows clinically meaningful features of MR brain images to be recorded, such as
the location, shape, margin and interior structure of lesions. The training system
makes use of images from an archive of about 1200 cases, previously described
in detail using the terms of the IDL by an expert neuroradiologist.

The image description training system employs a visualisation method – an
Overview Plot – which allows the trainee to view and access (i) the images them-
selves, (ii) the written descriptions of the individual lesions in the image, and
(iii) a two dimensional representation of the multi-dimensional distribution of all
cases of a disease chosen from the archive. The two dimensional representation
relates to, and is calculated from, the descriptions of the lesions. Thus one can
view the overall distribution of appearance of cases within a disease and the rel-
ative distribution of different diseases, one against another. To this extent it is
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a kind of case-based training system that provides a visual indexing mechanism
to cases similar to the case in hand.

This paper describes the development of the image description training sys-
tem to include a second stage, namely a decision support training system, which
we see as its immediate role with future potential as a decision support tool.

Two principles have guided the development of the system so far. First, the
system is deliberately aimed to support and train the radiologist’s inferences
from what can be observed in the images. In particular, the two dimensional
representation is currently based on lesion appearance and confirmed diagnosis,
but not on clinical signs and symptoms. The reconciliation of those inferences
with other sources of data, such as the clinical history, is a matter for the user.
Second, the design exploits as far as possible radiologists’ visual-spatial reason-
ing rather than simply offering numerical or quasi-numerical information about
diagnostic probabilities.

In the next section we briefly outline the nature of radiological expertise
as it informs the design. A comparison is then made with other knowledge-
based learning and teaching environments for radiology that offer substantial
adaptivity to the individual or are based on a careful analysis of the training
task. The body of the paper briefly describes the image description language
and the overview plot, and then outlines the decision support methodology. It
concludes with a discussion of our initial evaluation of the component tools and
future work.

2 Background

2.1 Medical and Radiological Expertise

Medical experts possess highly structured knowledge that informs the small set
of hypotheses that need to be considered in order to make accurate diagnoses.
Their reasoning is generally data driven [16] and does not appear to work di-
rectly from scientific first principles so much as from an “illness script” that
encapsulates various levels of knowledge (including, at base, the scientific) in a
schema associated with a particular pathology [18]. When presented with a new
case experts rapidly home in on a number of “critical cues” that guide them
to consider that small set of possible hypotheses which best explains the data
(a “small world”) [11, 12]. Experts are also strongly guided by “enabling con-
ditions”, i.e. crucial factors in the patient data or clinical history. Experts have
schemata that are augmented with vivid, individual cases that they have seen
and use these in dealing with new cases [8]. Experts have an excellent appreci-
ation for the range of normality but have a propensity to pay attention to and
recall abnormal cases better than normal ones [9].

Expert radiologists are able to identify much of the abnormality in an image
very quickly (an initial gestalt view) and this is followed by a more deliberative
perceptual analysis, though both stages incorporate data-driven and hypothesis-
driven activity [2]. More importantly they have undergone a combined percep-
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tual/conceptual change, evolving from recognising salient image intensities to-
wards recognising diagnostically significant image features. They are better than
novices at identifying the 3D location and physical extent of the abnormality (i.e.
responding to “localisation cues”) [13].

Both experts and novices are sensitive to the skewing effect on diagnosis of
other information about the patient [15]. Consulting this prior to viewing the
images affects not only what they see but also what they diagnose and therefore
recommend. This raises the difficult issue of when in the analysis the radiologist
should look at the clinical data and case history.

2.2 Computer-Based Training

While there are many computer-based training aids for radiology (including
neuroradiology), most are essentially electronic books or collections of images
together with some kind of indexing mechanism, normally based primarily on
disease. There have been relatively few systems that attempt to either model
the domain or the evolution of knowledge and skill of the student in a detailed
way. Of these, Azevedo and Lajoie [2] describe an analysis of the problem solv-
ing operators used in mammography as applied by radiologists of various levels
of skill. They also analyse the nature of teaching as it occurs in radiology case
conferences and particularly the way that experts articulate their diagnostic rea-
soning. Both these analyses are used as part of the design process for RadTutor
[1]. A similar careful analysis in the domain of chest X-rays has been carried
out by Rogers [17] as part of the design process of VIA-RAD tutor. Macura
and Macura and their colleagues [14] have taken a case-based approach that is
similar to our own in a tutor for CT and MR brain images. Their system offers
a case-retrieval and decision-support mechanism based on descriptors but does
not employ a detailed image description language nor offer an overview plot.
However their system does employ an atlas and contains tutorial material and
images of normal brains as well as those displaying lesions. It can act as a deci-
sion support system by offering a range of possible diagnoses and access to the
images of related cases, given the textual information that has been entered.

3 Visual Decision Support Training

3.1 Image Description Language

The basic domain representation underpinning the system is an archive of cases
with confirmed diagnoses, all described by the same expert (G. du Boulay) using
the IDL. These include separate descriptions for each image sequence/echo as
well as detailed descriptions (e.g. the region, major position, exact location, mar-
gin, structure, shape, area, conformity to anatomical feature, interior pattern (if
any) and its intensity) of the lesion (or the largest of each type of lesion visible,
where there are multiple lesions), as well as correspondence between described
parts of lesions seen under different sequences and descriptions of atrophy, other
signs and other abnormal signals for the case as a whole [4].
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The image description language for MR was derived using an iterative pro-
totyping approach, utilizing experience gained in a similar enterprise for CT
brain images and a menu-based computer advisor (BRAINS) to aid in image
interpretation and cerebral disease diagnosis [21, 22].

Subsequent to the process of validation and refinement, G. du Boulay em-
ployed an interactive description tool (MRID, running under X-Windows for
Unix workstations) to describe an archive of some 1200 cases using the termi-
nology of the IDL. These represent a sample of the abnormal cases captured at
two different imaging centres dealing with very varied disease.

The IDL describes the appearance of the images rather than the underlying
disease, though the ontology of the language is influenced by a knowledge of di-
agnostically important disease processes. The IDL has been constructed to be as
complete and detailed as possible, taking account of the wide range of diagnostic
problems that occur in neuroradiology and the variation of image appearance
according to sequence type. It should be noted that one of the difficulties found
in earlier work is still of major importance. The process of exhaustive description
is long and painstaking, and the more recent gains in selecting terms by menu
on a computer screen are offset by the more extensive and detailed descriptors
made possible by MRI.

For the purposes of the prototype description training system a simplified
version of the description language has been used. It provides an initial set of
terms to support discussion and sharing of knowledge amongst trainee neuro-
radiologists and their supervisors. It also serves as a structured representation
of knowledge for the MR Tutor, enabling it to generate remedial responses to
student errors.

3.2 Display of Small Worlds

We can consider a case as occupying a point in a many-dimensioned space of de-
scription features. For the simplified language this space has some 30 dimensions,
where each point is a vector of binary values, each representing the presence or
absence of a particular feature1. Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) is
a statistical technique for data reduction and visualisation [7]. It is used here
to reduce the dimensionality down to two so as to provide a ready means of
overviewing the data. It does this by finding that plane which best spreads out
the subset of cases under consideration. MCA is similar to principal components
analysis but is applied to categorical/binary data as opposed to scalar data and
assesses all possible pairwise associations in the data. Whilst the technique treats
ordinal values such as as “tiny”, “small”, “medium” or “large” as separate di-
mensions, it has the advantage of not depending on the allocation of arbitrary
scale values to these categories.

Effectively, a set of X-Y weightings for each feature value is derived that can
be used to position any case in the 2-D space. The first dimension selects those

1 A potential disadvantage of this is that zero means that a feature is not present, so
partial descriptions are problematic.
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high weighted features that account for the highest proportion of the variability
and the second dimension selects less strongly weighted features.

A property of the analysis is that disease contours can be superimposed on the
2-D plot indicating degrees of typicality for cases of each disease. A case near the
centre of the contours is highly typical of the disease whereas cases nearer to the
periphery are less typical. A further property of the plots is that the proximity
of two cases of a particular disease in the plot, i.e. their perceptual proximity,
indicates the similarity of the two descriptions in the original multi-dimensional
space, see Fig. 1 and also Section 4.2. The overview space has the property that
the same perceptual distance between cases represents an increasing degree of
similarity as one moves out from the centre of typicality, i.e. this matches the
psychological finding that people can make finer similarity discriminations for
more typically encountered cases.

In displaying cases for many diseases we adopt a largely hierarchical approach
exploiting the “small worlds” metaphor [3]. We divide the diseases up into “small
worlds” corresponding to small sets of confusable diseases, and compute separate
composite weightings for each small world.

At present, subdivision of diseases into small worlds is based on the opinion of
a single expert, but empirical work is in progress to verify these choices. Having
computed the MCA weightings for the diseases in a particular small world, we
can then use the MCA analysis to compute the separate likelihood contours
for each disease in the chosen small world, see Fig. 1. The small world shown
involves two broad categories of lesion. For more expert users the small world
would need to be at a finer level of diagnostic discrimination.

By repeating this analysis for several small worlds, we have a set of possibili-
ties against which a new case can be viewed. Just as a single small world can be
displayed as a single overview plot, so a set of small worlds can be displayed in a
composite form which presents the spatial relationship of one small world with
another. Some distortion of the overall space may be needed to allow zooming
in and out to visualize from the best viewpoint both the relationship between
small worlds as well as the relationship between diseases within a small world.

3.3 Decision Support Methodology

Experts rapidly home in on a small world of possible diagnoses that explain
most of the data; their visual and diagnostic reasoning are deeply intertwined
and they try to reconcile clinical and case history information with data in the
images after an initial detailed viewing of the images. In accordance with this
view of radiological expertise, the following decision support methodology can
be applied (with minor variations) whether the system is acting in the mode of
“tutor” and offering a trainee an analysed case from the archive to diagnose, or
whether the user (possibly more expert) is attempting to diagnose a case that is
unknown to the system, essentially by comparing it to the others in the archive.

View MR case images. The first stage is to view and window the set(s) of
image slices. The set is shown in the top left of Fig. 1. If case notes are available,
e.g. for a case in the archive, these will not be accessible in the training system at
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Fig. 1. The image description tutor. The small world of Glioma and Infarct is
shown on the bottom right. Infarct cases are shown as lighter coloured dots. A
partially completed image description is shown on the bottom left.

this point, so as to reinforce the primacy of the image over other data. Whether
they should remain inaccessible, if available, in a decision support system for use
by experts is a point of debate that careful user trials will help resolve.

Select and view small world from menu. In the current version of the system
the overview plot can display a single small world (see Fig. 1), such as Glioma
and Infarct, chosen from a set of small world possibilities. The rapid initial
selection of hypotheses is accommodated by the user selecting and clicking on
a single button to bring the chosen small world into the overview plot, see the
bottom right of Fig. 1. We may have to enable the possibility of the user choosing
more than a single small world at this stage, especially if it turns out that some
diseases occur in more than a single small world.

Compare related cases from database. The overview plot is populated by dots,
each dot representing a case from the archive. These dots are mouse sensitive
and can be clicked on to bring the set(s) of image slices up on the screen, (see
the top right of Fig. 1). The user can visually compare the images for cases
from the archive with the case under examination. Moreover the position of the
dot in the overview plot indicates, through its distance from the centroid for a
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particular disease, how typical that case is in comparison to the population for
that disease. For example, Case No. 4161 in Fig. 1 indicates that, on the basis of
how the images for this case appear, this is a very typical Infarct and similarly
that case No. 4469 is a very typical Glioma.

Read clinical and presentation data. At this point it is important that the
radiologist takes all the available data/information into account, if s/he has not
already done so. Where a strict regime of delaying access to this data is in
operation, access is now permitted to the clinical history and other case data if
available.

If case is no longer problematic then exit. The images and the case data
may render the case in hand unambiguous and at this point the user can exit,
without further action other than to discriminate between the diseases in the
selected small world if s/he can. In a future implementation, where the user is a
trainee, and when the case under examination is known to the system, a reflective
follow-up dialogue that is sensitive to the trainee’s history of interaction with
the system, the accuracy of their final diagnostic choice(s) and the process they
went through as far as this is available to the system will be initiated e.g. which
small worlds they explored in the overview plot, which cases within those worlds
they called up in the comparison process and the manner in which they explored
the images for the case in hand.

Describe case to system. Where the case is more problematic, either because
of the trainee’s lack of experience or because of its inherent difficulty, the user
can engage in the additional task of describing the appearance of the lesion(s) on
different sequences using the menu-driven structured image description language,
see bottom left of Fig. 1.

See where the description lies in the small world. Using the same coeffi-
cients derived from the MCA analysis that produced the small world plot in the
overview plot, the position of the case described by the trainee can be shown in
the overview plot. Nearby and distant cases can then be examined by clicking
on them to examine points of similarity and difference.

Check whether any other small world offers competing possibilities. At present
there is only a single small world implemented, so the following steps represent
future work. It may be that the position of the dot representing the current case
lies in a region of difficulty such that it is either far outside the range of typicality
for any of the diseases in the small world, or in a region equidistant from two or
more disease centres.

In the former case, the user can investigate other small worlds to see if there
are any which are both plausible, given what is known about the case, and
display the dot for the current case nearer a disease centroid.

In the latter case, the ambiguous case, the system can offer advice as to
which parts of the description have led to diagnostic uncertainty and/or to which
further tests might be employed to reduce ambiguity.

Read off relative likelihoods from chosen small world. When the user agrees
the description for the case under consideration and the best fitting small world is
in view in the overview plot, then the relative likelihoods of the different diseases
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can be inferred from the position of the case relative to the disease contours of
the different diseases in the small world. If required the system can compute
diagnostic probabilities and display these to the user.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Description Language

The analytical power of the IDL has been partly tested by its application to the
differentiation of multiple sclerosis (MS) from vascular disease [5] and the effects
of HIV infection on the brain [6] Further insights into the predictive power of
combinations of features will emerge as part of the continuing statistical analysis
of the data, including the application of Multiple Correspondence Analysis.

4.2 Overview Plot

We have conducted a limited evaluation of the overview plot, based on the display
of cases for a single disease. The evaluation [10] was carried out to investigate
whether the statistically derived measures of typicality and similarity presented
in the overview plot match the typicality and similarity judgements of radiolo-
gists.

A total of seventeen subjects took part in the experiment. These comprised
four novices (with no knowledge of radiology), nine intermediates (4th year
medics and radiographers with some knowledge of anatomy and imaging) and
four expert neuroradiologists. The subjects were presented with the overview
plot for a single disease, Glioma, on a computer screen with six cases removed.
They were asked to fully explore all the presented cases by clicking on the points
to bring up case images and associated descriptions. They were then shown the
images and descriptions of each of the six cases previously removed and asked to
place a marker representing each case at an appropriate position in the overview
plot. Scores were derived for the similarity of each of the six test cases to all the
other cases by computing their scaled Euclidean distances from the other points.

An ANOVA of the log distances showed significant differences between the
novice, intermediate and expert placement of the cases in the overview plot
(F2, 60 = 3.150forP < .05). The average degree of agreement between human
and MCA placement was in the expected order of expert (0.97), intermediate
(0.95), novice (0.94).

Interviews with the subjects based on a structured questionnaire indicated
that they found the overview plot easy to use and acceptable as a means for re-
trieving cases from the image archive. The evaluation suggests that the overview
plot can provide a useful teaching device, to assist a trainee in forming a mental
representation of the distribution of cases of a disease comparable to that of an
expert.
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5 Conclusion

We have described the main components of a largely visual decision support
training system derived from an existing system to teach MR image description.
This is based on implementing the notion of a small world as an interactive
overview plot, based on an MCA analysis of cases from an archive. At present
the components described are being re-implemented in Java to improve their
portability and their modularity2.

Much work is yet to be done. This includes choosing in a principled way the
small worlds and including within the system some knowledge of the cues that
evoke them; evaluating the decision-making leverage (if any) provided by the
system, and evaluating the training potential of the system.
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Abstract. The paper describes conception and prototypical design of a
decision-support server for acute abdominal pain. A user survey was initiated in
three surgical departments to assess the user requirements concerning formal
decision-aids. The results of this survey are presented. For scoring systems a
work-up to separate terminological information from structure is described. The
terminology is separately stored in a data dictionary and the structure in the
knowledge base. This procedure enables a reuse of terminology for
documentation and decision-support. The whole system covers a decision-
support server written in C++ with underlying data dictionary and knowledge
base, a documentation module written in Java and a Corba middleware
(ORBacus 3.1) that establishes a connection via internet.

1. Introduction

In acute abdominal pain (AAP) various formal decision-aids are available. Computer-
aided diagnostic systems, guidelines, algorithms, expert systems, decision trees,
teaching programs, structured forms and scores are recommended for diagnostic
decision-support. The clinical benefit of many of these decision-aids has been proven
in prospective studies, e.g. for computer-aided diagnosis and scoring systems [1].
Nevertheless, the majority of these decision-aids is not used in clinical practice.
Computer-aided diagnosis is used only in a few hospitals in the United Kingdom in
clinical routine. The main reasons for not using formal decision-aids in acute abdomi-
nal pain are non-user friendly isolated computer systems with a high work load for
data entry. In addition, many of the scores, guidelines and algorithms are only
available as paper-based decision-aids. There is no system available integrating
different types of decision-support for acute abdominal pain (figure 1). It is the aim of
the project to integrate different forms of formal decision-aids in acute abdominal
pain in a decision-support-server to be used via Internet and to allow the use of
decision-support modules in clinical routine.
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Fig. 1. Types of knowledge resources to be integrated in the internet-based decision-support
server for AAP

2. Methods

a) Work-Up of Decision-Aids

Any system to be accepted by clinicians must be based on user requirements.
Therefore a survey was planned to assess the user requirements concerning formal
decision-aids from surgeons. The questionnaire covering formal decision-aids in
general and computer-based decision-aids in particular was sent to 102 doctors of
three surgical departments. The questions dealt with application of decision-aids,
assessment of areas for use, availability and integration of decision-aids in hospital
computer systems, etc. In addition there were questions covering dangers and benefits
of computer-based decision-aids.
Separately for the different types of formal decision-aids (e.g. scores, algorithms,
guidelines) a structural analysis was performed. This was necessary in order to
achieve an adequate implementation in a computer system. The structural analysis of
scores is described here. Existing scoring systems were analysed with respect to
internal structure and a general object-oriented score model was set up (figure 2). The
model can be divided in a structural and administrative part. The administrative part
covers an abstract class “knowledge module” from which a ”score module” is
derived. Therefore, each “score module” has exactly one reference to literature where
it was published and may have some references to evaluation studies. In addition a
“score module” is characterised by different categories (area of application,
population to be applied on, target for use). Special recommendations from the
authors may be added. The structural part of the score module covers specific
parameters (e.g. leucocytes ) with sub-parameters (e.g. sex, age groups), a condition
for the relevance of a parameter and the codes or weights which have to be added to
calculated the result of a score.
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Fig. 2. Problem domain component for scores

A similar procedure was performed for other types of decision-aids using formal
representations from the literature (e.g. guideline interchange format (GLIF) [2],
standard description of formal clinical algorithms [3]). For integration in the
knowledge server only those decision-aids were selected, which were adequately
evaluated in prospective studies. Therefore evaluation studies were identified and
systematically analysed.
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b) Informatical Concept

The different decision-aids have to be represented in a knowledge server. In order to
deal with a uniform terminology a data dictionary has to be introduced. Therefore an
existing data dictionary developed in another research project has to be linked to the
knowledge server and the documentation component. For data exchange links to ex-
ternal nomenclatures and classifications are provided by the data dictionary. The
development of the knowledge server covers object-oriented analysis and design and
is based on an existing program developed in the German MEDWIS program [4]. The
knowledge server should include an editor allowing entry and editing of formal
decision-aids, a context driven selection of decision-aids based on standardised
parameters (e.g. target, population, specification) and the execution of the decision-
aids on clinical data. A new documentation component covering the clinical data
necessary for applying the decision-aids has to be developed based on international
documentation standards.
The integration of the documentation module and the knowledge server has to be
provided by adequate middleware using CORBA (Common Object Request Broker
Architecture) [5] (figure 3). Use of the system should be possible via Internet with no
restrictions (access at every time, no platform-dependability). For the development of
the knowledge server, existing programs should be reused. This covers the core of a
decision-support system developed in the MEDWIS program and a data collection
module for clinical studies developed in Java. The decision-support system has a
modular object-oriented design, which makes it easy to separate the problem domain
(application and management of knowledge modules), from the human-interaction
component (GUI interface) and the data management component (interface to
database). With the Java-based documentation module different form-based clinical
documents have been designed [6].

Fig. 3. Informatical conception of an internet-based decision-support server for AAP with a
CORBA middleware approach
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3. Results

a) Preparation of Decision-Aids

Response rate in the user survey was 73 % (table 1). More than half of the 72 survey
participants already use decision-aids. Among them guidelines are used most often
(46 %) whereas other instruments (algorithms, scores, decision-trees) are used less
frequently (10 to 17 %). Computer-based decision-aids are hardly used at all (7%).
These results are in contrast to the strong request for more decision-aids especially for
computer-based systems (39 %). Clinicians who already use decision-aids are more
interested in additional systems. The standardised questions about attitudes towards
computer-based decision-aids revealed more positive than negative appraisal, whereas
the answers to open questions focus more on objections. Attitudes towards decision-
aids are influenced by the way the instruments are introduced and the way users are
informed and involved in the process of implementation.

Table 1. Results of user survey [7] (multiple answers possible)

Which decision-aids do you use in your daily
routine?

Number of Surgeons
n=72

guidelines 46% (33)
algorithms 17% (12)

scores 15% (11)
decision trees 10% (7)

computer programs   7% (5)
Which decision-aids would you like to use in your
daily routine?

guidelines 46% (33)
algorithms 29% (21)

scores 31% (22)
decision trees 26% (19)

computer programs 39% (28)
no answer   1% (1)

In which area(s) should decision-aids mainly be
used?

student education 50% (36)
physicians education 69% (50)

medical care 56% (40)
clinical studies 63% (45)

no answer   1% (1)
How should decision-aids be available?

written document 27% (19)
integrated computer program 55% (39)

internet / WWW 30% (21)
hospital information system 66% (47)

no answer   1% (1)
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At which location should decision-aids be available?
physicians room 93% (67)

ward room 44% (32)
intensive care unit 56% (40)

operating theatre 31% (22)
during patient visit (mobile station) 10% (7)

no answer   1% (1)
In which way should the interface to clinical
computers be organized?

electronic dictionary 65% (47)
connected with patient data 47% (34)

no answer   1% (1)

In a structural analysis 19 scoring systems for acute abdominal pain were identified
and characterised by the given criteria (table 2). For every scoring system, clinical
parameters, conditions, codes and weights were extracted. In addition 25 studies
dedicated to evaluation of the scores were identified and also classified according to
the defined criteria. The medical terms used in the scoring systems were analysed and
characterised with respect to integration into a data dictionary. The structure of every
single score (e.g. parameters, conditions, codes, weights) was stored in the knowledge
server.

Table 2. Characterization of scores for AAP

Author Year Population Target
Alvarado 1986 Suspected Appendicitis Appendicitis
Lindberg 1988 AAP Appendicitis
Eskelinen I 1992 AAP Appendicitis
Fenyö 1987 Suspected Appendicitis Appendicitis
Izbicki 1990 Suspected Appendicitis Appendicitis
Christian 1992 Suspected Appendicitis Appendicitis
van Way 1982 Appendectomy Appendicitis
Teicher 1993 Appendectomy Appendicitis
Arnbjörnssen 1985 Appendectomy Appendicitis
Ohmann 1995 AAP Appendicitis
de Dombal 1991 Appendicitis, NSAP Appendicitis
Anatol 1995 AAP in Children £  10 years NSAP, App., Gastro-

enteritis, Obstruction
Anhoury 1989 AAP in Children £  15 years Appendicitis
Pain 1987 Ileus in small bowel Strangulation
Ramirez 1994 Appendectomy Appendicitis
Deltz 1989 Ileus Operation
Eskelinen II 1993 AAP Cholecystitis
Eskelinen III a 1994 AAP in men Appendicitis
Eskelinen III b 1994 AAP in women Appendicitis
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b) Development of a Prototype

The prototype of the decision-support server covers three modules: a data dictionary,
a documentation module and a knowledge server. A data dictionary editor was
developed according to the specification, allowing data entry, editing and deactivating
of terminology. To handle different names and attributes of clinical parameters, the
data dictionary has two types of objects: terminology objects and document objects.
Terminology objects contain the clinical terminology with internal links (semantic
network) and external links to nomenclatures (SNOMED, ICD). Document objects
describe how a terminology object has to be documented in a specific situation (e.g.
name, value domain, unit). Every document object has a link to one terminology
object. With this approach it is possible to handle minor differences between
documentation and references in literature (e.g. number of leucocytes per m l and white
cell blood count with ml as unit). The data dictionary was implemented in Borland
C++ running under Windows 95 on IBM-compatible PC’s. The documentation
module covers three clinical documents: history, clinical investigation and laboratory.
Similar to a C++ program used in a multi-centre trial, the documentation component
was developed for form-based data-entry according to international standards [8]. The
three clinical documents were implemented in Java as a client application for remote
use via Internet. Clinical data to be entered by users are stored in a Microsoft Access
database. The knowledge server covers different types of formal decision-aids and the
interface to use them. In the prototype application scores and rule-based systems are
integrated. A program module is available to enter structure and logic of the different
scores and the rule-based systems. As database system the Borland database engine
was used, the program modules were developed with Borland C++ and are executable
under Windows 95. There is an online access from the knowledge server to the data
dictionary. The Java documentation module is linked to the knowledge server via
Corba (ORBacus 3.1)1.
The procedure for use of  knowledge modules is the following: first clinical data have
to be entered into the clinical documents. Then decision-aids can be selected
according to the problem specified (e.g. scores for diagnosis of appendicitis). A
specific decision-aid (e.g. Fenyö score) can be selected and the score is executed, if
all the clinical data are available. If data are missing additional parameters have to be
documented. This procedure can be repeated as often as desirable. In a first step the
system is applicable via Internet isolated from any clinical information system. An
interface to clinical information systems will be provided in the future using standard
interfaces (e.g. HL7, communication servers). Figure 4 shows a part of the history
document for AAP. With the documentation module it is possible to carry out
international multi-centre studies. All terminological information is imported from the
data dictionary. The clinical parameters are ordered in documents, sub-documents,
parameters and values, which make it possible to design a document automatically
from the data dictionary.
A further feature of the Java client is the display of decision-aids (figure 5). For a
single decisions-aid (e.g. score) it is possible to enter the data independent of the
documentation module and to execute the score directly.

                                                          
1 http://www.ooc.com/ob
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4. Discussion

The prototype decision-support server is unique in the way that only evaluated
decision-aids with proven clinical benefit are integrated in the program. The concrete
implementation of the decision-aids is controlled by clinical experts. For that reason
an European group has been formed covering experts in the development of decision-
support for acute abdominal pain and clinical users. This group monitors the
development and use of the system. A major obstacle against the use of decision-aids
is the availability. By implementing the system via Internet it can be used by everyone
from everywhere without any limitation. Specific software is not necessary, standard
browsers can be used. The informatical approach is elegant because new components
such as the documentation module implemented in Java and existing programs such
as the knowledge server written in C++ have been integrated using a new middleware
approach (Corba). The program is much more powerful and flexible than other
solutions based on Common Gateway Interface (CGI) and HTML. If necessary other
program modules covering medical decision-aids can be implemented and integrated
via this approach. This covers also programs running under different operating
systems (e.g. Unix, Windows).

Fig. 4. Documentation component of the internet-based decision-support server for AAP
(screen shot of the history document for acute abdominal pain).
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Fig. 5. Prototypical application of a score for AAP

The major advantage of the system is the separation of the terminology in a data
dictionary. This allows the definition of clinical terms once, but any term can be used
several times in different decision-aids. If another documentation system has to be
linked to the knowledge server only a mapping of the terminology to the data
dictionary has to be performed. By this procedure the amount of work is considerably
reduced. Furthermore, a data dictionary enables multilingual documentation in
international clinical trials [9] by translating the single medical term point-to-point.
Since only form-based documents with defined possible answers are use, this task is
not too time consuming. A shortcoming of the existing system is that it is not
integrated in clinical information systems. This is a difficult procedure especially if
data safety and data protection are taken into consideration. For safety reasons many
clinical information systems are separated from the Internet or the access is limited by
Firewall systems. Nevertheless the integration of the knowledge server into one
clinical information system is underway. A research project funded by the German
Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Technology deals with this issue. The
next step would be to bring the system into use and to get it evaluated by clinicians.
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Abstract. We present a decision support tool for Insulin Dependent
Diabetes Mellitus management, that relies on the integration of two
different methodologies: Rule-Based Reasoning (RBR) and Case-Based
Reasoning (CBR). This multi-modal reasoning system aims at providing
physicians with a suitable solution to the problem of therapy planning
by exploiting the strengths of the two selected methods. RBR provides
suggestions on the basis of a situation detection mechanism that relies on
structured prior knowledge; CBR is used to specialize and dynamically
adapt the rules on the basis of the patient’s characteristics and of the
accumulated experience. Such work will be integrated in the EU funded
project T-IDDM architecture, and has been preliminary tested on a set
of cases generated by a diabetic patient simulator.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the advances of Information Technology make it possible to define a
new generation of cooperating decision support systems, able to integrate differ-
ent modules, based on different methodologies, in a workstation that provides
final users with a valuable help “at the point of use”. In this paper we will con-
centrate on the tight coupling of different reasoning paradigm, and, in particular,
on the definition of a system able to integrate Rule-Based and Case-Based Rea-
soning [1] to support the physician’s decision making process.

The basic philosophy underlying this work is to overcome the limitations of
the two approaches. On one side, we aim at providing a Rule-Based system with
the capability to specialize the rules on the basis of the patient’s characteristics,
without highly increasing the number of rules (the so-called qualification prob-
lem); moreover we would like some rules (or part of them) to be dynamically
adapted on the basis of the past available experience. On the other side, we
would like to provide a Case-Based Reasoning system with a module for giv-
ing suggestions based on structured prior knowledge, and not only on the case

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 113–123, 1999.
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library; this capability is particularly important for medical applications, since
final decisions should be always based on established knowledge.

Following such approach, we have defined a multi-modal decision support tool
for the management of Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (IDDM) patients.
IDDM management is structured as follows. Patients are visited by physicians
every 2/4 months; during these control visits the data coming from home mon-
itoring are analyzed, in order to assess the metabolic control achieved by the
patients. The results of such analysis are then combined with other available
information, such as laboratory results and historical and/or anamnestic data,
in order to finally revise the patient’s therapeutic protocol. During this complex
process, the physician may detect some problems and propose a solution relying
on some structured knowledge (i.e. the pharmacodynamic of insulin, the main
drug provided in the protocol) as well as on the specific patient behaviour (i.e.
young or adult patient) and on previous experience (i.e. the information that a
certain protocol has been applied on that patient in the past with a particular
outcome). When dealing with automated decision support in IDDM manage-
ment, the combination of different reasoning tools seems a natural solution: the
widely-recognized scientific knowledge is formalized in our system as a set of
rules [2], while additional knowledge, consisting of evidence-based information,
is represented through a database of past cases.

In this paper we present the overall architecture of the multi-modal reasoning
system, as well as a first implementation developed within the EU-project T-
IDDM. In particular, the Rule-Based system has been defined in collaboration
with the Department of pediatrics of the Policlinico S. Matteo Hospital of Pavia,
and has been revised on the basis of the suggestions of the medical partners of
T-IDDM [3]. The case-base has been derived from the clinical records of 29
patients, for a total of 147 cases collected at the Policlinico S. Matteo Hospital
in Pavia.

2 Background of the Work

Rather interestingly, while Rule-Based systems have been largely exploited in the
context of medical problems, and in particular in IDDM management [4,5,6], no
examples of Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) systems for diabetes therapy can be
found in the literature, although, being IDDM a chronic disease, it would be
possible to rely on a large amount of patient data, coming both from periodical
control visits and from home monitoring.

For what concerns multi-modal reasoning, only a few applications to medicine
exist [7], although the general ideas reported in the literature can be easily
adopted in the biomedical context. In the previously published experiences,
Rule-Based Reasoning (RBR) and CBR can cooperate at different levels. In
some applications, a Rule-Based system, that deals with knowledge on standard
situations, is applied first. When it is not able to provide the user with a reliable
solution, the CBR technique is used, by retrieving similar cases from a data-base
of peculiar and non-standard situations [8]. A different approach suggests to use
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rules as an “abstract” description of a situation, while cases represent a further
“specialization”. Cases assist RBR by instantiating rules, while rules assist CBR
by permitting the extraction of more general concepts from concrete examples
[9]. It is possible to decide “a priori” which method should be applied first, or
to select the most convenient one in a dynamic way, depending on the situation
at hand [9,7]. In particular, the rule base and the case memory can be searched
in parallel for applicable entities. Then the best entity (i.e. rule or case) to reuse
(and therefore the reasoning paradigm to apply) can be selected on the basis
of its suitability for solving the current problem [7]. Finally, RBR can support
CBR after the retrieval phase, during the adaptation task: if the memory does
not contain suitable examples of adaptations of past cases to situations similar
to the current one, the system relies on some general adaptation rules [10].

In the majority of the described examples, RBR and CBR are used in an
exclusive way. On the contrary, our approach, which is in some sense similar
to Branting’s idea [9], defines a proper solution to the current problem through
the Rule-Based system, whose rules have been specialized on the basis of the
specific patient’s context identified exploiting the CBR methodology. Details of
the proposed architecture are presented in the following sections.

3 The CBR System

CBR is a problem solving paradigm that exploits the specific knowledge of pre-
viously experienced situations, called cases [1]; the method consists in retrieving
past cases, similar to the current one, and in adapting and reusing past effective
solutions; the current case can be retained and put into the base of cases. A
case is described by a set of feature-value pairs (F ), by a solution (s) and by an
outcome (o).
In IDDM management, we interpret a periodical control visit as a case. In this
context, F summarizes the set of data collected during the visit. The features
are extracted from three sources of information: general characterization (e.g.
sex, age, distance from diabetes onset), mid-term information, (e.g. weight,
HbA1c values), and short term (day-by-day) information (e.g. the number of
hypoglycemic episodes). The solution s is the array of insulin types and doses
prescribed by the physician after the analysis of the feature values, and the out-
come o of the therapeutic decision is obtained by inspecting HbA1c and the
number of hypoglycemic events at the following visit.
It is well known that situation assessment and case search are strongly influenced
by the organizational structures the case memory is based on. To make retrieval
more flexible we have structured the case memory resorting to a taxonomy of
prototypical classes, that express typical problems that may occur to patients.
Retrieval is hence implemented as a two-step procedure: a classification step,
that proposes to the physician the class of cases to which the current case could
belong, and a proper retrieval step, that effectively identifies the “closest” past
cases.
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Classification. By exploiting the medical knowledge on the prototypical sit-
uations that may occur to IDDM pediatric patients, we were able to build a
taxonomy of mutually exclusive classes, whose root (Patient’s problems) repre-
sents the most general class including all the possible cases we may store into
the case memory. The root’s subclasses are prototypical descriptions of the set of
situations they summarize. The classification process aims at limiting the search
space for similar cases to the context (i.e. the class, or a small number of classes
in the taxonomy), into which the problem at hand can be better interpreted.

Our tool implements a Naive Bayes strategy [11], a method that assumes
conditional independence among the features given a certain class, but that is
known to be robust in a variety of situations [11]. In our application, the prior
probability values were derived from expert’s opinion through a technique de-
scribed in [12], while posterior probabilities were learnt from the available case
base (147 cases) by using a standard Bayesian updating technique [13].
Retrieval. By exploiting the classification results, the system performs the re-
trieval step relying on a nearest-neighbor technique. The physician is allowed
to choose whether to retrieve cases belonging only to the most probable class
identified by the classifier (intra-class retrieval), or to a set of possible classes
(inter-class retrieval). In the first hypothesis, distance is computed using the
Heterogeneous Euclidean-Overlap Metric (HEOM) formula; in the second hy-
pothesis, using the Heterogeneous Value Difference Metric (HVDM) formula [14].
Both methods are applicable not only for numeric and continuous variables, but
also for symbolic ones. Moreover, since HVDM may be computationally inef-
ficient when working with large data-bases, we have also implemented a non
exhaustive search procedure, that exploits an anytime Pivoting algorithm (see
[15] for details).

4 The Rule-Based System

The Rule-Based system exploits the knowledge embedded in a set of production
rules, organized in a taxonomy of classes; the rules are fired through a forward
chaining mechanism.

Identify
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Generate 
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Apply the 
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Fig. 1. Steps of the Rule-Based reasoning process.
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The system performs a series of steps (see figure 1), each one relying upon a
specific rule class.
Data analysis and problem identification.
During home-monitoring, patients collect a large amount of time-stamped data,
from Blood Glucose Level (BGL) measurements, to insulin doses and diet in-
formation. The data are temporally contextualized according to a time scale
obtained by subdividing the day into seven non-overlapping time-slices, that are
centered on the injection and/or meal times. The raw data are then abstracted
through a Temporal Abstractions (TA) technique [16]: in particular, STATE
abstractions (e.g. low, normal, high values) are extracted and aggregated into
intervals called episodes. After having identified the most relevant episodes, we
derive the modal day [16], an indicator able to summarize the average response
of the patient to a certain therapy. In particular we obtain the BGL modal day
by calculating the marginal probability distribution of the BGL state abstrac-
tions in each time slice, through the application of a Bayesian method [17] able
to explicitly take into account the presence of missing data.

After the BGL modal day has been calculated, the problem detection rule
class is exploited, to identify the patient’s metabolic alterations. In particular,
when the frequency of a certain BGL abstraction (called minimum probability)
is higher than a given threshold, and when the number of missing data (called
ignorance) is sufficiently small to rely on such information, a problem is identified.
For example, the following rule detects a hypoglycemia problem in a generic time
slice Y using the information contained in the relative modal day component X:

IF X IS A BGL-MODAL-DAY-COMPONENT
AND THE TIME-SLICE OF X IS Y
AND THE BGL-LEVEL OF X IS LOW
AND THE MINIMUM-PROBABILITY OF X >= alpha
AND THE IGNORANCE OF X <= beta

THEN GENERATE-PROBLEM HYPOGLYCEMIA AT Y

where alpha and beta are two parameters that can be instantiated at run-time.
Their default values where derived from medical knowledge, and are equal to 0.3
and 0.8 respectively.
Suggestions generation.
In order to cope with the problem it found, the Rule-Based system generates
a set of suggestions. Each rule in the suggestion generation rule class has
a premise which is satisfied when a certain metabolic problem exists. Rules are
divided into subclasses on the basis of the advice they generate: a specific prob-
lem might be solved by adjusting the insulin doses, or by revising the diet, or
the physical exercise plan. Therefore, every time more than one rule fires, so
obtaining a set of alternative solutions to be further evaluated.
Suggestions selection.
Among all the generated suggestions, the system selects the most effective ones,
always verifying their suitability for the patient at hand. Such step relies upon
the activation of two rule classes, the suggestion selection rule class and the
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filtering rule class. The antecedents of the suggestion selection rules take into
account the patient’s characteristics (e.g. age, associated diseases). As an ex-
ample, for a pediatric patient with hyperglycemia problems the reasoner would
select a suggestion about an increasing meal intake, instead of prescribing the
introduction of an additional insulin injection. The filtering rules are applied af-
ter the deletion of suggestions that resulted to be not admissible for the patient
at hand, to filter the remaining ones in order to perform just the most effective
action in a single time slice. When comparing two insulin suggestions the rules
exploit insulin activity (see [3] for details).
Protocol revision.
Insulin suggestions are applied to the current insulin protocol by the proto-
col rule class, obtaining a revised therapy for the patient at hand. Moreover,
the reasoner searches for other suitable protocols, even if defined for different
patients, and presents them as an ordered list: the more the retrieved protocol
is similar to the current one (in terms of number of injections and of insulin
doses for every injection), the higher level it takes in the list: the similarity is
calculated using the HEOM method [14]. The physician is able to evaluate the
system choices step by step, and finally to choose a suitable solution among the
proposed ones.

5 Integration between CBR and RBR

As previously noted, the rule base is partitioned into a set of rule classes that
perform the above outlined reasoning steps, and the order in which the rule
classes are activated is determined by a set of metarules. The integration of
CBR into this framework is achieved by defining additional metarules that guide
the interaction between the results of the CBR procedures and the rule system.
The first metarule states that CBR is applied, at the beginning of the reasoning
process, to the patient’s visit data. During this step, the user of the system
can choose whether to exploit only the results of the CBR classification step,
if the output is considered reliable, or to analyze the “closest” cases obtained
through intra-class or inter-class retrieval. In this situation, a second metarule
evaluates the relationships between the features describing the metabolic state of
the patient and the therapeutic actions in the retrieved cases. For example, the
HbA1c trend and the insulin requirement trend are jointly analyzed to determine
whether an increase in the former is treated with an increase in the latter.
The results of retrieval will then be used only if the relationship is statistically
significant (with a p-value of 0.1).
A third metarule uses the outcome of the CBR process, if any, to tailor the Rule-
Based system according to the identified context. In our implementation, rules
are represented as objects characterized by an activation condition, an action
and a set of parameters that influence both the activation condition and the
action. In this phase, the parameters of the rules can be changed in order to
obtain a more effective and more suitable definition of a therapy for the patient
at hand. In particular, the behaviour of two rule classes is affected.
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Problem detection rules can be specialized by:
1. setting a proper value of the threshold for the frequency of BGL abstractions; 2.
defining the maximum admissible number of missing data so that the information
may be relied upon.
For example, when dealing with patients suffering from anorexia, it is important
to be able to promptly detect all hypoglycemic episodes, even when few data
are available. This is motivated by the fact that such patients run a higher risk
of hypoglycemia, due to their nutritional disorder. Therefore, the rule described
in section 4 becomes:

IF X IS A BGL-MODAL-DAY-COMPONENT
AND THE TIME-SLICE OF X IS Y
AND THE BGL-LEVEL OF X IS LOW
AND THE MINIMUM-PROBABILITY OF X >= 0.2
AND THE IGNORANCE OF X <= 1

THEN GENERATE-PROBLEM HYPOGLYCEMIA AT Y

Suggestion generation rules can be specialized by modifying:
1. the number of insulin doses to be added or eliminated to tackle a metabolic
alteration; 2. the overall variation in daily requirement; 3. the quantitative vari-
ation in a single insulin dose.
To summarize, CBR influences steps (1) and (2) in figure 1. Finally, the RBR
proceeds with suggestions selection and with the definition of a list of alterna-
tive protocols, as described above. The integration, by making the system more
effective in the detection of patient’s problems, and in prescribing insulin modi-
fications that can be stronger or milder, depending on the context in which the
RBR is operating, can enhance the RBR performance; in particular we expect
the time needed for problem resolution to be reduced, through the definition of
a therapy properly tailored on the patient’s peculiar needs.
From an implementation point of view, the RBR and the CBR systems are fully
integrated in the distributed, Web-based environment, on which the T-IDDM
architecture is based. The T-IDDM prototype is composed of two main units, a
Medical Unit (MU), devoted to assist physicians in IDDM patients management,
and a Patient Unit (PU), meant to help patients in day by day self monitoring;
the communication between the two units exploits an extension of the HTTP
protocol. Details on the architecture can be found in [18]. The MU modules, and
in particular the reasoning ones, rely on Lispweb, an extended, special-purpose
Web server, written in Common Lisp, that makes it possible to create more “in-
telligent” and “secure” applications while remaining in the context of Web-based
systems [18].

6 Results

To provide a first evaluation of the multi-modal reasoning system performance,
we made some tests on a simulated patient, whose characteristic features have
been derived from a real pediatric patient case of our case memory, and whose
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BGL measurements were generated by an IDDM patient simulator, integrated in
the T-IDDM architecture [19]. In particular, we have compared the performances
of the multi-modal reasoning system and of the RBR alone, in stabilizing the
patient’s metabolism through an iterative procedure, consisting in simulating 15
days of monitoring data and then in revising the insulin protocol on the basis of
the collected information. The test patient was a boy of 17, with a weight of 52
kg and a height of 170 cm; his metabolic control was characterized by HbA1c =
8% with an increasing trend, and an increasing insulin requirement.
The CBR system classified the above case as a situation of typical puberal prob-
lems. We chose to retrieve the closest cases from such class, and we found 10
cases, on which the system performed some statistical analysis. The only signif-
icant result derived was related to the average variation of regular insulin doses
in each injection. In particular such variation was of 2 units, while the default
variation proposed by the Rule-Based system is of 1 unit. Therefore, the inte-
gration between CBR and RBR in this situation would influence the suggestion
generation rule class by setting the quantitative variation in a single insulin dose
to 2 units, permitting a more aggressive action in insulin treatment. As previ-
ously explained, to verify the suitability of this indication, we compared the
functionality of the Rule-Based system with the performances of multi-modal
reasoning. At first, the IDDM patient simulator was used to generate 15 days of
BGL data, with an average of three measurements per day and including also
some post-prandial data. To introduce intra-patient variability, the data were
derived adding a 10% noise on the simulation results. The obtained BGL values
were analyzed both by the Rule-Based system and by the multi-modal reason-
ing system. The revised protocols were acquired by the simulator and used to
obtain the data for the following monitoring period. Such procedure ended when
the simulated patient metabolic condition was stabilized. Figure 2 (a) shows the
outcome of the Rule-Based system, while figure 2 (b) shows the outcome of the
integration approach. It can be easily noted that the Rule-Based system, being
more conservative and “cautious”, took 6 weeks to regulate the patient’s state
(2 protocol adjustments, one every 15 days). On the other hand, the integrated
system normalized the patient’s glycemic levels with just one protocol revision,
in a total time of 4 weeks. These first validation results proved to be encourag-
ing, although we aim at exploiting real patients’ BGL measurements to get more
reliable information.
As a future step in the system evaluation, we plan to include the multi-modal

reasoning system here described in the running prototype of T-IDDM. As a mat-
ter of fact, the T-IDDM project validation phase has already started, involving
ten pediatric patients and two diabetologists at the Policlinico S. Matteo Hos-
pital in Pavia, and will be extended to the other project validation sites. At
the moment the T-IDDM prototype just includes the Rule-Based system and
the CBR one, working independently. We plan to make the multi-modal reason-
ing methodology available for the testing sites, in order to get a feedback of its
performance directly from the end users.
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Fig. 2. (a): the 24 hours profiles of blood glucose in response to the different ther-
apeutic protocols proposed by the Rule-Based system. The figure shows the pro-
gressive stabilization (within normal BGL ranges, i.e. 70-180 mg/dl) of the patient’s
metabolism, that moves from the continuous line to the dashed one. (b): the 24 hours
profiles of blood glucose in response to the different therapeutic protocols proposed
by the multi-modal reasoning system. The BGL values fall into the normality range
just with one protocol revision (dash-dotted line).

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have described a system that integrates CBR and RBR to pro-
vide suggestions on insulin therapy planning for IDDM patients. The proposed
approach could be extended in several directions. From a methodological point
of view, CBR could be a valuable support also for model-based reasoning system.
For example, a CBR system may allow a Causal Probabilistic Network based
system dynamically deriving probabilities, or expressing preferences towards cer-
tain decisions among others; finally, it may suggest some hints on how to reduce
the decision space. From the application point of view, multi-modal reasoning
could be helpful in a variety of situations, and in particular in the management
of chronic diseases where each patient’s data are accumulated over time. More
generally, such systems would be helpful in trying to combine established struc-
tured knowledge with the “operative” knowledge of experts and with the past
experience collected in a certain health care institution. In the future we will
continue investigating the management and integration of medical knowledge,
as we believe that it represents one of the most interesting application areas of
AI in medical informatics.
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Abstract. In this paper we discuss the importance to create prototypes
automatically within Case-Based Reasoning systems. We present some general
ideas about prototypes deduced from analyses of our experiences with
prototype designs in domain specific medical CBR systems. Four medical
Case-Based Reasoning systems are described. As they use prototypes for
different purposes, the gained improvement is different as well. Furthermore,
we claim that the generation of prototypes is an adequate technique to learn the
intrinsic case knowledge, especially if the domain theory is weak.

1 Introduction

Cases are the most specialised form of knowledge representation. The knowledge of
physicians consists of general knowledge they have read in medical books plus their
experiences in form of cases they have treated themselves or colleagues have told
them about. Not all cases are of the same importance. Some are typical while others
are rather exceptional, e.g. a paediatrician does not remember all his patients with
measles, but maybe those with serious complications or those where his measles
diagnoses were surprisingly wrong. Especially in diagnostic tasks the thoughts of
physicians circle around typical cases. They consider the differences between a
current patient and typical or known exceptional cases. For diagnostic tasks cases are
usually described by a list of syndromes or symptoms (syndromes are described by
symptoms which can be called features). These syndromes and symptoms are of
different importance for typical cases, some are essential while an often occurrence of
others may be only coincidental.

We believe that especially for diagnostic tasks medical Case-Based Reasoning
systems should take the reasoning of physicians into account [1]. Such systems should
not only consist of general medical domain knowledge plus a flat case base, but the
case base should be structured by typical case generalisations called prototypes [2].
The main purpose of such generalised knowledge is to guide the retrieval process and
sometimes to decrease the amount of storage by erasing redundant cases. In domains
with rather weak domain theories another advantage of case-oriented techniques is
their ability to learn from cases. Only gathering new cases may improve the systems
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ability to find suitable similar cases for current problems, but it does not elicit the
intrinsic knowledge of the stored cases. To learn the knowledge contained in cases a
generalisation process is necessary. As physicians reason with prototypical and
exceptional cases anyway, the creation of prototypes seems to be an adequate learning
technique at least for medical domains.

In the following we describe the general form of prototypes in case-oriented
medical systems. Subsequently, we elaborate the role of prototypes in our domain
specific medical CBR systems for dysmorphology [3], liver transplantation [4],
antibiotic therapy advice for infectious diseases [5], and early warnings concerning
the kidney function [6] .

2 Prototypes as a Form to Describe Medical Knowledge

The use of case oriented generalised knowledge presents the opportunity to structure
case bases. Cases can be clustered into groups, prototypical diseases or schema.
Clancey [7] distinguishes between prototypes that represent specific expressions of
diseases or therapies and schema that contain essential features of diseases or
therapies. As Selz [8] characterises a schema as a description of an entity where at
least one part remains vague, the distinction between prototypes and schema seems to
be fluid. We only use the term prototype and refer to a hierarchy of prototypes where
the most general prototypes that contain only the most common features are situated
at the top and the most specific ones are placed at the bottom.

As humans look upon cases as more typical for normal cases as more features they
have in common [9], distances between prototypes and cases usually consider the
shared features. Tversky [10] determines the similarity between a case and a
prototype by adding up the shared features and subtracting the features of the
prototype which the case does not share and the features of the case which the
prototype does not share.  Rosch and Mervis [9] determine the similarity between
prototypes and cases as the shared features relative to all features of the prototype.
That means, in contrast to Tversky they ignore those case features which the
prototype does not share.

The generalisation from specific cases to prototypes has the advantage of
abstracting general knowledge that sometimes might improve the domain theory. The
drawback is the loss of specific information. However, within a weak domain theory
medical cases very often contain too much specific information and the problem is to
elicit typical or important features.

In the field of instance-based learning [11], in which learning is performed by
accumulating examples of each category, and subsequent classification is done by
finding the stored examples most similar to the candidate to be classified, some
efforts have been made to define typical examples for each category [12]. Typical
attributes or typical values are identified by their low variability within the category.
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Biberman [13] investigates the role of prototypicality in the field of concept
learning. Following Rosch and Mervis [9] he argues for two factors affecting the
prototypicality of an item: The numbers of properties it shares with other members of
its concept, and the numbers of properties it shares with members of contrasting
concepts. The second factor seems to be only party practicable for medical
applications. If a hierarchy of diagnoses exists in a domain, inside this hierarchy the
diagnoses can be viewed as contrasting concepts, but outside this hierarchy exists an
open world of other diseases that are not considered in the application and sometimes
are even  still unknown. Bibermans results of applying concept learning algorithms to
some example domains suggest that prototypicality is a successful classification and
storing criterion in structured domains that contain more or less prototypical
members.

In the overlapping field of Case-Based Reasoning and Machine Learning some
systems using generalisation hierarchies of prototypes for classification tasks have
been developed. REFINER [14] which is in principle domain-independent but was
mainly applied in medical domains and PROTOS [15] which is designed for clinical
audiology are knowledge acquisition tools too. REFINER classifies new cases with
the help of the user while PROTOS classifies according to similar cases and only if
this fails the user has to support the classification process.

3 Medical CBR Systems and Prototypes

We have not created a general prototype tool, but we have used different prototype
designs within a few medical cases-based systems we developed for various domains
and tasks. As these systems contain such distinct tasks as diagnosis, therapy advice
and time course analysis, it seems too ambitious to attempt to develop a general
prototype tool that can handle all these tasks. Here we present and  summarise our
experiences with these systems.

3.1 Antibiotics Therapy Advice

 The antibiotics therapy adviser named ICONS [5] attempts to find calculated
antibiotics therapy combinations for intensive care patients who got an infection
disease as additional complication. A calculated pathogen spectrum is determined by
the affected organ and the group of patients the current patient belongs to. ICONS
considers the contraindications of the patient by reducing the set of applicable
antibiotics and subsequently uses rules to generate antibiotics combinations to cover
the calculated pathogen spectrum. The cases are distinguished by their affected
organs, groups of patients and contraindications.

From a medical point of view, prototypes correspond to typical antibiotic
treatments associated with typical clinical features. At the top level, a prototype is
created for  each affected organ and each group of patients. All cases of a prototype
belong to the same group of patients, the same organ is affected and the same
pathogen spectrum deduced from background knowledge has to be covered. The
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cases are discriminated by their contraindications. These are antibiotic allergies,
reduced organ functions (e.g. kidney, liver), specific diagnoses (e.g. acoustic
distortion or diseases, the central nervous system), special blood diseases, pregnancy
and the patient's age group (e.g. adult, child, infant).

First, all cases are stored below a prototype (a possible prototype hierarchy is
shown in Fig. 1). Only upon reaching the threshold "number of cases" the prototype is
filled, i.e. the contraindications of the associated cases are inspected, and every
contraindication reaching the relative frequency of the second threshold "minimum
frequency" are included in the prototype. Subsequently, the prototype is treated like a
case and the resulting suggestible antibiotic therapies are stored. Those cases that
have no additional contraindications in comparison to the prototype are erased.

We create an alternative prototype below an existing prototype, if enough
(threshold "number of cases")  cases exist for the latter, that have at least one
contraindication in common the prototype does not include. The alternative prototype
is constructed from the deviating cases of the superior prototype. The difference
between the alternative and the superior prototype consists of other contraindications,
other antibiotic therapies and a different position within the prototype hierarchy.

 Our aim was to reduce the amount of storage and to guarantee efficient retrieval
time, because the case base grows incrementally. We used the prototype idea of
clustering typical common features and keeping the deviating cases. However, as it is
no diagnostic but a therapeutic task where the contraindications play the role of
constraints and as only those cases are adaptable that have got no additional
contraindications in comparison to the current case, sometimes useful cases are
erased. That means, this prototype design is not only advantageous in this application,
but also has a slight drawback.

Case - 1 Case - n

Prototype - J

Prototype - J , 1 Prototype - J, m

Cases and 
Prototypes

Cases and 
Prototypes

Fig. 1. Possible relationships of a prototype

3.2 Dysmorphic Syndromes

GS.52 is a prototype-based expert system that is routinely used in the children´s
hospital of the University of Munich for many years. It is a diagnostic support system
for dysmorphic syndromes. Such a syndrome means a non-random combination of
different disorders. The major problems are the high variability of the syndromes
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(hundreds), the high number of case features (between 40 and 130) and the continuos
modifications of the knowledge about dysmorphic syndromes.

Each syndrome is represented by a prototype that contains its typical features. The
prototypes are acquired by an expert consultation session. The physician selects a new
or an existing syndrome and typical cases for the syndrome. Subsequently, GS.52
determines the relevant features and their relative frequency (Table 1 shows an
example for such a learned prototype).

Table 1. Portion of an example of a generated prototype. The numbers are the relative
frequency in percentages the features occurred in the cases of the prototype.
_____________________________________________________________________

Heart murmur 30% Depressed nasal bridge 23%
Diminished postnatal growth rate 77% Anteverted nares 63%
Hypercalcaemia 30% Prominent lips 17%
Prenatal onset 75% Long philtrum 17%
Mild microcephaly 67% Full. of peri-orb. region 75%
Full cheeks 46% Medial eyebrow flare 25%
_____________________________________________________________________

The diagnostic support occurs by searching for the most adequate prototypes for a
current case. A similarity value between each prototype and the current case is
calculated and the prototypes are ranked according to these values. We evaluated the
similarity measure of Tversky and the measure of Rosch and Mervis (see section 2.).
The result (Fig.2.) indicates to present the ten most probable syndromes rather than to
produce the one and only diagnosis.

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

Rosch

Tversky

Cases (%)

1.Position  £ 5.Position £ 10.Position

Fig. 2. Sensivity of GS.52 using cases of trisomy-21
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For both measures the correct diagnosis was always among the first ten, mostly
among the first five and majoritiely the first position. The measure of Rosch and
Mervis performed better which indicates to ignore those features of the current case
the prototype under consideration does not share.

3.3 Postoperative Management of Liver-Transplanted Patients

Liver-transplantation and the following postoperativ management is a domain with an
extreme weak domain theory. If liver-transplanted patients get postoperative
complications, they usually get a lot of them and it is yet only very partly known
which of these complication causes other complications, because the
pathophysiological concepts of relevant complications are not well understood. The
idea of our system COSYL is to give some diagnostic advice for the task of finding
out the main underlying complications. We search for the most similar case and
present his diagnoses. Although the case base contains only slightly more than 200
cases the retrieval time is very time consuming because the amount of each patient
record is enormous.

To guide the retrieval we use two classification levels. At the top level we consider
the reasons for the transplantation. The further classification depends on that reason,
e.g. the number of retransplantations is one classification feature at the second level.
As we have clustered some groups of patients, the retrieval has to take only a part of
the case base into account. Another main advantage is the fact that for each group it is
known which sorts of features are worth to look at.

We only use predefined classifiers and do not create or learn prototypes, because
the features are clinical parameter values whose relevance is unknown. Of course it is
possible to generate confidence intervals for the various features and to create a
prototype that agglomerates these intervals. Such a prototype would have no medical
meaning, because most of the features may be unimportant and because no medical
facts (diagnoses, therapies) are described. However, we guide the retrieval by known
classifiers and the reduction in the consultation time is tremendous.

3.4 Kidney Function Analysis

Recently, we have developed an early warning system [6, 16] that performs
multiparametric time course analysis concerning the kidney function for intensive
care patients. We have designed a method (Fig.3.) that consists of two abstraction
steps plus case-based reasoning retrieval. First, we abstract many daily parameters
into a single daily kidney function state. Subsequently, we generate three main trend
descriptions for the course of the kidney function states within a time period of seven
days. The parameters of these trend descriptions are the features for the retrieval.

Prognosis of multiparametric courses of the kidney function for intensive care
patients is a domain without a medical theory. Moreover, we can not expect such a
theory to be formulated in the near future. So we attempt to learn prototypical course
pattern. Therefore,  knowledge on  this  domain  is s tored as  a tree of prototypes with
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State Abstraction: daily decision for one kidney function state

7 days course of states

Time Abstraction: generation of trends

Trend description

Presentation:
current course and
similar courses
with continuations

CBR - Retrieval

parameters
– 1st day

 state - 2nd day state – 1st day  state – 7th day

parameters
– 2nd day

parameters
– 7th day

Fig.3. Abstractions for Multiparametric Prognoses in ICONS

three levels and a root node. Except for the root, where all not yet united courses are
stored, every level corresponds to one of the trend descriptions. These are the short-
term trend T1, the medium-term trend T2 and the long-term trend T3. As soon as
enough courses that share another trend description are stored at a prototype, we
create a new prototype with this trend. At a prototype at level 1, we unite courses that
share T1, at level 2, courses that share T1 and T2 and at level 3, courses that share all
three trend descriptions. We can do this, because regarding their importance, the three
trend descriptions T1, T2 and T3 refer to hierarchically related time periods. T1 is
more important than T2 and T3, because they are additional extensions into the past
and because the current course is more relevant for the further development of the
kidney function than the course some days ago.

4 Conclusion

In medical decision making it is very important to focus on patients seen in a special
facility of a hospital or at a practitioner. The use of CBR systems in a special health
care facility forms automatically a facility adapted knowledge base. This is the main
advantage of CBR systems in medicine.
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In ICONS and in COSYL the main purpose of prototypes is to structure the case
base and to guide the retrieval. The part of the prototype design in ICONS that goes
beyond this purpose is ambivalent, because the general drawback of prototypes
occurs, namely the loss of information by generalisation. In GS.52 prototypes are
used in a typical medical diagnostic task. They directly correspond to the physicians
sense of prototypes. As comparisons with single cases are unable to identify typical
features, in this application that is characterised by a lack of knowledge about typical
features of the syndromes the use of prototypes is not only sensible, but even
necessary. Apart from guiding the retrieval and structuring the case base prototypes
mainly serve a different purpose in our early warning system. In a domain where the
relevant kidney parameters are known but no knowledge about their temporal course
behaviour exists we attempt to learn typical course pattern. As the prototypes are of
the same form as the courses they are appropriate for this learning task.

Summarising our experiences we would like to make quite clear that the role of
prototypes depends on the application and the task. For medical diagnoses as in GS.52
they even seem to be necessary because of their correspondence to medical prototypes
which guide the physician`s diagnoses. In domains with very poor domain theories
they guide the retrieval. This is very important if the amount of the cases is enormous
(COSYL). Furthermore they may help to learn general knowledge (kidney early
warning).

Table 2 gives an overview about our systems, their medical tasks, the existing
knowledge of each domain, the main purposes of prototypes and the improvements
gained by them.

     Table 2. Overview of our systems and the improvements gained by prototypes

Program Task Knowledge Purpose Improvement
ICONS Therapy

Advice
Alterations of
Influence
Factors

Structure the
Case Base

Ambivalent

COSYL Diagnostic
Advice

Nearly None Structure the
Case Based
 (+ Learning)

Enormous
Retrieval

Speed up
GS.52 Diagnosis Continuos

Modifications
Define
Typical
Diseases

Impossible
without
Prototypes

Kidney Time Course
Analysis

Very Weak Learning Retrieval

Speed up

+ Learning
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Abstract The Virtual Hospital Patient Scheduling System (VHPSS)
focuses on building multi-agent cooperative systems. We have chosen
to build Intelligent agents that perform coordination tasks for the users,
i.e. the medical staff. An agent in VHPSS system has a limited
information. To solve some problems, the agent has to cooperate with
the other agents of the surrounding environment. This article presents
this scheduling system based on our principal contributions in research
on multi-agent systems. (1) At the architectural level, the system is
based on a multi-agent software agent architecture which has several
advantages: parallelization of agent’s tasks, reusability of agent’s
components, partial mobility and partial cloning of agent’s code. (2) At
the cooperative level, the system uses a new agent negotiation protocol
making it possible to accelerate the process of task allocation.

Keywords: Multi-agent systems, negotiation protocol, multi-agent
software agent model, medical assistance.

1 Introduction

This article explains how agents can exploit their capacity in order to support the
medical staff in a hospital complex specialized in the treatment of burnt patients,
either by cooperating with other agents, or with human actors that they represent in the
virtual system.
For instance, when a doctor receives a patient in an emergency state, he must perform
several radiological tests, blood tests, etc., before starting any surgical operation. To
confirm his diagnostic, the doctor must transfer his patient in different services so that
the patient undergoes the necessary tests. Fulfilling these tests requires the availability
of the necessary material for all operations and qualified staff. In general, these tests
are carried out after a long time. To accelerate the patient pretreatment process, the
doctor can collect some of this information from other services or hospitals that have
been already visited by the patient. In order to give for the doctor a software support,
we have chosen an agent oriented design approach to solve this problem.
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At a cooperation level, the problem is to reason on the other agent capacity in the
system. To select in an effective way, i.e. as soon as possible, the agent depending on
a certain task in order to answer to the environment’s dynamics, we apply the contract
net protocol extension that we have developed [Aknine, 98b]. At the architectural
level, we propose in this article a multi-agent architecture and an agent model which
are based on the functionalities of the hospital treatments.
This article is organized as follows: in section 2, we present the paradigm of reactive
coordination of the medical care systems. In section 3, we detail the VHPSS agent
model proposed and its operations. In section 4, we present our agent negotiation
protocol. Finally, we conclude in section 5.

 

 2 Application Context

 In a hospital processing center, the medical staff is often confronted to treat several
patients at the same time. So a patient can be treated by various doctors and nurses.
Thus, the medical staff is organized in a cooperative group sharing the same
resources, i.e. patients. Because of the strong dynamicity of the system and the great
quantity of information handled by the medical staff, sometimes it happens that one
medical personal neglects one of the tasks which was allocated to him. This weakens
the human actors cooperative process. The intervention of an artificial system is
essential in this first level in order to organize and to supervise the activities of the
human actors cooperative system.
 The cooperative medical care system proposed is composed of doctors and of medical
personal who take part in the process of a patient’s treatment. To relieve the various
actors from some coordination tasks, we have designed a cooperative work system
composed of software agents. For each actor is associated a software agent. The actor
of the system carries out the task of the medical process (processing, analyzing,
regulating, etc.), as for the agent, it assists and represents the actor in the artificial
system. It checks the task activation conditions which will be announced to the other
agents of the system when these conditions are satisfied.
 Knowing the profile of the actor which corresponds to the tasks that he/she can
perform, the agent proposes the actor whom it represents to carry out the announced
tasks. Once a task is assigned to the respective actor, a cooperative problem solving
process begins between the agent and the actor to whom the task is allocated. For
instance, when a doctor prescribes the patient's treatment, the software agent can
analyze the knowledge collected on the patient's health state and then propose the
corresponding treatment to the doctor which will be able to apply it.
 

 

 3 Agent Model

 The agent model that we propose is a generic agent model. It is composed of various
primitive agents: two agents of decision (ManagerAgent and PlannerAgent), an agent
of execution (ExecutorAgent), an agent of perception/communication and a working
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memory. The first control agent (the ManagerAgent) integrates the behaviors which
manage the execution of the domain tasks. The second control agent (the
PlannerAgent) plans dynamically the sequence of the tasks which implies a dynamic
generation of the actors' activity plans. Both the ExecutorAgent and its actor
participate in the execution of the selected tasks. Each primitive agent of the basic
agent communicates with the other agents through the shared working memory.
 This multi-agent structure of an agent has several advantages. On one hand, it allows
an agent to accomplish several tasks at the same time and thus the reactivity in taking
the decisions caused by the fast evolution of the environment, advantages underlined
by various authors; in addition, it makes it possible to fulfill the requirements of
confidentiality.
 On the other hand, The multi-agent character of the agent allows the partial migration
of its programs, i.e. the ExecutorAgent is able to migrate from one site to an other in
order to perform the solicited task. For instance, the agent can seek in other medical
complexes, medical information on the diseases already contracted by a patient and to
carry out the necessary processing in the concerned site whereas the other basic agent
components (ManagerAgent, PlannerAgent and SupervisorAgent) not directly implied
in the execution of this task can remain in the initial site. They can exchange messages
with the ExecutorAgent through their communication modules. The partial migration
of code is particularly interesting in the sense that it can reduce the network
submersion risk with an unusable code.
Moreover, while referring to the arguments provided in (Rothermel and al, 1997), the
authenticity of the data transferred via the network without a constant monitoring can
sometimes be questioned. In our application, the displacement of the agents ensures us
the confidentiality and the authenticity of the data, requirements imposed by any
patient for its doctor. Indeed, some necessary data to the processing of the agent can
not be transferred through the network; the agent treats them directly in their storage
sites. From these sites, it returns its own results (For more details see [Aknine, 98c]).

4 Agent Cooperation

In a hospital complex, a robust cooperation is essential between all the members in
order to offer the best services because of the vital character of the acts achieved by
these members. The cooperation of these members is carried out through the
cooperation of the artificial agents integrated in the assistance system. A significant
question to ensure this cooperation between the agents is: which protocol to use to
ensure an effective allocation of the system’s tasks?
The contract net protocol is often used for coordinating the agents during the problem
solving. In the definition provided by Smith and Davis [Smith, 80][Smith & al 81], the
CNP is essentially a collection of nodes, which cooperate to solve a problem. A node
can be a manager, who controls a task’s execution or a contractee who performs it.
When a task cannot be executed by an agent for reasons such as the lack of
information, it can be proposed to other agents. At the receiving of an announce, the
agent evaluates its interest for this task. If it is interested enough, the agent submits a
bid to the manager for this task. The latter bases on the agents’ bids for selecting the
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appropriate agents. Then, the manager sends an acknowledgment message to the best
bidder. Moreover, as we have shown in our previous experiments done on the contract
net protocol and the extension of the CNP in [Aknine, 98b], the task allocation
mechanism by using the contract net protocol is long. For this reason, we have applied
the CNP extension that we have developed.
In our protocol, we insert two levels of propositions and commitments for the CNP, by
introducing four new phases, which we call: Pre-Bidding, Definitive-Bidding, Pre-
Assignment and Definitive-Assignment. These steps replace Bid and Assignment
phases of the traditional CNP. 
When a manager announces a task for the contractees, he receives PreBids, i.e.
temporal propositions from these ones. These PreBids evaluates the contractees’
capacities for executing the task when they receive an announce. To the best one, the
manager sends a PreAccept and PreRejects for all the others. For each evolution of the
contractees’ situation, they can postulate with new PreBids. So they can evolve to a
PreAccept state, or stay in the PreReject state. At the receiving of a PreAccept
message, the potential contractee can send his DefinitiveBid. This one can be
questioned by the manager if during the Bidding phase, a prerejected contractee has
sent a better PreBid, whose value exceeds the potential contractee’s DefinitiveBid. It
can also result in the signing of the contract and then in a definitive rejection of all the
other agents. The negotiation ends with the execution of the task by the selected
contractee.
Using several levels of propositions and allocations to negotiate the execution of tasks
(1) allows an agent to manage several negotiation processes simultaneously and so
reduces the global length of the negotiation between the agents. (2) An agent can
propose himself with a temporary bid (PreBid) to perform a task as soon as it receives
an order. Afterwards, if the agent receives new orders, it can modify its previous
proposition as long as it has not sent a DefinitiveBid. (3) The length of the PreBidding
phase allows an agent to make the best choice among the proposed tasks before
postulating definitively for the tasks. So after the acceptation of the execution of the
tasks, the risk of disengagement is free. (4) The manager and its contractees do not
incur any penalty risk, as the first proposition is only a temporary one. The contract is
signed once they have come to a definitive agreement. Actually, the manager does not
definitively reject all the contractees as long as it has not received a definitive bid
from the potential contractee which confirms its intention to perform the task both
parts agreed on and it informs the other contractees of the existence of a potential
contractee to perform the task.

5 Conclusion

In this article, we have proposed a Virtual Hospital Patient Scheduling System
allowing an effective cooperation between human actors treating patients. The system
is based on our two principal contributions: a new intelligent agent negotiation
protocol and a multi-agent software agent architecture. The architecture is centered on
the three principal aspects of the new applications: mobility, reusability and flexibility.
This architecture is perfectly reusable for other cooperative systems, in the sense that
the description and the implementation of the software agents are totally independent
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of the application domain. The agents’ control is totally independent of the domain
tasks that they execute.
A first experimentation of this architecture was done on an application of technical
specification writing in the telecommunication domain. [Aknine, 98c]. A first
application of our protocol was done on goods delivery applications. The virtual
medical system is especially conceive to meet the requirements of the recent
applications by proposing an interesting solution of a partial cloning and migration of
the agent's code.
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Abstract. Influence Diagrams (ID) are widely known to be a useful tool
in Decision Analysis (DA). However, when facing a complex real-world
problem, we often encounter many difficulties. Namely, the evolution of
the ID skeleton until a final version is attained, provides interesting issues
related to problem modelling. We also come up against computational
difficulties caused by the size of the problem. Our motivation is a real
medical problem of neonatal jaundice management, and we present the
solution we have implemented in the Decision Support System (DSS)
developed.

1 Introduction

Jaundice develops in a healthy baby when the blood contains an excess of biliru-
bin. Newborns tend to have higher bilirubin levels because they have extra
oxygen-carrying red blood cells, and their young livers cannot metabolize the
excess bilirubin. The infants are then usually exposed to special lights that break
down excess bilirubin –phototherapy–. But when bilirubin levels are extremely el-
evated, jaundiced newborns may suffer damage to the nervous system (including
irreversible brain damage), and all their blood needs to be replaced –exchange
transfusion–. An important challenge is to distinguish between what is known
as physiological jaundice and the more serious version, pathological jaundice, re-
lated to the development of kernicterus (bilirubin-induced encephalopathy) and
the baby having risk factors. Current recommendations try to balance out the
risks of undertreatment and overtreatment [7]. However, it is not very clearly
stated at which point bilirubin levels are high enough to require treatment and
which treatment to administer.

The Neonatology Service at the Gregorio Marañón Hospital in Madrid was
interested in studying the problem of jaundice in newborns. We agreed and
started to develop a DSS called IctNeo. It represents and solves the problem by
means of an ID, an acyclic directed graph to represent and solve DA problems
under uncertainty, see [9]. The main objectives are to include a large number
of uncertain factors and decisions, to better define when treatment is required
? Paper supported by DGESIC project PB97-0856 and CAM project 07T/0009/1997.
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and/or should be changed, to decrease costs and risks due to, e.g., blood ex-
change, and to take into account the preferences of parents and doctors. As a
result, the hospital will have an automated problem-solving tool as an aid for
improving jaundice management.

This paper outlines the methodology used to construct IctNeo. Some diffi-
culties were encountered when reasoning on the structure and content of the ID
that represents the problem (Section 2) and when solving the ID (Section 3).
The conclusions are set out in Section 4.

2 Constructing the Influence Diagram

2.1 Towards the Final Structure

The scope of the problem was delimited by considering infants born at the hospi-
tal during the early days of their life, and who were aged 3 days or less, because
this is the critical period of time when the most harmful effects take place.

The sequence of the problem follows. The doctor first decides whether or
not to admit the baby to hospital and, possibly, confine it to the Intensive Care
Unit. If the baby is admitted, it is necessary to control the bilirubin levels, carry-
ing out different tests and giving the patient some of the prescribed treatments:
phototherapy, exchange transfusion or observation, depending on a series of char-
acteristics of the newborn baby, like age, weight, bilirubin and hemoglobin levels.
After each treatment stage, the effects on the baby are observed, repeating the
process as many times as necessary until the problem is over, i.e., the infant is
discharged or she receives a treatment that falls outside the scope of the prob-
lem with which we are concerned, again delimiting our problem. We started to
structure the problem as a generic ID, clustering the nodes which belong to the
same logical group into sub-models.

The following step was to disaggregate nodes and decide how many stages
there were in the problem. As regards the first issue, the knowledge before admis-
sion consists of certain characteristics of the mother and baby, clinical findings,
like hemoglobin and bilirubin serum concentrations, and the results of a series of
tests, see Fig. 1 below. The pathologies which have an influence on hyperbiliru-
binemia are stated at the top of Fig. 1; see [8] for further details.

The second issue concerning the number of stages of which the problem is
composed is more interesting. In principle, every decision node would be identi-
cal, its domain containing the different treatment actions and hospital discharge.
Since doctors consider that the time between one treatment and the next lasts
6 hours, it would be necessary to have a sequence of 12 decision nodes to ac-
count for at most 72 hours. This, however, would entail an intractable ID, due
to the size of the set of nodes and arcs. Apart from this, there are a number of
constraints placed by doctors on the chain of treatment decisions, e.g., not to
perform more than two exchange transfusions per full treatment, the exchange
transfusion must be followed and preceded by phototherapy, among others. Also,
the length of the jaundice process varies. If the baby is not admitted, the length
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of time will be the minimum, because the sequence of treatment decisions does
not make sense. The ID considering all these issues is highly asymmetric, that if
evaluated as traditionally [9], its optimal policy includes sequences of decisions
that do not meet the constraints.

But we observed that treatments were very often referred as a combination
of the initial 6-hour therapies, e.g. 6-, 12-, or 18-hour long phototherapy, and we
decided to redefine the domains at the decision nodes. We identified three types
of treatment decisions: (1) decisions made in the initial phase of the treatment
(alternatives allowed when starting the treatment, such as phototherapies of
different lengths and observations); (2) decisions made in the main part of the
treatment (some grouped treatments, e.g., 12-hour phototherapy, plus exchange
transfusion, plus 6-hour phototherapy, always satisfying the constraints); and
(3) decisions made in the final phase. This led to 4 treatment nodes. In this
manner, we solved the problems mentioned above, at the expense of increasing
the difficulty of decision domains definition.

2.2 Quantitative Information of the ID

The ID is complete when the quantitative information obtained via an elicitation
process has been entered. Most probability tables were assigned with the aid of
subjective judgements according to the SRI protocol and its extensions [6]. The
main problem was, for chance nodes with many predecessors, how to obtain
the tables with so many entries from the experts and how to store so much
information. For this purpose, we used generalized noisy OR-gates [1] based on
a causal model, requiring a number of assignments that is linear in the number
of causes rather than exponential, as is usually the case. Our saving was of 70%.

The preferences of the experts were represented by means of a multi-attribute
utility function [4]. With the aid of experts, we first constructed an objectives
hierarchy, whose goals included minimizing financial, social and emotional costs,
as well as risks and injuries, all of which measured the preferences of parents
and doctors. We then constructed the scales of the attributes and derived a
functional form of the multi-attribute utility function that was consistent with
the assumptions investigated. Readers are referred to [3] for a detailed explana-
tion, where, in addition, all the assignments are allowed to be imprecise, as a
means of sensitivity analysis. The final ID is shown in Fig. 1.

3 Evaluating the Influence Diagram

The storage space requirements grow enormously due to node inheritances dur-
ing chance node removal and arc reversal operations, during the problem-solving
process. Our ID requires a maximum storage capacity of 1.66× 1014 storage po-
sitions, where the average size of the problem is 1.79 × 1013 storage positions.
Therefore, the process becomes unmanageable. We provide several ways to alle-
viate that computational burden.
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Fig. 1. Final ID of our problem.

The algorithm for evaluating IDs [9] proceeds by reducing nodes and we know
that all possible deletion sequences lead to the final solution, but they may in-
volve different computational efforts. So, our first contribution is to search for a
good node deletion sequence, since finding an optimal sequence has been shown
to be a NP-hard optimization problem. The one-step-look-ahead heuristic [5] rec-
ommends that the next node to be deleted is the one that leads to computations
over the smallest domain, taking into account only one operation (ahead).

Our proposal improves on that heuristic. First, we use Kong’s heuristic to
choose only two candidates. Second, the system qualitatively constructs a search
tree from these two nodes, and decides to stop the exploration if, after the
evaluation of one million possibilities, we have achieved a reduction in problem
storage of at least 50% compared to Kong’s heuristic. Otherwise, it continues
exploring solutions until they are exhausted or until four million trials have been
conducted. In this manner, the storage space required in the problem-solving
phase is divided by at most two, as compared with Kong’s heuristic. The search
is improved by pruning the search tree when identical IDs are reached along
certain paths from the root, thus reducing the size of this tree.

Our second contribution is as follows. The operation of chance node removal
may produce an increase of the expected utility tables because the value node
inherits the predecessors (if any) of the removed node. Nevertheless, the compu-
tation of the expected utility is not essential at that point, and we propose to
postpone computation until it is necessary, i.e., at the time of a decision node
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removal. At that point the system must remember the chance nodes that have
been removed and the arcs that have been reversed, carrying out all the com-
putations that were not made previously. Therefore, a mixed approach is more
advisable, in which, when a chance node is removed, we compute the expected
utilities whenever this implies a saving in the storage space with respect to the
previous diagram. Let C(i) be the conditional predecessors of node i. This sav-
ing takes place whenever C(i) ⊂ C(v), where i, v designate the removed chance
node and the value node, respectively.

In our last version of IctNeo, we take advantage of the evidence propagation
operation [2], once again reducing complexity. Moreover, the system is able to
avoid the computation of many expected utilities by incorporating knowledge
about the constraints on decisions in the grammar script: at the time when the
first decision node is removed during the process, the value node has already
inherited all the decision nodes, and its table is cut by looking for the sequences
that do not meet the constraints.

4 Conclusions

Some common difficulties encountered in practice when using large IDs include
features related to all the steps in the Decision Analysis cycle. At the modelling
stage, we had to address an increasingly more complicated problem structure,
while at the evaluation stage, we had to find solutions to cope with our large
problem that was otherwise unsolvable. The manner in which these issues were
addressed will provide insights to the community involved in the design and
solution of decision models by means of IDs.
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Abstract. A rules-based electronic drug prescribing system is described, which
by means of radio-linked mobile terminals allows bedside entry of drug
prescription and administration data to be evaluated in real-time against wide-
ranging clinical data including interactions and allergies. Results of a
questionnaire assessing the acceptability of the system are summarised, and
preliminary analysis of data gathered as part of routine operation is presented,
showing doctors’ responses to warning messages of differing severity.

1. Introduction

A rules-based drug prescribing system (RUMPS), developed by Wolfson Computer
Laboratory (WCL), Division of Medical Sciences, University of Birmingham, is in
routine use within the Renal Unit, University Hospital Birmingham NHS Trust
(UHB). The system is generic in concept, and includes radio-linked mobile terminals,
enabling rules-based drug prescribing and administration at the bedside.

The system both proposes actions, and queries or denies user-initiated proposals,
based on the continuous assessment of patient data available to it and on medical
knowledge represented within it. The bedside availability of the system means that it
is capable of impacting decisions relating to the appropriate and effective use of
resources at the point at which the clinical decision is made. The system therefore
provides an important mechanism by which best practice (as defined by the medical
knowledge contained within the system) can be applied routinely within a clinical
setting and offers a clear route for the implementation of evidence based medicine
and reduction of risk from prescribing errors.

1.1 Background

The 64-bed Renal Services Unit within UHB is an internationally recognised centre
for the provision of medical and surgical services for patients with renal disease,
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including: nephrology; the treatment of acute renal failure; all modes of dialysis and
associated access surgery; and renal transplantation. The rules-based drug prescribing
and administration system is an extension of an earlier rules-based system that has
provided a successful strategy for improving the appropriateness of laboratory testing
and has resulted in: significant saving in medical staff time; significant reduction in
the number of laboratory investigations requested; and improved continuity of care.
Evaluation of radio-linked terminals began in early 1996 and allowed the trial of a
character-based system [1,2,3,4] in July 1996. The current graphical version of the
system was introduced into full routine clinical use on the Renal Unit in January
1998.

2. The System

Laboratory results and X-ray reports may be reviewed, drugs prescribed and their
administration recorded at the bedside, using hand-held wireless thin-client terminals.
Doctors and nurses carry these devices on their rounds, using them to enter or retrieve
data anywhere within the ward areas. The same programs are available on desk-top
PCs around the hospital, enabling access to the system from consultants’ and ward
offices, pharmacy and theatre areas.

When prescribing, the system considers contra-indications such as potential drug–
drug, serological and/or clinical state interactions and where a drug is found to be
inappropriate for a specific patient, therapy is prohibited and an alternative drug must
be sought. Where a contra-indication is not too severe (as defined within the drug
data dictionary), warnings are issued but may be overridden. Those considered more
serious require that the prescriber’s password is re-entered. The system also applies
rules whilst recording administration data, for example warning if an attempt is made
to administer a PRN drug with a frequency greater than that prescribed. More
complex rules access relevant laboratory results, acquired on-line, to monitor
serological trends and to manage therapeutic monitoring, etc. Additionally, rules
within the prescribing module express protocols for drug therapy in specific areas of
renal disease and transplantation. In this situation drug therapy (often a panel of drugs
with appropriate routes, forms, doses) is ‘proposed’ by the system, for authorisation
by medical staff, these protocols being initiated by medical staff on the basis of the
patient’s disease state. A further series of rules automatically highlights scripts for
review by medical staff, an important example of this function being the monitoring
of the duration of antibiotic therapy.

3. Methodology

3.1 Overall Architecture

The application is client-server based, with a central M (MUMPS) database server
communicating via TCP/IP with Delphi GUI clients. All rule evaluation is server-
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based. A mixture of thin-client hand-held terminals and conventional desk-top PCs
(thick-client) are used by the system. The radio-linked terminals communicate with
the server via a number of radio access-points, each connected to the hospital’s wired
LAN and located around the ward areas. Doctors and nurses may move between the
influence of different access points whilst maintaining a continual link to the server.
Radio links operate in the 2.4 GHz band, which is licensed for this technology, at
power levels much less than those used for mobile phones. No problems relating to
radio-borne interference have been encountered during use of the terminals in a
hospital environment.

3.2 Rules

All rules within the system are of Boolean form and fall into two distinct groups
known locally as ‘simple’ and ‘complex’. Simple rules are driven exclusively from
tables within the data dictionary, and are real-time comparisons of current patient data
and pre-defined dictionary parameters. These rules are applied at the point where a
doctor or nurse uses the system to change the patient record by, for instance, adding a
drug prescription or administering a drug, and may result in the user being warned of
a possible problem resulting from their action, or in some cases, in the action being
denied. Examples of checks made by such rules are: various interactions, as already
outlined; dosing levels; route/form compatibility; dose/strength availability; time
between administrations; total number of administrations; etc. Complex rules are
routines compiled from Medical Logic Modules (MLMs) written in Arden Syntax,
which are processed through the inference engine [5,6] within the central server.
Since these rules have access to all data within the patient record and are ‘time-
aware’, they allow more sophisticated and/or longer-term checks to be made on
prescribing and other processes, by, for instance: warning if a patient’s biochemistry
or haematology appears to be adversely affected by a particular current prescription,
or automatically proposing a drug level assay at an appropriate time after the
prescribing of certain antibiotics and immunosuppressants. Evaluation of such rules is
most often an asynchronous background process, triggered by, for instance, the
reception of result data from a laboratory feeder system. Synchronous foreground
operation of the rulebase is also possible.

4. Results

The general assessment of the system by 14 doctors and 24 nurses, 3 months after
installation, indicated a good degree of acceptability of the system. Legibility and
availability of data, both of which contribute to patient safety, were scored highly by
both groups. Whilst these might be considered obvious by-products of electronic
systems, when implementing such systems the routine operational effort required by
users to obtain such benefits must not be perceived to be significant if they are to find
acceptability. It is pleasing therefore that both groups found the system easy to use.
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More detailed analysis indicated that doctors perceived benefit in terms of prescribing
(warning messages, default scripts and protocol prescribing), and nurses in terms of
administration (24-hour availability of administration data, clear indication of
previously not-administered drugs, drugs allocated to appropriate ward rounds):
neither group felt that the time now required for these activities was significantly
greater than before introduction of the system.

As a part of routine operation the system retains substantial ‘audit-trail’ data to
allow details of prescriptions and administrations and any changes to these to be
retrieved for clinical and medico-legal purposes. These data also enable significant
audit of usage:

• 49.8% of new prescriptions displayed warning messages to the prescriber.

• In 13.2% of these cases a doctor started to prescribe a drug, was shown
warning messages and did not complete the prescription.

• Where high level warnings were issued, 64% of scripts were not completed.

• 86.5% of drug doses were administered, 66.1% within one hour of the
prescribed time and 88.4% within two hours.

• 13.6% of PRN drug administrations were paracetamol, of which 1.7% were
given within 4 hours of the previous administration.

Further analysis of these real-time data is beginning to give insight into a wide
range of clinical and nursing practices, in a level of detail which is not generally
available to paper-based or off-line, ‘open-loop’ prescribing systems. In light of these
data, approaches are now being evaluated whereby the rule-based aspects of the
system may be used to improve the clinical and cost-effectiveness of prescribing, by,
for instance: suggesting antibiotics based on organism and sensitivity data from
laboratory feeder systems, ending scripts automatically when patients have been on
certain antibiotics for pre-defined periods or directing junior doctors towards the use
of those drugs preferred by their more senior colleagues.

5. Conclusion

The high level of acceptability expressed by clinical and financial managers and users
shows that such systems, when made available at the point of care, not only offer a
powerful mechanism for the introduction of clinical protocols and decision support,
but also provide an everyday tool to clinical and nursing staff which is highly valued,
improves patient care and operational efficiency, and gathers transparently
information as part of the electronic patient record.
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Abstract. We developed a computer assisted program for training the
medical staff in ventilating newborn infants. The Java-based client-server
program consists of two modules: the instructor module enabling the
domain expert to create courses of virtual patients, the tutorial module
running consultations with virtual patients. The tutorial module displays
the course of the transcutaneous blood gases and a table of the ventilator
settings which can interactively be adjusted by the trainee to provide
an adequate gas exchange to the virtual patient. VIE-NVT is currently
tested at our neonatal intensive care unit.

1 Introduction

Mechanical ventilation of newborn infants needs expert knowledge, clinical ex-
perience and a high clinical sensibility for the vulnerable immature patients.
Within the last years, a better understanding of the mechanisms involved in the
development of chronic (ventilator induced) lung disease has led to reassessment
and a more careful definition of ventilation strategies. Moreover, the number of
newborn infants ventilated and of the time they spend on the ventilator has been
greatly reduced. New members of the medical staff thus have less possibilities to
acquire the necessary skills for ventilating newborn infants. Various ventilation
simulators have been developed for the training of adult mechanical ventila-
tion ([3,6,7,8]) but not for newborn infants and not including transcutaneous
monitoring. We developed a computer assisted training program for ventilating
newborn infants based on a simple physiologic lung model and virtual patients.

2 The VIE-NVT System

The neonatal ventilation tutor VIE-NVT is a system which allows a trainee to
simulate the mechanical ventilation of virtual newborn infants. It consists of two
components: an instructor allowing the expert to define virtual patients, and a
tutorial model which is used by the trainee to adjust the ventilation of a patient.

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 148–152, 1999.
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2.1 The Instructor Module

The instructor module is used by the expert neonatologist to define clinical
courses of prototypical patients for use by the tutor system. Each virtual pa-
tient is defined by a set of parameters to be loaded by the tutorial system. Each
data set consists of the (virtual) patient name, the body weight, a diagnosis,
the initial ventilator settings, and of time-stamped values for the various physi-
ologic parameters of the lung model. These values define the state and course of
the “lung pathology” of the virtual patients. The following parameters may be
modified by the instructor:

– compliance (C): the ratio between tidal volume (VT) and inflation pressure,
a measure of the ventilation part of lung pathology; it determines the amount
of peak inspiratory pressure needed to generate the VT

– lung factor (LF ): determines the oxygenation part of lung pathology
– shunt (Qs): defined as right to left shunt reducing the efficacy of oxygenation
– circulation factor (kCIRC): determines the relationship between PO2 and

SaO2, the two measures of oxygenation
– spontaneous minute ventilation (V espont): the amount of minute ventilation

performed by the patient without the aid of the ventilator. V espont reduces
the amount of mechanical ventilation needed to achieve a certain PCO2

– initial ventilator settings: inspiratory oxygen concentration (FiO2), peak in-
spiratory pressure (PIP ), endexpiratory pressure (PEEP ), ventilation rate
(f), inspiratory time (ti)

– NO responder: NO, nitric oxide, is a smooth muscle relaxant acting on the
peripheral pulmonary vessels; the switch NO responder (yes/no) determines
if the oxygenation improves when NO is added to the inspiratory gas.

2.2 The Tutorial Module

Thetutorial module simulates the course of a selected patient. It uses a lung
model defined by a set of equations. The lung model is divided into two inter-
connected tasks, ventilation and oxygenation. The results of the simulation and
the outcome of (virtual) therapeutic actions are presented to the trainee using
a graphical interface.

Ventilation, removal of CO2 from the circulating blood, determines the PaCO2,
the arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide which is directly related to the
transcutaneously measured PtcCO2. The following equation is motivated by a
correlation study [2] and derived from the analysis of 442 cases with correspond-
ing carbon dioxide measurements [1].

PtcCO2 = 2.226 + 1.039 ∗ PaCO2 (1)

Ventilation is directly related to the minute ventilation (V e) which is deter-
mined by the product of the tidal volume (V T ) and the ventilation rate (f).
Finally, an increased shunt (Qs) adds to the PaCO2.
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PaCO2 = fCO2(V etotal/kg) +




0 if Qs ≤ 0.1
50 ∗ Qs − 5 if Qs < 0.9
40 if Qs ≥ 0.9

(2)

V etotal/kg = V etotal/Weight (3)

V etotal = V espont + V eresp (4)

V eresp = V T ∗ f (5)

V T = C ∗ (PIP − PEEP ) (6)

The function fCO2 relates decreasing PaCO2 to increasing V e. Characteristic
values are given below:

V etotal/kg 100 150 200 250 300 400 500 600
PaCO2 150 80 60 50 40 35 25 10

An improvement of the compliance (C) can be achieved in “immature lungs”
by giving exogenous surfactant. The surfactant increases C by a factor between
4 (C ≤ 0.1) and 1 (C ≥ 0.8).

Oxygenation, the transfer of oxygen from the alveolar gas into the circulat-
ing blood, determines the PaO2, the arterial partial pressure of oxygen. PaO2 is
directly related to the transcutaneously measured PtcO2 and the – also transcu-
taneously measured – SaO2, the oxygen saturation of hemoglobin which carries
oxygen in the blood. Oxygenation may be changed by changing the inspiratory
oxygen concentration (FiO2), the mean airway pressure which depends on the
peak (PIP ), the endexpiratory pressure (PEEP ), and the inspiratory and expi-
ratory time (ti, te). It also depends on other therapeutical measures like giving
exogenous surfactant or nitric oxide (NO).

The correlation between PtcO2 and PaO2 is derived from a pulse oximetry
study [5]:

PtcO2 = kCIRC ∗
{

PaO2 − 10 if PaO2 ≤ 90
69.672 + 0.115 ∗ PaO2 otherwise (7)

The correlation between SaO2 and PaO2 is based on an equation with the
following characteristic values (derived from [4]):

PaO2 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
SaO2 13.5 35.0 57.0 75.0 83.5 89.0 92.7 94.5 96.5 97.4

The arterial partial pressure of oxygen is approximated by a function derived
from physiological and experimental clinical knowledge:

PaO2 = ((760 − 42 − PaCO2) ∗ FiO2 + FMAP ) ∗ (1 − Qs) ∗ LF (8)

There are four main parameters which influence the PaO2: the FiO2, the
mean airway pressure (MAP), the shunt Qs, and the lung factor LF . The “sever-
ity of the lung disease” is represented by the lung factor. It characterizes the
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diffusion part of the oxygenation. A low LF represents a high diffusion barrier
resulting in a low PaO2. The LF is ideally compensated by an optimal MAP
and a compensating FiO2 setting as shown in the following table:

Lung disease LF MAPOPT FiO2 COMP

none 0.75 0 .21
light 0.33 7 .45

medium 0.25 10 .60
severe 0.2 14 .80

The MAP characterizes the contribution of mechanical ventilation to oxy-
genation. There is an optimal MAP characterized by the highest attainable
PaO2. At lower and higher MAPs the PaO2 is lower because of a disturbed
ventilation–perfusion relationship. A (hypothetic) MAP function (FMAP ) re-
flects this influence:

FMAP = 13.2 ∗ MAP ∗ kMAP (9)

MAP =
PIP ∗ ti + PEEP ∗ te

ti + te
(10)

The function value is a result of the ventilator settings (PIP , PEEP , f , ti) and
a factor kMAP . This factor is one if the optimal MAP is set, but it decreases
with increasing difference between the actual and the optimal MAP:

MAPk

MAP - MAPOPT
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Finally, the perfusion part of oxygenation is characterized by the intra- and
extrapulmonary shunt Qs. The higher the R-L shunt, the lower the PaO2. In
severe cases a decrease of the intrapulmonary shunt can be effected by switching
on NO. This decreases the shunt Qs by 50% if the patient is a NO-responder.

The User Interface The trainee is guided by a user interface which resembles
an ICU monitor (with some enhanced features). It continuously displays the “ac-
tual” PO2 and PCO2 values which are calculated according to the physiologic
values defined in the patient data set and the actual ventilator settings which
are displayed in a spreadsheet. The user is asked to vary the ventilator settings
aiming to appropriately “ventilate” the virtual patient under the changing condi-
tions defined in the patient data set. Appropriate ventilation is defined as keeping
the PCO2 and PO2 values within the normal range. Additional therapeutic op-
tions are the administration of exogenous lung surfactant for improving lung
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compliance or of nitric oxide for reducing pulmonary vascular resistance thus
improving the ventilation perfusion relationship and oxygenation.

3 Conclusion

Appropriate tools for training the medical staff are an essential part in assuring
the quality of care in critical situations. Virtual patients specified by data sets
offer the advantage to define a wide range of easy to master to very complex
situations. The trainee has a chance to react to various situations he/she has
rarely seen before without endangering a “true” patient.

The Java-based neonatal ventilation tutor VIE-NVT provides an easy to use
interface to learn adequate control of ventilators in neonatal ICUs. The model
VIE-NVT uses is both influenced by physiological parameters and by practical
experience of experts at our neonatal ICU. VIE-NVT sucessfully has completed
its technical evaluation. It is currently clinically tested at our NICU.
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Abstract. Authorisation is a compulsory function in information sys-
tems that contain patient data. The proposed authorisation model is a
refinement of a role-based content-dependent authorisation model. The
access permissions are inferred from authorisation rules based on the role
of the health care consultant, the association of the consultant with the
patient, the security level and the state of the information object within
the life-cycle. The design of the system is based on a three-level access
control, and a combination of the existing information system with an
expert database system.

1 Introduction

Authorisation is a compulsory function in information systems that contain pa-
tient data. Patient data contain sensitive information and can for instance be
classified into 3 levels [3]: extremely sensitive, sensitive, and least sensitive. The
requirements of the authorisation can be summarized as follows [7]:

– Primary access to a functionality is determined by the user’s position (for
instance physician, nurse, secretary).

– Access to a functionality and associated information is within the scope
of the involved unit. A unit is an organisational part that provides specific
health care or supporting processes, such as out-patient department, nursing
ward, medical secretary, and also external contacts such as the GP.

– Access to information is determined by the association of the health care
consultant to the patient during a care episode. For instance, the treating
physician has access to all information, while the laboratory may only see
the information related to the request.

– The access mode on information is determined by the state of that particular
information. For instance, authorized reports may not be altered.

The realisation of the above requirements as an integrated functionality requires
careful consideration of the design. The design presented in this paper is partly
based on the authorisation model specified in [8].
? The author is indebted to P. Verpalen, coauthor of a previous paper, and to
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2 The Authorisation Model

The permissions of users to access information in the information system are
defined in an authorisation model. Discretionary access control (DAC) is based
on authorisation for a transaction on an object. In protection mode each access
must be authorised. Role-based authorisation models organise users with similar
tasks into roles, and the authorisation is assigned to roles. In content-dependent
authorisation the conditions for authorisation depend on stored information. A
role-based content-dependent authorisation model has originally been proposed
for object-oriented databases [1]. Similar approaches for health care informa-
tion systems have also been proposed [6,4]. The requirements pose the following
concepts on the authorisation model:

– The access control is discretionary with a role-based content-dependent mod-
el, the roles are explicitly defined.

– The content-dependent part of the authorisation depends on the temporal
association of the user to the object, within the scope of the unit.

– The information is classified into three security levels: extremely sensitive,
sensitive, and least sensitive. Extremely sensitive information is set in pro-
tection mode.

– The access mode is determined by the state of the object within its life-cycle.
A higher level of access mode implicitly implies lower levels.

The employed role-based content-dependent authorisation model is structured
according to the phrases

1. “Users have roles” as organisational authorisation: role assignment.
2. “A role may perform a number of transactions on certain object types” as

technical authorisation: role-based authorisation.
3. “A role may perform a number of transactions on certain objects under cer-

tain conditions” as technical authorisation: base authorisation and content-
dependent authorisation.

The logical design is based on the relational database, using predicate logic to
represent the rules [2]. A rule has the form if body then head or head← body. If
the rule head is absent, then the formula is a fact. Attributes with known value
(bound variable) in a rule are indicated.

2.1 Organisational Authorisation

Organisational authorisation handles the phrase “users have roles”, and is based
on administrative information. User identification is the registration of a person
as a user of the system. The identification is unique, and generally accompanied
by identification control for login such as a password.

The position (User position) is determined by the organisational position
and unit as registered in the personnel system. Permissions are according to
health care certificates and specific tasks with respect to patients. A user may
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have several positions and work for a number of units. The role (Unit role) is
based on the position and type of information that is generally valid in the unit.
An actor is a specialisation of the role with respect to the task, such as requester
and performer. There may be several roles associated with a position. The role
assignment (User role (1)) assigns roles to users, and is stored as a fact.

User role (user, role, unit, valid flag)←
User position (user, position, unit) ∧
Unit role (role, position, unit, object type, actor) . (1)

An administrative part manages the validity of the role assignment (1) as
indicated by a validity flag valid flag. The most common assignment is standard
authorisation which is granted for a long period of time until changes regarding
the role assignment occur.

2.2 Technical Authorisation

Technical authorisation comprises the internal structure of facts, authorisation
rules, and additional data for content-dependent authorisation. The role-based
authorisation regards the phrase “a role may perform a number of transactions
on certain object types”.

The transaction (Trans mode) on an object type consists of an associated set
of permitted actions according to the state of the object. Most object types have a
generic life-cycle {initiated, active, inactive, filed, archived} in which the states
are directly related to permitted actions. For several object types, the active
state is further refined, for instance satisfying the following partial orderings of
implicit rules: view < print < copy < update.

The role-based authorisation (Role auth (2)) assigns permitted transactions
on object types to roles, and is stored as a fact.

Role auth (role, unit, object type, transaction, state)←
Unit role (role, position, unit, object type, actor) ∧
Trans mode (object type, transaction, state, action) . (2)

The specific part concerns the phrase “a role may perform a number of trans-
actions on certain objects under certain conditions”. Object types are classified
into 3 security levels (Object security): extremely sensitive, sensitive, and least
sensitive. The state of the object (Object state) must be explicitly available. For
content-dependent authorisation the additional information is stored as data in
the object header (Object header).

Two types of authorisation [1] can be distinguished: base authorisation and
content-dependent authorisation. A role is granted to perform a transaction on
an object if it has base authorisation or content-dependent authorisation.

Base authorisation (B auth (3)) is an explicit content-independent authori-
sation that is derived from the role-based authorisation (2) and the state of the
object. It is usually assigned to least sensitive information.
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Content-dependent authorisation (C auth (4)) is an expression with predi-
cates that must be evaluated. It is assigned to sensitive and extremely sensitive
information. The role predicate (Role p (5)) evaluates whether there is a valid
relation between the role, the unit, and the object. The transaction predicate
(Trans p (6)) evaluates whether the transaction is valid, and handles the pro-
tection mode. Protection mode applies to extremely sensitive object types or
individual objects, indicated by (Object prot).

B auth (role, object, transaction)←
Role auth (role, unit, object type, transaction, state) ∧
Object security (object type, security level = least sens) ∧
Object state (object, object type, state) , (3)

C auth (Role p, object, T rans p) , (4)
Role p (role, object, transaction) = TRUE←

Role auth (role, unit, object type, transaction, state) ∧
Object security (object type, security level = sensitive ∨ extremely sens) ∧
Object state (object, object type, state) ∧
Object header (object, unit, role) , (5)

Trans p (role, object, transaction) = TRUE←
Object security (object type, security level = extremely sens ∨ sensitive) ∧
∃ Object prot (object, role, transaction) , (6)

where ∃ indicates that the evaluation is only carried out if the occurrence exists.

3 Design of the Authorisation System

The authorisation system is designed in a generic way as a supplementary au-
thorisation EDS (expert database system) to the existing information system.
The EDS is a knowledge base combined with a database [5]. The authorisation
EDS consists of facts in the database, rules in the rule base, and procedures for
retrieval and evaluation.

3.1 Access Control

The access control manages the flow control of the sequence of forms. A three-
level access control [7] is proposed:

0th order login and initial access according to “users have roles”. Retrieves the
roles from User role, limited by the current unit and acting position.

1st order access to functionalities presented by forms according to “a role may
perform a number of transactions on certain object types” (form-level con-
straint). Retrieves the role-based authorisation from Role auth.
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2nd order access to objects within the forms is according to “a role may perform
a number of transactions on certain objects under certain conditions” (data-
level constraint). The evaluation provides a list of objects with permitted
transactions, allowing the user to make a sensible choice.

3.2 Concluding Remarks

The combination of three-level access control and the authorisation EDS pro-
vides a strict but user friendly system. The additions to the existing information
system are data for content-dependent authorisation concerning the properties
of the objects. Another important design aspect is that the forms are composed
in accordance with the role-based authorisation. Instead of programming the
constraint procedures, the authorisation EDS is invoked.

The use of a role-based authorisation has administrative advantages. It en-
sures that users with similar positions and tasks have the same authorisation
according to regulations. Also, there are less roles than individual users. Proper
adoption in the organisation requires a central service that defines the roles and
the authorisation, and assigns these to users. Further implementation is then
carried out by system administrators. Although the EDS has not been imple-
mented, this administrative organisation has found to be satisfactory.

The logical design of the EDS allows technical verification and validation
of the content of the rules and facts by inference and detection of inconsisten-
cies. The rules and associated facts can be implemented as tables in a relational
database. Most of the evaluation can be carried out by SQL using the SELECT
statement, thus ensuring rapid performance. The content-dependent authorisa-
tion (4) requires a simple procedure to control the evaluation of the predicates.
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Abstract. HEPASCORE has been developed to optimize the application of
objective criteria for qualitative and quantitative assessment of liver function.
Early recognition of abnormal liver states is performed according to a
sequential approach, based at first on clinical rules using data from history and
physical examination, then confirming or denying the hypothesis by means of
selected laboratory tests. Once an abnormal condition is defined, clinical
severity can be evaluated using suitable scores. In addition, selected sets of
biochemical tests can be used to score one or more functional aspects.
HEPASCORE has been successfully applied to exclude liver abnormalities in
subjects at risk, to follow-up liver patients, to predict the natural outcomes of
severe liver diseases, to foresee the adverse effects of drugs undergoing first-
pass liver extraction and the side effects of invasive procedures.

1 Introduction

An accurate evaluation of clinical data in their pathophysiological meaning is a key
step in the follow-up of liver diseases, aimed at characterizing liver damage both
qualitatively (different kinds of functional impairment) and quantitatively (clinical
severity) [1]. Functional evaluation is a multistep process depending on the natural
history and the treatment of disease. The study of clinical severity is based on the
computation of indexes derived from the combination of clinical and/or biochemical
selected data. This analysis, mainly used for disease staging and prognostic
evaluations, frequently relies on complex calculations requiring the use of a computer.
The classical approach to screening programs, based on the determination of
biochemical parameters without a preliminary clinical examination, is questionable in
terms of methods and costs. Therefore, an approach adapting the biochemical and
instrumental evaluation to real clinical problems (identified by history and physical
examination) is advisable. Finally, an important aspect is residual liver function
quantification, a feature independent from both the aetiology and type of liver damage
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and relying on the evaluation of specific pathophysiological aspects. In this case,
dynamic tests are able to measure particular functional relations of the liver with the
whole organism [2].
The system presented in this paper, HEPASCORE, was constructed with the aim of
supporting the physician in the screening process of liver damage, in the assessment
of the clinical severity of liver diseases, and in the evaluation of liver function and
calculation of the residual functional capacity of the liver.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Selection of Parameters

The decisional model applied for screening patients at risk of liver disease is directed
to exclude every type of abnormality [3], whereas the procedure applied for the
identification and functional evaluation of liver alterations consists in the recognition
of the abnormalities and in the quantification of damage for each functional aspect.
Obviously, in both cases utilised tests should be as much precise and accurate as
possible. Nevertheless, in the former case the selected parameters must be mainly
sensitive to minimize false negative results, whereas false positive results are of minor
importance. In the latter case clinical data must be mainly specific to reduce false
positive results (leading to an overestimation of the damage). Moreover, since
screening procedures are applied to subjects with low expected prevalence of disease
whereas functional evaluation is applied to subjects with confirmed disease, the
fitness of the tests has not to be evaluated with respect to specificity and sensitivity
only, but also must be taken into account their negative and positive predictive values.
Such values vary according to the prevalence of a disease in an inverse and direct
proportional way, respectively.
Then, the parameters were chosen on the basis not only of their methodological
validity (accuracy, precision, specificity, positive and negative predictive values, etc.),
but also of the meaning and limitations of their possible association (complementary,
redundancy, etc.). The calculation of clinical scores was entirely based on well-
established and universally accepted data from the literature. The screening section
derives from previous works of our group in collaboration with several Hospitals in
Turin and with the Technology Institute and the Science Faculty of the University of
Turin [4]. In these studies, clinical parameters and diagnostic tests were selected
following both experts’ opinion and accurate researches utilizing several calculation
methods (probabilistic, statistic and fuzzy logic). The selection of biochemical
parameters used for the functional evaluation and for indexing cholestasis, cytolysis,
biosynthesis and immunoreactivity was based on the same studies. The evaluation of
fibrosis and induction was based on the literature and on the opinion of some experts.
The section regarding dynamic tests derives from our direct experience in this
particular field of research. Tests included in the program (D-sorbitol clearance and
Galactose Elimination Capacity, GEC), were chosen according to their
pathophysiological meaning and to the accuracy and clinical value of the results.
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2.2 Functions of the System

1. Evaluation of clinical severity. With HEPASCORE the physician can automatically
calculate some quantitative indexes of clinical severity [5]: the Child-Pugh Score,
used for chronic liver diseases; the Mayo Score, a well-established prognostic index
for patients affected by primary biliary cirrhosis; the hepatic encephalopathy severity
index and the porto-systemic shunt score [6]. A brief explanation about utilized
parameters, calculation formalisms and clinical meaning of each index is available, if
requested.
2. Screening procedure. A sequential approach is used for this purpose, beginning
from the history and clinical examination and proceeding to the evaluation of
biochemical parameters, as explained by the algorithm reported in Figure 1. Clinical
data are used following criteria derived from previous studies in which available data
were classified and „weighed“ according to their informative content, then selected on
the basis of their diagnostic value and finally grouped in rules eventually activating
the hypothesis of „absent“, „possible“ or „likely“ liver alteration. This approach was
validated according to a clinical point of view. When the disease is „possible“, the
program applies rules allowing the confirmation or exclusion of the disease. These
rules are based on a few biochemical parameters (alanine-aminotransferase, gamma-
glutamyltranspeptidase, and albumin) whose normal limit is assumed to be the
threshold value. When the disease is „likely“ the hypothesis is confirmed by using a
wider number of biochemical analyses grouped according to their functional meaning
and with less restrictive threshold value. In these steps HEPASCORE acts as a true
decision support system able to simplify and standardize the diagnostic process.

Fig. 1. Diagnostic algorithm of HEPASCORE. CL: clinical rules; S: exclusion rules; C:
confirming rules; F: functional evaluation

3. Functional Evaluation. This section allows the characterization of hepatic damage
through separately considering one or more different functional aspects: cholestasis,
cytolysis, biosynthesis, immune reaction, induction and fibrogenesis. The severity
degree (absent, border-line, mild, medium, severe) of each considered aspect is
identified by analysing two or more biochemical parameters: in the case of undefined
alteration the system utilizes an additional finding in order to obtain the final result.
4. Residual Liver Function Evaluation. This task is performed by using the GEC (an
index of functioning liver mass [2]) and the hepatic D-sorbitol clearance, which
evaluates the functional liver plasma flow [7]. The program immediately calculates
and displays the final results indicating also the test accuracy.
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2.3 General Features of the System

HEPASCORE has been implemented on Microsoft Access 7.0 for Windows ‘95. For
installation and correct running of the program at least 16 MB RAM are necessary.
The user can choose among several utilities: 1) rapid interaction with the system with
easy creation of a database which contains anagraphical and clinical data of the
patients and the results of the applied procedures. 2) selection of one or more tests and
introduction of the requested data. 3) start of the computation procedures. 4) display
and print of the results and explanation about the applied rules and the conclusions.

3 Preliminary Evaluation of the System

A preliminary retrospective analysis to assess the agreement of the system
conclusions with the observed clinical situations  has been performed on 127
consecutive patients, between December 1997 and May 1998, in collaboration with
the Department of Gastroenterology of our Hospital. Studied patients were grouped in
4 diagnostic classes: 1) chronic hepatitis (CH); 2) post-viral and/or alcoholic liver
cirrhosis (LC); 3) primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC); 4) liver metastases (LM). In
patients with biopsy-proven CH the most striking alteration was cytolysis, whereas in
patients with LC fibrogenesis index was the major alteration, followed by cholestasis
and cytolysis. Cholestasis and immune reaction were the more relevant alterations in
PBC patients, whereas in patients with LM they were fibrogenesis and cholestasis
indexes (Tab. 1). Such conclusions are in accordance with available knowledge on
each considered disease.

Table 1. Functional evaluation: preliminary results of HEPASCORE on a retrospective cohort of
127 patients affected by different liver diseases.

Mean Value of Functional Indexes

Diagnostic
Classes

Numbe
r

of cases

Impaired
biosynthesis

Cytolysis Cholestasis Immune
Reaction

Fibrogenesis

CH 31 0 1.29±0.77 0.29±0.42 0.34±0.44 0.20±0.61

LC 26 1.35±1.23 1.40±0.82 1.42±1.09 0.85±0.38 2.24±0.89

PBC 31 0.37±0.84 1.45±0.71 2.02±0.96 1.90±0.83 n.e.

LM 39 0.13±0.52 0.47±0.74 0.65±0.89 n.e. 1.51±0.94

The table was realized computing the mean value (±SD) of each index for all diagnostic classes
after converting textual values in numeric values (absence of alterations = 0; border-line
alteration = 0.5; mild alteration = 1; medium alteration = 2; severe alteration = 3); n.e.: not
evaluated.

A prospective evaluation is in progress with the aim of testing the reliability of
HEPASCORE in the screening of subjects at occupational risk of liver diseases, in the
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prognostic evaluation and qualitative and quantitative measure of liver damage in
chronic liver patients.

4 Discussion

In a previous work from our group the diagnostic efficacy of the sequential approach
has been applied to a sample of 288 patients, by comparing it with different diagnostic
protocols for liver disease identification; at that time the sequential process based on
clinical rules followed by two sets of laboratory investigations yielded the best
diagnostic efficacy (4.1% false negative and 18.5% false positive). This model,
integrated with new concepts, has been used for building HEPASCORE, thinking that a
choice of the procedures and functional aspects to investigate is always preferable to
diagnostic routine (problem-oriented approach). HEPASCORE is based on this
methodological model, which allows to express the observed alteration according to
the kind and severity of liver injury. It is worth noting the possibilty of excluding or
recognizing early liver function alterations in subjects at risk utilizing an effective and
cheap protocol.
The system represents an useful reference model to adopt standardized criteria in the
identification and functional evaluation of liver diseases. Among the several possible
applications of the system there are: 1) ruling-out early liver dysfunction in subjects
exposed at specific risk; 2) study of new drug hepatotoxicity; 3) investigation of
possible effects on liver function by different pharmacological treatment; 4) follow-up
of chronic liver diseases and monitoring patients submitted to liver transplantation; 5)
evaluation of possible liver function alterations following invasive procedures such as
porto-systemic shunt placement and hepatic resection.
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Abstract. ECG interpretation is used to monitor the behavior of the
electrical conduction system of the heart in order to diagnose rhythm and
conduction disorders. In this paper, we propose a model-based framework
relying on a model of the cardiac electrical activity. Due to efficiency
constraints, the on-line analysis of the ECG signals is performed by a
chronicle recognition system which identifies pathological situations by
matching a symbolic description of the signals with temporal patterns
stored in a chronicle base. The model can simulate arrhythmias and the
related sequences of time-stamped events are collected and then used by
an inductive learning program to constitute a satisfying chronicle base.
This work is in progress but first results show that the system is able to
produce satisfying discriminating chronicles.

1 Introduction

Researchers have been paying attention to arrhythmia identification for a long
time. Two main steps are clearly established i) the signal processing step which
produces pertinent information such as P and QRS wave features, ii) the di-
agnosis step which attempts to explain the abnormal features discovered dur-
ing the first step. Classically, deterministic tests, Bayesian networks or decision
trees have been used for the last issue [Bla86]. More recently, artificial intel-
ligence techniques have been proposed, such as knowledge-based approaches
using expert rules [Shi85, Lon96], sometimes combined with fuzzy logic as in
[KNB98]. In order to overcome the problem of expertise acquisition, model-
based approaches, relying on a heart model instead of expertise knowledge, were
experimented ([BML89, TW93, Gue96]). A typical study in this direction is de-
scribed in [SCLB95] where a cardiac model such as those developed in theoretical
cardiology [BABC96] is used for detection as well as diagnostic tasks.

Our work is part of this model-based framework. It relies on a model of car-
diac electrical activity. The model can simulate a large number of arrhythmias
and outputs the associated signal and its description as a sequence of time-
stamped events. Arrhythmia features, learnt from these simulations, are used
to analyze on-line ECG signals, and to classify them. A major strength of this

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 165–174, 1999.
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project is to bring together specialists in the three following fields: signal pro-
cessing, artificial intelligence (diagnosis, and machine learning) and theoretical
cardiology. This is highly desirable when the objective is to build an operational
system. Another originality is the fact that the heart model used is not an ad hoc
one, developed only for the sake of our project. On the contrary, it was intended
to be used as a cardiac simulator in pharmacology and teaching experiments
[SCLB95]. Furthermore, the time occurrences of events for atria and ventricular
activities in normal and disorder cases, have been validated by clinicians.

An overview of the architecture of Calicot (Cardiac Arrhythmias Learn-
ing for Intelligent Classification of On-line Tracks) is presented in section 2 as
well as the cardiac model on which the approach is based. The on-line analysis
of the ECG signals is sketched in section 3. It relies on a chronicle base which
is acquired off-line by using inductive learning programming techniques as ex-
plained in section 4. This work is in progress but the first results, mainly related
to chronicle learning, are promising. They are analyzed in section 4.2. The last
section is devoted to a comparison of our work with related approaches.

2 A Model-Based Approach

2.1 Calicot Architecture

The architecture of Calicot, given in figure 1, separates on-line and off-line
treatments. The on-line part includes the signal processing module (1) which
outputs the symbolic representation of the analyzed signal in terms of time-
stamped events, and the chronicle recognition module (2) which analyses the
stream of events and identifies arrhythmia disorders by detecting characteristic
patterns.

Symbolic
ECG

Signal
transformation into
elementary events

 (P, QRS)

ECG
characterisationPP, RR, PR etc.

ECG attribute description
 duration, morpholgy

From numeric
to Symbolic

transformation

ECG

Deep Model

Set of
Parameters

Machine learning

module (ICL)

Chronicle
Recognition

Set of realistic simulations
 M realisations of K arrhythmia

Arrhythmia
labelling

Parameter

Bias

1

3 4

2

OFF LINE

ON LINE

EECG

#HRONICLE
BASE

Example
database

Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed approach
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The off-line part aims at building a set of relevant chronicles (the chronicle
base) from cardiac model simulations. The cardiac model (3) is used to generate
sequences of events corresponding to normal as well as pathological signals. The
learning module (4) relies on inductive logic programming (ILP) to extract the
most discriminating patterns which identify the normal and pathological ECGs.

2.2 The Electrical Heart Model

The heart model Cardiolab [SCLB95] is central to our approach. It was originally
designed to be a cardiac simulator and explicitly integrates anatomophysiolog-
ical and electrophysiological knowledge. The model combines a qualitative and
quantitative modeling of the electrical heart function and is based on the prop-
agation of action potentials in myocardium. This approach is in fact close to the
semi-quantitative approach proposed by [BK92] where numerical information is
used in addition to qualitative constraints.

The heart behavior is described according to two abstraction levels. The
first level provides a structural model based on macro-cells and the elementary
interactions between them as receiving and transmitting delayed impulses to
their neighboring cells. These cells (21 in total) correspond to the nodal and the
myocardium tissue elements. A cell is mainly characterized by its states phase
duration during the cardiac cycle namely resting state (muscle tissue only), depo-
larization, absolute refractory, relative refractory, slow diastolic depolarization
(nodal tissue only). The second level is concerned with all the electrophysio-
logical concepts such as conduction fronts, reentry, blocks. This level combines
the elementary events produced at the first level and constructs more complex
events. The resulting model is able to simulate a large variety of rhythms by
tuning the parameters of the myocardium cells (mainly phase durations). The
generic character of the simulation makes the model well adapted for intelligent
monitoring.

3 On-Line Arrhythmia Identification

As explained before, the ECG signals are analyzed on-line to identify arrhythmia
phenomena. This is achieved by two main modules, the signal processing module
and the recognition module.

3.1 The Signal Processing Module

This module processes the signal and outputs its symbolic representation in
terms of time-stamped events: i) it detects and identifies markers of the cardiac
revolution (P wave, QRS complex) ii) it determines their descriptive attributes
(duration, morphology amplitude...) iii) determines temporal relations between
these events.

Figure 2 illustrates the functionalities of the module with the analysis of an
ECG signal corresponding to a ventricular couplet. Pi and Ri are the detected
time occurrences of the P and QRS waves. It can be noticed that the ventricular
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Fig. 2. A signal and its characterization as produced by the signal processing
module (the actual coded description is similar to the example described in
table 1)

.

activities R2 and R3 were not preceded by corresponding P waves. The qualita-
tive values qualifying the wave duration (normal, short or long) and morphology
(normal, abnormal) are computed by comparing their observed time occurrence
to reference values found in [BH80]. In the example, R2 and R3 are premature
(intervals R1R2 and R2R3 are short) and abnormal (ab feature of QRSs) while
P2 occurs lately (interval P1P2 is long).

3.2 Chronicle Recognition

The sequence of symbolic events produced by the signal processing module is
then analyzed to identify potential arrhythmia troubles. The chronicle recogni-
tion approach was specifically designed to analyze a flow of time-stamped events
under real-time constraints [Gha96, RDF97]. A chronicle is a set of events con-
strained by quantitative or qualitative temporal relations (e.g. before, after, 500
ms before). It describes a temporal pattern which characterizes the phenomenon
to be identified.

The following chronicle, expressed in Prolog, describes the bundle branch
block disorder. p wave and qrs complex denote events occurring in the ECG.
Their arguments stand respectively for the time occurrence and the qualifica-
tion of the wave shape. The brace brackets specify the temporal constraints on
the time occurrence of events. Here, the temporal constraints are qualitative and
pp, pr and rr denote the intervals between two successive P waves, a P wave
and the next QRS complex and two successive QRS complexes, respectively.
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bundle_branch_block :-
p_wave(T1, normal), qrs_complex(T2,abnormal),
p_wave(T3, normal), qrs_complex(T4, abnormal),
{pp(T1, T3, normal), pr(T1, T2, normal),
rr(T2, T4, normal)}

This chronicle states that the four specified events must occur and satisfy
the following constraints: a first p wave at time T1 followed by a qrs complex at
time T2 and again a p wave at time T3 followed by a qrs complex at time T4; the
shapes of p waves are normal but those related to qrs complexes are abnormal ;
the duration of the pp, pr and rr intervals must be normal (close to the nominal
rate). In the bundle branch block case, inter-wave durations are normal but the
two QRS shapes are abnormal.

Chronicle recognition consists in skimming the flow of events coming from
an observed process and detecting the specific events that belong to a chronicle.
Once a chronicle has been evoked, the recognizer checks the presence of the
remaining events and their temporal constraints. This process is very similar to
pattern-matching associated with temporal constraint satisfaction.

4 Off-Line Chronicle Base Acquisition

On-line chronicle recognition is very efficient but chronicle acquisition from ex-
perts is often difficult and raises completeness and soundness problems. Deep
models are usually simpler to build because they rely on the theoretical or prac-
tical knowledge relating to the process itself. Our approach consists in using
such a model as a simulator and to generate the observed events resulting from
determined situations (usual failures or pathologies). In our application, the car-
diac model is used to generate sets of examples, one set per arrhythmia under
interest. As these examples cannot be directly used as a rule base (they are in
general too numerous and complex), they are processed by an inductive learn-
ing tool in order to produce a set of characteristic patterns, which identify the
classes (here a set of discriminating chronicles1); these patterns are then used
for on-line recognition of phenomena from the flow of observations.

4.1 Learning Chronicles

ICL [LRD97] is a classification system that learns clausal theories (first-order
representations) which discriminate, as well as possible, between several classes of
examples. Positive examples have to be models of the target theory and negative
examples must not be models of this same target theory. ICL also makes use of
a background theory which contains what is already known and useless to learn.
Such a theory improves the efficiency of machine learning.

1 A chronicle is discriminating if it expresses a sufficient condition for the recognition
of the related phenomenon with respect to the other chronicles.
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In our case, a class corresponds to a normal rhythm or to some disorder.
Positive examples are instances of the particular class to be characterized and
negative examples are all the other instances.

Multi-class learning in ICL is formally defined as follows:

– Given
• B a background theory (containing only definite clauses) ;
• E the whole set of examples ;
• CP ⊂ E the set of positive examples related to class C ;
• CN = E − CP is the set of negative examples ;
• LH a language which defines the syntax of acceptable clauses for char-

acterizing the classes
– For each class C, find a clausal theory HC ⊆ LH such that
• ∀p ∈ CP , M(B ∪ p) is a true interpretation of HC (completeness) ;
• ∀n ∈ CN , M(B ∪ n) is a false interpretation of HC (consistency).

4.2 Coding Sequence of Events

Cardiac data coming from an ECG have interesting features that must be taken
into account for representation. Firstly, cardiac data are highly structured: the
normal cardiac activity may be seen as a sequence of beats, each of which is
composed of a series of events corresponding to the electrical activation of dif-
ferent areas of the heart. Furthermore, these events are temporally constrained.
Secondly, the number of beats necessary to represent and then to detect an ar-
rhythmia is variable: some can be detected on one cycle, from one beat to the
next, while some need several beats.

The ECG is coded as a sequence of P waves and QRS complexes. The du-
ration of an ECG used as an example is about 5 seconds corresponding to 5

wave P or time dur. 1st P PP1 2nd P PP2 1st R PR1 2nd R PR2
name QRS in ms 1st R RR1 2nd R RR2 1st P

p1 p wave 17 n p2 n p3 n r1 n r2 n
r1 qrs complex 137 n r2 n r3 n p2
p2 p wave 807 n p3 n p4 n r2 l r3 l
r2 qrs complex 982 n r3 l r4 l p3
p3 p wave 1591 n p4 n p5 n r3 l r4 l
r3 qrs complex 1983 n r4 l r5 l p4
p4 p wave 2374 n p5 n p6 n r4 l r5 l
p5 p wave 3157 n p6 n p7 n r4 n r5 l
r4 qrs complex 3277 n r5 l r6 l p6
p6 p wave 3940 n p7 n p8 n r5 l r6 l
r5 qrs complex 4237 n r6 l r7 l p7
p7 p wave 4723 n p8 n p9 n r6 l r7 l

Table 1. A Wenckebach ECG coded as a positive input example for ICL
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to 8 beats. Table 1 gives an example of coded ECG. The description attributes
associated to waves are the following:

P wave
– duration qualified as short(s), normal(n) or long(l),
– pointer to the next P wave and length of the temporal interval between

the current one and the next one (qualified as short, normal or long),
– pointer to the second next P wave and length of the related temporal

interval,
– pointer to the next QRS wave and length of the temporal interval be-

tween the current P one and this next QRS one,
– pointer to the second next QRS wave and length of the related temporal

interval.
QRS complex

– duration qualified as short(s), normal(n) or long(l),
– pointer to the next QRS wave and length of the related temporal interval

between the current one and this next one,
– pointer to the second next QRS wave and length of the related temporal

interval,
– pointer to the next P wave.

4.3 First Results

As a first experiment, the approach has been used to learn 5 rhythm and con-
duction disorders: normal, Wenckebach 4:3 (wenckebach in the sequel), Wolff-
Parkinson-White (kent), left bundle branch block (lbbb) and trigeminy. Due to
space limitations, the language bias and the background theory used to process
these examples is not given.

In order to demonstrate the feasability of the approach, an initial learning set
containing 25 examples (5 examples per class, each modeling 5 seconds ECGs),
has been provided to ICL. Below are the rules that were learnt from the set
of simulated sequences. They are given under a disjunctive normal form. ICL
proposed one rule per class except for the wenckebach class which is characterized
by the disjunction of three rules. These rules are quite satisfying with respect to
the restricted set of arrhythmias and the low size of the learning set.

normal: p_wave(P,normal), pr1(P,R2,normal), pr2(P,R3,normal),
qrs(R,normal), rr2(R,R2,normal),
p_wave(P1,normal), pr2(P1,R2,normal).

lbbb: p_wave(P,normal), pr1(P,R,normal), qrs(R,long).
kent: p_wave(P,normal), pr1(P,R,short).
trigeminy: p_wave(P,normal), pr2(P,R1,short).
wenckebach: p_wave(P,normal), pr2(P,R2,long), qrs(R2,normal).
wenckebach: p_wave(P,normal), pp2(P,P2,short).
wenckebach: p_wave(P,normal), pp1(P,P1,normal),

succ_P(P1,P2,correct), pr1(P,R2,normal), pr2(P,R3,normal),
qrs(R,normal), rr2(R,R2,normal).
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5 Related Work

Much work has been done in the field of qualitative cardiac modeling for ECG
recognition. The earliest ones used a knowledge base as a model. More recently
hybrid models using quantitative and qualitative temporal constraint propaga-
tion were proposed. Our own model, Cardiolab, belongs to this class. We did not
retain approaches based on cellular model [BABC96] because we are interested
in more abstract events such as the time sequence of the atria and ventricular
activities.

[Shi85] presents a knowledge-based approach for the interpretation of ar-
rhythmias. One of the interesting points is the use of causal knowledge about
the cardiac conduction system. It can take missing information (missing waves
for example) into account. A prototype system named CAA (for Causal Arrhyth-
mia Analysis) using a representation language based on semantic networks, the
PSN language, has been implemented.

Kardio ([BML89]) shares several features with our own approach. The goal of
Kardio is to recognize cardiac arrhythmias from a coded ECG. The system relies
on a purely qualitative electrical model of the heart which cannot actually be
considered as a cardiac simulator. Our system, Cardiolab, has a model of electri-
cal heart conduction which combines quantitative and qualitative simulation and
is closer to cardiac reality than Kardio, actually it can generate pretty realistic
cardiac sequence events. The qualitative model of Kardio has been simulated
in order to generate surface (diagnostic and predictive) rules which were then
processed by an inductive engine in order to produce compact rule databases
(a diagnostic one and a predictive one). The main difference between Kardio
and our own approach is that Kardio uses feature-based induction whereas we
use ILP. Thus, Kardio can only learn predefined propositional structural rela-
tions. By using ILP, we can learn first-order relations which may not be given
before induction [SMKS96]. The learnt rules are much simpler and better suited
to the chronicle recognition approach. Also, as far as we can see, Kardio uses
a hand-coded ECG. Our goal is to devise an integrated system in which the
signal processing module that labels the ECG can interact with the chronicle
recognizer in order to better detect arrhythmias.

Einthoven [TW93] was designed for ECG interpretation. It uses an extensive
quantitative as well as qualitative knowledge base. Einthoven suffers from the
classical drawbacks of a knowledge-based approach: the knowledge-base must be
extensive in order to provide good diagnoses but it is very difficult to acquire
and maintain - we used machine learning for chronicle generation to avoid this
drawback; rule-based reasoning is not very efficient and hardly usable for on-line
monitoring if not associated with methods such as chronicle recognition.

Ticker [HK95] aims at teaching non-specialists to interpret ECG. The car-
diac qualitative model is a directed graph in which the nodes represent states
(electrical state of a region) and the arcs possible transitions with associated
qualitative temporal contraints (flow of electrical conduction between regions).
Different abstraction levels can be defined in order to tailor the explanation to
the user’s knowledge. As mentioned by the authors, the Ticker model is closer
to reality than Kardio’s but is too abstracted to produce correct traces.
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The heart model of Guertin’s Holmes system [Gue96] uses quantitative tem-
poral constraints on intra-beat events as well as inter-beat events and thus can
be considered as an extension of Ticker. Temporal abduction is used for diagnosis
and the combinatoric explosion of possible explanations is controlled by temporal
constraint propagation. The system is not integrated into a monitoring system
and processes hand-coded ECG. Though constraint propagation improves the
efficiency of abductive inference, we think that such an approach cannot be used
on-line. Chronicle recognition is much more efficient from this point of view.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

We have presented an integrated approach for automatic ECG interpretation.
Our proposition relies on two points: 1) an on line chronicle recognizer detects
arrhythmias on the symbolic labeling of the surface ECG produced by the signal
processing module; 2) the specification of the searched arrhythmias as chroni-
cles are learnt from classified example ECGs representing typical arrhythmias ob-
tained from simulation traces of a heart model. For efficiency reasons, this model
is not used directly for (abductive) diagnosis as in model-based approaches.

The benefits of learning chronicles over expert associative rules are: an easier
acquisition and the fact that discriminating chronicles are learnt, thus insur-
ing an efficient recognition. Other benefits include easy knowledge maintenance
which could occur, for example, when more precise diagnoses are expected and
some classes of arrhythmias must be split into several. As ICL is based on a
formal learning model showing soundness and completeness properties, it guar-
antees that if the learning set is good (relevant and representative) the set of
learnt chronicles will be good (discriminating and not overgeneralised). In our
approach, the fact that the model has been validated insures that examples will
be correctly classified. But, this says nothing about the completeness or repre-
sentativity of the learning set. We are now working on model parameter tuning
in order to build realistic learning bases.

The work is still in progress. The first results are very promising. As assessed
by experts, the features retained in the learnt chronicles are relevant and adjusted
to the level of detail that is intended: if few classes are to be discriminated, the
learnt chronicles are very simple; if more classes are desired, a new learning
step can add discriminating details into the chronicles. We plan the addition of
the following disorders encountered in coronary care unit: ventricular asystole,
atrioventricular dissociation, complete heart block or accelerated idioventricular
rhythm. Another perspective is to confront the learnt chronicles to a real ECG
database such as the MIT-BIH.

Up to now our work was focused on the signal processing module and the
learning module independently. A further step will be devoted to linking the sig-
nal processing module and the chronicle recognizer. It must be emphasized that
current available monitoring devices are far from ideal. False alarms and break-
downs are inevitable. The idea is to use the predictions made by the chronicle
recognizer to reinforce hypotheses on which the signal processing module works,
in order to increase the accuracy of the labeling process.
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Abstract. The process of reprogramming a cardiac pacemaker can be
described in terms similar to those used for describing diagnostic problem
solving. In this paper, the process of reprogramming a pacemaker is
formalised as a special form of abductive diagnostic reasoning, where
observable findings are interpreted with respect to results obtained from
diagnostic tests. The dynamics of this process is cast as a diagnostic
strategy, where information is gathered in a structured fashion. This
abductive theory of pacemaker reprogramming has been used as the basis
for a system that in its present form is capable of assisting cardiologists
in dealing with problems in atrial sensing and pacing. The performance
of the system has been evaluated using data from actual patients.

1 Introduction

Modern cardiac pacemakers are sophisticated electronic devices, capable of pro-
viding assistance when the excitatory and conductive system of the heart fails
to operate normally, a condition known as arrhythmia. In order to accommo-
date specific patient needs, modern pacemakers can be programmed by setting
particular parameters in such way that the resulting pacemaker therapy is op-
timal for the patient. Changing previously set pacemaker parameters is called
reprogramming. Unfortunately, reprogramming a pacemaker is not an easy task:
both sufficient time and knowledge of pacemaker functionality and possible pace-
maker therapy must be available. It has been observed that due to a lack of one
or both of these factors, in many patients, a given pacemaker therapy is sub-
optimal; in many implanted pacemakers even the original factory settings are
kept unchanged. On the one hand, pacemaker technology is moving fast, and the
role of software in pacemaker functioning is increasing, yielding pacemaker de-
vices that are almost annually enhanced in their capabilities. On the other hand,
pacemaker equipment producers are confronted with the limitations of what clin-
icians can and are willing to do; they are beginning to realise that some form of
intelligent decision support is needed in order to let patients benefit from further
advances in pacemaker technology.
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The process of reprogramming a pacemaker consists of observing symptoms
and signs in the patient, supplemented with information of past and present
electrical behaviour of heart and pacemaker, stored within the device. Based
on this information, decisions can be made with respect to desirable changes to
pacemaker settings, or with respect to the presence of pacemaker faults. This
process appears to have much in common with the process of diagnostic problem
solving [3]. In this paper, we present a theory of model-based diagnosis, based
on earlier work in the field of abductive diagnosis, that has been adapted to deal
with problems of pacemaker reprogramming. Based on this theory, a system has
been implemented that is one of few medical, model-based intelligent systems
that have moved from academia to industry.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Some basic (patho)physiology of
the heart and principles of the structure and function of cardiac pacemakers
are briefly reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, we present a theory of model-
based diagnosis used for pacemaker reprogramming, and its implementation.
Preliminary evaluation results are given in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, the
achievements and limitations of this research are discussed.

2 Cardiac Pacemakers

We first review the principles of the electrical activity of the heart before dis-
cussing the structure and function of cardiac pacemakers.

2.1 Electrical Activity of the Heart

The heart can be viewed as a pump, responsible for maintaining blood pressure
and flow within the vascular system. Pressure and flow are the results of a rhyth-
mic contraction of the cardiac muscle, the myocardium, which is under control of
specialised excitatory and conductive cardiac tissue. This system generates and
spreads an electrical impulse, called an action potential, through the atrial and
ventricular muscular walls, causing contraction of the muscle fibres. A schematic
picture of the excitatory and conductive system of the heart is shown in Fig. 1.
It consists of the sinoatrial node, which is the natural pacemaker of the heart,
the atrioventricular node, and the left and right bundle branches.

There are a number diseases that may cause the excitatory and conduc-
tive system of the heart to fail. This may give rise to low heart rate, referred
to as bradycardia. Failure of the atrioventricular pathway to conduct electri-
cal impulses from the atrium to the ventricle, called artrioventricular block, is
a very common cause of bradycardia. Long-term treatment of bradycardia is
accomplished by an implantable pacemaker, although there is some place for
pharmacological therapy in the early stages [2].

2.2 Structure and Function of a Pacemaker

A pacemaker consists of a can, which contains a microprocessor, a battery and
an impulse generator. Impulses are transmitted to the heart by means of a lead,
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Fig. 1. The excitatory and conductive system of the heart.

which is attached to the can’s connector. An example of a modern, advanced
pacemaker is Vitatron’s Diamond II pacemaker (See Fig. 2).

A pacemaker is programmed by means of a programmer, a computer with
special software that controls an external magnet. Fig. 3 shows an example
of a pacemaker programmer. The magnet is placed above the location of the
pacemaker; information from the programmer to the pacemaker, and back, is
transmitted by means of telemetry.

A modern pacemaker is capable of stimulating, or pacing, the heart, of sensing
the intrinsic activity of the heart, and also of automatic adaptation of the pacing
rate to the patient’s needs, which is called rate responsiveness.

A pacemaker like the Diamond II stores and collects a lot of information used
to diagnose problems, called diagnostics, such as patient-specific information (the
patient’s name, age, and date of implantation), information on the frequency of
occurrence of certain events, collected by counters, which is sometimes collected
over a period of time (then called holters). In addition to diagnostics, the pro-

Fig. 2. The Diamond II pacemaker.
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Fig. 3. Pacemaker programmer.

grammer also shows the programmed pacemaker settings, which determine the
operation of the pacemaker.

2.3 Pacemaker Problems and Diagnostic Tests

Cardiac symptoms and signs in a patient with an implanted pacemaker may be
due to medical problems, inappropriate pacemaker settings, or pacemaker faults.
We focus on problems with atrial sensing and pacing, for which there are three
main causes:

– atrial undersensing: impulses generated by the sinoatrial node have not been
sensed, causing the pacemaker to give inappropriate therapy;

– atrial oversensing: the pacemaker senses and reacts to a signal, which, how-
ever, has not been generated by the sinoatrial node, e.g. muscle noise;

– loss of atrial capture: the pacemaker produces an electrical impulse, which
fails to result in an atrial contraction.

In turn, atrial under- and oversensing, and loss of atrial capture are caused by
a number of different problems. For example, atrial undersensing may be due to
problems such as atrial lead dislocation (the lead’s tip has lost contact with the
surface).

When particular problems with a pacemaker are suspected by the cardiolo-
gist, diagnostic tests may be carried out in order to obtain further information
about possible misprogrammings or faults. Some tests can be performed directly,
yielding immediate test results, e.g. measurement of the atrial lead impedance,
whereas others results, such as an X-ray of the chest, are available only after
some delay.
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Fig. 4. Matching-abnormal-behaviour diagnosis.

3 Model-Based Pacemaker Reprogramming

Pacemaker reprogramming can be viewed as the process of finding appropriate
values for pacemaker settings that avoid the occurrence of abnormal symptoms
and signs in the patient. This process can be seen as a form of diagnostic problem
solving: when there are particular symptoms or signs in the patient, indicating
suboptimal pacemaker settings, pacemaker faults or a medical disorder, the pos-
sible causes should be determined and dealt with. The theory of model-based
diagnosis offers several ways in which such a diagnostic process can be described.
Conceptually, this diagnostic process may be described in terms of matching ab-
normal behaviour (MAB) diagnosis, as schematically shown in Fig. 4 [3]. In MAB
diagnosis, there is a model of abnormal behaviour available, which is used to pre-
dict abnormal findings that may or must be observed; these predictions are next
matched with findings actually observed. A collection of causes described in the
model and associated with predictions that best match the findings observed,
is taken as a diagnosis. MAB diagnosis is a conceptual model; it is typically
formalised in terms of abductive reasoning.

3.1 Theory of Abductive Diagnosis

Our theory of abductive diagnosis is inspired by earlier work by L. Console
and P. Torasso [1]. In their theory of diagnosis, the abnormal behaviour of a
system is represented as causal knowledge, relating abnormal states and resulting
abnormal findings. We shall refer to abnormal states in this article as defects,
which may be anything, varying from medical disorders, to incorrect pacemaker
settings and pacemaker faults.

In this paper, it is assumed that causal knowledge can be represented in Horn
formulae of the following two forms:

d1 ∧ · · · ∧ dn → f (1)
d1 ∧ · · · ∧ dn → d (2)

where d, di, i = 1, . . . , n, represent defects and f represents an observable finding.
Console and Torasso have also proposed a simple mechanism to weaken the

causality relation, by means of literals α. These literals represent incompleteness
of knowledge with respect to the underlying causal mechanisms relating causes
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and effects, and are used to model uncertainty [3,4]. They can be used to block
the deduction of a finding f or defect d if the defects di, i = 1, . . . , n, hold true,
but the literal α is assumed to be false. The weakened Horn formulae have the
following form:

d1 ∧ · · · ∧ dn ∧ αf → f (3)
d1 ∧ · · · ∧ dn ∧ αd → d (4)

The literals α are called incompleteness-assumption literals, abbreviated to as-
sumption literals; every assumption literal occurs uniquely within a Horn for-
mula. Formulae of the form (1) and (2) represent certain causal relationships;
formulae of the form (3) and (4) represent uncertain causal relationships.

In the following, the convention is adopted that present findings are denoted
by positive finding literals; absent findings are denoted by negative finding lit-
erals. A similar convention is used for defect literals.

Now, let C = (∆, Φ,R) stand for a causal specification, where:

– ∆ denotes a set possible (positive and negative) defect and assumption lit-
erals;

– Φ denotes a set of possible (positive and negative) finding literals;
– R stands for a set of Horn formulae of the form (1) – (4).

A causal specification can be employed for the prediction of observable findings
in the sense of Fig. 4.

Definition 1. If C = (∆, Φ,R) is a causal specification then, a set H ⊆ ∆ is
called a prediction for a set of observable findings F ⊆ Φ if

(1) R∪H � F , and
(2) R∪H is satisfiable.

Obviously, the notion of prediction formalises the arrow in the lower half of
Fig. 4; the resulting set of findings F corresponds to the predicted (observable)
findings in the same figure.

An abductive diagnostic problem A is now defined as a pair A = (C, E),
where E ⊆ Φ is called a set of observed findings if all findings in E are positive
(negative findings are dealt with below). A set of observed findings corresponds
to the box in the upper half of Fig. 4.

Formally, a solution to an abductive diagnostic problem A can be defined as
follows.

Definition 2. Let A = (C, E) be an abductive diagnostic problem, where C =
(∆, Φ,R) is a causal specification with R a set of Horn formulae of the form
(1) – (4), and E ⊆ Φ a set of observed findings. A set of defect and assumption
literals H ⊆ ∆ is called a solution to A if:

(1) R∪H � E (covering condition);
(2) R∪H ∪ C 2 ⊥ (consistency condition)
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where H is minimal with respect to set inclusion, and C, called the constraint
set, is a set of formulas in first-order logic, consisting of defect and finding literals
only.

An entire solution H may be taken as a diagnosis, but it is more natural to take
a diagnosis to consist of the defect literals in a solution H only; we shall do so
accordingly.

There are many possible ways for defining a constraint set C. Usually, the
constraint set stands for findings assumed to be false, because they have not been
observed (and are therefore assumed to be absent); this is an application of the
closed world assumption (CWA) [7], restricted to observable findings. However,
it may not always be justified to assume negative findings in this way; sometimes,
it is more natural to take the findings as being unknown. When we use predicate
logic and let particular predicates associated with findings stand for tests, the
following definition is obtained (we take C = CE):

CE = {¬π(t) ∈ Φ | π(s) ∈ E, t 6= s, or ¬π(t) has been observed}
where π stands for predicate symbols, and t and s are constants. With this
definition of the constraint set, only negative literals concerning tests done are
included, if not positively observed, supplemented with findings explicitly ob-
served to be absent. Other findings are assumed to be unknown.

In the domain of pacemaker reprogramming it was known beforehand that
particular combinations of defects cannot occur. Such impossible combinations
can be represented as a set of additional domain constraints D, e.g. ¬(d1 ∧ d2)
indicates that d1 and d2 may not occur together, imposing a further limitation
on the number of possible solutions. The final definition of the constraint set
that appeared suitable in the present case was therefore as follows: C = CE ∪D.

3.2 Interpretation of Observables

The description above suggests a dynamic, diagnostic process where preliminary
diagnoses and the proposal of additional tests are generated by the system; when
new test information becomes available, the old diagnoses may need revision. The
manner in which old diagnoses are revised, is the subject of the present section.

Proposing tests Using the definition of abductive diagnosis given above, and
using the definition of a constraint set as consisting of absent findings, either
observed or inferred, it is straightforward to add test selection to the abductive
reasoning scheme considered so far. Let A = (C, E) be an abductive diagnostic
problem, with E the set of observed findings and C = (∆, Φ,R) a causal specifi-
cation, then if H is a solution to A it may hold that R∪H � F , where F ⊃ E.
Since the solution H predicts findings that have not, as yet, been observed, and
since all findings resulting from tests are included, either positively in E or neg-
atively in C, the observable findings in the difference set F\E pertain to tests
that have not yet been carried out. Using this information, the system may sug-
gest to the user to perform particular diagnostic tests.
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Hypothesis revision Now, suppose that a particular test, as suggested by the
system, has been carried out, and that a (positive) test result has been entered
into the system. Of interest are the effects of this additional information on the
diagnostic solutions.

Let H be a solution to A = (C, E), such that R∪H � π(ti), where π(ti) 6∈ E.
Then, H is also a solution to A′ = (C, E ∪ {π(ti)}) if R ∪H ∪ C′

2 ⊥ for C′ =
C ∪ {¬π(t1), . . . ,¬π(ti−1),¬π(ti+1), . . . , ¬π(tn)}. This result suggests that it is
sufficient to check the consistency condition as soon as information corresponding
to a suggested diagnostic test result becomes available. We also have that if H
is a solution to A′, then H is also a solution to A if for each H ′ ⊂ H it holds
that R∪H ′

2 E. Practically spoken, this last proposition implies that solutions
computed by taking a test result into account will be either identical to old
solutions or be supersets of old solutions.

The next property concerns the situation where the actually observed finding
turns out to be different from the one previously predicted. Let H be a solution
to A = (C, E), such that R∪H � π(ti), and let A′ = (C, E∪{π(tj)}), j 6= i. Fur-
thermore, let C′ = C ∪{¬π(t1), . . . ,¬π(ti), . . . ,¬π(tj−1),¬π(tj+1), . . . ,¬π(tn)},
where C and C ′ are the constraint sets of A and A′, respectively. Then, for any
solution H ′ it holds that H ′ 6⊇ H and H ′ 6⊆ H . This result is rather weak, but
note that from this proposition, it follows that a solution H ′ should be different
at least in one defect d from a previous solution H if the test result observed is
different from the one predicted.

3.3 Diagnostic Strategy

Until now, we have refrained from making assumptions about the order in which
diagnostic tests may be performed, as suggested by the system to the user. In
reality, it is usually mandatory to do test selection and hypothesis generation in
a structured fashion, taking information already gathered into account.

As has been discussed above, diagnostic solutions that are causally related to
findings that have as yet not been observed, may give rise to requests for further
information. Since new, incoming information may or may not affect the validity
of previous solutions, it seems natural to distinguish between various types of
solutions. The theoretical background of this distinction has been developed
above. Suspected solutions predict at least one finding that may be obtained
by a test that has not yet been carried out. Rejected solutions are solutions to
a previous problem, which are now rejected because of the availability of new
evidence, that somehow refutes the previous solution. Finally, in the case of a
confirmed solution, all predicted, associated tests have been carried out, and the
observed results appear to correspond to the results predicted.

In the case of reprogramming an artificial pacemaker, the gathering of ev-
idence during problem solving may be structured in such way that pacemaker
settings and diagnostics, which are readily available from a pacemaker device,
are always requested first. Next, information from the follow-up, i.e. information
that requires some extra tests, yielding results that are also immediately avail-
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able, are requested. Finally, information obtained from additional tests, such as
a chest radiograph, could be taken as a last source of evidence.

3.4 Resulting Model and System

The resulting system consists of a causal model, an abductive inference engine
and a graphical user interface. The causal model was represented as a logical,
causal specification, as described above. The abductive inference engine of the
system was built on top of the Theorist system. Theorist is a Prolog program,
developed by David Poole and colleagues, that supports a form of hypotheti-
cal reasoning quite similar to reasoning with defaults [5]. The key to mapping
abductive diagnosis to reasoning in Theorist appeared to be that defect and as-
sumption literals may be assumed during the diagnostic process; they, therefore,
are interpreted in a way similar to defaults [3,8]. We just had to add an engine
for strategic inference control to Theorist, in order to implement the reasoning
strategy as described in the previous section.

4 Evaluation

It almost goes without saying that an intelligent system that is aimed at assisting
cardiologists in reprogramming a pacemaker must be highly reliable. Part of
the reliability requirements have been fulfilled by using mathematically sound
techniques, and by following a model-based approach to design.

For an evaluation study of the performance of the pacemaker reprogramming
advisory system, 126 patients were selected retrospectively from the files, having
a total of 143 problems. Only 19 of the 126 patients had sensing or pacing prob-
lems of the atrium, which concern problems currently covered by the system.
Only one of the 19 patients appeared to have symptoms caused by a combi-
nation of problems (far field R-wave sensing combined with a too low P-wave
amplitude). The only incorrect advice produced by the system concerned the
single patient who had a combined problem. Actually, in this particular case the
system diagnosed that there was a far field R-wave sensing problem, but the sys-
tem did not reach the conclusion that the P-wave amplitude was too low in this
patient. In 79% of cases, the expert’s conclusions corresponded exactly to the
diagnoses produced by the system. Three cases were unclassified due to missing
data. In 94% of cases, the diagnostic conclusions produced by the system were
correct, leaving out the three unclassified cases.

Finally, in only 8 of the remaining 107 patient cases (7.5%) without atrial
pacing or sensing problems, the diagnosis produced was incorrect. Of course,
these diagnoses were still sensible, because the clinical evidence also pointed in
the direction of atrial pacing and sensing, although it appeared that the actual
problem was different from the diagnosis. These results offer information of the
risk of diagnosing problems that in reality are absent in the patient.
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5 Discussion

In this paper, we have described a model-based system that is capable of assisting
cardiologists in reprogramming an implanted pacemaker. In designing the system
we have used formal, logical techniques, yielding the advantage that several
aspect of the system could be formally investigated.

Although diagnostic problem solving usually involves dealing with uncertain
knowledge, we have refrained from using a quantitative probabilistic represen-
tation of uncertainty in the final model, and used a qualitative representation
instead. In the course of the research, we have designed a number of Bayesian
networks that were similar in structure to the logical specifications. However, the
advantages gained by the ability to explicitly specify probabilistic information
were small, mainly because symptoms and signs in a patient that are possibly
related to suboptimal pacemaker settings or pacemaker faults must be clinically
investigated anyway. Since diagnostic test selection is carried out in a clearly
structured fashion, there was also no need for decision-theoretic techniques to
guide test selection as employed in some probabilistic systems. The balance be-
tween qualitative and quantitative information may change as the models grow
in size. However, the formalism of probabilistic Horn clauses, which is formally
equivalent to Bayesian networks [6], may offer a suitable extension when adding
quantitative, probabilistic information is required.

At present, the system only covers part of the entire domain. In the near
future, the system will be extended by including other parts of the problem
domain as well. Furthermore, the current implementation is being replaced by
a program that can be integrated with the pacemaker programmer software, so
that the user will view the system as a functional addition to the programmer
software. Integration also has the advantage that pacemaker data need not be
entered by hand, but can be extracted automatically from the pacemaker device.
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Abstract. Knowledge representation has always been a major problem in the
design of medical decision support systems. In this paper we present a new
methodology to represent and reason about medical knowledge, based on the
declarative specification of interval constraints over the medical concepts. This
allows the integration of deep medical models involving differential equations
developed in biomedical research (typical in several medical domains) which,
due to their complexity, have not been incorporated into medical decision
support systems. The methodology which enables reasoning both forward and
backward in time, is applied to a specific domain, electromyography. The
promising results obtained are discussed to justify our future work.

1. Introduction

Knowledge representation has always been a major concern in the design of decision
support systems, namely in the medical domain. Early medical knowledge based
systems were designed to accomplish some specific medical task (e.g. diagnosis) and
the medical knowledge was mostly embedded in the procedures used to accomplish
that task.  This led to problems of consistency (the medical knowledge reflected the
views of the medical experts that advised the design of such systems, which by no
means was consensual within the health care community) and also of reuse (the same
knowledge could not be used in two different tasks – e.g. diagnosis and treatment).

Several approaches were proposed to overcome this problem, namely to represent
medical knowledge declaratively.  Such systems represent medical knowledge proper
(i.e. anatomic, physiologic or pathologic) separately from task related knowledge (i.e.
the steps to perform diagnosis, treatment or monitoring tasks). Moreover, task
knowledge could be formalised and (re)used in several specific medical domains.

Such view was particularly useful for systems based in logic [1], where useful
relations between medical concepts are stored as facts (e.g. causal relations,
associations, risk factors) that could be handled by the reasoning process.
Nevertheless, the medical concepts and relations represented were usually relatively
high level abstractions of the underlying medical and biological processes, and that
led to the problem of handling uncertain knowledge.
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This problem is alleviated if less abstract concepts are used, where the underlying
uncertainty is more controlled. This is the approach taken by the systems with “deep
medical knowledge” [2], [3]. In contrast with systems that represented causal but
“shallow” relations, say between a disease and a symptom, they represent a more
detailed set of pathophysiologic states and processes to explain that shallow relation.

This approach has to handle certain difficulties. On the one hand, the network of
concepts and relations is larger, imposing efficient methods to explore them. On the
other hand, the deeper the knowledge is, the more dependent it is in numerical data.

Reasoning with this kind of information is, in principle, very costly. Nevertheless,
some formalisms may be quite efficient to handle it, namely belief networks [4].
Eliciting all the conditional probabilities in such a belief network is however a
difficult problem, made only harder when several diseases are considered, due to the
explosion of the required number of conditional probabilities [5].

An alternative (or perhaps complementary) approach is to adopt “deep” biomedical
models proposed and accepted in the medical community, but not incorporated into
the decision support systems, for example, Cardiovascular [6], Respiratory [7] and
Compartment models [8]. But these are often highly non-linear, based on differential
equations, and difficult to reason about by simple “logical” procedures.

Simulation of these models can be used to validate some hypotheses. However the
usual simulation methods have difficulties to cope with uncertain data (e.g. they
might provide “wrong” approximate solutions), and they are “time-directed”: given
the initial conditions the state of the system can be computed at some later time, but
not at some previous time. As such they may only play a “passive” role in a task such
as diagnosis, where the goal is to find a problem that has occurred in the past.

In this paper we explore constraint solving over intervals, a recently proposed
technology to handle non-linear numerical models, and its use in neurology. Next
section presents the model we are using (based on differential equations). Section 3,
addresses the advantages of constraint technology in the medical domain with some
very simple examples. Section 4 discusses the handling of differential equations and
highlights our contributions in this area. Section 5 shows preliminary results obtained
with the use of this technology in modelling local nerve lesions. Finally, section 6
presents the major conclusions and discusses our plans for future work.

 2. A Biophysical Model for Local Neuropathies

The Peripheral Neuromuscular System (PNS) is a very complex medical domain
where uncertainty still plays a major role in spite of a reasonable understanding of the
basic underlying physical phenomena. It is responsible for the propagation of nervous
impulses between the Central Nervous System (CNS) and muscles or sensory regions.

Several neuromuscular disorders are responsible for anatomical problems in the
PNS, namely local neuropathies, i.e. lesions in a specific point of a nerve. The
physical damage induced in the nerve by the local neuropathy depends on the severity
of the lesion and on degeneration and regeneration phenomena that take place over
time. A realistic biophysical model of a local neuropathy should thus take into
account three lesion parameters: the local, the severity and the time (how long ago did
the lesion happen).
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To obtain information about the nerve condition, several electrophysiological
studies (EMG) can be performed [9], inducing nervous impulses by stimulation of a
nerve point and recording the electrical wave form produced in another point. The
form of the wave is directly related to the impulse propagation and consequently to
the physical condition of the nerve between the stimulation and the recording point.
Latency and Amplitude of the wave are commonly used by physicians for diagnosis.

The major goal of EMG diagnosis is to identify anatomical problems capable of
explaining the results observed in a set of electrophysiological studies. In this context
the goal would be to predict the values of the lesion parameters from the values of
Latency and Amplitude observed in studies performed in the nerve segments. A
related goal consists of simulating the effects of a diagnostic hypothesis, i.e. to predict
the Latency and Amplitude from the lesion parameters. A biophysical model, useful
for the diagnosis/simulation of local neuropathies should hence relate the lesion
parameters, Local, Severity and Time to the observable Latency and Amplitude.

A “deep” model should take into account that a nerve is composed of thousands of
parallel nerve fibers. By stimulating a nerve point, electrical waves are induced in
each nerve fiber and independently propagated towards the recording point. All these
electrical waves have the same wave form (the Action Potential) the only difference
being the speed of propagation. This velocity is related to the fiber diameter (thick
fibers propagate faster) and the physical condition of the fiber (damage can delay or
block the propagation). This condition depend on degeneration and regeneration
phenomena and the damage is then obtained from their opposite effects. Finally, the
electrical wave recorded in an EMG examination is the compound effect of all the
action potentials arriving at the recording site with different propagation delays.

Fig. 1 summarises the relations considered in the model, based on several
biophysical studies on nerve conduction [10], [11], that we have adopted. Notice its
complexity (namely the differential equations it contains) and non-linear nature,
which makes it very difficult for conventional techniques to reason about it both
forward and backwards in time.

Fig. 1. A biophysical model for local neuropathies

Variables:
L ≡ Local
S ≡ Severity
T ≡ Time
S ≡ Stimulation Site
R ≡ Recording Site
D ≡ Fiber Diameter
X ≡ Fiber Point

Constant Parameters:
k1, k2, kr, αd, αr, βd, βr

LatencySR(L,S,T) = tk

∴ waveSR(tk,L,S,T) = k1

∀t<tk  waveSR(t,L,S,T) ≠ k1

AmplitudeSR(L,S,T) = |waveSR(tmin,L,S,T)|

∴ ∀t waveSR(t,L,S,T)≥waveSR(tmin,L,S,T)

waveSR(t,L,S,T) =  potential(t–delaySR(D,L,S,T))× p(D) ∂D

∂X
velocity(X,D,L,S,T)

delay
SR

(D,L,S,T) =

R

S
velocity(X,D,L,S,T) = if damage(X,L,S,T) < k2

then normal_velocity(D) × (1-damage(X,L,S,T))
else 0

degeneration(X,L,S,T) = S × e

|L-X|
αd+βd×T

X
αr+βr×Tregeneration(X,L,S,T) = kr × e

damage(X,L,S,T) = degeneration(X,L,S,T)×(1-regeneration(X,L,S,T))

potential ≡ ODE in ℜ4 from [10]

normal_velocity ≡ from [11]
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3. Interval Constraints

Constraint systems allow a declarative expression of models as sets of constraints,
arranged in a constraint network, and offer sound techniques (constraint propagation)
to efficiently find solutions to the constraints. Although successfully applied in other
areas, these systems had little use in the biomedical domain (notwithstanding some
pioneering work in the modelling of blood circulation and gas exchange [12]).

Modelling complex systems, namely that described in the previous section,
requires the use of more complex constraints with variables over the reals and non-
linear relations between them, and to represent the uncertainty of biophysical
phenomena.

The Interval Constraints framework (introduced by Cleary [13]) is adequate for
handling non-linear constraints over continuous variables. Its propagation mechanism
starts from a set of constraints over real variables, using Interval Arithmetic [14] to
reduce the domains of some variables. This is propagated to other constraints that
further reduce the domain of other variables until a stable state is reached.

In this paper we propose an Interval Constraint approach for an adequate
representation of biophysical knowledge with sound and efficient capabilities for
diagnosis and simulation. In this models uncertainty on some parameters is
represented by representing their values as intervals. Reasoning is performed through
efficient constraint propagation assuring that intervals are kept as narrow as possible.

3.1. An Example

Suppose we want to model a relation between two variables, one representing a
disorder (D) and the other an observable (O) associated with the disorder. All the
knowledge we have about this relation is based on previous cases with particular
values for the observable associated with particular value for the disorder (see Fig. 2).
The above relation could be modelled by the interval constraint

O=P1×D+P2 w/ P1∈[2,3], P2∈[0,5] and O,D ∈[0,+∞]

where P1 and P2 are parameters that express the uncertainty about the linear
correlation between variables O and D. Notice that, as long as the parameters are
treated as ordinary intervals, this model is no longer a linear model. Fig. 2 shows the
solutions considered in this model lying in the region delimited by the grey lines.

Fig. 2. A relation between variable O (observable) and variable D (disorder). The example is
based on a study relating the Conduction Velocity of individual fibers and its diameter [11].
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One technique to handle interval constraints decomposes complex constraints into
sets of primitive constraints. In this case the constraint would be decomposed into:

C=P1×D O=C+P2

Simple interval arithmetic rules [14] can then be applied to reduce the domains of the
variables and the results propagated. For instance, they can be used to calculate the
bounds of C given the bounds of P1 and D, or else the bounds of P1 or D from those of
the other two variables (P1=C/D and D=C/ P1).

Diagnosis can be performed by propagating the bounds of the observable variable.
For example, given O=20 and P2=[0,5] the bounds of C can be calculated and this
would trigger the other constraint involving variable C, resulting in a predicted value
for the disorder variable to be between 5 and 10:

C=O-P2=[20,20]-[0,5]=[20-5,20-0]=[15,20]
D=C/P1=[15,20]/[2,3]=[15/3,20/2]=[ 5,10]

To simulate the effect of a disorder, the information about the disorder is
propagated to the observable variable. From a disorder with a value between 18 and
20, a value between 36 and 65 would be predicted for the observable variable:

C=P1×D=[2,3]×[18,20]=[2×18,3×20]=[36,60]
O=C+P2=[36,60]+[0,5]=[36+0,60+5]=[36,65]

Notice that other simulation methods need the specification of exact values for the
variables and provide no safe conclusions in the neighbourhood of these values. The
interval constraint approach deals with ranges which can be more or less precise
according to the simulation requirements. Either in simulation or in diagnosis the final
results are uncertain, given the uncertainty on the value of P1 and P2, but the reasoning
is sound as the constraints are satisfied and only inconsistent solutions are discarded.

If instead of a single disorder several disorders were affecting the value of a single
variable (observable or not) this could be easily represented by a constraint model
where at least one variable would be associated to each disorder and an aggregation
function would combine the composed effects (this was done in section 2 to combine
the degeneration and regeneration into the damage inflicted upon a nerve fiber). The
propagation would reduce the domains of the involved variables making the single
disorder case just a special case of the multiple disorder case.

The propagation of non-linear constraints over real intervals can be extremely
inefficient in complex domains and is an important research area in the constraint
community [15], [16]. Techniques to handle interval constraints are usually
incomplete in that they cannot discard all the inconsistent solutions, they just assure
that no possible solution is discarded, but some inconsistent solutions can still remain
after propagation. Different methods can assure different kinds of consistency and
they can be more or less appropriate depending upon the constraint characteristics.

The model presented in section 2 included two integral expressions and an ordinary
differential equation. An important issue in the Interval Constraint framework is the
definition of an adequate methodology to deal with constraints expressed as ordinary
differential equations (common in biophysical models [6], [7], [8]), though little work
as been done on the context of decision support. This is discussed in the next section.
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4. Ordinary Differential Equations

An Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) defines the derivative of u (a vector) with
respect to a variable t by means of a function of t and u [17]:

(1)

Even equations with higher order derivatives on the same variable can be transformed
into an ODE by including new variables (one for each higher order derivative). Given
an ODE and a value for u at a given t0, the initial value problem aims at determining
the value of u for other values of t; techniques to handle ODEs can also be used to
solve integrals, since these problems can be reformulated as initial value problems.

 4.1 Existing Approaches

Differential equations is a relatively recent field in constraint programming [18], [19].
All the approaches are based on interval approximations (the interval approximation
of u is denoted by û) of the integral trajectory (u(t)) in some intermediate points (ti),
as in the finite differences method of approximation. Such interval approximations
have the advantage relatively to other numerical approaches of defining bounds that
must necessarily contain the exact solution (u(ti) ∈ û(ti)). These bounds are calculated
through a set of constraints (that we call step) relating each point (ti) and the interval
value û(ti) with the subsequent point (ti+1) and the interval value û(ti+1).

The various possibilities for the characterisation of this step are generally based on
the approximation steps of numerical approaches (Taylor Series, Runge Kutta), but
with the error controlled in terms of interval bounds. Some approximation steps can
lead to better results than others, and the choice of a particular one, should take into
account the complexity of the associated set of constraints.

Independently of the chosen approximation step, the more points are considered
the better precision is obtained, albeit with an increased propagation time. In general,
the relationship between precision and number of points is difficult to obtain and the
number of points needed to obtain a given precision may not be quantified. The
existing approaches assume fixed number of intermediate points: if they are too few,
there is a lack of precision, if too many, there is an unnecessary waste of time.

This can be a disadvantage, namely if the ultimate goal is to check the consistency
of some result with its hypothetical value: all that is required is to check whether the
result bounds overlap the bounds of the hypothetical value, rather than some a priori
specified  precision.

4.2  Our Alternative Incremental Proposal

To overcome this difficulty, we propose an alternative approach for the interval
approximation of a differential equation trajectory by considering new intermediate
points incrementally. Whenever necessary, a new intermediate point is considered and
its associated set of constraints is added, which will eventually narrow, through
propagation, the bounds of the trajectory. The uncertainty about the trajectory is thus
incrementally reduced with the necessary number of intermediate points rather than

∂u
∂t = f(u,t)
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with some pre-fixed number of points (possibly found only after a costly generation
and test process). Specifically, the new point is chosen as the mid point of the interval
which contributes the most to the trajectory uncertainty, thus guaranteeing
convergence to the exact trajectory. The algorithm stops whenever the aimed
precision is achieved or the consistency check is solved.

We have applied these ideas for the implementation of the model presented in
section 2. Since propagation alone gives poor results when the domains of the
variables are wide, it was necessary to complement this propagation with a narrowing
algorithm similar to the one used to implement box-consistency in the Newton
language [15]. The key idea of this algorithm is to narrow the bounds of the domains
of all variables until it becomes impossible to further shrink the bounds of any
variable without loosing solutions. This is achieved by making partitions on the
variable domains and checking the consistency of the constraint network. The
narrowing of a variable domain is possible whenever an inconsistent partition is
detected near its bounds.

This algorithm performs consistency checks quite and this is where our approach
can take advantage relatively to the previous approaches, by detecting inconsistencies
sooner. With the previous approaches, when several variables are constrained by an
ODE, conclusions about the inconsistency of their domains can only be made after
computing all the pre-fixed intermediate points used in the ODE interval
approximation. In contrast, our approach detects inconsistencies in early phases of the
incremental algorithm with less intermediate points and better performances.

5. Preliminary Results

We performed a number of tests in order to analyse the behaviour of our constraint
model for Local Neuropathies. The values we worked with (for Latency and
Amplitude) are not tuned yet with real Electromyography values, but the examples
shown below can give a first insight of the possibilities of our approach.

All examples are based on studies performed in a nerve (fiber bundle) 100
centimetres long and the electrical wave induced in the EMG tests travels along the
nerve segment between centimetre 45 and centimetre 55. This could be the case, for
instance, of an EMG study of the Ulnar nerve (the bundle of fibers that connect the
muscle abductor digiti minimi to the CNS) between the proximal and the distal sulcus
(the Ulnar nerve is an upper limb nerve that is about 100 centimetres long; the
proximal and distal sulcus are two sites near the elbow).

Simulation and diagnosis was performed on three cases: a normal nerve; a nerve
moderately injured; and one severely damaged. In all cases we focussed on diagnosis
or assumed (in simulation) neuropathies localised in the elbow (near centimetre 50).

5.1 Simulation

In simulation, the goal is to obtain narrow bounds for Latency and Amplitude, by
constraint propagation on the knowledge model of the disorder parameters (Local,
Severity and Time). In the following, we will just mention the Latency results.
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To simulate a normal case the Severity variable was set to zero and no further
information was given to the system. The Latency obtained for the normal case was
between 2.19 and 2.23 milliseconds. To compare the obtained values with real EMG
examination values a few considerations are necessary. Firstly, the examination
parameters from existing tables of normal values depend on the patient age, country
as well as EMG school. Secondly, what is tabled in the tables of Ulnar nerve studies
between the proximal and distal sulcus is not Latency but Conduction Velocity.
However, from the propagation time (between 2.19 and 2.23 ms) and the distance
between stimulation and recording sites (10 cm), the Conduction Velocity is easily
obtained (between 44.84 and 45.66 m/s). This is close to tabled values. For instance,
in a table used within the ESTEEM project [20], the expected normal value for this
Conduction Velocity on a 55 years old patient would be 50 m/s and the lower limit
accepted as a normal value is 40 m/s.

To simulate a moderate lesion in the elbow, variable Local was set to 50 cm (the
elbow), Severity was set to 0.5 (moderate), and Time was set to 0 (i.e. today). The
result obtained for Latency ranged between 2.3 and 2.7 ms, i.e. a Conduction Velocity
between 37.03 m/s and 43.48 m/s. As expected, the simulation of a moderate lesion
predicts a decrease on the Conduction Velocity (increase on Latency). In reality, this
is due to dispersion of action potentials propagated along the different nerve fibers.

A simulation of a severe lesion in the elbow was tested by setting the Severity
variable to 1 (the maximum possible value in the model), keeping the other lesion
parameters (Local=50 and Time=0). Propagation results in an inconsistency, as
expected, since it makes no sense to consider parameters of an electrical wave
propagated along the nerve segment when propagation is certainly blocked.

5.2 Diagnosis

In diagnosis our goal is to obtain possible bounds for the disorder parameters from the
observations of Latency and Amplitude. To test the diagnostic capabilities of our
system, the Latency and Amplitude were set according to the previous simulations
(specifically, to the mid values of the predicted bounds). Parameter Local was set to
50 cm as we are interested in lesions localised in the elbow. Severity was left
unspecified, to be bound by the system performing diagnosis. Three different Time
constraints were investigated: 1) with no Time constraint; 2) Time set between 0 and
2 (within two days of the lesion); and 3) with Time set to zero (today).

In the normal case, the results of test 1 indicate that when nothing is known about
the time when the possible disorder has occurred, then a normal observation is
compatible not only with no disorder at all (Severity=0), but also with a disorder with
a Severity up to 0.666. The Severity cannot exceed 0.666, since beyond this value
there are permanent damages and the regeneration effect is insufficient to allow an
impulse propagation compatible with the normal observation. For milder lesions, and
given sufficient time, nerve regeneration will eventually normalise the physical
condition of the affected nerve. For example a lesion with Severity 0.5 will require a
regeneration time of at least 136 days. Conversely, if the Time is constrained so
becomes the Severity of the lesion. Tests 2 and 3 show that by reducing the bounds of
variable Time the Severity is constrained to mild values (less that 0.185 and 0.148
respectively), because the time for regeneration is also reduced.
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In the moderately injured case, test 1 shows that there must have existed a disorder
with Severity at least 0.371 (not a mild lesion) within a Time of 592 days. As before,
a stronger lesion imposes greater regeneration time. In particular, the immediate
effects of a moderate injure are similar to those observed with the most severe lesion
if enough time (about 592 days) are allowed for regeneration. In tests 2 and 3 the
specification of narrow bounds for the Time parameter constrained the upper bound
for the lesion Severity (0.651 and 0.581 respectively) due to limitations on the
regeneration effect.

In the case of propagation block, all three tests indicate a severe disorder, the
Severity value must be at least 0.63 which, in the knowledge model, is the minimum
value high enough to block the impulse propagation. In tests 2 and 3, given the small
regeneration Time, all Severities above 0.63 justify the blocking. In the first test, even
without any information about the time course of the disorder, the system predicts that
it must had happened less than 500 days ago (with more regeneration time some
impulse propagation would be observed).  Moreover, if the Time is constrained to the
range 400 to 500 (no propagation after 400 days) then the lesion must have been more
severe (Severity above 0.741).

6. Conclusions

In this paper we presented a new methodology to represent and reason about medical
knowledge, which is based in the declarative specification of  interval constraints over
the medical concepts. This approach allows the integration of deep medical models,
developed in biomedical research, which due to their complexity, have not been
incorporated into medical decision support systems. In particular, the paper addresses
a model based in differential equations, quite common in various medical specialities.

The preliminary results obtained are quite encouraging.  Despite the complexity of
the model,  the interval constraint technology we developed is able to elicit significant
quantitative information, useful in medical tasks such as diagnosis and treatment. Our
methodology allows the specification of some goal state and reasons both forward and
backward in time to find compatible posterior/previous states that satisfy the model
constraints (which is beyond traditional simulation, that can only reason forward).

We have so far been exploiting a particular domain, electromyography. Regarding
our previous work in this domain [3], the new methodology extends knowledge
representation to include quantitative and time information within a sound framework.
Compared with other approaches to this domain, namely, belief networks, we think
our representation can more easily accommodate deep models from biomedical
research. It should also ease the handling of multiple disorders, as the aggregation
functions used do not explode in complexity with the number of disorders. However,
we do not handle well probability/likelihood statements. Future work should address a
comparison of these approaches and assess their complimentary or alternative nature.

Future work should also address the application of our methodology to full clinical
cases. This includes, in a first phase, to tune the examples to real medical cases for
which we have available the ESTEEM database. The second and more challenging
phase, relates the integration of the reasoning capabilities enabled by our
methodology within a full EMG decision support system.
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Abstract. Empirical antibiotic treatment with broad-spectrum antibiotics
provides a high probability of covering treatment, but is associated with
unnecessary costs as high drug prices, side-effects, and facilitated development
of antibiotic resistance. A decision support system (DSS) based upon a causal
probabilistic network (CPN) was constructed from a database with 491 cases
(1992-94) of urosepticaemia and validated on 426 cases (1995-96). The CPN
uses decision theory to balance the gain in life-years due to therapy against the
costs of the antibiotic therapy, i.e. price, side-effects and ecological cost. The
DSS selected antibiotics of an overall lower price, higher coverage and less
ecological cost than the antibiotics actually chosen for empirical treatment.
Thus, a DSS incorporating the CPN could achieve a desirable antibiotic policy,
and it holds promise for improving empirical antibiotic therapy.

1 Introduction

When a clinician is faced with a decision on therapy, then the decision process can be
seen as a two stage process. In the first stage the clinician must collect data describing
the patient's condition, and in the second stage the data collected must be analysed to
arrive at a decision on a therapy. In some cases the analysis of the data may be simple,
but in many the analysis can be quite complex, requiring the clinician to draw on
knowledge from many different areas. This process, seeing data in the light of
knowledge, we refer to as intelligent data analysis.
   Fig. 1 lists some of the types of knowledge that are required to arrive a medical
decision. To make it concrete we shall focus at "bed-side decisions", decisions that
have to be made with some urgency, and we shall use the treatment of bacteraemia
with antibiotics as an example. The data available to the clinician when the decision
about empirical antibiotic treatment must be made consists of signs, symptoms and
laboratory data that confirms that the patient is septic, i.e. has an infection that has
caused the patients condition to deteriorate severely. The treatment is called
empirical, because it typically must be initiated before any microbiological evidence
is available to help in the selection of antibiotic. To select an antibiotic, the first step
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Probability theory
- graphical statistical 
  models (CPN’s)

Decision theory
- balancing of cost 
  and benefit

Health economics
- assesment of cost

Clinical Data
Clinical Logistics
- knowledge of diseases
- pharmacology

Epidemiology
Clinical microbiology
- prevalence of pathogenes
- drug resistance
- survival statistics

Decision support system

Bed-side decision

Fig. 1. Types of knowledge required to reach a balanced bed-side decision.

is to guess the identity of the pathogen. Here the clinician can only be guided by fairly
soft data: underlying diseases and risk factors, such as surgery and prolonged hospital
stay, along with symptoms indicating the source of the infection. Epidemiological
knowledge about the prevalence of pathogens at the department combined with the
clinical data and knowledge of probability theory will ideally allow the clinician to
derive the probabilities for the infection being caused by a range of pathogens. Next
the clinician has to make a prognosis, which to a large extent depends on whether the
treatment is covering, i.e. if the pathogen infecting the patient is susceptible to the
antibiotic used to treat the infection. Prognosis thus requires knowledge about the
susceptibility of pathogens to different antibiotics at the department and about the
survival statistics for patients receiving covering and non-covering therapy. Again
with the use of probability theory, this information will allow the clinician to predict
the probability of death, the case fatality rate.
   In most cases it is possible to select antibiotics that give close to complete coverage.
Clinical practice shows that this is not done, because the therapeutical benefits of
antibiotic therapy must be balanced against the cost of the therapy. The clinician must
take at least three components of cost into consideration: the cost of purchasing and
administering the antibiotic, the cost incurred by side-effects of the antibiotic and the
ecological cost. The ecological cost can be described as the cost borne by future
patients due to reduced susceptibility of the pathogens to antibiotics. It is believed that
the repeated use of an antibiotic, and in particular broad-spectrum antibiotics,
gradually reduces the prevalence of pathogens susceptible to that antibiotic [1], and
eventually this development of resistance will decrease the possibilities for effectively
treating future patients. This type of assessment requires the clinician to be familiar
with health economics as well as with the decision theoretical tools required to
balance the benefits against the cost.
   A clinician must carry out the reasoning outlined above within a fairly short time
span, in most cases aided by a departmental or hospital-wide guideline for the use of
antibiotics. In practice this process is only partially successful, in the sense that the
antibiotic therapy selected is only covering in about 60% of the cases [2], [3], [4].
Medically this represents a problem, since the mortality is high, 20-42% [3], [5], [6]
and is related to whether the empirical treatment is covering or not [3]. A Decision
Support System (DSS) that could increase the coverage provided by empirical therapy
would thus have considerable clinical interest, provided this could be achieved
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without excessive use of broad-spectrum antibiotics, which may facilitate the
development of resistant bacteria [1].
   Several DSSs have been designed to help clinicians choose antimicrobial therapy
[7], [8], [9], [10], [11], and it seems that DSSs have the potential for markedly
improving antibiotic therapy  [10], [11], [12].
   In this paper a new approach to empirical antibiotic therapy is explored. A DSS is
constructed where statistical methods and in particular Causal Probabilistic Networks
(CPNs) are used to perform the probabilistic calculations that may not be easy to do
accurately as mental calculations.

2 Materials and Methods

   During 1992-1994, 505 cases of urosepticaemia were identified at the Department
of Clinical Microbiology at Aalborg Hospital. The Department of Clinical
Microbiology provides clinical microbiological services to the hospitals of the County
of Northern Jutland. Fourteen cases were excluded because of missing data, and 491
cases with 531 isolates were available for study. Of all pathogens, Escherichia coli
made up 64%, Klebsiella spp. 12%, Proteus spp. 6%, Citrobacter spp. (including
Enterobacter spp.) 4%, Pseudomonas aeruginosa 3%, Enterococcus spp. 3%, and
other pathogens (including Candida spp.) 8%. These 491 cases were used as the
derivation set, and a further 426 cases from 1995-1996 were used for validation.
   Pathogens were classified into the above mentioned seven groups in order to
determine their a priori probability (see Table 1) and for each group a logistic
regression model was constructed.
Logistic regression models were chosen because they, like linear multiple regression,
only have moderate demands on the number of cases in the database used to construct
the equations. The models included 11 clinical variables given in Table 1, which have
been shown previously to be independent predictors of bacteraemia [13], [14] and
which were available to us. In each model the dependent variable was the infecting
pathogen, e.g. Proteus spp. (yes/no), and the predictor variables were selected by
stepwise backward elimination. In stepwise backward elimination, a model containing
all predictor variables is constructed. Subsequently variables are eliminated from the
model, one variable at a time using the likelihood ratio test [15]; the level of
significance for not eliminating a variable was set to p<0.15, which was equivalent to
(χ2 >2.12 (f=1). The odds-ratios for the predictor variables retained in the models are
listed in Table 1. Thus, the probability (P) of e.g. Proteus spp. is as follows: P/(1-P) =
0.04 * 1.86male * 2.13chronic renal failure

   The probabilities obtained for each of the seven pathogen groups were inserted as a
priori probabilities in a causal probabilistic network (CPN) (see below).
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Table 1. Odds ratios derived form the logistic regression models for the seven bacterial groups

Escherichia
coli

(n=340)

Klebsiella
spp.

(n=65)

Proteus spp.
(n= 30)

Citrobacter
spp.a

(n=22)

Pseudomonas
aeruginosa

(n=17)

Enterococcus
spp.

(n=16)

Other
pathogens

(n=41)

Intercept 11..33
(6.17-20.79)b

0.06
(0.03-0.1)

0.04
(0.02-0.08)

0.02
(0.006-0.04)

0.002
(0.0002-0.02)

0.009
(0.003-0.03)

0.04
(0.02-0.08)

Malignancyc -i 1.65
(0.88-3.08)

- - - - -

Malec 0.42
(0.27-0.67)

2.62
(1.43-4.79)

1.86
(0.83-4.18)

- - - -

Age > 65
yearsc

0.61
(0.35-1.06)

- - - 3.88
(0.51-29.49)

- -

Nosocomial
infectionc

0.38
(0.24-0.58)

- - 2.39
(0.78-7.27)

8.78
(2.01-38.42)

3.25
(0.86-12.26)

2.69
(1.33-5.44)

Medical
patientc

- - - - - - -

Stay in ICUc 0.30i
(0.11-0.83)i

2.84
(0.96-8.43)

- 4.51
(1.13-17.97)

- - 4.30
(1.43-12.89)

Chronic
renal failurec

0.26i
(0.11-0.62)i

3.04
(1.21-7.65)

2.1
(0.60-7.58)

- - - -

Urinary tract
surgeryc

-i - - 3.41
(1.3-8.95)

- - -

Urinary tract
catheterc

0.60
(0.37-0.96)

- - - - 3.64
(1.21-10.88)

-

Chronic liver
diseasec

-ii - - - - - -

Bedriddenc - 2.32
(0.95-5.63)

- - - - -

aThis group included Enterobacter spp. (n=17). b95% confidence limits.
cThe coded value was 1, if the variable was confirmed.

2.3 The Causal Probabilistic Network

CPNs make it possible to build highly structured stochastical models. A CPN is a
graph, where the nodes in the graph represent stochastic variables and the directed
edges represent conditional probabilities. The structure of the stochastic model is
shown in Fig. 2, with the simplification that only three of the seven groups of
pathogens in the model are shown.
   In the graphical descriptions of the CPN we used the following unconventional
abbreviations of bacterial names: Ecoli for E. coli, Citro for Citrobacter and
Enterobacter spp., Kleb for Klebsiella spp. The dotted line from the box labelled
REQ Ecoli implies that the probability of an E. coli infection, derived from the
logistic regression equation, is used as the a priori probability in the node "Ecoli" in
the CPN. The node "EradEcoli" indicates whether or not the patient harbours an E.
coli infection after therapy has been initiated. The conditional probability table for
"EradEcoli" in the bottom right corner of Fig. 2 specifies that the infection can be
considered eradicated if the therapy covered E. coli ("CovEcoli" = yes) or if the
patient never was infected by E. coli ("Ecoli" = no). It can be seen that the conditional
probabilities in this case assumed only the values 0 or 1, which means that the
conditional probabilities have degenerated into specifying "EradEColi" as a logical
function of its "parent-nodes", "Ecoli" and "CovEcoli".
The CPN allows for combination therapy by assigning one antibiotic to the node
"Treat1" and another antibiotic to the node "Treat2". The list of antibiotics in question
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is given in the upper right table in Fig. 2. Coverage for E. coli can therefore be
obtained by the first antibiotic covering for E. coli, represented by the node
"Cov1Ecoli", by the other antibiotic covering for E. coli, represented by "Cov2Ecoli",
or by both. Therefore, the node "CovEcoli" has a conditional probability table that
specifies it as the logical OR function of its parents, "Cov1Ecoli" and "Cov2Ecoli".
Only combinations of gentamicin and one of the other antibiotics were tested.

Erad A ll Y es N o
D ea th30 0 .1 35 0 .2 2

N o so c o m ial
A n t ib io t ic Y e s N o
N o  t r ea tm e n t 0 0
A m pic il lin 0 .5 6 0 .7 0
M e ci llin a m 0 .9 5 0 .9 4
P ip era c i ll in 0 .5 8 0 .7 0
C e fu ro x im e 0 .9 8 0 .9 9
C e fo tax im e 1 1
C e fta z id im e 0 .9 9 1
G e nta m ic in 0 .9 8 1
C ip ro flo x a cin 1 1
M e tro n id a zo l 0 0
P e n ic illin 0 0
M e th ic i ll in 0 0
C e p h a lo th in 0 .9 0 0 .9 0
V a nc o m y c in 0 0

E radE co li Y es N o
E radK leb Y es N o Y es N o
E radC itro Y es N o Y es N o Y es N o Y es N o
E radA l l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C o v K le b
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Fig. 2. Structure of the stochastic model. See text for explanation

The conditional probability table for "Cov1Ecoli" is given in the top right corner. It
can be seen that the coverage depends on whether the infection was nosocomial or
not. The conditional probability table for "Cov2Ecoli" is not given, but is identical to
the table for "Cov1Ecoli".
   The probability of covering the infection is indicated by "EradAll". The infection
has been covered if all present pathogens have been covered, and the conditional
probability table for "EradAll" is thus the logical AND function of its parents,
"EradEcoli", "EradCitro" and "EradKleb". The last node in the CPN, "Death30",
indicates the patient's risk of dying within 30 days after onset of the bacteraemic
episode. Based on the case-database it was determined that the probability of death
after 30 days was 22.0% for patients who had received non-covering antibiotic
therapy, and 13.5% for patients who had received covering antibiotic therapy.

2.4 Costs

The intention was to use a decision theoretic approach to the selection of antibiotic
therapy. The combination of logistic regression equations and the CPN described
above permitted calculation of probabilities for all the stochastic variables. To convert
this to  decisions  about  antibiotic therapy  it was  necessary  to  assign utilities  in the
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Fig. 3. The costs of antibiotics as estimated by the authors

form of cost or therapeutic benefit to the relevant stochastic variables, i.e. to the
"Treat" and "Death30" nodes. For each state in the "Treat" nodes, i.e. for each
antibiotic, estimates were made of different kinds of cost attributed to antibiotics: 1)
costs per dose of buying and administering the antibiotic, 2) costs regarding the
expected reduction in quality adjusted life-years due to side-effects caused by the
antibiotic, and 3) costs regarding the expected reduction in life years (LY) of future
patients due to the increase in resistance induced by the use of antibiotics. Due to the
current scarcity of empirical data, relating antibiotic consumption and resistance, the
calculation of ecological cost was based on a qualitative ranking, reflecting the
current beliefs of the participating clinical microbiologists. As for many other medical
decisions, considerations of economy and life-years form part of the decision. The
subjective choice was made to equate one LY to 50,000 ECU. With this assumption
the cost and the reductions in life-years can be plotted on the same axis and
effectively constitute a "price list" for antibiotics (Fig. 3).
   Estimated costs of combination therapy was based upon addition of cost for each
antibiotic. The variable Death30 had an associated negative health benefit of 5 LY.
This corresponds roughly to the average life-expectancy of patients with bacteraemia
[3].

3 Results

The first question was to which extent the logistic regression equations could actually
predict the presence of a given pathogen. Fig. 4 gives two cases where the
probabilities of E. coli and Klebsiella spp. are substantially different.
   For example, in Fig. 4A the probability of Klebsiella spp. has been reduced from the
a priori probability of 12% to 6%, and in Fig. 4B the probability has been increased to
52%. These predictions are not strong, but suffice to make Klebsiella spp. either a
consideration of minor importance or to bring it into consideration. The next step was
to use the CPN to predict the effect of different therapies. Using the case from Fig. 4A
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as an example, Fig. 5A shows that treatment with ampicillin would have a 65.3%
probability of eradicating the infection, which is associated with an estimated 16.4%
risk of dying within 30 days. Fig. 5B shows that if a combination therapy consisting
of ampicillin and gentamicin is used, the corresponding figures are 99.7% and 13.5%
due to the improved coverage for E. coli.

A BEcherichia coli
(Case no 94004398)
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90%

100%

Probability Klebsiella spp.
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Age > 65 years Yes
Nosocomia
infection Yes
Stay in ICU No
Chronic renal
failure Yes
Previous urinary
tract surgery No
Urinary catheter No
Bedridden Yes

Fig. 4. The probabilities for pathogens calculated by the logistic regression equations for two
cases.

The regression equations and the CPN were tested retrospectively as a decision
support system. As a reference point we considered the empirical therapy that had
actually been given to the patients (Fig. 6). Ampicillin was given in 138 cases as
monotherapy and in a further 117 cases in combination with gentamicin. Other
combinations of antibiotics, was given in 31 cases. Penicillin as monotherapy was
given in 23 cases, cephalosporin in 16, and sulphonamides in 12. In 55 cases the
patient did not receive any empirical antibiotic therapy. The results for the empirical
therapy are summarised in the first line of Table 2. The coverage achieved by the
empirical therapy was 60.8% (95% c.l.: 56.2-65.4). The coverage of 60.8% was
achieved by purchasing and administering drugs that on average have a price of 219
ECU per patient. Using the probabilities of death in the derivation set, it can also be
calculated that the 60.8% coverage gives a 16.8% probability of death within 30 days
of the bacteraemic episode, which was not significant different from the observed
death-rate of 14.3% (χ2 = 1.1 (f=1), p = 0.30). While these numbers can be calculated
from the case database, the numbers in the remaining columns depend on the
assumptions stated in Material and Methods. With the assumption of a life-
expectancy of 5 years, it can be seen that the average loss of life-years of an episode
of bacteraemia to a patient receiving empirical antibiotic therapy is 0.840 LY.
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Fig. 5. Probabilities for coverage, eradication of the infection and death within 30 days
calculated by the CPN. A combination therapy (B) with ampicillin and gentamicin is more
effective than ampicillin alone (A)

A further 0.018 LY is lost due to side-effects of the therapy. On top of that a cost of
0.071 LY must be expected for future patients due to the ecological effects of the
therapy, bringing the total health cost to 0.929 LY. If the price of the antibiotic
therapy is added, the total cost is 0.933 LY.

Table 2. Predicted financial and health impact of the different antibiotic policies

--------------- Average costs per episodea ------------------

Antibiotic
policy

Coverage 30 days
mortalityb

Loss of
life-years

Side-
effects

Ecology Total
health cost

Price of
drugs

Total
cost

(%) (%) (LY) (LY) (LY) (LY) (ECU) (LY)

Empirical 60.8 16.8 0.840 0.018 0.071 0.929 219 0.933

Max. coverage 96.0 13.8 0.690 0.068 0.180 0.938 373 0.945

Minimum cost 86.4 14.7 0.735 0.020 0.05 0.805 207 0.809
aSee text for details. bThe average of the calculated probabilities of death within 30 days associated with the
antibiotic therapy proposed by the DSS. The figures are based upon numbers from the derivation set

   If the DSS was asked to maximise coverage, it did this by suggesting a combination
therapy with gentamicin and vancomycin for all patients. These suggestions yielded a
coverage of 96.0%. Although the expected 30-days mortality would be lower than for
the original empirical therapy, the corresponding expected costs more than doubled
due to side-effects and ecological cost (Table 2). This made the total health cost for
this maximum coverage policy (0.938 LY) larger than the total health cost of the
empirical therapy currently given (0.929 LY). The total cost which also includes the
price of the antibiotics (373 ECU) is also higher (0.945 LY) for the maximum
coverage policy than for the empirical therapy currently given. Applying the price list
in Fig. 3, the system was requested to minimise total cost. As shown in the right panel
in Fig. 6 this minimum cost policy mainly resulted in monotherapies with mecillinam
as the most frequent choice (58.9% of all cases), followed by gentamicin (34.7%) and
ciprofloxacin (2.6%). The coverage was 86.4%. The expected 30-days mortality was
somewhat lower than for the empirical therapy, as given in the Table 2.
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Fig. 6. Usage of antibiotics for the empirical treatment and as proposed by the decision support
system when requested to minimise total cost. For each antibiotic, or combination thereof, the
number of cases receiving the antibiotic is shown. The bar giving the number of cases is
divided into a filled part showing the number of cases where the antibiotic is covering and an
open part, showing the number of cases where the antibiotic is not covering

Furthermore, the projected costs due to side-effects were at the same level as for the
empirical therapy, and the projected ecological costs were lower. Both total health
cost (0.805 LY) and total cost (0.809 LY) were considerably lower than for the other
two policies.

4 Discussion

In the decision support system described above, knowledge from a number of areas
was incorporated, using mainly a CPN to represent knowledge. The decision support
system performed an "intelligent" analysis of the data describing the patient's
condition, drawing on the knowledge in the system.
   Retrospective testing on a case database of patients with urosepticaemia indicated
that this approach may be useful. The most striking observation is that the decision
theoretic approach can accurately select a therapeutic policy. When the DSS was
requested to minimise total cost, it achieved this by selecting antibiotics with a lower
price, higher coverage and lower ecological cost, thus providing potential health
benefits both to present and future patients. The DSS did not suggest combination
therapies. This is most likely due to our assumption of adding the ecological costs of
each antibiotic, when giving combination therapy. This assumption probably does not
fit all kinds of combination therapies as it has been suggested e.g. that a combination
of a beta-lactam antibiotic and an aminoglycoside gives a lower frequency of
resistance among enteric Gram-negative rods than aminoglycosides alone [16]. We
are aware of the subjective nature of this price list, but the list is valid in the sense that
it reflected our current beliefs.
   When assessing the extent of the improvement of coverage from 60.8% to 86.4%, it
must be remembered that the DSS had two advantages, compared to the clinician who
instituted the empirical therapy. The DSS knew that the patient had a positive blood
culture and that the focus of the infection was the urinary tract. Knowledge of a
positive blood culture would most likely have caused the group of patients who
received either sulphonamides or no empirical antibiotic therapy (16%) to be treated
more aggressively. Had these patients been treated with a success rate comparable to
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other patients, the coverage of the empirical treatment would have increased from
60.8% to 72%. Certain knowledge of the source of the infection might have increased
the coverage even further, but an estimate of this increase cannot be given based on
information available in the database.
   We conclude that a DSS of this type may be useful for two purposes: 1) it can help
clarify the consequences of different assumptions about costs and benefits of
antibiotic therapy and thus to ascertain an antibiotic policy, and 2) an expanded
version of the system, operating under clinically realistic circumstances, may help to
optimise the selection of antibiotics for the individual patient.
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Abstract. The detection of ischemia from the electrocardiogram is a
time-consuming visualization task requiring the full attention of the
physician. This task may become inviable when many patients have to
be monitored, for example in an Intensive Coronary Care Unit.
In order to automate the detection process and minimize the number of
misclassified episodes we propose the use of an Artificial Neural Net (the
Self-Organizing Map - SOM) along with the use of extra parameters (not
only ST segment and T wave deviation) measured from the ECG record.
The SOM is a widely used Neural Network which has the ability to
handle a large number of attributes per case and to represent these cases
in clusters defined by possession of similar characteristics.
In this work we propose a three-block ischemic detection system. It con-
sists of a pre-processing block, a SOM block and a timing block. For the
pre-processing block we use the sigmoid function as a smoothing stage
in order to eliminate the intrinsic oscillation of the signals. The SOM
block is the ischemic detector and the timing block is used to decide if
the SOM output meets the ischemic duration criteria.
With this strategy, 83.33% of the ischemic episodes (over 7 records)
tested were successfully detected, and the timing block proved to be ro-
bust to noisy signals, providing reliability in the detection of an ischemic
episode. The system could be useful in an Intensive Coronary Care Unit
because it will allow a large number of patients to be monitored simulta-
neously detecting episodes when they actually occur. It will also permit
visualisation of the evolution of the patient’s response to therapy.

1 Introduction

Coronary ischemia is one of the consequences of atherosclerosis, a pathology
which is frequently found in the industrialised world. It has a serious economic
impact if undetected at an early stage or if left untreated.

Coronary ischemia usually appears in the left ventricle when myocardial oxy-
gen demand cannot be supplied by coronary artery blood flow. If this situa-
tion occurs for a period of time the myocardium can suffer electrical alterations
and/or loss of functional muscle mass (myocardial infarction). The detection of
an ischemic episode is therefore crucial in order to initiate therapy as early as
possible.

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 207–216, 1999.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1999
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Detection of ischemia is usually a visualization task performed by physicians
who look for ST segment and/or T wave deviations in the electrocardiogram
(ECG). This is not an easy task in an Intensive Coronary Care Unit (ICCU)
where various patients must be monitored simultaneously and continuously.

To automate this task, different approaches have been taken in the Artificial
Intelligence field, most of them only use the usual ECG parameters (ST segment
and/or T wave deviation) in the detection process [6,8,9,10,17,20]. In previous
work we showed that the QRS waves information can be used in the ischemia
analysis. We also showed that Self-Organizing Maps are useful tools in the de-
tection of ischemic process [2,3]. The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is an Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) model developed by Teuvo Kohonen [1]. This ANN has
nodes arranged in a one or two-dimensional array which through an unsuper-
vised learning algorithm represents input space characteristics as a topologically
ordered map, where zones or clusters in the map (output space) represent sim-
ilarities in the input space. This ANN is trained with a training set extracted
from different ECG records. Each input vector has 12 parameters measured from
the ECG signal. These parameters represent ventricular electrical activity and
will be described in section 2.1. After the training stage, the SOM ANN is used
as an ischemic detector that can be integrated into an appropriate information
system in order to detect automatically ischemic episodes on ECG records.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 The Input Data

Myocardial ischemia is most likely to appear in the left ventricle, so its effects
on the ECG record can be seen in the QRS complex, the ST segment and the T
wave since they represent ventricular electrical activity. When ischemic episode
detection from ECG records is attempted, the usual parameters analyzed are the
ST segment and T wave evolution over time [6,8,9,10,17,20]. In the European
ST-T Data Base (EDB)[11] a multinational group of cardiologists made the
following definition of an ischemic episode:

Definition 1.

– The absolute value of the deviation of the ST segment (T wave) relative
to the isoelectric reference value must be more than one (ST) or two (T)
millimeters {0.1(0.2)mV }.

– This change must be maintained for at least 30 sec.
– For two episodes to be considered different, the interval between them must

be at least 30 sec.

In order to diminish the number of false positives and false negatives, and
to detect those episodes that have no clear bearing on the deviation of the ST
segment and T wave, we use not only ST and T wave deviations but also other
ECG parameters such as Q wave height, R wave height, S wave height and
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ST segment slope (STsl). All these parameters are measured beat to beat from
two leads of the ECG and each of these parameters constitutes a time series
called a Trend Diagram (TD). These TDs are interpolated, sampled at 1Hz and
smoothed with an averaging filter. The TDs are time-dependent signals, so for
each instant in time we have a time parametric vector as follows:

X (t) = {Q0 (t) , Q1 (t) , R0 (t) , R1 (t) , S0 (t) , S1 (t) , ST s0 (t) , (1)
STs1 (t) , T0 (t) , T1 (t) , ST sl0 (t) , ST sl1 (t)}

Where 0 and 1 mean lead0 and lead1 respectively. This parametric vector
(after normalisation) will be used to feed the SOM net.

2.2 Pre-processing the Input Data

The TDs are normalised to achieve independence from the record which origi-
nated them, and to represent the data on the same shared scale. To do this we
propose a new normalization method using a sigmoid function.

xi (t) =
1

1 + e|pi(t)−p|−thi
(2)

Where xi (t) is the normalised parameter i (i : Qk, Rk, Sk, ST sk, Tk, ST slk;
k : lead0, lead1), pi (t) the measured parameter, p̄i its mean value and thi is
the threshold for parameter i .The thi parameter is selected under the following
assumptions:

Taking into account the ischemic episode definition (Definition 1), we set
the thresholds to 0.1mV and 0.2mV for STs and T respectively. To establish
the threshold for the other parameters we assume that TDs have a Gaussian
distribution of their values [3,2], so 95.4% of them lie in the [p̄± 2σ] inter-
val and every value outside this interval, is then, interpreted as a ”variant
value” or as an ”abnormal value”. Under this assumption we set thj (j =
Q0, Q1, R0, R1, S0, S1, ST sl0, ST sl1) to 2σj (standard deviation of parameter j).
σj was calculated from the first 7 minutes of the corresponding record that, we
suppose, are free from ischemic edpisodes.

This kind of normalisation gives us a very uniform signal without significant
oscillations, which means a good signal-noise ratio (Figure 1).

2.3 The Training Set

We randomly chose a set of records from the European ST-T Database (EDB),
and we manually extracted different ischemic and normal segments from these
records. The ischemic segments were checked with the ischemic episode informa-
tion available on EDB. The records and segments listed in Table 1 were chosen.
In this set, we tried to achieve a wide range of different episodes according to
the information on EDB.
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Fig. 1. Panel A shows the different outputs from the from the net in response to
the normalized Trend Diagram shown in Panel B. In B an EDB marked episode
is shown. Panel A plots a winning node position against time. In the upper two
traces together with the threshold node. The detected episode is shown between
∆ symbols.

Table 1. Files and time intervals (minutes) selected to build the trainig set

File Time interval File Time interval

E0106 (68-84) E0154 (31-36)
E0108 (30-50) (60-67) E0163 (35-42) (113-117)
E0112 (10-20) E0203 (50-65)
E0123 (79-94) E0204 (44-55)
E0129 (45-53) E0211 (14-52)

2.4 The Net

The Self-Organising Map is a widely used ANN model that creates a repre-
sentation of a high-dimensional input space through an unsupervised learning
[5]. The representation has the form of a one-dimensional or two-dimensional
array of nodes (map). Each node, after training, is characterised both by its
position in the array and by its vector value known as its ”codebook ” vector.
The codebook vectors of each node are compared to any new input vector (new
case) using the Euclidean distance between them in order to decide which node
corresponds most closely to the new case. The node which corresponds most
closely with the new case is considered the ”winning” node [1]. SOMs allows
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us to handle a great amount of information (number of parameters) without an
excessive increment in problem complexity. In addition this automatic process
reduces problem dimensionality, making the detection of the ischemic episodes
much easier than in the case of direct interpretation of the ECG record. The
unsupervised learning of the SOM is very appropriate in this problem because
we use others parameters in addition to those which are included in the ischemic
episode definition (Definition 1). This allows us to reveal any role played by these
extra parameters [2], which would not have been possible if we had used a ANN
with supervised learning. The SOM structure also preserves the information on
the vector weights in the same form as in the input space where as supervised
learning ANN does not. Another advantage of SOM is the use of the winning
position as output, because it is possible to associate the relative position of
the winning node in the net structure to either an ischemic episode or a normal
situation in the patient.

In the present study we use a one-dimensional SOM and we follow the win-
ning position over time to detect an ischemic episode. We trained different net
sizes with a linear learning rate coefficient and a Gaussian neighborhood, using
the SOM PACK software package [4] and an in-house MS-Windows 95 R© SOM
training software (still under development).

In the initial phase, different one-dimensional arrays were tested to see which
of them showed the best order in their vector weights. From this, we chose the
1x15 nodes net (15NN) and 1x18 nodes net (18NN) to be used in the testing
stage. As mentioned above, we followed the winning position over time to detect
an ischemic episode, so we needed to identify those nodes which map an ischemic
episode and those which map a normal situation on the ECG record. We made
a distance map and an energy map (energy =

∑n
j=1 w2

ij where wij means j-th
attribute of the i-th node and N is the input dimension) so that can identify
two clusters with a transition zone. Modelling the net as an 1D array from 1 to
k nodes, we found that those nodes positioned from 1 to 5 (1 to 7) in the 15NN
(18NN) have lower energy and they were labeled the ”normal interval”, and the
nodes from 10 to 15 (12 to 18) were labeled the ”ischemic interval” because they
have greater energy than the others. The node number 8 for the 15NN and 10
for 18NN were chosen as the limits between the two zones because they showed
the best results in the detection process.

To select the winner position we use the following formulae:

wp(t) = outputnet(X(t)) = argmin
i
{|X(t)−Wi|}

were X (t) ∈ Rn is the input vector as described in section 2.1, i : 1..k, wp (t)
∈ R is the winner position, Wi ∈ Rn the vector weight of the node ”i”, and to
detect an ischemic episode we made the following definition

Definition 2.

– The winner position (wp (t)) should lie beyond the normal interval.
– The first must be maintained for at least 30 sec.
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– For two episodes to be considered different, the interval between them must
be at least 30 sec.

Figure 1 shows the net’s output signal, where it is seen that, sometimes, it
is a very noisy signal because it is oscillating between both intervals. In order to
have a more stable signal and to facilitate inspection by the physician, we post-
process the net’s output in two different ways. In the first case we use a recursive
low pass filter with the following characteristics: According to definition 1 and
2, a minimal ischemic episode is a 30 second abnormal signal separated from the
next episode by 30 seconds, so we can imagine an episode as a periodic signal
with a minimal period of 60 seconds. A second order Butterworth low pass filter
was designed with a cutoff frequency at 0.02Hz

(
1
50

)
(to filter the signal with out

appreciable distortion at 60Hz), achieving the transfer function formulae:

H (z) =
y [z]

wp [z]
=

0.00431416 + 0.00862831 · z−1 + 0.00431416 · z−2

1.19421− 2.17695 · z−1 + 1.0 · z−2
(3)

where wp is the net ’s output and y is the filter output.
This kind of post-processing strategy gives a smoother net output as seen in

Figure 1 A.
The other post-processing strategy (called a ”timing block”) is quite simple

and gives us better results. It consists of measuring the time over which the
wp(t) is in the ischemic interval, so:

y[0] = 0 (4)
y[n] = y[n− 1] + 1�28 if wp[n] > 8 {for the 15NN } (5)
y [n] = 1 if y [n] ≥ 1 (6)
y[n] = y[n− 1]− 2.5�28 if wp[n] < 8 {for the 15NN} (7)
y[n] = 0 if y[n] ≤ 0 (8)

where condition 6 means an ischemic episode and condition 8 means a normal
ECG. In equation 5 value 28 means that y [n] = 1 after 28 secs., and ratio 2.5

28
was selected for both robustness to noise inputs and for speed to the end of a
detected episode.

As you can see this algorithm is much simpler, faster and visually better than
the other. Figure 1 A shows the output of this strategy.

3 Results

All the training sessions were faster (from one to five minutes on a PC Pentium R©

120MHz under MS-Windows R© 95 and 16 Mbytes RAM) even more so when the
net was used as a detector. We randomly chose 7 records from the European ST-
T Database (EDB) (listed in table 2), which were not included in the training
set, to evaluate the nets. In these records we have 30 ischemic episodes marked by
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the EDB. All the Trend Diagrams (TD) were pre-processed as stated in sections
2.1 and 2.2. After that they were processed by the SOM net and the output
(winning position over time ”wp(t)”) was post-processed by the ”timing block”
and by the ”filter block” as seen in figure 2. The upper limit of the normal
interval was modelled as a threshold node.

Fig. 2. System Block Diagram of the Ischemic Detector

The detection performance was tested with the EDB ischemic episode infor-
mation, where the beginning and end of each episode in the records are seen.
Those files chosen to train the net were excluded in the validation process. We
use the definitions proposed by Jager et al. in [14] to measure the performance
of our algorithms. In this work, the interested reader can find the ”matching”
and ”overlapping” criteria for ischemic detection and Sensivity (Se) and Positive
Predictivity (+P) measures of performance. Only the ”timing block” results will
be presented because they are the best. The results can be seen in Table 2. The
filtered strategy shows lower results than the ”timing block” in the majority of
the cases.

Table 2. Records used to test the nets, TP: True Positive, FP : False Positive,
Se : Sensivity, +P : Positive Predictivity

Record No. of 15NN with timing block Se +P
episodes TP FN FP

e0107 5 5 0 1 100 83.33

e0113 11 7 4 3 63.63 70

e0151 4 4 0 1 100 80

e0202 3 3 0 2 100 60

e0204 2 2 0 4 100 33.33

e0305 2 1 1 1 50 50

e0607 3 3 0 0 100 100

Total 30 25 5 12

Gross 83.33 67.56
Average 87.66 68.09
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4 Conclusions

The sigmoid function seems to be very useful for pre-processing because it gives
a good signal-noise ratio and eliminates intrinsic oscillations of state. This is
the first time we have employed threshold selection and we feel that more work
should be done on this in order to select deviation levels related to an ischemic
episode for those parameters not included in the clinical definition 1. The sigmoid
function is a very common function in the Neural Network field, but not as a
pre-processing stage. The next step in the validation of the sigmoid function as
a pre-processing technique will be to check the ECG records where the SOM has
a lower performance.

The use of a one-dimensional SOM gives us an easier understanding of an
ischemic episode than a bi-dimensional SOM because it is easier to follow a one-
dimensional signal over time than a map-trajectory over time. Furthermore, the
classification of the different zones (ischemic and normal zones) is simpler and
the limits between the different zones easier to recognize.

Many authors handle the ischemic detection problem taking into account only
the ST information and all their results are based on detecting ST segment devia-
tions related to ischemic episodes [6,7,8,9,10,15,17,20]. Taddei et al.[13] proposed
the use of others parameters such as ST segment slope and ST segment area,
Reddy et al.[16] made use of the QRS information detecting Anterior myocardial
infarction and Tachor et at [18] shows enhancement of QRS amplitude working
with dogs. Our approach tries to handle the detection of ischemic episodes de-
spite their origin. The EDB only gives us the chance to validate performance in
the detection of ST and T episodes, so all the results should be analyzed with
this in mind. More studies should be made in the interrelation between the QRS
information and ischemic episodes in order to achieve a better understanding of
myocardial ischemic process.

Our results are comparable with those shown in others works and a validation
over all the EDB records should be made to make an exhaustive comparison with
the results showed by Jager et al.[20] Laguna et al.[17] and Taddei et al.[13,21].
The main advantage of our work is that from one training of the net it is possible
to analyze a wide range of records. It is also possible to implement all the system
in-line. The system seems to be robust to noise inputs, especially with the ”timing
block ” as seen in figure 1 A where the net’s output oscillates and the output of
the timing block does not. This improves the detection process, suggesting that
it would not be necessary to filter the Trend Diagrams.

The system could be useful in an Intensive Coronary care Unit because it
will allow a large number of patients to be monitored simultaneously detecting
episodes where they actually occurs, and it will also permit visualisation of the
evolution of the patient’s response to therapy via the system (pre-processing;
net-processing and timing block) output.

Many authors suggest limitations on EDB and have begun to develop new
databases for ischemia analysis[15,12]. Aside from that it is necessary to further
investigate the relationship between ischemic episodes and QRS waves. The last
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obstacle is the one with the most difficulties in the evaluation of the methodology
proposed in this work.
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Abstract. We have studied computer-aided diagnosis of otoneurological
diseases which are difficult, even for experienced specialists, to determine and
separate from each other. Since neural networks require plenty of training data,
we restricted our research to the commonest otoneurological diseases in our
database and to the very most essential parameters used in their diagnostics.
According to our results, neural networks can be efficient in the recognition of
these diseases provided that we shall be able to add our available cases
concerning those diseases which are rare in our database. We compared the
results yielded by neural networks to those given by discriminant analysis,
genetic algorithms and decision trees.

1 Introduction

Otoneurology considers diseases that affect the function of the inner ear and some
certain parts of the brain associated with hearing and equilibrium of a human. These
diseases or disorders involving vertigo are frequent, not only for elderly people. Their
diagnostics are difficult even for specialized otologists. Recently, we constructed an
expert system [1-11] for their computer-aided diagnosis. In order to promote such
research it is useful to compare the results produced with different methods. As a
matter of fact, to further increase the accuracy of the correct decisions made by the
expert systems we could enlarge it by combining several decision making techniques
to facilitate and verify decisions in difficult cases.

At the beginning, we constructed the expert system called ONE [1-11] by using a
kind of intelligent scoring system where the determination of the most plausible
disease was executed by a technique somewhat resembling the nearest neighbour
search in pattern recognition. This expert system consists of 17 diseases or disorders,
but some of them are very  rare and some quite rare in the case database of the expert
system. It would be impossible to try to discover such diseases by using neural
networks that definitely presuppose an abundant training set of cases. Thus, we chose
the six most frequent diseases from the database for the current study. These diseases
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are Meniere's disease, vestibular schwannoma, benign positional vertigo, vestibular
neuritis, traumatic vertigo, and sudden deafness [5-11].

Neural networks are a frequently utilized method in the classification of medical
and other applications as well as in other areas.  We are interested also in other
machine learning techniques, especially in genetic algorithms and decision trees that
we investigate in connection with medical informatics [12-15]. The former techniques
are, for the present, seldom applied to medical problems, but the latter is already
"traditional". In addition, we employed a well-known statistical method, i.e.
discriminant analysis which is functionally and theoretically straightforward and
clear.

2 The Six Otoneurological Diseases and Vertiginous Patients

First, we specify the six diseases involved [9,10]. The definition of Meniere's disease
varies which affects reported incidences. Commonly, vertigo, hearing loss and
tinnitus are supposed to be premises for it. Sudden deafness or progressive hearing
loss and unilateral tinnitus are typical symptoms in vestibular schwannoma. Its some
properties sometimes resemble those occurred in Meniere's disease. In general,
Meniere's disease is known to be hard for otologists to verify reliably and its etiology
is still open, even if it is frequent; its complicated detection will later be perceived
also from our results. Benign positional vertigo is common for the elderly, females in
particular.  Vestibular neuritis includes clinical symptoms and signs such as acute
unilateral loss of vestibular function without simultaneous hearing loss. Infections and
vascular or immune-mediated disorders are mentioned as its etiological factors.
Traumatic vertigo consists of various peripheral labyrinthine or central vestibular
disorders when symptoms begin immediately after a head injury. Symptoms and signs
of  sudden deafness vary and, therefore, it is often difficult to distinguish from the
other disorders.

We collected data of more than 1000 patients to our database at the vestibular
laboratory of the Department of Otorhinolaryngology, in Helsinki University Central
Hospital, Finland. Information about the clinical symptoms and signs, various
laboratory tests and other meaningful factors was stored into the database. Definite
diagnoses had been performed by the otoneurologists of the vestibular unit for 872
cases from whom those concerning the mentioned six diseases were selected.
Confounding factors, such as noise-induced (e.g. caused by work environment)
hearing loss, were discarded and 564 cases were thus taken ultimately to our current
study. They are listed in Table 1. The mean age of the patients was 44 years and these
203 males and 361 females were between 13 and 82 years old. All the patients were
thoroughly examined by the physicians, not only for this research, but as randomly
selected ordinary clinical cases in the vestibular unit of the hospital. Consequently,
some patients had missing values in the database.
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Table 1. Numbers of different cases in the study.

disease number of patients
Meniere's disease 243
vestibular schwannoma 128
benign positional vertigo 59
vestibular neuritis 60
traumatic vertigo 53
sudden deafness 21

In our database there is information of  maximally 170 issues of symptoms, signs,
laboratory tests etc. Several of them are normally excluded depending on the type of a
possible patient's problems. There are namely abundantly laboratory and scanning
tests, e.g. MRI,  that may seldom be conducted if a physician in charge sees some of
them necessary in order to make a diagnosis. Thus, a combination of pieces of
information about a patient can be rather varying, and for some patients there are a lot
of information, but for some other only few issues are sufficient to explain a
diagnosis. As mentioned, neural networks cannot use several input parameters in this
study because of  the relatively small number of the cases. Thus, we were compelled
to use the far most essential parameters from the whole assortment of 170 parameters
(A170). We could reduce parameter selections in the subsequent form:

A5 ⊂ A13 ⊂ A38 ⊂  A110 ⊂ A170
(1)

From the maximum number of A170 the specialized otologists determined 110
meaningful issues; those others were very rare questions or seemed to be insignificant
for a majority of patients. In our recent research [14,15] we found that, however, a
much more condensed selection of A38  is often enough for the processing of decision
trees.  These parameters were also defined by the otologists of our group to be more
important than the others in A110 . Also discriminant analysis was used to sort the
significance of the parameters [10]. In that group even the most important parameters
of A13 were defined by the otologists. Nevertheless, also this quantity of input
parameters would have been too much for neural networks to make their training
process possible. Thus, the otologists finally determined the innermost core of five
parameters in A5. These parameters consist of the imperative issues that have to be
known in case of any vertiginous patient so that a diagnosis can be given. Although
we were able to generate reasonable results by employing solely A5, it does not imply
the other parameters unnecessary. Any piece of information may be useful in
diagnostics. For instance, computer tomography can be very important in case of
brain tumours. At least up to A110 the parameters can give significant hints about the
diagnosis of a case [14,15]. The parameter set of A5 is listed in Table 2.
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Table 2.  The five parameters seen as the innermost core of all [9,10].

parameter categories
duration of hearing loss no hearing loss, a few days, 1-4 weeks,

1-4 months, <1 year, 1-4 years, >4
years

duration of vertigo no symptoms, a few days, 1-4 weeks,
1-4 months, <1 year, 1-4 years, >4
years

frequency of vertigo attacks no spells, only once, 1-2 annually, 3-
12 annually, 1-4 monthly, 2-7 weekly,
several times a day, constant dizziness

duration of vertigo attacks no attacks, 1-15 s, 15 s – 5 min, 5 min
– 4 h, 4 –24 h, 1-5 days

occurrence of head injury in relation
to the onset of symptoms

no, yes

As seen from Table 2, the five parameters are of category type. Two first
parameters include 7 categories and the following ones consist of 8, 6 and 2
categories, respectively. These parameter types seem to be very suitable for neural
network processing. Overall means of parameter values were, excluding the last
(binary) parameter, close to an arithmetic mean of the categories when they were
counted from zero upwards. Values of the last parameter were mostly 'no injury', i.e.
zero. Nevertheless, it was significant, as was assumed, to traumatic vertigo in
particular whether the injury was present.

Missing parameter values in the set of A5 were infrequent, being 1.2 – 8.7 %
depending on the parameters. Altogether, 454 cases were complete, one parameter
value was missing in 76 cases, two parameter values were absent in 31 cases, three
values in two cases, and four values in one case. Thus, the values of these most
important parameters were well represented in the database. Nonetheless, neural
networks require complete input values. We replaced the missing values by the
corresponding means of the parameters, which is a simple and common technique to
generate missing values. There exist more sophisticated imputation methods [16], but
this was not an important issue here, since the number of missing values was small.
Replacement or imputation of missing values by the parameter means was
accomplished merely for the set of A5 since the decision trees and genetic algorithm
did not presuppose it.

3 Recognition Methods Employed

As mentioned above, we chose two machine learning methods, genetic algorithms and
decision trees, the results of which are compared to those generated by neural
networks. Besides, discriminant analysis was utilized. All the three machine learning
methods are accepted in decision making in various fields. Genetic algorithms,
however, still seem to be rather rare in medical informatics. In any case, we found
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them successful in our late studies [12,13]. Also decision trees showed to produce
reliable results in our investigations [14,15]. We do not describe them in detail here,
since our implementations of the mentioned methods are mostly according to the
known theories concerning these methods and we refer to the given references from
which any details are found. We briefly give also results generated by our expert
system ONE that was the starting point of our research. It is not used as a regular part
in this comparison, since it is necessary and characteristic for ONE to use all given
input in its recognition process.

We applied perhaps the commonest type of neural networks, a feedforward
network in which the training process is handled with the backpropagation algorithm.
To maximize the probability to reach a minimum in an error surface we took
advantage of momentum term. Adaptive learning was applied as well, to fasten the
learning process of the network. The networks were programmed within the Matlab
environment [17]. In the neural  network literature this ordinary network type is
considered most suitable for classification problems [18,19]. In our recent comparison
among some neural network structures we did not detect any considerable difference
between the neural networks in a medical decision making task [20].

4 Results of the Methods

To apply neural network we divided the cases into a test set (223 or 40 %) and a
training set (341 or 60 %). When a neural network is at least partially
nondeterministic, several different runs have to be performed. Therefore, we varied
the content of the test set and that of the training set as well. Various initial values
were also used for the weights of the neural networks.

It would have been optimal to be able to recognize all the six diseases with a neural
network after that we first strove. When the distribution of the six diseases was far
from uniform (see Table 1), we experimented with a possibility to extend the material
by copying those small sets of the diseases to establish a uniform distribution [19].
Nevertheless, several different efforts did not produce good results. The cases of
vestibular schwannoma were recognized at a level of 68 %, those of sudden deafness
at 40 %, and those of benign positional vertigo, traumatic vertigo and vestibular
neuritis practically at 100 % on average.  However, the cases of Meniere's disease
were always lost entirely.  Thus, the total number of correct recognitions (true
positive) was only 50 %.

These weak results, after all, support our previous observations and experience on
these diseases; e.g. traumatic vertigo is the easiest one to detect, because it is defined
almost merely by the parameter of head injury (its presence or not). A head injury was
present in all 53 cases of the traumatic vertigo, but only in 4 cases of the other 511. In
21 cases of the others this parameter value was missing. Benign positional vertigo and
vestibular neuritis can effectively be found, too. Vestibular schwannoma and sudden
deafness are hard cases, and especially the latter one is difficult to separate from
Meniere's disease [9]. Vestibular schwannoma can be differentiated by imaging
investigations. Meniere's disease has, according to our experience, been one of the
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worst types to determine. This test well ensures the present comprehension. Its
properties seem to cover many other diseases to some extent.

In order to achieve sufficiently qualified results we had to unite the four least
disease groups from Table 1 to form three groups: vestibular neuritis, Meniere's
disease and the others. This grouping made it possible to obtain good recognition
results. A network of three layers (input layer and two processing layers) included
5x6x3 nodes where the six hidden nodes were enough to facilitate the recognition
process. For this network, there were sufficiently many training cases in our data to
yield an efficiently learnt network.

The results produced by the neural network for the selection of the three disease
groups are listed in Table 3. They are average results of ten test runs, but their
variation was slight including typically 0-2 more or less correct cases in either of the
three groups. Also results of decision trees and genetic algorithms are given in Table
4. All these tests were run with the parameter set of A5.

                                         Table 3. Results of the neural networks.

disease number of correct recognitions
from all group cases

Meniere's disease 82 / 91
vestibular schwannoma 37 / 47
others 76 / 85

Average results of the neural network were 90 % for Meniere's disease, 79 %
vestibular schwannoma, and 89 % for the others. Altogether, 87 % of all the cases
were classified right. Vestibular scwannoma is difficult to determine very reliably, at
least only with these five parameters. Results of the other diseases were very high,
although the cases of the sudden deafness had to be separated from Meniere's disease.

                            Table 4.  Results of decision trees and genetic algorithms.

disease number of correct recognitions for
decision trees and genetic algorithms

Meniere's disease  93 %                      92 %
vestibular schwannoma  73 %                      79 %
benign positional vertigo  98 %                      98 %
vestibular neuritis 100 %                     98 %
traumatic vertigo  98 %                      92 %
sudden deafness   -                            48 %
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For decision trees we performed 10 test runs, each of them including 10-fold cross
validations (100 tests altogether). Meniere's disease, benign positional vertigo,
vestibular neuritis, and traumatic vertigo could be found effectively. Once again,
vestibular schwannoma was quite awkward. Decision trees were not able to detect
sudden deafness by using only the five parameters of A5. The genetic algorithm was
also effective. A test series of 10 runs for every disease (60 in all) was performed
because of its nondeterministic character. For each run 70 % of the cases were
randomly chosen to the training set and 30 % to the test set. Results of the genetic
algorithm were almost similar to those of the decision trees, except in the case of
sudden deafness that was a hard disease to recognize. This weakness came at least
from the fact that there were so small a number of 21 cases (Table 1) of sudden
deafness. Earlier, we noticed that small sets are particularly difficult for the genetic
algorithm [12,13]. On average, 90 % true positive of the cases excluding sudden
deafness were solved by the decision trees and 88 % including all diseases by the
genetic algorithm.

To use discriminant analysis we moved to a larger set of parameters of A13 [10].
However, in this test we could not apply the same set of the 564 cases, but were
compelled to restrict it to a smaller set of 405 cases for which there were parameter
values. Discriminant analysis solved this test set reliably on an average of 90 %
(Table 5) when the whole data set was considered as a test set.

            Table 5.  Results of discriminant analysis by using 13 parameters and 405 cases.

disease number of correct recognitions
in percents from cases

Meniere's disease 87 %                   172
vestibular schwannoma 77 %                     86
benign positional vertigo 100 %                   48
vestibular neuritis 100 %                   44
traumatic vertigo 100 %                   42
sudden deafness 100 %                   13

The results in Table 5 show that Meniere's disease and vestibular schwannoma are
still at the same level as before notwithstanding more information was utilized in the
process than in the preceding tests. The others, including the difficult sudden
deafness, were solved surprisingly well. However, we have to remember the more
selected test set as above; these cases consisted of more parameters (information) and
more complete data (not imputed). In addition, there was not a separate test set, but
the whole data set was employed instead which obviously improves results. Usually a
separate test set produces a little weaker results. Although four of the six diseases
were found perfectly in this test, the total result did not surpass the achievements of
the preceding tests.

Trying to reach even better gains we extended our tests of decision trees and
genetic algorithm to the 38 parameters of A38 . Even larger sets are fully applicable to
rapid decision tree processes, but the genetic algorithm consumed hours already for
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the concise sets of A5  and A38.  In Table 6 there are results of  A38 of decision trees and
genetic algorithm when using the set of 564 cases. The test runs were almost similar
to those described above, except that no imputation of missing values was carried out.
Some of the parameters in A38 (unlike in A5) are not of the category type; the
continuous parameters were directly used for the decision trees, but were categorized
for the genetic algorithm.

                Table 6. Results of  decision trees and genetic algorithm with 38 parameters.

disease number of correct recognitions for
decision trees and genetic algorithms

Meniere's disease 86 %                       76 %
vestibular schwannoma 74 %                       62 %
benign positional vertigo 83 %                       74 %
vestibular neuritis 98 %                       90 %
traumatic vertigo 96 %                       28 %
sudden deafness 71 %                       11 %

Decision trees solved 85 % of all 564 cases on average. Note, however, that the
difficult sudden deafness was involved in this case. In our previous study [14,15] we
were able to obtain results that the set of A38 was quite close to the larger sets in
recognition accuracy, but in those we did not perform imputations of missing values.
The imputation by using parameter means (depending on each disease) can  naturally
achieve better results, since it generates 'new data', although synthetic. This seeming
contradiction as we enlarged to the larger parameter set (more information), but
obtained slightly worse results, is a consequence of having excluded the imputation
process. The genetic algorithm recognized 66 % (true positive) on average. Again, the
small sets of traumatic vertigo and especially sudden deafness did diminish otherwise
good results. Of course, leaving out the imputation had also weakening influence on
the results. In the tests of the genetic algorithm we emphasized the general accuracy
that includes also true negative results instead of solely true positive percents. Taking
both into account the accuracy increases above 90 %, since the genetic algorithm is
very good at the detection of true negative cases.

5 Comparison and Discussion

To summarize, the neural network strategy chosen was principally as effective as the
decision trees and genetic algorithm in the situation of the first test series when using
only the five absolutely most crucial parameters. It is very probable that after having
received more patient data for the four 'rare' diseases in our database we can achieve
for them as effective results as was the situation for Meniere's disease and vestibular
schwannoma. This thought is strongly supported by our very first test with the neural
network of all six diseases as output nodes. The results gained by the decision trees
and genetic algorithm show that the preceding claim is well possible in principle as
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far as how many correct recognitions (true positive) can surely be yielded from
otoneurological material of the six diseases.

The traditional technique of discriminant analysis reached the similar level (90 %)
of correct recognitions, but its test situation was better than that of the former three
test series. For the last test series of the set of the 38 parameters the decision trees
gave also good results (85 %). The genetic algorithm slightly weaker (66 %) coped
with since the small sets of some case types are rather disadvantageous to it. In
practice, these are at the similar level as those preceding results since also the small
set of difficult sudden deafness was involved and no imputation was carried out.

 Our expert system ONE generated 79 % entirely correct recognitions and 18 %
partially correct for a test set of 365 cases [2]. Partially correct means that it gave also
the correct disease, but as the second or third plausible disease instead of the first
(most plausible) disease. ONE can suggest at most three diseases in order of their
plausibility (like certainty, not statistical probability). However, ONE took advantage
of all information input to the database of the cases of the 365 patients. Any given
information depended a lot on a patient. Therefore, there were very varyingly missing
values, but ONE was implemented to exclude such parameters where a patient had
missing values.

 Clearly, vestibular schwannoma and sudden deafness are the hardest diseases to
differentiate. Meniere's disease is also often troublesome to isolate from the others.
These findings support the 'human' experience of the physicians in our research
group.

The next step in our research will probably be to widen the case database. This is
especially reasonable to improve the results in the case of the four diseases that have
the least numbers of cases in the database. This will promote the construction of
highly effective computer-aided software to support specialists in the difficult
diagnostic field of otoneurology.
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Abstract. In this paper we report about a retrospective comparative
study on three classifiers (multilayer perceptron, logistic classifier, and
nearest neighbor classifier) applied to the task of detecting coronary
artery disease in variables obtained from stress-ECG (treadmill exercise).
A 10-fold cross-validation on all three methods was applied and the re-
sults were compared to expert performance. The results indicate that
the multilayer perceptron had significantly higher specificity (correctly
classified normals) than both the other classifiers and experts. In addi-
tion, they perform with lower standard deviation than experts, pointing
to a more reliable, objective measure for diagnosis.

1 Stress-ECG and Coronary Aartery Disease

The electrocardiogram (ECG) provides direct evidence of cardiac rhythm and
conduction and indirect evidence of certain aspects of myocardial anatomy, blood
supply and function. Electrocardiography has been used for many years as a
key non-invasive method in the diagnosis and early detection of ischemic heart
disease (coronary artery disease, or CAD), which is the leading cause of mortality
in Western countries [2,3].

To improve the accuracy of the electrocardiogram and obtain more infor-
mation on the dynamic state of the heart, exercise testing was introduced [2].
During stress testing not only the electrogardiogram is continously registered
but also other physiological parameters are monitored (blood pressure, physical
symptoms and angina pectoris). According to different established protocols, the
workload is increased step by step and the changes of parameters during stress
and recovery are recorded and analysed. Skilled cardiologists achieve around 66
% specificity (correctly classified normals) and 81 % sensitivity (correctly clas-
sified CAD cases) in detecting CAD based on the resulting data [1].

The design of optimized automatic classifiers is an important contribution
to the diagnosis and treatment of this wide-spread disease. In this study, we
evaluated three linear and non-linear classifiers applied to this task.

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 227–231, 1999.
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2 DATA

For the retrospective comparison study, a data set of 550 subjects, including 318
patients with CAD and 132 normals were available. From this, a set of 200 sub-
jects (175 CAD and 25 normals) came from a different recording setting and was
used as an independent test set. The remaining 350 subjects (“cross-validation
set”) were used in a 10-fold cross-validation using the different classifiers. Among
the 107 normals in that group, 31 were athletes with no suspicion of CAD what-
soever. Subjects in the cross-validation set were aged from 18 to 89 years and
included 283 males and 67 females.

Stress-ECG was done on a standard treadmill setting. The stress program
consisted of 11 steps with increasing power, starting with no stress, and increas-
ing by 25 Watts at each step, up to 250 Watts. After this, four more recording
steps at rest (immediately after stress, 1, 3, and 5 minutes after stress) followed.
During each step several psychological variables were registered and recorded,
such as systolic and diastolic blood pressure, and heart rate; symptoms (like
fatigue, sweating, etc.), and angina pectoris; different types of arrhythmia; ST-
depressions in the ECG signal.

These variables were observed and judged by a cardiologist, the latter two
based on the on-going ECG. In each case, the stress part of the program was
either completed (up to 250 Watts) or interrupted at severe contra-indications
(e.g. severe arryhtmia). In addition, for each subject a number of demographic
data was recorded, such as age, height, weight, sex, and an indication of prior
infarction. Coronary angiography was used in all cases as the gold-standard
reference method for deciding whether CAD was present or not.

3 Preprocessing

The raw data consisting of the above variables was preprocessed by following
as closely as possible expert knowledge about the most informative parts in
the observed data. For instance, instead of using the heart rate directly, an
allowable interval (based on the age and weight of the subject) was computed,
and the heart rate increase or decrease was compared to this interval at each time
step. This corresponds to the analysis routinely applied by expert cardiologists.
Symptoms and types of arrhythmia were categorized into two classes (according
to severity), since each symptom occurs too rarely to be encoded spearately.
With respect to the time structure of the variables, we again abided by the
general routine, separating between stress and rest periods, and summing the
contributions of each time step for each of the two parts (see, for instance, [4]).

This preprocessing scheme resulted in 29 numerical values (10 for the stress
part, 10 for the rest part, and 9 for the time-independent patient-demographic
data) used as input for the classifiers.
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4 Classification Methods

The goal of this study was to show whether linear or non-linear classification
methods would perform best on detecting CAD based on the above variables over
standard methods, and how it compared to expert performance. It was decided
to use a logistic disciminator, a nearest neighbor classifier, and a multilayer per-
ceptron (MLP) with one hidden layer for comparison. Expert performance was
available in two respects: First, from a meta-study evaluating performance on
several experts on diagnosing stress-ECG [1]; and secondly, from the judgements
of the cross-validation set by one cardiologist (i.e. the third author) unaware of
the results of automatic discrimination.

The MLP consisted of one input layer with 29 units, according to the 29
numerical values obtained from preprocessing, one hidden layer and one output
layer. Given the fact that only a little over 300 patterns can be used for training,
it was decided that a hidden layer of size 5 was the maximum model complexity
the training process could reliably estimate. This number was kept fixed for
all training runs. The output consisted of 3 units, encoding normal (all zeros),
one-, two- and three-vessel diseases (1, 2, or 3 units set to 1, respectively). For
evaluation, all three disease classes were collapsed into one (‘pathological’). The
decision with respect to ‘normal’ vs. ‘pathological’ was made based on whether
the average of the activation of all three output units exceeded a threshold (e.g.
0.5). This threshold can be varied to make the classifier either more sensitive
(recognizing more positives correct) or more specific (recognizing more negatives
correctly). For training it turned out that a simple backpropagation gradient
descent method with momentum term sufficed to converge into a minimum at
around 3000 training steps (early stopping criterion), where each step consisted
of a single presentation of a randomly selected pattern. The learning rate was
0.01, and a momentum rate of 0.9 was used.

The logistic discriminator was realised as a perceptron with 29 inputs and
3 outputs, with a sigmoid transfer function at the output, trained by a delta
rule. The nearest-neighbor method was used in the standard way of picking the
pattern in the training set with smallest Euclidean distance to a test pattern
and returning the corresponding class label.

For comparing the performance of the three automatic classifiers, a 10-fold
cross-validation method was used, leading to 10 different training sets of 315 pat-
tern each, and 10 different (disjunctive) corresponding test sets of size 35. The
assignment of patterns to sets was random, with the constraint that the distri-
bution of pathologicals vs. normal non-athletes vs. athletes was about the same
for all training and test sets. Since equal distribution of pathologicals vs. nor-
mals was not possible, a priori probabilites were accounted for by a rudimentary
ROC-analysis - i.e. by varying the decision threshold, and basing the comparison
upon one fixed threshold for each method (except for nearest-neighbor).
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5 Results

Fig. 1 lists the results of the cross-validation on the three automatic methods,
as well as an expert diagnosis of the 350 patterns in the cross-validation sets
(split into the 10 test sets), and results from literature on expert performance
on diagnosing stress-ECG in general [1]. Mean and standard deviation are given
for the sensitivity (correctly classified pathologicals) and specificity (correctly
classified normals) for all methods (except in the case of external experts, where
no specificity distribution was available). The bar graphs illustrate the distribu-
tion of the performances over the different test sets. The x-axis shows percentage
correct, and the y-axis depicts the relative number of times a method scored in
this range. For instance, a bar value of 20 over the value 70 % means that in 20
% of the cases, the method scored around 70 % correct (between 67.6 and 72.5).
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Fig. 1. The comparative results from the 10-fold cross-validation
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6 Discussion

The results from the cross-validation show that all three methods reach about the
same performance on mean sensitivity (79 to 80.2 %) as the expert diagnosing
the same data (83 %). This is also in the range of the published performance of
experts in general (81 %). With respect to mean specificity, however, the MLP
fared much better (74.5 %) than both the other classifiers (65.1 % and 57.7 %,
respectively: the difference to the MLP is significant with p < 0.1 and p < 0.05,
respectively) and the experts (60.5 % for the internal expert judging the same
data, 66 % for the external experts). Moreover, the MLP exhibits a decisively
lower standard deviation (11.8 %) than the experts in either study (16.3 %, and
16 %, respectively).

An ROC analysis on the independent test set confirmed the ranking among
the classifiers. Since this test set was acquired in a slightly different recording
setting, overall performance dropped to about 79/70 %. Therefore, the results
still have to be taken with caution with respect to routine application.

Still, one can conclude that automoatic classification with expert performance
is possible, and that the MLP appears to have an advantage in specificity, both as
compared to alternative classifiers and as compared to expert performance. This
performance, as the test set indicates, in addition seems to be more robust than
for the other classifiers. Moreover, a lower standard deviation on performance
points to a more reliable and objective diagnostic method than what human
experts with a large inter- and intraobserver variability can achieve.

7 Conclusion

From this study, we view the MLP as a powerful tool in diagnostic support
for cardiologists. Since stress-ECG is a relatively cheap, non-invasive, and wide-
spread method, MLPs as non-linear classifiers are likely to contribute to better
detection, as well as monitoring, of this prevalent disease.
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Abstract. A theoretical model called the Case-Based Neural Network Model is
introduced that captures selected patient cases into a data structure which
incorporates the fundamental components of expert systems. This data structure is
made up of a discrete pattern associative neural network of frames.  The Case-
Based Neural Network Model is implemented as a computer system called
MED2000. This system generates appropriate questions and suggestions based on a
notion of diagnosis developed by its neural network and knowledge base.  When
tested by medical experts, the system was found to be accurate and reproducible.

1   Introduction

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is a technology that is increasingly gaining popularity
with expert system developers. CBR is a cyclic paradigm [1] that consists of the
following four stages: retrieve the most similar case or cases; reuse the retrieved case
or cases to solve the problem by analogical reasoning; revise the proposed solution;
retain the parts of this experience likely to be useful for future problem solving.
    CBR is applicable in medicine for the following reasons[6]:

-  Clinicians tend to use experiences gained from their clinical practices to treat a
current case

-  Easy adjustment to requirements of clinics since the Case Base can be maintained
-  The subjective knowledge of one or more clinicians can be simultaneously

incorporated
-  Integration of the Case Base with other sources of data (e.g patient records)

    The CBR applied to medical diagnosis systems can however lead to the following
concerns:
-  Concentration on reference rather than diagnosis and thereby only acting as a

source of previous experience if that source is available in the knowledge base.
-  Lack of intelligent dialog may result in missing information which may decrease

the accuracy of diagnosis.
-  Inability of most similarity algorithms to handle attributes that are unknown
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− If the Case Base contains cases of varying degrees of attributes then Case-Based
representation will be complex requiring large numbers of predicates, relations,
constraints and operators [ 2].

− Adaptation (revise stage) requires complex algorithms and/or highly skilled users
     To address these concerns, this paper introduces a novel approach called the Case-
Based Neural Network (CBNN) model.

2   Background of the Case-Based Neural Network Model

The Case-Based Neural Network (CBNN) model uses the notion of case-based
reasoning, incorporated within a neural network, and the concept of representing
knowledge using frames [4]. This model presumes that a knowledge base, and
learning and reasoning mechanisms can be incorporated in the same data structure
and used for diagnostic problem solving. The key component of the model is the
Heteroassociative memory neural network [4] that is used as a retrieval mechanism to
get the most similar cases that match the symptoms of the current problem. This
substitutes the use for the similarity measure and retrieval techniques such as kd-trees
and the Case Retrieval Nets (CRNs) [6] used in CBR.
     Compared to the traditional CBR model, the CBNN model does not represent a
case using an ordered pair (problem, solution) [6]. In CBR a problem is represented as
a set of information entities usually of attribute-value pair types. The CBNN model
places all the solutions in layer 2 of the neural network, and all the information
entities (nodes) related to problem identification in layer 1. This eliminates the
problem of case representation [2] that currently exists with the CBR, since the
information entities related to the problem in the CBNN are independent of the case.
      The CBNN model like the CBR has a learning mechanism. However, the CBNN
does not follow the CBR-cycle all the way. Case adaptation is never done in the
CBNN model. Instead, new pure cases are added to the case base, where a pure case
is one involving only one disorder. Because adaptation is a part of the CBR-cycle,
learning is a natural part of the CBR. On the other hand, with the CBNN learning is
done at selected points in time.
     Training with pure cases is necessary in the CBNN because when a case is selected
during a diagnostic process the disorder of this case is used to generate a hypothesis.
This hypothesis is then used to generate a question whose answer is used to generate
another hypothesis. Theoretically, faulty hypotheses may be generated when multiple
disorders are coexisting in a case.  However, the purity training of the system does not
imply that the CBNN model can diagnose only conditions with single disorders.  All
cases in the CBNN are checked for eligibility (Axiom 3 next section) of being
possible candidates for the problem being examined. Once a disorder is eligible it
should be listed in the definitive diagnosis
    The hypotheses generated in the diagnostic process depend heavily on observed
findings and the Notion of Diagnosis [7]. The Notion of Diagnosis can be viewed as a
case-based reasoning mechanism that determines a set of cases that match the
observed findings from which possible disorders (hypotheses) are drawn.
Mathematically, this can be expressed as
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               R�(E) = H .     (1)

 where ∑ = (Φ,θ ,ω,e ,r) is a diagnostic specification
θ# #set of patient cases
Φ  =  set of findings
ω# #set of disorders
e    =  evidence function (maps findings to cases)
r    =  relation between cases and disorders
R�. = Notion of Diagnosis

3   Methods of Building the Case Base

Let the findings associated with a case be represented with a vector s(p) where p =
1,2, ….., P. Each vector s(p) is an n-tuple. Let the case associated with findings be
represented with a vector t(p). Each t(p) is an m-tuple, and each s(p) is associated with
a t(p).
    To store a set of bipolar vector pairs s(p):t(p),  p = 1,…….,P
     Where                 s(p) = (s1(p), . …, si(p),….,sn(p))    and

    t(p) = (t1(p), . …,  tj(p),….,tm(p)).
A weight matrix We = {wij}  is given by  wij = ∑p si(p)tj(p).
     The heteroassociative memory neural network can be described as a discrete
network where the input and output nodes take values from the set {-1, 0, 1}. The
following meanings can be applied to these values: -1 for findings that are absent, 0
for unknown findings,  and 1 for findings that are present.
     Now E ⊆ Φ (observed findings) can be represented as an n-tuple input vector say
k. Vector k will then be mapped to the θ#domain by the We matrix.  That is,

k .We  ⊆ θ
or k .We  #t
where  t ⊆ θ#
Thus We can be viewed as the notion of diagnosis represented as R�.

Example
If the output layer contains 3 nodes then some of the following mappings are possible:

k .We = (1,0,0) Map 1
k .We = (0,1,0) Map 2
k .We = (2,4,2) Map 3

    Every time new findings are presented to the current case, k is changed and a
multiplication on We is made to ascertain t(p) which is then used to determine a set of
cases from the case base that matches the observed findings.
    The following axioms are formulated so that the neural network can act as a
retrieval mechanism to get the most similar cases.

  Axiom 1.  If a node in vector t has a positive value then this node represents a case in
which the disorder associated with it matches the current observed findings. For
example, in Map 1 the disorder associated with case 1 is a possible candidate.
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Axiom 2.  If a mapped vector t contains nodes that have varying positive integer
values, then the node that has the largest positive value is most likely to be the case
that has the most possible associated disorder for the given findings observed.
Example: If t = (3,1,-1) then disorders associated with cases 1 and 2 are likely.
However, the disorder associated with case 1 is the more likely candidate.

Axiom 3.  A disorder , say k, is a part of a definitive diagnosis only if the available
findings that will lead to a diagnosis of k exceeds the findings that are unknown.

Let CURRENTj = �#wij xj, unknown input nodes not included    
And UNKNOWNj =    �#|wij |, only unknown nodes included

If  | CURRENTj | > UNKNOWNj, then k can be a part of the definitive diagnosis.

4   Preliminary Evaluation

To test the CBNN model a medical expert system prototype is developed as a
windows 95/98 based system called MED2000. This system is written in MS Visual
Basic.
     To test MED2000, 14 pure cases of Haematological conditions and related
disorders were added to the case base. Two medical experts in the specialty of
Haematology independently simulated 30 classical Haematological cases within the
scope of the system.
     At the end of each history and examination stage of simulated cases, MED2000,
was asked to produce its opinion.  This was noted as stage 1 differential diagnosis.
After the results of investigations are provided to MED2000, the system, depending
on the completeness of information, provided either a definitive diagnosis, with or
without further recommendations for strengthening investigations. This was noted as
stage 2 diagnosis. At the end of each simulated case scenario the medical expert
grades MED2000 as either being accurate or inaccurate in its leading differential
diagnosis at stage 1 and its definitive or differential at stage 2, when applicable.
Critical comments are also made on the relevance of leading differential diagnosis
generated by the system.

5   Results and Discussion

Table 1 below shows the results of five out of 30 randomly selected simulated
interactions. These results illustrate that the CBNN is accurate and reproducible at all
stages of the diagnostic process, and therefore is a useful model for representing the
components of medical diagnostic reasoning which are the knowledge base, the
notion of diagnosis and observed findings.
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      Table 1. Results and key of medical experts’ simulated cases generated by MED2000

Case
Simulated

Stage 1 Stage 2 Opinion-
Stage 1

Opinion-
Stage 2

Comments
on DD

1 CML CML,
MF

CML,
MF

ô ô +++

2 MM MM,
NHL

MM ô ô +

3 PRV PRV, TB PRV ô ô -
4 ALL ALL,

AML
ALL ô ô +++

5 AA AA,
AML

AA ô ô +++

Disease Abbreviations
    DD = Differential Diagnosis,
      ô = Accurate
   +++ = DD Relevant
              (Related Disorders) ,
     ++ = DD Relevant
             (Unrelated Disorders),
       + = DD Possibly Relevant,
       -  = DD Irrelevant

MM = Multiple Myeloma
NHL =Non Hodgkins  Lymphoma
CML=Chronic Myeloid Leukaemia
MF   = Myelofibrosis
PRV = Polycythaemia Rubra Vera
TB    = Tuberculosis
ALL = Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia
AML=Acute Myeloid Leukamia
AA   = Aplastic Anemia
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Abstract. Paper-based terminology systems cannot satisfy anymore the new
desiderata of healthcare information systems: the demand for re-use and sharing
of patient data, their transmission and the need of semantic-based criteria for
purposive statistical aggregation. The unambiguous communication of complex
and detailed medical concepts is now a crucial feature of medical information
systems. Ontologies can support a more effective data and knowledge sharing in
medicine. In this paper we survey the ontological analysis performed on the top-
levels of some important medical terminology systems (an outcome of the
ONIONS methodology) and we sketch out the ontological analysis performed
on the UMLS Metathesaurus™. We show the convenience of an ontological
approach in dealing with the different conceptualizations behind medical
terminologies and the polysemy of terms. The multiple classification in UMLS
is shown to be a phenomenon of polysemy and not one of multiple
subsumption.

1   Introduction

The overwhelming amount of information stored in various data repositories
emphasizes the relevance of knowledge integration methodologies and techniques to
facilitate data sharing. The need for such integration has been already perceived for
several years, but telecommunications and networking are quickly and dramatically
changing the scenario. Physicians developed their language in order to reach an
efficient way to store and communicate general medical knowledge and patient-related
information. This language was appropriate for the support available for archiving,
processing and transmitting knowledge: the paper.
But paper-based terminology systems cannot satisfy anymore the new desiderata of
healthcare information systems, such as the demand for re-use and sharing of patient
data, their transmission and the need of semantic-based criteria for purposive statistical
aggregation. The unambiguous communication of complex and detailed medical
concepts is now a crucial feature of medical information systems.
However, the ever-increasing demand of data sharing has to rely on a solid conceptual
foundation in order to give a precise semantics to the terabytes available in different
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databases and eventually traveling over the networks. The actual demand is not for a
unique conceptualization, but for an unambiguous communication of complex and
detailed concepts, leaving each user free to make explicit his/her conceptualization.
Often this task is not an easy one to be achieved, since a deep analysis of the structure
and the concepts of terminologies is needed. Such analyses can be performed by
adopting an ontological approach for representing terminology systems and for
integrating them in a set of ontologies.
The role of ontologies for allowing a more effective data and knowledge sharing is
widely recognized [1][2].
Recently Sowa proposed the following definition influenced by Leibniz [4]:

“The subject of ontology is the study of the categories of things that exist or may
exist in some domain. The product of such a study, called an ontology, is a catalog
of the types of things that are assumed to exist in a domain of interest D from the
perspective of a person who uses a language L for the purpose of talking about D. ”

In our perspective, an ontology is a formal theory which partially specifies the
conceptualization of a lexical item as it is used in a certain domain [3]. Since lexical
items are often used with more than one conceptualization in the same domain (they
are "polysemous"), such different conceptualizations have to be specified and
segregated within different formal contexts, or conceptualizations must have assigned
distinct names within the same context. A “context” is a theory that serves as a module
within a system that allows a partial ordering among its component theories.
The procedure by which the lexical items from a terminology system are conceptually
analyzed and their conceptualizations are (partially) specified within a context
hierarchy is what we call the "ontological analysis" of a terminology.
The sources of the ontological analysis in our project are medical terminology
systems. Our analyses aim at expliciting the implicit relationships among the
conceptualizations of the lexical items (“terms”) included in the sources, and
maintaining the reference of such relationships to a set of generic theories.
In this paper we survey the ontological analysis performed on the top-levels of the
most important medical terminology systems and we sketch out the ontological
analysis performed on the UMLS Metathesaurus™ [6]. We show the convenience of
an ontological approach in dealing with the different conceptualizations behind
medical terminologies and the polysemy of terms.

2 The ONIONS Methodology: Tools and Results

Although some notable work has been carried out in the framework of building
medical ontologies [5][8], the relevance of generic (domain-independent) theories to
the development of ontologies is not always recognized. There is a number of
significant experiences showing that an ontological analysis can profit from theories
which are philosophically and linguistically grounded [7][9]. Examples of generic
theories include: "mereology" or theory of parts, "topology" or theory of wholes and
connexity, "morphology", or theory of form and congruence, "localization" theory,
"time" theory, "actors" theory, etc.
We developed ONIONS, a methodology for integrating domain terminologies by
exploiting a “library” of generic theories [9].  Aims of ONIONS include:
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• Developing a well-tuned set of generic ontologies to support the integration of
relevant domain ontologies in medicine. In fact, current medical ontologies mostly
lack axiomatization, or semantic precision, or ontological cleverness.

• Integrating a set of relevant domain ontologies in a formally and conceptually
satisfactory ontology library to support many tasks, including information
integration, information retrieval, natural language processing, computerized
guidelines generation, etc.

• Providing an explicit tracing of the procedure of building an ontology, in order to
facilitate its maintenance (evaluation, extensions and/or updating, and
intersubjective agreement).

The tools of ONIONS include: a set of formalisms, a set of computational tools which
implement and support the use of the formalisms, and a set of generic ontologies,
taken from the literature in either formal or informal status and translated or adapted to
our formalisms.
The main products of ONIONS are: the ON9 library of generic ontologies (available
also on-line at http://saussure.irmkant.rm.cnr.it); the IMO (Integrated Medical
Ontology, that represents the integration of five medical top-levels of relevant
terminologies, and the relative mappings); a formalized representation of some
medical repositories (mainly the UMLS Metathesaurus™ defined by the U.S. National
Library of Medicine) with their classification within the IMO.
ONIONS methodology has been applied to the analysis and integration of the
following top-levels of medical terminology systems: the UMLS Semantic Network
[6] (1997 edition: 135 'semantic types', 91 'relations', and 412 'templates'), the
SNOMED-III [10] top-level (510 'terms' and 25 'links'), GMN [11] top-level (708
'terms'), the ICD10 [12] top-level (185 'terms'), and the GALEN Core Model [13]
(2730 'entities', 413 'attributes' and 1692 terminological axioms).
Conceptual integration in ONIONS is carried out as follows: all terms, templates, and
axioms are formally represented. When available, natural language glosses are
axiomatized; such intermediate products are finally integrated by means of a set of
generic theories. We experimented a web-based tool for cooperative modeling;
different modelers could experiment and face each other about the effects of
ontological analysis on terminology integration [14]. For a deep explanation of the
problems, considerations and methods used in the integration, see [15]. For a complete
presentation of the methodology, see [9].

LOOM SET-THEORETIC SEMANTICS
(:and B C) BI ∩ CI
(:or B C) BI ∪ CI
(:all R B) {i∈∆I|∀j.(i,j) ∈ RI ⇒ j ∈ BI}
(:some R B) {i∈∆I|∃j.(i,j) ∈ RI ∧ j ∈ BI}
(defconcept A
 :is-primitive (:all R C))

AI ⇒ {i∈∆I|∀j.(i,j) ∈ RI ⇒ j ∈ CI}

Table 1.
Some Loom language constructs and their set-theoretic semantics.

An example of the outcome of such integration activity is the formalization of the
concept "Body-Region" resulting from the UMLS Semantic Network, GALEN Core
Model and generic theories "topology", "meronymy", "localization".
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In the following we report such formalization expressed in the Loom language [16], a
description logic that supports structural subsumption, both TBox and ABox
expressions, transitively closed roles, role hierarchy, implications (non definitional
axioms), default axioms, a modular organization of the namespace, etc. The most used
Loom constructs are summarized in Table 1.
In its definitional axioms (after the :is-primitive keyword) the following formula
states that a "Body-Region" is a "Region", which is the location of some "Anatomical-
Structure", and which is a portion of an "Organism". There follow some implicational
axioms (after the  :implies keyword) that are not used for the subsumption calculus,
but only checked for semantic coherence, and an affiliation to a module in the
ontology library (after the :context keyword). For a detailed discussion, see [15].

(defconcept Body-Region
  :is-primitive (:and Region
    (:some location Anatomical-Structure)
    (:some portion Organism))
  :implies

 (:and (:some strictly-depends-on Organism)
    (:some connected Body-Region)
    (:some component (:or Body-System Body-Part))
    (:all near (:or Body-Region Anatomical-Structure))

  (:all location
   (:or Anatomical-Structure biologic-function body-region
        biologic-substances^body-substance))

    (:all crosses-through Body-Region))
  :context anatomy)

3    The Ontological Analysis of the UMLS Metathesaurus™

Apart from the generic theories and the top-levels of medical terminologies, our
activity is aimed also at integrating some relevant 'bottom-level' medical
terminologies.  We are investigating the Metathesaurus™ [6], developed in the context
of the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) project by the U.S. National
Library of Medicine [17]. It is a very significant repository, since it collects millions of
terms belonging to the most important nomenclatures and terminologies defined in the
United States and in other countries too. Such feature makes it a proper object of
analysis and reuse, being it probably the largest repository of terminological
knowledge in medicine.
Among the various sources, the National Library has singled out more than 470,000
preferred terms in English. Preferred terms are chosen among the lexical variants of
terms, and are labeled by the NLM "concepts", each one having an alphanumeric
"CUI" (Concept Unique Identifier). It should be pointed out that "concept" for NLM is
not necessarily the same as "concept" in disciplines like logic, ontology, and
conceptual modeling. In fact, a UMLS concept may have several conceptualizations,
as we show in this section. Actually, the NLM "concept" means "preferred term".

Starting from the public-domain UMLS sources (made available on CD-ROM by the
NLM) we built a database featuring:
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• The preferred names of the CUIs (e.g. "Fibromyalgia").
• The instances of IS_A relations between different CUIs that UMLS took from its

sources (e.g. "Fibromyalgia" IS_A "Muscular-diseases").
• The relationships between different CUIs that UMLS took from its sources (e.g.

"COPAD protocol" USES "Asparaginase").
• The instances of IS_A relations between a CUI and its "semantic types" (e.g.

"Fibromyalgia" IS_A "Disease-or-Syndrome").
• The definition of the CUIs in plain text, as reported in authoritative sources such as

medical dictionaries.

It should be pointed out that UMLS stated IS_A relations between CUIs only for a
minority of CUIs (e.g. "Muscular-diseases"). About 43,000 instances of IS_A
relationships have been explicitly stated in the Metathesaurus, but we stated 318,385
more tuples as IS_A (i.e. "subsumed by") instances on the basis of an analysis of the
available sources.
Moreover, UMLS assigned to every CUI one or more semantic types. About 604,755
assignments of a semantic type to a CUI have been stated.
Starting from the database - which systematizes the UMLS definitions without further
assumptions - for each CUI we generated a Loom expression.

Cardinality CUIs DP ACDP
1 357803 132 2711
2 108905 714 153
3 9262 358 26
4 331 84 4
5 4 1 4
6 2 1 2

Table 2.
UMLS patterns of semantic types: number of different semantic types in a pattern (Cardinality),

number of CUIs pertaining to the patterns with such cardinality (CUIs), number of distinct
patterns for that cardinality (DP), and average number of CUIs per DP (ACDP).

The 476,307 Loom expressions generated from the 1998 UMLS sources concerning
CUIs were automatically classified and this process has been helpful in the creation of
a consistent model. The 118,504 multi-typed CUIs (i.e. CUIs with more than one
semantic type) have been analyzed. The allowed combinations of semantic types - we
call them 'patterns' – result to be 1158, ranging in cardinality (i.e. number of semantic
types pertaining to the pattern) from 1 to 6. Table 2 shows figures concerning such
patterns. Some examples of patterns are shown in Table 3.
We found that most multi-typed patterns are not referable to an actual conjunction of
subsumptions (as a logical AND). On the contrary, they are motivated by the polysemy
of these terms, whose conceptualization can be disambiguated only by distinguishing
the contexts in which they are used. For example, "Salmonella-Choleraesuis" is
classified both under "Disease-Or-Syndrome" and "Bacterium", although the
salmonella is only the aetiology of a disease called "Salmonellosis" (this polysemy
may originate from the metonymic use of the bacterium name, e.g. in sentences like
"the patient is affected by salmonella"). Another example is "Onychotillomania" which
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is classified under "Sign-Or-Symptom", "Individual-Behavior" and "Mental-Or-
Behavioral-Dysfunction".

Pattern name CUIs
Disease-Or-Syndrome 30601
Disease-Or-Syndrome & Acquired-Abnormality 606
Disease-Or-Syndrome & Anatomical-Abnormality 352
Disease-Or-Syndrome & Classification 15
Disease-Or-Syndrome & Congenital-Abnormality 1169
Disease-Or-Syndrome & Finding 379
Disease-Or-Syndrome & Injury-Or-Poisoning 827

Table 3.
Some patterns of “semantic types” in the Metathesaurus and number of CUIs pertaining to them.

The individuation of such patterns induces a partition in the Metathesaurus and
facilitates its ontological analysis. For example, the CUIs having the pattern "Amino
Acid, Peptide, or Protein & Carbohydrate", which is composed by two sibling sub-
types of "Organic Chemical", have been analyzed and their pattern can be ontologized
as "a protein which contains a carbohydrate". The analysis and integration procedure
results in a Loom concept definition as follows:

(defconcept |Amino Acid, Peptide, or Protein & Carbohydrate|
   :annotations ((Suggested-Name "carbohydrate-containing-protein")
                 (onto-status integrated))
   :is-primitive (:and protein

    (:some has-component carbohydrate))
   :context :substances)

More polysemous phenomena come from multiple subsumption relations among
CUIs. For example, the concept "ununited fractures" has the semantic types "Finding"
and "Injury or Poisoning", and the IS_A assignments: "fractures" and "malunion and
nonunion of fracture". The following graph results (arrows mean IS_A, semantic types
are denoted by capital letters):

Entity Event

Conceptual Entity Phenomenon or Process

Natural Phenomenon Injury or Poisoning

Biologic Function

Pathologic Function

Finding

fractures

malunion and nonunion of fracture

ununited fractures
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Such graph puts in evidence several ontological problems, at least if ontological
analysis and integration are aimed at supporting clear identity criteria (see also [15]).
Is it ontologically acceptable that "ununited fractures" is classified both under "Natural
Phenomenon" and under "Injury or Poisoning", which is not a "Natural Phenomenon"?
Is ontologically acceptable a concept which is classified both under "Phenomenon"
and "Conceptual Entity"?
One may simply conclude that hierarchical assignments here have been decided with
disregard of logical semantics. On the other hand, this would be a superficial
judgment. In fact, UMLS assignments try to cover some possible polysemous senses
of "ununited fractures" without creating ad-hoc distinctions (e.g. "ununited fractures-
1", "ununited fractures-2", "ununited fractures-3", etc.).
An advantage provided by ontological analysis and integration is the possibility of
treating such polysemy without multiplying the ad-hoc distinctions.
For example, after the application of ontological analysis, "ununited fractures" would
be conceptualized as follows:
1. a fracture of a bone that necessarily bears a malunion (a pathology causing a

morphological imprecision) or lacks integrity;
2. it necessarily depends on and postdates a fracture resulted from a fracture event;
3. it contingently may be an interpretant (a sign) of some clinical condition.

Therefore, such conceptualization shows only one classification (under "fracture") and
three definitional axioms, which provide the identity criteria for the instances of
"fractures, ununited".

(defconcept |fractures, ununited|
  :is-primitive (:and fracture
                 (:some morphology

    (:and bone (:or (:some embodies malunion)
                               (:not integral))))
                 (:some dependently-postdates fracture)
                 (:all interpretant clinical-condition)))

Further details on formal and conceptual tools used in ontological analysis are reported
in [15]. For a full report about the UMLS ontologization, see [18] and [19].

4 Ontology for an Effective Information Integration

The UMLS Metathesaurus
 
is already used in various projects aimed at the retrieval of

web sites [20], the knowledge-based querying of databases [21], the development of
middleware components for enterprise information management [22]. However, in
order to allow an effective information integration, the Metathesaurus should have a
formal and conceptually rigorous structure which can be obtained only by means of
the appropriate logical and ontological tools.
In fact, heterogeneity of information in data bases schemata or in other semi-formal
information repositories is due essentially to the different conceptualizations of the
terms which constitute the information in the repository. Such inherent polysemy of
terminological information is reflected by widespread polysemous phenomena within
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existing medical terminologies. As we have emphasized, polysemy is widespread in
the UMLS Metathesaurus as well.

More generally, medical terminological sources show either one or more of the
following issues (see the case studies in [15] for detailed examples):
• Lack of axioms: for example, ICD10 shows naked taxonomies, without axioms or

even a natural language gloss.
• Semantic imprecision (cycles, relation range violation, etc.): for example, the

semantic network used as the top-level of the UMLS Metathesaurus includes a set
of templates for its taxonomy, but the semantics of such templates is not defined at
all: after careful analysis, the best that we could do is considering UMLS templates
as default axioms.

• Ontological opaqueness (lack of reference to an explicit, axiomatized generic
ontology, or at least to a generic informal theory): for example, systems in which
concepts and relations in the top-level are non-axiomatized and undocumented: they
may appear to have been chosen with disregard of formal ontology: possibly no
trace of mereological, topological, localistic, dependence notions is retrievable.

• Linguistic awkwardness in naming policy: for example, systems in which purely
formal architecture considerations originate a lot of redundancy and cryptic relation
and concept names.

We already pointed out that an explicit conceptualization of a terminology needs to be
philosophically and linguistically grounded. We suggest the importance of the so-
called "generic theories", such as "mereology" or theory of parts, "topology" or theory
of wholes and connexity, "morphology", or theory of form and congruence,
"localization", or theory of regions, "time" theory, "actors", or theory of participants in
a process, "dependence", etc.
The debate on the relevance of generic theories to the development of domain
ontologies is still open. Our position is that generic theories are essential to the
development of ontologies and to a rigorous conceptual integration of heterogeneous
terminologies.
For example, in the previous definition of "ununited fracture", there is a subtle
connection between "ununited fracture" and "fracture": an ununited fracture must
postdate a previous fracture occurring in the same area of a bone, which has been
complicated by a malunion. Moreover, an ununited fracture depends on that previous
fracture. According to the ontological methodology we have proposed elsewhere [9],
postdating and dependence must have a definition in some generic theory, in order to
be easily understood, reused, and maintained.
A "dependently-postdates" relation is actually defined in our ON9 (see section 2.)
theory: "unrestricted-time", which  contains the definitions of many temporal
relations that hold for intervals, or for processes, or for entities in general (like
"postdates"). Such distinctions in the domain and range restriction of temporal
relations are motivated by the different identity criteria that different kinds of entities
have over time. "Dependently-postdates" is a kind of "postdates" that also states that
the second entity depends on the first for its existence. The definition of this relation
makes use of the relation "strictly-depends-on", defined in the ON9 theory:
"dependence".
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A similar line of reasoning can be made for the other axioms in the example
definitions given above: "embodies" - defined in theory: "actors" - is a special kind of
actor meaning that an object is the host of some process, "component" and "portion" –
defined in theory: mereology - are two kinds of part relations, etc.

Ontology integration may act as a reference activity for information integration
architectures and standardization work. Our experience has proved that the ontologies
produced by means of the ONIONS methodology support:
• Formal upgrading of terminology systems: terminological subsumptions and

definitions are available in an expressive and semantically explicit formal language;
• Conceptual explicitness of terminology systems: term definitions are available,

even though the source does not include them explicitly. Consequently, within a
given module, polysemy disappears;

• Conceptual upgrading of terminology systems: term classification and definitions
are translated so that they can be included in a modular ontology library which has a
subset constituted of adequate generic ontologies;

• Ontological comparability, since pre-existing ontology libraries pertaining to
different fields are largely reused. Moreover, the primitives of the formal language
have a meta-level assignment [7], which allows easier distinction between
superficially similar concepts.

5 Conclusions

Telecommunications and networking are dramatically changing the scenario of
knowledge management in medicine. Traditional terminology systems are not
appropriate anymore to satisfy the demand for re-use of data, unambiguous
transmission and statistical aggregation. An ontological approach to the description of
terminology systems will allow a better integration and reuse of these systems.
An example of such effective reuse has been provided by our analysis of the multiple
classification phenomenon in UMLS in terms of polysemy and its possible account
according to generic theories and general medical ontologies.
One may wonder if UMLS can be considered a “super source” to be preferred to its
component sources. We believe that it should not replace the original sources, because
they often embed more information than that incorporated by UMLS. We started our
ontological analysis from the Metathesaurus because it has normalized the lexical
variants and most synonyms and it has related the CUIs to a great amount of additional
information. The ontological analysis of UMLS yielded a partition of CUIs according
to the original UMLS semantic types. Such a partition allowed us to define contexts
that refer to medical sub-domains and depend on a library of generic theories.
However we do not plan to limit our ontological analysis to UMLS. It is a good
starting point, but it will be followed by analyses of other important sources like
SNOMED, for which the top-levels have already been analyzed.
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Abstract. In highly evolved medical domains, decision support systems have to
be easily modified by medical experts themselves. In the field of blood transfu-
sion, the evolution of medical knowledge and governmental regulation impose
a continuous adaptation of decision support systems. Explicit domain ontolo-
gies are then a prerequisite for the construction of such extensible systems. We
have chosen to have our domain ontology representation based on the entities
and relations present in the UMLS knowledge sources.  In this paper we detail
how, in using a specific browser, we have exploited, reused and extended
UMLS entities and relations to design a domain specific ontology for blood
transfusion.

1     Introduction

To overcome the limitations of the first generation of medical knowledge-based sys-
tems (KBS), we must adopt a clear methodology for knowledge acquisition and
knowledge representation. In practice, the knowledge engineer (KE) must represent
the expert discourse using an explicit sharable domain ontology (entities and relations
between them) in order to facilitate future extensibility and reuse. The support of
patient care applications lead to a growing interest for controlled medical terminolo-
gies [1]. In the field of blood transfusion, the evolution of medical knowledge and
governmental regulation impose a continuous adaptation of decision support systems.
For the design of a KBS for blood transfusion, we have chosen to build our domain
ontology representation on the entities and relations present in the UMLS knowledge
sources [2]. UMLS is now a largely used system for clinical applications, [3],  [4], [5],
[6].  Our pragmatic goal is to introduce a part of UMLS concepts and relations, in the
knowledge representation language we use, to design our KBS. For this purpose, we
need to extract useful information coming from  the metathesaurus and semantic net-
work of  UMLS and if necessary extent the initial kernel. In this paper we firstly re-
port the UMLS navigator we have designed for visualization and extraction of infor-
mation.
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2     The UMLS Navigator

 The UMLS project, conducted by NLM, was elaborated to facilitate integration of
information from multiple biomedical sources. Three main components constitute the
UMLS : the so-called Metathesaurus, which contains a collection of biomedical con-
cepts and relationships between them, the Semantic Network, which contains semantic
types that characterize the terms present in the Metathesaurus and links  between
them, and the Information Sources Map. The conceptual model of our navigator is the
object-oriented representation of two components of UMLS: the Metathesaurus and
the semantic network. Each concept has a unique identifier and different terms which
with the same meaning are linked to the same concept identifier.

Our conceptual model accesses, via ODBC and SQL queries, a standard relational
database (FoxPro) where the UMLS data  have been previously imported. A specific
User Interface has been designed to navigate between concepts through the concept
hierarchy (function of the information source) and through the semantic network.

Our UMLS navigator is implemented in Smalltalk-80 language (VisualWorks, Par-
cPlace Ca). We use this language, previously extended with embedded inference ca-
pabilities, as the knowledge representation system for our medical applications [7].

3     Construction of Our Domain Specific Ontology

The term ontology is used in different ways and in different disciplines with various
meanings. Despite these differences, computer scientists and metaphysicians use in
general the term ontology to describe formal descriptions of objects in the world, the
properties of those objects, and the relationships among them. In AI, according to
Gruber [8] an ontology is a « specification of a conceptualization ». It defines the
domain’s vocabulary and constraints on the use of terms in the vocabulary.
In our use, domain ontology such as lexicons, specifies medical terms that are used to
represent the medical discourse, the classes or categories attached to these terms and
the relations which exist between terms and categories are specified.

Our domain of application is blood transfusion. At the Mondor Hospital (Créteil,
Fr) we develop a computerized decision support system for blood transfusion. We
want to provide embedded tools to allow the clinician to modify and extend the initial
corpus knowledge. The first stage of this work  consisted in designing an environment
where the physician can create his/her domain ontology. The construction of this spe-
cific ontology requires four steps. 

Step 1: Extraction of the Medical Terms

Starting from direct interviews with the medical expert, we extract all the medical
terms relevant  to the application. Here is an example of the medical discourse  for
platelet transfusion, where the relevant terms are shown in italic:
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« If  patient platelets number is >20.10
9
/l  and <=30.10

9
/l   and this patient has leuke-

mia myelomonocytic chronic and has extracorporeal circulation  then a platelet
transfusion  is necessary . » .

         

Fig. 1. Selection of the relevant hierarchy . A : a specific popup menu for the construction of
our personal source hierarchic.  B : a ascendant hierarchic context  with our personal source.

Step 2: Finding UMLS Corresponding Terms and Establishing Contextual List

All the terms of our medical list are  searched  into the UMLS Metathesaurus. To
facilitate comprehension and to enrich our list we determine for each concept its as-
cending hierarchy i.e. its parents. Depending of the knowledge source one consider, a
concept can be found at several levels into a specific ascendant hierarchy. Figure 1.
shows the different possible ascendant  hierarchies for  « anemia hemolytic autoim-
mune » term. The expert selects the hierarchy that corresponds to the semantic mean-
ing he/she associates to a specific concept,  or constructs his/her hierarchy by choos-
ing the concepts from the different sources (Figure 1.). Because strong standardization
is not always possible in medicine, the medical expert can extend the initial hierar-
chies corpus to take into account  particular considerations [7]. In this case, the spe-
cific classification is built and saved respecting the UMLS constraints and we mark a
specific label (PERSO). (Figure 1.).

Step 3: Determination of the Categories and the Semantic Types

The categories represented by the concepts, located at the top of the hierarchy of con-
textual list, are selected, then the medical expert explores the UMLS semantic network
to find the semantic types of concepts. Every concept has one or more semantic types.
For instance, the expert may choose to consider hematologic neoplasms as a semantic
types  Neoplastic Process (Figure 2.).

 A  B
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Step 4: Extraction of the Relations

After classification of the terms according to ascendant hierarchy, all the possible
relations between them are automatically determined. In a first step a query is per-
formed to the UMLS semantic network for extracting relationships between semantic
types and concepts used in the expertise. A second step allows the determination of
the relationships between concepts used in the metathesaurus. Once again the expert
may have added new relationships to this contextual list identified with the Mondor
label  «PERSO » . For example the relationship between blood transfusion and ane-
mia that does not exist in the initial UMLS kernel, was added for our application by
the medical expert.

At the end of these four steps our domain specific ontology  is built .

Fig. 2. Medical terms with corresponding categories. A : A part of the semantic network , B:
Some concepts extracted from UMLS metathesaurus .

4     Results and Discussion

For  the collection of terms present in the blood transfusion expertise part  (n=108),
we find a correspondence in UMLS metathesarus for 72 concepts  (i.e. 70 %). A diffi-
culty is related to composition terms. Thus we have added several terms to enrich the
initial metathesaurus. Clearly, this introduction of new items could generate redundan-
cies and conflicts with current terms in the base. Our browser should be extended to
incorporate specific tools to deal with these drawbacks .

There are many projects to quantify the content coverage of the UMLS in several
domains: clinical radiology [3], laboratory terminology  [4], surgical procedures [5].
Similarly to our experience, all these projects indicate limitations of Metathesaurus
terms in these areas or inconsistencies respect to anatomical concept representation
[9]. This demonstrates the necessity to add new terms and relations for a particular use
of UMLS. Nevertheless, following [10] we consider that the UMLS is a useful formal
framework that provides a « precise and unambiguous description of the process of
assigning meaning », that is easily available to medical institutions and is continuously
updated by NLM.
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5     Conclusion

In our experience, the UMLS provides a useful corpus of  medical knowledge for
designing a domain specific terminological knowledge base. It constitutes a first step
to facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse. This terminology created  will be used in
the next  step of our project whose objective is to build a knowledge acquisition tool
using this ontology and a blood transfusion decision support system (DSS) integrated
to the Henri Mondor Hospital Information System.
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Abstract. In this paper, we argue that different levels of knowledge are involved
in the representation of clinical guidelines, and that distinguishing among these
levels is important from both the conceptual and the methodological point of
view. In particular, at the epistemological level, one points out different types of
actions and distinguishes between structural relations and control relations. On
the other hand, the ontological level specifically concerns the clinical domain,
consisting in the definition of the basic attributes of clinical actions and in the
description of some specific types of actions. We also show how the above
distinctions are important for our formalism and for the design of our acquisition
module.

1 Introduction

Clinical guidelines are one of the most central areas of research for artificial
intelligence in medicine. Many different systems and projects have been developed in
the last years in order to obtain a computer-assisted management of clinical guidelines
(consider, e.g., [1,4,5,7,10]). In particular, the problem of representing clinical
guidelines attracted a lot of attention. Most approaches faced this problem by pointing
out a set of pre-defined types of entities (e.g., generic actions vs queries vs decisions),
of attributes of these entities (e.g., cost, conflicts, time) and of relations between
entities (e.g., sequences or alternatives between actions).  This is also the approach we
carried on in [6], where we described our representation formalism and compared it
with other formalisms in the literature. In particular, our approach is very close to the
one of PROforma [4], and its distinctive features mainly concern the enphasis on
contextual aspects (e.g., costs, resources) and (as in Asgaard [9]) temporal aspects.

On the other hand, in this paper, we analyse the different types of knowledge
involved in clinical medical guidelines, and propose a methodology for designing
formalisms representing such a knowledge and for developing tools managing it. As a
practical example of our methodology, we show how we applied it for defining our
representation formalism and our acquisition tool.
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2 A Methodology

The methodology we propose is based on the distinction among the different levels of
knowledge one has to consider in the representation of clinical guidelines. In fact, we
propose an incremental process in which each step corresponds to the representation
of a specific type of knowledge.

(1) First, define the basic epistemological primitives for the representation of general
guidelines. This step concerns:

(1.1) pointing out and distinguishing the basic types of entities (e.g., atomic vs.
composite actions);
(1.2) representing the structural relations between entities;
(1.3) representing control relations between entities.

Structural relations  are those relations which can be used to define the "structure" of
the given domain, imposing some form of hierarchical relation between the entities in
the domain1. Moreover, an essential part of each guideline and/or plan is the
description of the control relations (e.g., which actions have to be executed next). In
our opinion, these relations are not at all peculiar of the clinical domain, but are
related to the general problem of representing protocols, guidelines and plans.
(2) second, devise an ontology to represent clinical guidelines, on the basis of the
epistemological primitives. This involves at least two related problems:

(2.1) pointing out the basic attributes in the description of the entities in the given
domain;
(2.2) modeling at least some of the basic and most frequently recurring entities in
the domain (e.g., diagnostic vs. therapeutic decisions).

In order to give a practical example of what we mean for the different levels of
knowledge, and a practical application of this methodology, in Section 3 we briefly
sketch our representation formalism (see [6] for more details). Moreover, in Section 4,
we sketch how such notions and such a methodology impact on the construction of an
acquisition module.

3 Different Types of Knowledge in Our Formalism

3.1 Basic Types of Entities

The first step is the definition of the basic epistemological entities. We focused on
the notion of action, which is a basic one for describing clinical guidelines. We
distinguished between atomic actions (elementary steps in a guideline) and composite
actions (actions to be decomposed into other actions). At least three different types of
atomic actions can be distinguished. Query actions are requests of information to the

                                                
1For example, in terminological languages such as KL-ONE [2], set containment between
classes of entities (called subsumption) is the basic structural relation, giving a class-subclass
hierarchy (e.g., all cats are animals, all animals are animate beings and so on).
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outside world (users, data/knowledge bases). Work actions are atomic actions which
must be executed at a given point of the guideline, and can be described in terms of a
set of attributes (see Section 3.4). Decision actions are specific types of actions which
embody the criteria which can be used to select among alternative actions in a
guideline/plan.

3.2 Structural Relations

In the case of plans and guidelines, the basic structural relation is the has-part
relation, which relates each composite action to the actions composing it. On the basis
of the has-part relation, each guideline can be represented as a tree, in which the root
node represents the composite action denoting the whole guideline, and, recursively,
each node has as childs the actions composing it.

3.3 Control Relations

In our current proposal, we distinguish among three different control relations. A
sequence relation between two actions A1 and A2 states that A1 and A2 must be
executed in sequence, i.e., the execution of A2 can only begin after the end of the
execution of A1. In particular, we intend that the sequence of A1 and A2 fails if any
of A1 and A2 fails, while the sequence starts when A1 starts and ends when A2 ends.
A concurrency relation between two actions A1 and A2 states that they can be
executed concurrently: the concurrent action fails if any of A1, A2 fails. A1 and A2
can start in any order, and the concurrent action ends when both A1 and A2 end. An
alternative relation applies to a decision action DA and to n actions A1, ... An of any
type (composed or atomic; n>0) representing the fact that one of the n actions A1, ...
An is executed depending on the results of the execution of the decision action DA.
We intend that the execution of an alternative can be cyclic. Suppose that in the
execution of the decision action DA the user selects the action Ai (1=i=n), and that the
execution of Ai fails. DA is proposed again to the user, who has to choose among A1,
..., Ai-1, Ai+1, ..., An. The alternative fails if all selected alternatives fail.

3.4 Attributes of Actions

Some of the attributes we used to represent the basic description of actions are (see
[6] fore more details): name (compulsory; all other attributes are optional), textual
description, pre-conditions (minimum and maximum cost and time, resources,
conflicts),    conclusions. Other attributes are considered to model, e.g., the patterns
of repeating actions (e.g., "3 times every 2 days").

3.5 Specific Types of Actions (e.g., Decisions)

The decision process uses different forms of knowledge depending on the context.
Currently, we considered two types of decisions, comparing therapeutic vs.
diagnostic decisions. In the therapeutic context, physicians choose among different
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therapies evaluating a given (fixed) set of parameters: effectiveness, cost, side-effects,
compliance, duration (which have to be specified for each one of the alternative
therapies to be discriminated). Thus, we represented the knowledge involved in a
therapeutic decision by considering the set of the above parameters, for each one of
the alternatives. On the other hand, the set of parameters to be used in order to
discriminate among different diagnoses depends on the specific diagnostic hypothesis
being compared. We thus represented the knowledge used in a diagnostic decision as
an open list of parameters to be introduced by the expert physician during the
acquisition process. For each one of such parameters, we consider a list of values that
characterizes it. Finally, we assign a score to each triple <diagnosis, parameter,
value>, and consider a threshold which is relative to the sum of the scores2.

4 Acquisition Module

The distinction among different levels of knowledge is important also for the design
of the acquisition tool. Our acquisition module provides a user-friendly graphical
interface and is implemented in Java. Whenever the basic description of an action (see
section 3.4) has to be introduced, an apposite window (called description window) is
popped out by the acquisition tool. Of course, there are different versions of
description windows, depending on the types of actions being considered (e.g., query
actions vs. decision actions). Such windows show a set of slots (each one
corresponding to an attribute of the action) to be filled. Special tabular windows are
used to facilitate the introduction of the decision criteria in case of decision actions.
The acquisition tool provides a special window (called structure window) to represent
the structural knowledge, which shows the tree representing the hierarchical structure
(based on the part-of relation) of the clinical actions already introduced by the expert
physician.  Whenever the expert physician chooses to introduce a composite action A,
a special window (called control window) is popped out, which provides a set of
graphical primitives to describe the control relations  between the sub-actions of A. In
particular, each subaction is represented by a node in the graph, and different arcs are
provided to represent sequences, concurrencies and alternatives.

5 Discussions and Conclusions

This paper deals with the representation clinical guidelines. We argue that different
levels of knowledge3 are involved in this task, and that distinguishing among these

                                                
2During the consultation process, the values of the parameters for the given patient will be
considered, and the corresponding scores will be summed up, for each one of the alternatives.
Only the alternatives whose additive score is greater than the threshold will be recommended
for selection to the user.
3Our distinction among different types of knowledge has its roots in the Artificial Intelligence
experience. In particular, KL-ONE-like [2] hybrid knowledge representation formalisms [8]
proposed a restricted set of domain-independent primitives to represent knowledge at the
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levels is important from both the conceptual and the methodological points of view.
Moreover, the distinction among different levels of knowledge also provides a better
understanding of the generality and applicability of the formalisms and tools being
built. For instance, the epistemological primitives (e.g., those described in 3.1, 3.2 and
3.3 and supported by our acquisition module) are domain and task independent. Thus,
e.g., we believe that our acquisition module (such as, e.g., the one of PROforma [4])
could be used in other application domains to deal with protocols, guidelines and/or
plans. Moreover, the modularity obtained by distinguishing among different levels of
knowledge can be advantageous also in the case one wants to deal with specific
clinical tasks/domains (see the discussion on generic tasks in [3]). In such a case, our
formalism can be easily extended with the introduction of other task/domain specific
ontological entities.
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epistemological level, and many approaches took advantage of these formalisms to build
"high-level" and/or domain-dependent ontologies [8].
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Abstract. This paper describes the application of Intelligent Data Anal-
ysis techniques for extracting information on trends and cycles of time
series coming from home monitoring of diabetic patients. In particu-
lar, we propose the combination of structural Time Series analysis and
Temporal Abstractions for the interpretation of longitudinal Blood Glu-
cose measurements. First, the measured time series is analyzed by using
a novel Bayesian technique for structural filtering; second, the results
obtained are post-processed using Temporal Abstractions, in order to
extract knowledge that can be exploited “at the point of use” from
physicians. The proposed data analysis procedure can be viewed as a
typical Intelligent Data Analysis process applied to time-varying data:
Background Knowledge is exploited in each step of the analysis, and the
final result is a meaningful, abstract description of the complex process
at hand. The work here described is part of a web-based telemedicine
system for the management of Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus pa-
tients, developed within the EU-funded project called T-IDDM.

1 Introduction

Intelligent Data Analysis (IDA) is a new research field, mainly related to develop
and apply methods that automatically transform data into information through
the exploitation of the Background Knowledge available on the domain [1]. As a
natural consequence, in all application areas, IDA collates methodological con-
tributes that come from several disciplines, from AI to Bayesian statistics, and
from cognitive science to mathematical modeling. This approach is particularly
suitable in bio-medical applications, where the value of each single datum can
be high (in terms of cost or of patient’s discomfort) and then the capability
of interpreting it, by integrating the domain knowledge in the analysis process,
may be crucial. With respect to classical Knowledge Discovery in Databases and
Data Mining problems [2], the number of data involved in this analysis may be
low, while the complexity of the results interpretation still remains high [3].

In this paper we describe an IDA application to the interpretation of time-
series coming from the home-monitoring of Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus
(IDDM) patients. In particular, we analyze the time-series of Blood Glucose
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Levels (BGL) by combining Time Series (TS) analysis and Temporal Abstrac-
tions (TA) techniques [4]. In particular, we use a Bayesian filtering technique to
extract from the original TS its structural components, i.e. the underlying trends
and cycles, that are usually buried into noise and then difficult to highlight. TAs
are then applied to each extracted component, to obtain a more concise and
user-friendly view of the results, as well as to provide an automated explanation
of the phenomena underlying the data.

The idea of applying noise reduction techniques to the original TS in combi-
nation with TAs has been already applied by [5] in the monitoring of Intensive
Care Unit patients. The novelty of our approach is the integration of structural
filtering with TAs, so that background knowledge is exploited in each step of the
analysis: first, we look for an a-priori known structure of the data, second we
look for interesting abstractions through knowledge-based mechanisms. More-
over, since we look for cycles in the BGL data, we are able to cope with the
extraction of strictly periodic events, by resorting to simple abstractions [6,7].
Finally, the methodology applied for structural filtering is a brand new applica-
tion of Bayesian smoothing.

In this paper we will describe each step of the proposed analysis, and we
provide some comments about the relationships of our work with other methods
proposed in the literature. This work is part of a EU funded telemedicine project,
called T-IDDM (Telematic Management of Insulin Dependent Diabetes Melli-
tus), devoted to provide patients and physicians with an Information Technology
infrastructure for a better management of IDDM. In this project, the physician
relies on a set of distributed web services, provided by a Medical Workstation.
The approach described in this paper is part of the data analysis and visual-
ization tools, that are linked with the data-management and decision support
modules of the whole system. For further details see [8].

2 The Problem: A Short Summary

Diabetes Mellitus is one of the major chronic diseases in industrialized countries.
Its incidence (around 5%) in the European population and its related costs, force
the health care institution towards the improvement of the treatment quality;
rather interestingly, Information Technology has been recognized as one of the
potential means for obtaining such improvement [9]. In particular, IDDM pa-
tients (around 10% of the total diabetic population) are required to undergo
an intensive treatment to increase their life-expectancy [10]. This treatment is
composed by several (from 3 to 4) insulin injections per day, and a careful BGL
self-monitoring before (and sometimes after) each meal. Patients are required to
collect into (hand written) diaries BGL, insulin dosages, meals intakes, physi-
cal exercise and occurrence of events that may affect glucose metabolism (e.g.
fever). All these data are evaluated by physicians every 2/4 months in order to
assess the status of the patient’s glucose metabolism. Finally, the diary data are
combined with some mid-term control variables, like glycated hemoglobin, in
order to revise the insulin therapy.
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Since early 80’s, several systems have been proposed to help patients and
physicians in data collection, data analysis, decision support, and, more recently,
in a telematic management of the disease [8]. Nevertheless, the analysis of data
coming from home monitoring of IDDM patients still remains a rather com-
plex task. A wide spectrum of approaches have been proposed in the literature
[6,9,11,12,13]. One of the main difficulties is related to the problem that, in real
clinical practice, often the only available data are the BGL measurements, that
may be automatically down-loaded from blood glucose reflectometers. This prac-
tical limitation has led to the definition of decision support tools that are mainly
based on the BGL TS analysis [14].

A way to judge the outcome of a certain therapy scheme starting from the
analysis of BGL TS, is to check if it follows a cyclo-stationary behavior, i.e. if
the daily course of glycemia is approximatively the same over the monitoring
time. A cyclo-stationary behavior is therefore characterized by the absence of
significant trends (stationarity) and by a periodic (with period equal to one day)
course of BGL. The characteristic daily BGL pattern that summarizes the typical
patient’s response to the therapy is called Modal Day and is usually derived by
the frequency histograms of BGL measurements in the different times of the day
(see [6,11,12,15] for a detailed discussion).

Looking for modal days and trends can be viewed as a search for a proto-
typical structure in the data, and can be faced with a TS technique known as
structural analysis. Structural filtering has been proposed in the Diabetes field
by Deutsch et al. [11], and their experience motivated our work in this field. By
itself, structural analysis is able to provide a collection of TSs that express the
components of the original one. Such new collection of TSs are smoother than
the original, but they may still be difficult to interpret for the final user. For this
reason, we propose to post-process them with TAs, that will allow for a higher
level data aggregation. The rest of the paper is devoted to the explanation of
this two-step process.

3 Structural Time Series Analysis: A New Bayesian
Approach

The basic assumption of structural TS analysis is that each measurement of
the predicted variable can be expressed as a sum of separate components, that
represent its underlying structure.

In the case of BGL TS, the structure can be chosen as a composition of a
Trend component (T), a Cyclic component (C) and a stochastic component (ε),
so that, for each measurement BGLi (see [11]):

BGLi = Ti + Ci + εi (1)

The goal of the TS analysis is then, starting from BGLi, to extract Ti and
Ci. This filtering operation can be done by resorting to a variety of approaches,
comprising Kalman filtering and least squares fitting.
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Before choosing the desired estimation algorithm, it is necessary to select
the basic philosophy to pursue during the filtering operation: if, given a certain
monitoring period, it is of interest to extract the dominant trend and the domi-
nant cycle components, or if it is of interest to detect local trend and local cycles.
For example, given 20 days of data, the first choice will lead to select the best
linear regression (Trend = BGL0 + c× time), and the most probable BGL daily
pattern (e.g. high BGL at breakfast and low BGL at dinner); on the contrary
the second choice allows the user to detect different trends within the 20 days
as well as different daily behaviors (e.g high BGL at breakfast and low BGL at
dinner until day 10 and then high BGL at breakfast and dinner).

In our work we chose the second approach, that provides the physician (at
the end of the IDA activity) with a more deep understanding of the original TS.
In particular we have exploited a general approach for Bayesian signal recon-
struction described in [16].

In order to detect local trends, the T dynamics is described by introducing
an additional variable (Si) that represents the random variation of T from one
measurement to the next one, so that Ti+1 − Ti = Si. If we assume that the
Si time course is described by a Markov chain, the time evolution of the T
component can be specified by the probability distribution P (Si | Si−1).

The C dynamics requires a more complex model [17]. At each measurement
time, Ci is seen as a linear composition of a sine and a cosine wave, with period
one day, so that, if for example, there are three measurements per day, the
frequency (f) is 1/3. The model for C is hence:

Ci+1 = Cicos(2πf) + Risin(2πf) (2)
Ri+1 = −Cisin(2πf) + Ricos(2πf)

The randomness of such model can be introduced by supposing that the Ri

component is a stochastic variable. Given (2), the system evolution is described
by the probability distribution P (Ri+1 | Ri, Ci).

By assuming that:

P (Si | Si−1) = N(Si−1, σ
2
T )

P (Ri+1 | Ri, Ci) = N(−Cisin(2πf) + Ricos(2πf), σ2
C)

P (BGLi | Ti, Ci) = N(Ti + Ci, σ
2
ε )

where N(·, ·) denotes the Normal distribution, it is possible to estimate the
couples Si, Ti and Ri, Ci given BGLi by resorting to a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo method (MCMC) [16]. This method is also able to estimate the variances
set {σ2

T , σ2
C , σ2

ε }. This capability is one of the main advantages with respect to
standard Kalman filtering, since usually the “process” prior statistics, namely
σ2

T , σ2
C are unknown.

The final outcome of the Bayesian machinery presented above is hence the
extraction of two new TS (T and C), from the BGL TS. Such TS express, at
each measurement time, the trend and cycle components. Rather interestingly,
this model can be easily represented and solved by using a Dynamic Bayesian
Network [18], as described in [16].
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4 Data Analysis through Temporal Abstractions

The approach we propose for post-processing the C and T components obtained
through the structural TS analysis is based on an AI methodology called Tem-
poral Abstraction (TA). TAs are methods used to abstract high level concepts
from longitudinal data [4]. They provide an effective instrument to extract from
huge amount of temporal information its most relevant features. In the medical
domain, TAs are successfully used to describe patients states holding over time
periods like hypoglycemia at dinner for a week or hyperglycemia associated to
presence of glycosuria at breakfast [15].

In our application we resort to TAs to summarize in an abstracted and com-
prehensible form for the physicians the results of the TS structural analysis.

The problem solving method underlying TAs is based on an explicit ontology
and a model of time adapted from [4] and described in detail in [6]. The principle
of the TA method is to move from a time-point to an interval-based representa-
tion of longitudinal data. In our data model all clinical data (measures of clinical
parameters, like BGL’ or glycosuria, and actions, like insulin injection’) are time-
stamped entities, called events, while TAs, which refer to situations persistent
over time periods, are represented with intervals, called episodes.

The TA task is decomposed into two subtasks, each one solved by a specific
mechanism:
basic TA: solved by mechanisms that abstract time-stamped data into intervals
(input data are events and outputs are episodes);
complex TA: solved by mechanisms that abstract intervals into other intervals
(input and output data are episodes).

Basic TAs aggregate events (time-stamped data) into episodes (intervals) by
detecting clusters of adjacent observations falling within a specific set of qual-
itative levels or showing definite patterns. In particular, state TAs are defined
to detect episodes associated to qualitative levels of time-varying variables, like
hypoglycemia or hyperglycemia, while trend TAs detect patterns like increase,
decrease, and stationarity in a numerical time series. Each TA mechanism re-
quires the setting up of several parameters to give a complete specification of
the episode in dependence of the characteristics of the application [6].

In our approach we exploit basic TA mechanisms to extract trends (increase,
decrease or stationary patterns), and states (e.g. low, normal, high values) from
the two structural components of the BGL TS. In particular, we have applied
the following analyses:
1) T is analyzed by applying the trend TA mechanism. The final results of this
step of the analysis are the intervals corresponding to the periods of relevant
BGL increase or decrease.
2) The C component interpretation needs the following post-processing proce-
dure:
2.1) The monitoring period is analyzed to select the intervals where C can be
considered a significant component of the original TS. This task is performed by
searching stationarity patterns in the C TS. The related TA mechanism aggre-
gates adjacent observations giving rise to oscillations with amplitude lower than
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a threshold, determined on the basis of the available physiological knowledge
(in our case 20 mg/dl). The episodes so extracted can be interpreted as periods
without relevant BGL cyclic patterns. The method discharges these episodes
from the successive processing and focuses the further analysis on the remaining
intervals.
2.2) Over the selected periods a BGL cyclic pattern is extracted for each day.
It is derived as the list of daily time measurements arranged so that the cor-
responding BGL level is in decreasing order (e.g. if, given three measurements
per day, the maximum BGL measurement is at lunch and the minimum is at
breakfast, the pattern is <lunch, dinner, breakfast>).
2.3) The days with the same BGL cyclic patterns are searched and aggregated
with a state TA mechanism in order to check the persistence of each pattern.

The outputs of this phase are the collection of episodes that express the
local trends during the monitoring period and the intervals corresponding to the
occurrence of all the possible cyclic patterns.

5 A Training Example

In this section we will show the application of the methodology proposed above
to the data coming from the home monitoring of a 14 years old male IDDM
patient. Such data have been collected during the verification phase of the T-
IDDM project in Pavia, at the Department of Pediatrics of the Policlinico S.
Matteo Hospital of Pavia.
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Fig. 1. Data coming from the home monitoring of a 14 years old male IDDM patient.
Breakfast (stars), lunch (crosses) and dinner (circles) measurements are highlighted.

Figure 1 shows the data under analysis, corresponding to 33 monitoring days
during which the insulin protocol has not been changed by physicians. The data
reflect a high variability, and some missing data are present. It is difficult to
extract trends and/or cycles from visual inspection, and the histogram analysis
allows to detect only some hyperglycemia problems at breakfast and dinner.
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When the structural TS analysis is applied, the patient’s behavior is more
clearly identifiable, as shown in Figure 2. Let’s note, for example, the presence
of relevant increasing and decreasing trends at the end of the monitoring time,
corresponding to a small amplitude of the cycle component. This happens when
the cyclo-stationarity assumption does not hold anymore, and the patient BGL
is driven by other forces than the daily meal ingestion. Finally, the analysis of
the cycles confirms that the lunch measurements (see Fig. 2 bottom) are usually
the lowest in each day.
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Fig. 2. The trend (left figure) and cycle (right figure). The trend is superimposed with
the original data, while in the cycle breakfast (stars), lunch (crosses) and dinner (circles)
are highlighted.

The results of this analysis, although quite interesting, are difficult to in-
terpret even for statisticians, and may be useless for the final user during the
clinical routine activity. For this reason, the use of TA mechanisms represents a
required step towards the clinical evaluation of the data.

Figure 3 shows the result obtained after TA processing. The lack of cyclo-
stationarity is highlighted by the absence of relevant daily cycle episode, while
the extent of cyclical patterns are clearly depicted.

Table 1 shows the textual report generated from the data analysis, that
describes the patient’s behavior of the analyzed time period. From a clinical
point of view, the analysis allows the physician to separate the last monitoring
period from the first 20 days, asking the patient for additional information.
Since the last period was related to a concurrent fever, it was discarded, and
the therapy modification was related only to the analysis of the first part of the
data set.

6 Discussion

The method that we propose in this paper presents a number of interesting
advantages with respect to the standard methods reported in the literature for
IDDM data analysis:
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Fig. 3. Temporal abstractions applied over the trend and cycle components. It is easy
to notice that when the trend oscillations become higher, the cycle component becomes
irrelevant.

Breakfast-Dinner-Lunch pattern

Start Day End day Duration (days)

3 5 2

8 14 6

20 24 4

Dinner-Breakfast-Lunch pattern

Start Day End day Duration (days)

14 17 3

18 20 2

Absence of cycles

Start Day End day Duration (days)

30 34 4

Start Day End day No. measurements

Increasing pattern

2 4 7

8 11 8

14 15 5

21 24 7

27 30 10

Decreasing pattern

6 8 7

12 14 6

15 17 6

20 21 5

23 27 11

30 33 10

Table 1. Textual report of the structural analysis. Only episodes with extent grater than

one day are reported.

- Over descriptive statistics: the method is able to explicitly take into account
time, and to perform the non trivial separation of Trend and Cycle components.
Moreover, the method is able to handle missing data (by estimating them).
- Over simple structural analysis: TAs provide the final user with results more
easy to handle and to interpret; moreover, such result can be combined with
other information to derive more complex patterns (Complex TAs), useful for
further steps of data mining and automated reasoning.
- Over simple TA: the pre-filtering operation is able to provide smooth TSs with
cycles separation. This allows for a more robust application of TA mechanisms,
as well as for an easier extraction of information buried into noise.
As often happens with the majority of the approaches, there are not only pros.
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The structural analysis method has a number of cons, that are listed below:
1) It is required that the patient follows a nearly regular sampling scheme; in
other words, it is assumed that the unreported data are missing at random. If
there is a systematic lack of measurements in a certain moment of the day, the
structural filtering scheme may give inaccurate results [19].
2) The MCMC algorithm applied is quite slow from a computational point of
view: when the monitoring period is over one month, a run of 1000 samples on
a Sun Sparc station 10 may take around one hour. This means that it is neces-
sary to run in batch the algorithm before physicians consultation. We are now
working on more efficient techniques, comprising a combination of MCMC with
recursive least squares estimation.
Finally, some further considerations are needed on the applicability of the pro-
posed approach, with particular emphasis on the cycle extraction. The structural
analysis is able to detect cycles with a fixed period (in our case 1 day) or with
a period varying within a known range (like weekly events, with a period of
5/7 days). When this kind of knowledge is available, mixed approaches, like
ours, can be conveniently adopted. Otherwise, it is necessary to resort to more
general heuristic methods, as described in [7,20]. In these works, the notion of
periodicity is extended to find out recurrent abstract episodes: in this case the
time span of the period is not necessarily specified, as well as the time extent
of each episode. Clearly, such methods are so general that they can also cope
with the problem herein presented in a methodologically uniform fashion. Nev-
ertheless, being interested in exploiting the data analysis results in a real clinical
setting, we believe that in our problem it is more effective to resort to a hybrid
approach that losses generality but gains robustness in combining quantitative
and heuristic methods. In the future, we plan to investigate how the use of pe-
riodic Temporal Abstractions could be integrated in our work, in order to find
recurrent events at an higher level of abstraction, such as repeating hypoglycemia
patterns, or seasonal effects on BGL control.
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Abstract. This paper describes an approach to the detection of events in
complex, multi-channel, high frequency data. The example used is that of
detecting the re-siting of a transcutaneous O2/CO2 probe on a baby in a neonatal
intensive care unit (ICU) from the available monitor data. A software
workbench has been developed which enables the expert clinician to display the
data and to mark up features of interest. This knowledge is then used to define
the parameters for a pattern matcher which runs over a set of intervals derived
from the raw data by a new iterative interval merging algorithm. The approach
has been tested on a set of 45 probe changes; the preliminary results are
encouraging, with an accuracy of identification of 89%

1. Introduction

It is generally recognised that the ability to reason with data which has a temporal
dimension is an important attribute of many medical problem solving systems.
However there is no single 'temporal dimension' - many variations are possible and
include:

• Is the time between data samples constant or variable?
• What is the frequency of sampling? Clearly the description of a particular

frequency as 'high' or 'low' will depend on the time-scales inherent in the process
being observed.

• Is one variable being sampled, or more than one? If we are sampling more than
one, is the process being monitored such that we need to correlate changes in
different variables? (We will use the term channel to refer to a series of samples
from one variable).

• Is the primary temporal construct the point or the interval?
• Is the final system intended to work in real time or retrospectively? In real time the

only data available is in the past relative to the time at which we are trying to
generate an interpretation. On the other hand, we may be trying to generate an
interpretation for a given time series as a whole - for a time in the middle of that
series we have both 'past' and 'future' data available.

• What is the goal of the interpretation? Many goals are legitimate: real-time
alarming, diagnosis, treatment planning and monitoring, summarisation, clinical
audit, etc.
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This paper is concerned specifically with data acquired from monitors in intensive
care; the data come from several channels which are sampled regularly at relatively
high frequencies; in the example which runs through this paper we look at two
channels sampled once per second. Data samples are taken at time points, but our
underlying temporal ontology is based on intervals. At present we consider our data
retrospectively; however extension to real-time is one of our goals for the future.

Our current objective is the identification of specific events. By an event we mean
a temporal interval over which the nature of the signal, usually in more than one
channel, is characteristic of the occurrence of a particular process. The origins of the
process may be external to the patient e.g. taking a blood sample or sucking out an
endotrachael tube. Such events are generally referred to as artefacts in that they do not
represent the true physiological state of the patient. Other events arise purely
internally e.g. a pneumothorax. The distinction is not hard and fast - a blocked tube
arises neither from the inherent physiological processes operating in the patient, nor is
it the result of a totally external intervention. One reason for wanting to identify
artefacts is to enable us to remove them from the data. However it may be of interest
for audit purposes to know how often particular events take place.

In this paper we will discuss the interpretation of data from a neonatal ICU. The
Mary3 system has been used in the Simpson Maternity Hospital, Edinburgh, for a
number of years. Over that time a large data archive of over 1000 cases has been built
up. A PC is located at each cot, and Mary is used to acquire, display and archive
multi-channel data from the monitors.

The particular event we have worked with is the probe change. A small probe is
attached to the baby's skin, and used to measure transcutaneous oxygen and carbon
dioxide. Because the technology involves the underlying skin being heated, and
because neonates have very delicate skin, the probe has to be lifted and re-sited every
few hours to avoid permanent scarring. When the probe is removed the measured
values move rapidly towards the O2 and CO2 levels in the atmosphere, the O2 rising
sharply and the CO2 falling somewhat more slowly. On being replaced, the measured
levels return to those corresponding to the levels in the blood - again the CO2 levels
respond more slowly than the O2.

The signals arising from events may be complex. However our observations in the
COGNATE project shows that an experienced clinician can bring a considerable
amount of background knowledge to their interpretation. The thesis developed in this
paper is that although sophisticated mathematical techniques may have their place,
capturing and representing expert knowledge is indispensable. However the very
volume and richness of the data give rise to difficulties. Conventional knowledge
acquisition normally includes sessions in which the expert is presented with a typical
problem and comments on how (s)he arrives at an interpretation. When the data is
sparse, individual data items can be referred to verbally ('the patient's history of
anorexia'). However it is much more difficult to talk about a temporal pattern without
being able to indicate which section of data is being referred to. For this reason we
have developed a software tool (known as the Time Series Workbench) which

                                                          
3 Mary was developed and supplied by Meadowbank Medical Systems.
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displays multi-channel data and enables the expert to identify particular intervals in
one or more channels and to attach a symbolic descriptor to each interval.

The organisation of the remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 sets out
how the expert clinician uses the workbench to interact with examples of the event
being analysed and to describe the features which will be used by the event detection
system. This system is presented in Section 3 - it is based on an algorithm which
automa ly segments the time series into intervals and then passes these to a pattern
matche plemented as forward chaining rules. Section 4 summarises our
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Fig. 1. Example of a probe change

wledge Acquisition

nary interviews with the expert are used to identify which type of event to
ate; we then build up a catalogue of examples of such events. The next step is
ify which features characterise the event. In our approach these have to be
d as named temporal intervals with particular attributes. For probe changes
ert identified three main intervals in each of the O2 and CO2 channels:
l, Atmosphere (when the probe is exposed to atmospheric levels) and
ment. In addition, a preceding reference interval (Pre-Probe-Change) was
fined. It was further established that the slopes of the signals during the
l and Replacement intervals were higher than normal.
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We then formalised the characteristics of these features and their temporal
relationships - for example the removal of a probe is defined by two overlapping
intervals - an interval in which the O2 rises with a slope of greater than S1 and an
interval in which the CO2 falls at a rate greater than S2. Likewise for the probe
replacement with its slopes S3 and S4. The expert will often have a good idea as to
what the values of the numerical parameters should be, but we can assist him by
getting him to ‘mark-up’ a number of examples. Using the Workbench, he inspects
the data for a particular event and drags the mouse over the data to identify, for each
of the two channels, the four intervals defined above. Our expert marked up 45 probe
changes in this way. Fig. 1 shows the data for a typical probe change; panels 1 and 3
show the expert’s mark up. The meaning of panels 2, 4 and 5 will be explained later.

The timings of the intervals are recorded together with relevant statistics; currently
we calculate the best fit straight line to the data points in the interval and record the
mean and slope. These statistics are then analysed to derive values for the four slopes
that we need. A histogram of values for the slopes of the signal during the O2 Removal
intervals is shown in Fig. 2. Given that the expert has said that the slope during this
int val is higher than normal, taking a value of 0.4 for S1 means that the majority of
suc  intervals will be identified. Similarly, values of -0.04, -0.03 and 0.005 were
cho
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Fig. 2. The slopes (in kPa/sec.) Fig. 3. Average Relative Error plots
of the 45 O2 Removal intervals for both channels (see Section 3.1)
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way. Since we are interested in slopes it seems natural to approach segmentation from
the point of view of trying to approximate to the data with a sequence of line
segments. Panels 2 and 4 of Fig. 1 present an example of the output of the algorithm
that has been developed. It might be argued that higher order curve fitting would be
more appropriate for some features, but linear fitting has the benefit of simplicity.

In essence the algorithm iterates by merging two adjacent intervals into a 'super-
interval' until a halting condition is satisfied. It starts by converting the sequence of
time points at which the samples occur into a sequence of elementary intervals. Thus
if the samples are taken at times ti, ti+1, ti+2, etc, we construct intervals (ti, ti+1), (ti+1,
ti+2), etc. We then fit the best straight line to the data in each interval; since at this
initial stage there are only two points per interval, the line passes through both points.
The aim now is to decrease the number of intervals by selecting two adjacent
intervals to merge. At each iteration we examine all pairs of adjacent intervals and
calculate the regression line through the points in the super-interval that would be
obtained by merging them. We define the error for the super-interval as the sum of
the squares of the deviations of the points from the regression line (where n is the
number of points in the potential super-interval):

We now select and perform the merge that minimises this error. In principle we
could explore a search tree of possible merges. We have not investigated this
possibility as we believe it to be computationally intractable, and have settled for the
simpler 'greedy' approach.

Merging continues until the halting condition is satisfied. If merging were allowed
to continue unchecked we would obtain one interval containing all the points in the
time series. This is considered to be the 'worst case' segmentation; we therefore pre-
compute the error for the entire time series and use this series error as a reference. As
we iterate, we calculate the error (as defined above) for each interval and obtain the
current error by summing these over all intervals (taking care not to double count the
errors derived from the end points). The relative error at any particular iteration is
defined as the ratio of the current error to the series error. Clearly the relative error is
0 before merging starts (as each line segment is fitted to two points with no error) and,
unless the merging is halted, would ultimately rise to 1. Merging ceases when the
relative error reaches a pre-set threshold. The lower this threshold, the earlier the
merging will stop, the greater will be the number of intervals left, and the closer we
will approximate to the original time series. More formally this best-fit algorithm is
defined as follows:

• Decide on the relative error threshold;

• Use linear regression to fit the best line to all points t1 - tN (where N is
the number of points in the series);

• Calculate the series error;

• FOR EACH of the N-1 time points t1 .. ti .. tN in the time series
construct an interval (ti, t i+1) - call this interval Ii;

( ( ))y mx ci i
i

n

− +
=
∑ 2

1
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• REPEAT

� For each pair of adjacent intervals Ii and Ii+1 use linear
regression to fit the best line to all the points in the potential
super-interval and calculate the error;

� Find the lowest error;
� Merge the two corresponding intervals;
� Calculate the sum of the errors over all intervals - the current

error
• UNTIL (current error / series error) ≥ relative error threshold

We can get some indication of the appropriate value for the relative error threshold,
by looking at the distribution of durations of the intervals which the expert has
marked up; for probe changes this turns out to be in the range 100-300 seconds. We
assume that once we have stopped merging, the average interval size should be
comparable to the average interval duration as defined by the expert. The relationship
between relative error and average duration can be investigated experimentally. For
each example, we carry out the iterative best-fit, noting at each iteration the relative
error and the average interval duration, letting the merging continue until a single
interval is obtained. Fig. 3 shows the average (over 45 samples) duration for a given
relative error for both channels. Once the average interval size is established we can
work back to the relative error which would generate it. In this case it seems that to
get an average duration in the range 100-300 seconds, we should set the relative error
threshold around 10-4 to 10-3.

3.2. Pattern Matching

Event detection now proceeds as follows. Each channel is segmented using the
best-fit algorithm. The slopes for each of the intervals is calculated. The set of
intervals is passed to a forward chaining rule-based system with the following basic
rules:

Rule: Probe-Off
if ∃ interval, IO2 in the O2 channel with slope > 0.4 kPa/sec
and ∃ interval ICO2 in the CO2 channel with slope < -0.04 kPa/sec
and IO2 overlaps ICO2

then assert that an instance of Probe-Off (POff) occurs at the earlier of start(IO2)
and start(ICO2)

overlaps is used in the sense of Allen’s temporal relation of that name [1].
start(I) means the time that interval I starts.
Note that our definition of the timing of the event is consistent with that used for

the expert’s mark-up.

We have a similar rule for Probe-On, where POn occurs at the later of end(IO2)
and end(ICO2).
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The rule to construct a Probe-Change is:

Rule: Probe-Change
if ∃ instance of Probe-Off, POff
and ∃ instance of Probe-On, POn such that POff occurs earlier than POn
and the time difference between POff and POn is less than all other remaining

POff - POn sequential pairs
then assert the existence of a Probe-Change interval starting at POff and ending at

POn and remove POn and POff from working memory.

It should be realised that there may be a number of false Probe-Off and Probe-On
identifications. The test on the time difference ensures that we favour Probe-Off/
Probe-On pairings which are close together. There are other rules that retract pairings
which are obviously incorrect (e.g. which imply, for example, two succeeding Probe-
Ons without an intervening Probe-Off).

The rule-based system returns all identified probe change intervals for display and
analysis.

4. Analysis of Results

We evaluated the accuracy of the event detection system by running it on the data
associated with each known probe change; somewhat arbitrarily this consisted of 60
minutes of data centred on each event. For each sample we displayed both channels
with the expert's mark up, the segmentation generated by the best-fit algorithm, and
probe change intervals both generated automatically and derived from the expert’s
mark-up. An example is shown in Fig. 1. The top bar in panel 5 (marked ALL) shows
the duration of the probe change event as detected by the pattern recogniser; the
bottom bar shows the same interval as derived from the expert. We say that we have a
true positive when there is an overlap between the two bars – we have not yet taken
into account any difference in duration.

We decided to investigate the effect of different levels of relative error threshold.
The event detection algorithm was applied with different values for this, viz. 5.10-6,
10-5, 5.10-5, 10-4, 5.10-4, 10-3 to all 45 samples.

The cumulative results for true positives are presented in Table 1. Our initial
estimate for a suitable value for the relative error threshold of 10-4 was perhaps too
high; better results are obtained in the region of 10-5.

It is difficult to know how to estimate the false positive rate as we do not have a
fixed number of negative examples. For the 45 hours of data we looked at, the number
of false positives is given in Table 1. An additional complication was provided, in
several cases, by the presence of one or more 'probe lift' events. Such an event occurs
when the probe is not securely attached and, as the baby moves, the probe lifts
temporarily from the skin, and the signals are perturbed briefly towards atmospheric
levels before recovering. The origin and signature of such an event is very similar to a
probe-change and indeed they are often followed by a probe change as the nurse re-
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sites the probe to get better adhesion. We felt that at this stage, since we had not asked
our expert to identify probe lifts, it would be misleading to count them as false
positives. We have kept a separate count of these and will investigate ways of
distinguishing them from probe changes.

Table 1. Preliminary results of event detection for 45 examples

Relative Error
 Threshold

5.10-6 10-5 5.10-5 10-4 5.10-4 10-3

True positives as % of
total number of examples

89% 87% 78% 73% 53% 33%

False positives over 45
hours (excluding Probe
lifts)

10 9 18 20 11 6

Probe lifts over 45
hours

35 38 23 17 6 3

5. Relationship to Previous Work

Temporal reasoning in medicine has attracted a considerable attention in recent
years as a number of supporting theories and technologies have been developed [2].
However there is considerable variation in the nature of the underlying data and in the
goal of the reasoning. It must be emphasised that in this paper we are concerned only
with the detection of low level somewhat primitive events. Ultimately our techniques
must be embedded in a system which generates higher levels of abstraction for
monitoring, therapy planing, etc.

The merging algorithm described in Section 3 arose from previous work in our
group [3]. However Salatian's algorithm involved a more complex set of merging
rules and required the setting of four numerical parameters, as opposed to our single
relative error threshold.

Part of our approach is inspired by the Knowledge-Based Temporal Abstraction
(KBTA) theory developed by Shahar [4]. The initial stage of our best-fit algorithm in
which we construct elementary intervals from the raw data points is an instance of
temporal interpolation. Similarly the merging of intervals into larger super-intervals
may be considered as a form of horizontal temporal inferencing, albeit at the level of
the raw data rather than at a higher level of abstraction. Finally (and somewhat
obviously) the application of the event recognition rules is an instance of temporal
pattern matching. The KBTA theory has been applied in a number of domains, but it
would appear that these tend to be characterised by relatively large (and sometimes
irregular) sampling intervals e.g. diabetes [5]. At the level at which we are working,
we do not need persistence functions since we assume that data samples are always
available - and the 'absence' of data is recognised as, for example, a disconnection
event. However once an event has been recognised as an artefact it needs to be
removed from the raw data so that incorrect inferences are not drawn, and at that
point we will need to appeal to some form of higher level temporal interpolation.
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We have also been inspired by the trend template approach developed as part of the
TrenDx system [6,7]. TrenDx was initially developed in a domain (pediatric growth
monitoring) in which the data frequency is somewhat low. It has been applied to the
analysis of ICU data, but only to one patient; this makes it difficult to know how
robust it will be in this type of domain. No indication is given as to how the trend
templates are established - in contrast with our explicit approach to knowledge
acquisition. Another major difference is that the extraction of features from the raw
data by fitting regression lines and curves is an essential part of the attempt to
instantiate a trend template. In our case the feature extraction (segmentation) is much
more independent - the setting of the relative error threshold may depend on the event
which we are trying to detect, but apart from that, feature extraction is complete
before pattern matching starts.

Of obvious relevance is the VIE-VENT system for ventilator monitoring and
therapy planning for neonates [8.9]. The authors rightly point out [10] that in the ICU,
validation of high frequency data is a sine-qua-non for the construction of reliable
interpretations. Our intensively knowledge-based approach to interval-based
validation is in contrast to their more statistical methods. Also VIE-VENT is designed
to operate in real time - at present our technology is retrospective.

As the number of different types of event increases and as their temporal
relationships become more complex we will need to look at more general theories of
temporal reasoning [11,12].

6. Conclusions

There is some way to go before we can claim that we have a robust technique for
knowledge-based event detection of general applicability. However we believe that
the preliminary results reported in this paper are encouraging. In particular we
consider that the best-fit algorithm may be of interest to others. Our plans for the
future include:

• verifying our approach on other event types (e.g. endotracheal suction, probe
recalibration, etc.);

• extending the best-fit algorithm to run in real-time;
• looking at the possibility of applying machine learning techniques to the set of

marked up examples; it may be that the features that our expert has selected are not
the most discriminatory;

• extending the workbench so that think-aloud protocols can be recorded digitally
and replayed in synchrony with the actions of the expert while browsing the data;

• applying our approach to other domains - we are looking at the analysis of data
from gas turbines, refrigerated food display cabinets, and the results of ecological
A-life simulations.
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Abstract. On-line monitoring at neonatal intensive care units produces
high volumes of data. Numerous devices generate data at high frequency
(one data set every second). Both, the high volume and the quite high
error-rate of the data make it essential to reach at higher levels of descrip-
tion from such raw data. These abstractions should improve the medi-
cal decision making. We will present a time-oriented data-abstraction
method to derive steady qualitative descriptions from oscillating high-
frequency data. The method contains tunable parameters to guide the
sensibility of the abstraction process. The benefits and limitations of the
different parameter settings will be discussed.

1 Introduction

Our application domain is the treatment planning for premature infants at
neonatal intensive care units (NICUs). Many neonates need artificial ventilation
for various reasons. Compared to the treatment of adults, mechanical ventilation
of newborn infants is a highly sophisticated task because of the immature struc-
ture of their lungs. While medical knowledge has greatly increased over the past
years [5], the integration of the data produced by today’s monitoring devices
into the therapy-planning process still remains an unsolved problem.

Monitoring mechanically ventilated neonates is a clinical, high-frequency do-
main. Various of devices yield a rather high volume of measured data – at a
typical rate of one value per second – which is often faulty. Each measured data
shows only a snapshot of a single aspect of the patient’s situation in a particular
moment.

To a physician these snapshots alone are of limited use. What she needs is
an overview over a certain period of time and over various parameters which
together give a more detailed and comprehensible picture of the patient’s condi-
tion. Often she thinks in terms like ”X is higher than normal for five minutes”.
Nevertheless some monitoring devices in current use show only the values mea-
sured in the previous seconds or even only the very last one. This leads to a
strong need for facilities to visualize raw data as well as their abstractions.

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 281–290, 1999.
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While the sensors send possibly wrong numbers at high precision that repre-
sent a parameters value at a certain point of time, human users distinguish but
a few different states like very high or medium low in context with a interval of
time during which such a proposition holds. To close this gap we developed an al-
gorithm to obtain maximum intervals during which a parameter stays constant.
As a vehicle to reach this we introduce a statistically motivated representation of
quantitative values, called a spread, which shows both position and uncertainty
of a value at each point of time.

The ultimate goal of the algorithm is to present the information gathered
from various monitoring devices as concise as possible to the physicians in order
to reduce their information overload and improve the quality of care.

Currently we are acquiring and analyzing five types of input from various
sources. The ECG gives the heart rate rather reliably. The pulse oximetry gives
both arterial hemoglobin saturation of oxygen in the blood (SaO2) and pulse
rate. Small movements of the patient result in a high volume of erroneous oscil-
lations of these values. Transcutaneous electrodes measure the partial pressure
of oxygen (PtcO2) and carbon dioxide (PtcCO2). We are analyzing data off-line.
It is envisioned to employ the findings obtained thereby in on-line monitoring
and alarming in the future.

In section 2 we show why related approaches do not cover our problem speci-
fication. Section 3 features the three steps of our algorithm which are elimination
of data errors, clarifying the curve, and qualifying the curve. In section 4 we dis-
cuss the parameters involved in the process. In section 5 we discuss application
and further direction of our work.

2 State of the Art

Temporal dimensions are a very important aspect in the medical domain, partic-
ularly when dealing with the interpretation of continuously assessed data. The
most common methods are time-series analysis [1], control theory, probabilistic
or fuzzy classifiers. These approaches have a lot of shortcomings, which lead to
applying knowledge-based techniques to derive qualitative values or patterns of
current and past situations of a patient, called temporal data abstraction. Several
significant and encouraging approaches have been developed in the past years.

Haimowitz et al. [2] have developed the concept of trend templates (TrenDx)
to represent all the information available during an observation process. A trend
template defines disorders as typical patterns of relevant parameters. These pat-
terns consist of a partially ordered set of temporal intervals with uncertain end-
points. Trend templates are used to detect trends in time-stamped data.

The RÉSUMÉ project [11] performs temporal abstraction of time-stamped
data without predefined trends. The system is based on a knowledge-based,
temporal-abstraction method, which is decomposed into five sub-tasks: temporal
context restriction, vertical temporal inference, horizontal temporal inference,
temporal interpolation, and temporal pattern matching.
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Larizza et al. [7] have developed methods to detect predefined courses in a
time series. Complex abstraction allows to detect specific temporal relationships
between intervals. The overall aim was to summarize the patient’s behavior over
a predefined time interval.

Keravnou [6] focuses on the periodicity of events derived from the patient
history.

All these approaches are dealing with low-frequency data. Therefore, the
problems of oscillating data, frequently shifting contexts, and different expecta-
tions of the development of parameters are not covered.

Two promising approaches for high-frequency data are the ”Time Series
Workbench” [4], which approximates data curves through a series of line-seg-
ments, and the temporal data abstraction module in the VIE-VENT system
[8], which focuses on high-frequency domain of artificial ventilation of newborn
infants. Its abstraction module consists of five different methods to arrive at uni-
fied, context-sensitive qualitative descriptions: context-sensitive transformation
of quantitative data points into qualitative values (context-sensitive schemata
for data point transformation), smoothing of data oscillating near thresholds,
smoothing of schemata for data point transformation, context-sensitive adjust-
ment of qualitative values, and transformation of interval data (context-sensitive
and expectation-guided schemata for trend-curve fitting). VIE-VENT’s smooth-
ing and abstraction methods are a very good starting point. However, these
methods are quite ad-hoc and do not cover in-depth analysis of the data curve
over a longer period of time.

3 The Temporal Abstraction Method

The temporal abstraction method obtains intervals, in which a qualitative value
stays steady, from oscillating raw data. In the struggle for smooth, steady curves
one is confronted with two types of disturbances: errors, noise, and physiological
variations.

Most errors can clearly be distinguished from correct input data. The ab-
solute values of erroneous data points or the difference to their neighbors are
beyond well-defined limits. Reasons for errors comprise technical details like the
automatic re-calibration of the transcutaneous electrodes every three to four
hours as well as unfortunate circumstances like sensors being badly attached.

Noise consists of small rapid oscillations of the measured values that cannot
be sorted out as errors. They have very different reasons which makes them hard
to handle. Some of them are caused by technical details of measuring devices and
can be considered as small errors. Others are medically explicable phenomena or
symptoms (e.g. variability of the heart rates) which we subsume as physiological
variations and which should not be suppressed by the abstraction process.

It is thus clear that all transformations of the curves need parameters that
control the amount of abstraction or smoothing that is performed. These param-
eters need to be carefully adjusted to the issues of medical practice. In section 5
we will present some observations on this topic.
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The following steps of processing and abstracting the data can be distin-
guished:

1. Eliminating data errors. Sometimes up to 40 % of the input data is
obviously erroneous e.g. exceeding the limits of plausible values.

2. Clarifying the curve. Transform the still noisy data into a steady curve
with some additional information about the distribution of the data along
that curve.

3. Qualifying the curve. Abstract qualitative values, like ”normal” or ”high”,
from the quantitative data and join data points of equal values to time
intervals (qualitative description).

The results of each step of processing is displayed to the physician in com-
binations of choice to give her a clear perception of the abstraction process. In
the following we will detail these three steps.

3.1 Eliminating Data Errors

Many errors can be eliminated by defining rather strict maximum and minimum
values for each type of input as well as maximum change rates. Furthermore, if
two types of input (SaO2 and pulse) come from the same sensor and one of the
two is invalid, it can be concluded that the other one is not valid either. If two
sensors measure the same value (pulse and heart rate) and their inputs differ,
then you can discard the less reliable one (or do some adaptation).

Still a number of faulty data points – those which fall just inside the range
of allowed values – and nearly all of the noise will be left after such processing.
They must be handled with in the other steps of the method. See Horn et al.
[3] for a thorough discussion of error detection and correction in the domain of
clinical monitoring.

3.2 Clarifying the Curve

The algorithm presented in the following seeks to derive a smooth, easy com-
prehensible, and stable curve from noisy and error-prone data. For a selected
interval of time, e.g. one minute, we derive an abstraction representing the val-
ues within this interval. Moving along the time axis we shift this interval (time
window) to receive continuous abstractions of the curve.

So for example, if we consider a time window of one minute and a step width
of one second, we do not calculate only one value per minute but for every
second in the whole period of measurement we calculate an abstraction within
that time window. For each time window a linear regression model is calculated
as explained below. Figure 1 shows the abstraction within one time window and
the moving of this window.

Given the fact that not all deviations of data points from the main line can be
considered negligible although many certainly are, it is clear that any abstraction
must not only provide the mean of the curve at a certain point of time but also
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(a)

Fig. 1. The calculation of the linear regression is done for a time window of fixed
size sliding over the entire curve in small steps. (a) shows a single time window
and the line calculated from the data points within it. (b) shows a sequence of
overlapping time windows and the resulting lines.

some measure for the certainty with which this abstraction can be done at that
point. Such measures include standard deviation, standard error, quartiles, etc.

All these measures are only one-dimensional. Applying them on the x-coor-
dinates of the data points would presume that the curve is horizontal. Since this
rarely is the case, we first must find a ”common line” of the data points in the
considered interval. Only relative to that line we can define measures for the
closeness of a point to the entity.

Among several candidates we chose the linear regression model as a well-
proven technique for this task [1, 9]. We calculate overlapping lines in user defined
steps which can be as small as a second. The length which is also user defined
typically ranges from several seconds to one or two minutes. Figure 1 shows some
of the lines in a close zoom.

The calculation yields not only the center of the distribution but also the
inclination of the line optimally fitted through the data points (minimizing their
squared deviations) and the standard deviation. The standard deviation is a very
good measure of uncertainty unless some data points are missing (or removed by
the error detection). Dividing the standard deviation by the square root of the
number of data points used in the calculation gives the standard error. This value
is preferable against the standard deviation since it grows with the decrease of
valid data points reflecting thus growing uncertainty.

Plotting the standard deviation on the center of the distribution instead of
the standard error gives a much wider band which exactly depicts the average
distance of the data points to the line but is invariant to number of points in-
volved in the calculation. To combine the advantages of both standard deviation
and standard error, we multiply the standard error by the square root of the
maximum number of data points possible within the interval of time considered
and name it adapted standard error.
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Fig. 2. To give an optical impression of the distribution of the data points around
the regression line we vertically plot a measure for their distance like the standard
deviation (SD) on the center of the line. (a) shows the construction of one vertical
line while (b) shows a sequence of them.

Plotting the adapted standard error on the center of the distribution shows
its error bar, which is a well-known means of visualizing statistical data. In the
perfect case, in which all data points within the interval are valid, the width of
the spread equals the (double of the) standard deviation while it will grow with
an increasing number of invalid data points. Figure 2 illustrates the calculation
error bars.

Connecting the upper and lower ends respectively of the error bars found for
all time windows of a curve yields a band of variable width following the raw
data in rather gentle bends which we call a spread. The narrower it is, the more
concentrated the values around their mean. Figure 3 shows the final calculation
of the spread.

3.3 Qualifying the Curve

Often the numerical value of a parameter is not itself interesting to the physician,
but its qualitative abstraction like ”very high” or ”slightly low” or – most im-
portant – ”normal”. As indicated by the quotes, the exact definition of ”normal”
depends on the context in which the judgment is done [8].

A second characteristic of qualitative values in addition to being easy compre-
hensible is that they usually last for a longer time period. The resulting intervals
are perceived for example as ”SaO2 is high for 5 minutes”. This implies that any
short oscillation of the qualitative description must be avoided. While raw data
typically oscillate and thus are not usable as a basis for finding reasonably long
intervals wherein a qualitative value stays stable, the spread calculated above is
a good ground to start at.

Figure 4 shows an example of a spread crossing borders only according to the
overall tendency of the curve, skipping short-term peaks. Notice that nothing
happens as long as only one margin of the spread crosses a border. Only when
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Fig. 3. Connecting all upper and lower ends respectively of the vertical lines (a)
gives the upper and lower limits of a region containing most of the data points.
The polygon constituted by these lines (b) gives an intuitive impression of the
underlying data. The wider the band, the more uncertainty is involved in the
calculation of the vertical position of the band representing the mean.

the other margin follows, the qualitative value changes. The spread is the wider,
the more uncertainty is involved in calculating the mean of the time window.
Thus changes to another region are less likely there. In contrast, a narrow spread
strongly enforces the qualitative values to closely follow the quantitative value
as it represents a sample of dense, noise free data points.

Retrospective analysis of data allows to select the time point at which the
qualitative value changes. One may chose the intersection of the margin first
crossing the border with that border, the intersection of the second margin with
the border or the middle in between these points. In the example in figure 4 we
have chosen the middle.

Another reasonable point to set the event of change is the intersection of
the middle of the spread (in the value axis) – representing the average of its
surrounding – with the border. Unfortunately, the middle can have several in-
tersections with the border during the interval in question. So we need a rule
which intersection should be taken: the first, the last or the middle between the
first and the last intersection.

4 Parameters in the Abstraction Process

In the following we discuss the influence of different parameters on the abstrac-
tion process.

Length of Time Window. The length of the time window is the most influ-
ential parameter. It drives the amount of change of the curve which goes
into the abstracted spread. The longer the considered interval, the smaller
the influence of insular peaks in the raw data. If you want to get the overall
estimation of a minute, the length of the time windows will be 60 seconds. If
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Fig. 4. The thin line shows the raw data. The red (light gray) area depict the
spread, the blue (dark gray) rectangles represent the derived temporal intervals
of steady qualitative values. Increased oscillation leads to increased width of the
spread but not to a change of the qualitative value. The lower part of the screen
shot shows the parameters used.

a decrease during 5 seconds is considered significant, the length should not
be much longer than 5 seconds.

Permitted Gaps. In real-world situations there is always a certain amount
of data points which are missing or get discarded by the error detection
performed in step 1. If the amount of such points becomes too large, the linear
regression calculated from the remaining points might not be too reliable and
it should be visualized clearly that there is no usable input at that point.
Such a situation happens frequently in daily practice.
To handle such situations we define both a maximum duration of a single
gap in error-free input data, and a minimum percentage of valid data points
within the time interval in which the linear regression is computed. If a gap
in the (error-free) input data exceeds the maximum allowed duration, this
gap is propagated through all levels of abstraction and cannot be closed
by higher level abstractions. If the number of valid data points in one time
window does not reach the required limit, the calculation of the regression
line is skipped. Since the lines usually overlap, a gap only appears if the ends
of neighboring lines do not touch. Still the reduced number of data points
is visible because it leads to an increase in the adapted standard error and
thus in the width of the spread.

Point of Changing the Qualitative Value. As described above the point of
time at which the qualitative value of a parameter is changed can be set at
will within the period in which the spread intersects the border between the
old and the new qualitative value in retrospective analysis.
The point of change can either relate to the margins or to the middle (on the
value axis) of the spread. Since the middle can intersect the border several
times during the period between the first margin crossing the border and the
second margin following, we can generally only speak of an interval between
the first and the last crossing of the border by the middle of the spread.
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For both intervals – defined by the intersections of the margins and by in-
tersections of the middle – the beginning, end, and middle of the interval
are possible choices. Among the more plausible ones are the last intersection
of the middle of the spread and the middle between the first and the last
intersection of the middle with the border.

Step Width. While as a default the algorithm calculates one linear regression
within the defined time window for every data point measured, under many
circumstances this can mean a lot of unnecessary computation. E.g. if the
length of the considered time window is one minute, a step width of 10
seconds will still yield a smooth curve. This example shows that for best
results the step width should always be some fraction of the length of the
considered time window.

Position of the Error Bar. In the above text we silently presumed that it
would be most suitable to visualize the entity of the data points in the
considered by a vertical bar in the middle of the line produced by the linear
regression. This means that one time window of the spread represents x/2
data points before and x/2 data points after the position of the time window
where x is the number of data points involved in the calculation of the time
window.
While this symmetrically smoothes out disturbances in the curve in retro-
spective analysis, it does not properly reflect the situation of on-line moni-
toring where the values before the actual point of time are not available of
course . In such a situation one would only consider the past and deduct only
from it – the left-hand side of the curve – some abstraction of the data at the
current time point. While the appearance of the spread shows some differ-
ence between these two modes of visualization, differences in the qualitative
intervals abstracted from the two variants are rare.

5 Discussion and Further Development

Abstracting raw data to spreads and deducting intervals, in which qualitative
descriptions hold, is an important step toward better visualization and compre-
hension of high-frequency data. The output of the algorithm presented can be
used for three distinct though related purposes.

1. Visualization of quantitative data. While the raw data when plotted
”as it is” are rather confusing, the spread gives an intuitive impression of
the data by showing both the value - by its position - and the amount of
uncertainty in that value - by its width. It is thus a useful tool for visualizing
the quantitative input itself.

2. Abstracting qualitative descriptions over time intervals. Based on
the need of the practitioners we display the data as a sequence of intervals,
during which the values of a parameter take one qualitative value (e.g. high).

3. Finding suitable therapeutic actions. The qualitative descriptions are
a solid basis for recommending changes of the ventilator settings and for
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intelligent alarming. These are nontrivial tasks and need a knowledge base
with sophisticated temporal inference capabilities.

Our future efforts will be dedicated to the integration of the visualization tool
into the bigger context of a knowledge-based system using the Asgaard frame-
work [10] for temporal planning and developing our tool from a retrospective
analyzing tool towards an on-line monitoring and alarming system.
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Abstract. In order to utilize elaborate tools and techniques (like veri-
fication) for use with clinical protocols, these must be represented in an
appropriate way. Protocols are typically represented by means of formal
languages (e.g., Asbru), which are very hard to understand for medical
experts and lead to many problems in practical use. Therefore, a powerful
user interface is needed. We identify the key problems the user-interface
designer is faced with, and present a number of “classic” solutions and
their shortcomings — which led to our own solution called AsbruView.
Its two different views (Topological View and Temporal View) are pre-
sented.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Clinical protocols exist for many areas of medical care. Such protocols are typ-
ically represented as text, tables, or flow-charts. These representations are far
from perfect, however, because they lack a clear concept of time and do not
allow automation support for verification or quality assessment. In the As-
gaard/Asbru1 project [12], a number of methods are being developed that deal
with problems of clinical therapy planning. The key element of these efforts
is Asbru, a powerful language to represent time-oriented, skeletal plans. Asbru
has a LISP-like syntax, which makes it unusable for domain experts. Powerful
methods are useless, however, when they cannot be used by the people they are
intended for. This is why we developed a user interface that gives physicians
access to Asbru.

In section 2, we give a short introduction to the key concepts of Asbru. The
main challenges in visualizing Asbru, plus some possible solutions are discussed
in section 3. Our own approach, called AsbruView, is introduced in section 4.
We end up with a conclusion and future plans in section 5.

2 Asbru Concepts

Asbru is a plan representation language that can capture time-oriented, skeletal
plans. In order to understand the specific problems we faced in visualizing Asbru,
1 In Norse mythology, Asbru (or Bifrost) was the bridge to Asgaard, the home of the

gods (see also http://www.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/~silvia/projects/asgaard/).
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one must be familiar with some of its basic concepts. These will be described
here briefly. For a more detailed description, see [12].

Plan Layout (Actions). The plan body contains plans or actions that are to
be performed if the preconditions hold. A plan is composed of other plans which
must be performed in sequence, in any order, in parallel, or periodically (as long
as a condition holds, a maximum number of times, and with a minimum interval
between retries). A plan is decomposed into sub-plans until a non-decomposable
plan — called an action — is found. This is called a semantic stop condition.
All the sub-plans consist of the same components as the plan itself.

Preferences constrain the applicability of a plan (e.g., select-criteria: exact-fit,
roughly-fit) and describe the kind of behavior of the plan (e.g., kind of strategy:
aggressive or normal).

Intentions are high-level goals that should be reached by a plan, or maintained
or avoided during its execution. Intentions are very important not only for se-
lecting the right plan, but also for reviewing treatment plans as part of the ever
ongoing process of improving the treatment. This makes intentions one of the
key parts of Asbru.

Conditions need to hold in order for a plan to be started, suspended, reactivated,
aborted, or completed. Two different kinds of conditions (called preconditions)
exist, that must be true in order for a plan to be started: filter-preconditions
cannot be achieved (e.g., subject is female), setup-preconditions can. After a
plan has been started, it can be suspended (interrupted) until either the restart-
condition is true (whereupon it is continued at the point where it was suspended)
or it has to be aborted. If a plan is aborted, it has failed to reach its goals. If
a plan completes, it has reached its goals, and the next plan in the sequence is
executed.

Effects describe the relationship between plan arguments and measurable pa-
rameters by means of mathematical functions. A probability of occurrence is
also given.

Time Annotations. Time-oriented planning is centered around Asbru’s time
annotations. A time annotation is defined by seven entities: reference point, earli-
est starting shift (ESS), latest starting shift (LSS), earliest finishing shift (EFS),
latest finishing shift (LFS), minimum duration (MinDu) and maximum dura-
tion (MaxDu). Any subset of these parameters may be left undefined. Reference
points can be abstract points in time, so each reference point can be considered
to be the origin of its own time axis.
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3 Visualization Challenges

An enormous amount of work has been done in the field of scientific and infor-
mation visualization in the last few years, but most of these approaches focus
on large amounts of multi-dimensional data. For this kind of problem, a number
of good visualizations exist now, that make data accessible [5, 6, 13, 19].

The challenges that the designer of a visualization of time-oriented plans
faces are quite different, however. We identified five main problems: hierarchical
decomposition of plans, compulsory vs. optional plans, temporal order, cyclical
plans, and temporal uncertainty. A more detailed description of these problems
plus possible solutions that inspired our approach are given below.

Hierarchical Decomposition. Plans can either be actions (“atomic”) or con-
sist of sub-plans. A plan can be reused as a sub-plan of another plan. A successful
visualization must be able to communicate this concept.

This part is already satisfactorily solved in our Topological View (section
4.1). As an alternative, a tree view, like it is used for viewing file and directory
structures, could be used.

Compulsory vs. Optional Plans. A sub-plan can be used in two different
ways: it either must be executed (compulsory plan) or it can be (optional). While
a compulsory plan is easy to understand (and to depict), a way of indicating that
a plan is optional is a lot more difficult, especially if it must be different from
the representation of temporal uncertainty (see below). A blurred depiction of
plans [9] therefore cannot be used.

Temporal Order. In some cases, only the set of plans to be used is known,
but not the order in which they will be performed. A way of depicting a plan
has to be found where the order in which they are depicted does not necessarily
correspond to the order in which they will be executed.

Flow-charts [4, 14] have been proposed for this purpose, but they do not
cover parallel plans or sets of plans that can be performed in any order (the
latter is possible2, but only with considerable effort that leads to diagrams that
are impossible to read). Additionally, flow-charts scale very poorly, i.e. become
unreadable when a large number of plans is defined, and they do not cover the
temporal aspect (see below).

Cyclical Plans. Many actions in medicine are cyclic, for example a treatment
every two weeks, or blood tests every morning. It is of little value to display all
the many instances of the same action when it is known to be cyclical anyway.

We tried sphere and cylinder metaphors (inspired by [5]), but that did not
lead to usable representations.
2 By defining one path for every possible permutation of the plans. For n plans, this

means n! different paths.
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Temporal Uncertainty. The time a plan takes, but also time spans that are
considered for the relevance of symptoms are not defined in terms of exact du-
rations. Therefore, a way of visualizing time spans, where only part of the infor-
mation (e.g. the minimum duration) is known, must be found. This information
may be refined later; this is called a minimum-commitment approach [23].

A related problem is that of temporal granularity. It should be possible to
tell to what accuracy a point in time has been defined (e.g. seconds, minutes).

Simple ways of indicating uncertainty can be found in [9, 23], but are very
limited. These approaches only tell the reader that the data is uncertain, but
not to which degree.

A very versatile, albeit difficult to understand solution to this problem can
be found in [20]. While the methodology proposed there is very powerful, it is
badly suited for displaying more than a few plans, especially when they are to
be executed in parallel or when they overlap.

A time annotation in Asbru consists of seven values, and thus can be under-
stood as a point in seven-dimensional space. There are a number of visualization
approaches to this kind of problem, the most usable of which are parallel coordi-
nates [6, 7]. They are, however, not useful here since they do not clearly indicate
the relations between the different quantities.

The most promising way of visualizing temporal uncertainty are glyphs [15]
(or Chernoff faces [2]), which is the solution we finally used.

Further Requirements. Following the “Visual Information Seeking Mantra”
[22], an overview should be presented first, so that the user can zoom into the
parts he or she wants to examine in greater detail. Details should only be dis-
played on demand.

Often, one works on a small part of a larger structure, but still wants to know
the context this part is in. Three basic ideas are used for this: the Perspective
Wall [10], FishEye Views ([3], a similar idea is used in [18]), and stretchable
rubber sheets [21]. All of these methods of showing context differ from a simple
“lens” in that there is no abrupt break between the magnified area and its sur-
roundings, but a smooth transition. This, in combination with scrolling, makes
the concepts very easy to understand and use.

4 AsbruView

AsbruView consists of two very different views, which complement one another.
Undefined components are displayed in grey in both views. This is easy to spot
because of the heavy use of color (see below).

4.1 Topological View

In the Topological View (Figure 1, [8, 11]), we use a “running tracks” metaphor.
Every plan is considered a running track, which the patient runs along while
the plan is being performed. When the plan completes successfully, the patient
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is considered to have passed the finishing line, hence a finishing flag is used to
represent the complete condition (see section 2).

Although this view has a number of drawbacks (temporal uncertainty is
practically impossible to represent), it is, due to its simplicity, very effective in
communicating the basic concepts of Asbru. This was tested in a few preliminary
scenario-based evaluations [1] we did with our medical experts.

Metaphors from traffic control are used for the other conditions, like a “no
entrance with exceptions” sign for the filter precondition and a barrier for the
setup precondition. Since the setup precondition can be fulfilled, the barrier is
considered to open in this case. A traffic light stands for the stop condition (red
light), suspend condition (yellow light) and the reactivate condition (green light).

Hierarchical Decomposition. Plans can be stacked on top of each other,
representing hierarchical decomposition. The sub-plans a plan consists of are
put on top of that plan. Each plan has a unique color, which makes plans easier
to recognize. It also makes reused plans easier to spot.3

Compulsory vs. Optional Plans. Plans that may or may not be performed
are displayed with a question-mark texture, while mandatory plans have a plain
background. As an alternative, a dotted line can be drawn around optional plans
on black-and-white displays (this line can be distinguished from the dotted line
which marks the current plan, since, in the latter one, the points move).

Temporal Order. By putting plans next to each other along the time axis,
one can indicate that these plans will be performed in this sequence. Parallel
plans are aligned along the “parallel plans” dimension (Figure 1). Plans that
may be performed in any order are put next to each other more “loosely”, and
the containing plan has a groove that the plans can be put into as soon as their
sequence is determined.

Cyclical Plans. A circle symbol is used to indicate that a plan is a cyclical
plan. The maximum number of repetions can be given, but no temporal aspects,
like the minimum or maximum delay between retries.

Temporal Uncertainty is not shown in this view. Because of the perspective
distortion, it would be impossible to see the temporal dimension properly.

4.2 Temporal View

For more complicated tasks, as well as for the experienced user, a more detailed
view was developed. It is an extension to the “LifeLines” concept described in
3 This is, of course, not true for color-blind people. For this reason, we plan to include

an option in our prototype that changes the color-selection scheme so that different
plans can be discriminated more easily.
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Fig. 1. A screenshot of the AsbruView program. The example depicted is from a
real clinical protocol for treating infants’ respiratory distress syndrome (I-RDS).
The left/upper half shows the Topological View, the right/lower half shows the
Temporal View. In the Temporal View, the Plans Facet plus a very small part
of the Conditions Facet are visible
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[16, 17]. LifeLines are an extension and application of an old concept often named
timelines, and presented, for example, in [24].

The idea of LifeLines is very simple: in a diagram with time proceeding from
left to right, a horizontal line is drawn for every time span. The lines are drawn
in different vertical areas, with a label to the very left of the area. While events
whose dates are known (i.e. past events) are captured very well by this approach,
it does not deal with temporal uncertainty.

Our own adaptation of LifeLines is described here in a manner similar to
section 3 (see Figure 1, lower half).

Hierarchical Decomposition. To make the hierarchical structure of the plans
visible, a tree-view-like display is used on the left side. A plan’s sub-plans appear
as items underneath one another, bracketed by the containing plan. Similar to
the Topological View, each plan has its own, unique color to make identification
easier, not only between different facets, but also between the two views.

Compulsory vs. Optional Plans. The same method as in the Topological
View is used here.

Temporal Order. A symbol next to every “opened” plan (i.e. a plan whose sub-
plans are visible) shows its type. In the example, I-RDS Therapy is a sequential
plan, One of Controlled Ventilation is an any-order plan; a parallel plan would
be indicated by two parallel lines.

The order of execution is also indicated by the position of the plans along the
time axis. In addition, plans that are to be executed in any order are displayed
in one “time slot”, with arrows pointing to other possible execution times.

Cyclical Plans. The first instance of the plan is shown, with arrows pointing to
other possible occurrences. If minimum and maximum delays between retries are
given, they are displayed in a manner similar to time annotations. The maximum
number of retries is given as a number next to the first instance.

Temporal Uncertainty. Instead of simple lines (like in LifeLines), we use an
extended version of the time annotation (see Figure 2) we proposed in [11]. The
metaphor used here makes the concept of time annotation easy to grasp. All
defined components of a time annotation are displayed in black; any undefined
components are grey. Additionally, if the LSS or EFS are not defined, the dia-
monds supporting the MinDu become circles. This means, they can move if the
MinDu is changed. It is also easy to understand that the MinDu cannot become
shorter than the time span between LSS and EFS, otherwise the “MinDu bar”
would fall down. Both MinDu and MaxDu are constrained in their maximum
length by ESS and LFS: they cannot extend beyond the vertical lines.

Another problem that was not solved for LifeLines is that of different time
precision. The user can select the scale of the time axis in a “logarithmic way”,
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ESS LFSLSS EFSReference

MinDu

MaxDu

undef.

undef.

Definition:
[[ESS, LSS], [EFS, LFS], [MinDu, MaxDu], Reference]

MinDu and LFS defined to higher
precision than time axis

MinDu and LFS defined to lower
precision than time axis

2 d
3 d

Example: [[2 d, 3 d], [_, 11 d ], [6 d, _], Diagnosis]

6 d

11 dDiagnosis

Fig. 2. Time Annotations. On the left side, the definition of time annotations
is illustrated (top) and an example given (bottom). On the right side, two cases
are depicted in which the time scale of the time annotations is not the same as
that of the current time axis

i.e. select a granularity of weeks, days, hours, minutes, or seconds. If a point
in time is defined to a higher precision than can be displayed with the current
time resolution, a circle is put at the corresponding point (Figure 2, top right).
If the whole time annotation is smaller than one unit of the current time axis, it
is only displayed as one small circle. A similar concept is used in mathematics
when one wants to draw a line from A to, but not including, B.

If a point is defined to a lower precision than the current time axis (such as
“plus one hour” for a time scale of five minutes), zigzag lines are used to mark
the area of “imprecision” (i.e. one half unit of the more precise unit to both sides
of the point; Figure 2, bottom right).

Facets. We make heavy use of the “facet” idea [16]. A facet is a vertical region
in the display (see Figure 1) that is dedicated to a certain aspect of the data. We
are using facets for all of Asbru’s aspects: plan layout, preferences, intentions,
conditions, and effects. Facets can be opened and closed at any time, and share
a common time axis. Thus, the relation between different parts of the display
is very easy to understand, and problems from different views showing different
parts of a plan, for example, at the same time do not arise. Vertical scrolling of
the different facets is independent, however.

Since time annotations play an important role in all aspects of Asbru, the
same kind of representation can be used in all facets.
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5 Conclusion and Future Plans

We have given a short introduction to Asbru, and presented the main challenges
in our efforts to make it accessible to medical experts. A number of possible
solutions to these challenges were presented, together with their drawbacks.

The solution to the stated problems, based on many of the listed “possible
solutions”, was presented. It is called AsbruView, and consists of two views: the
Topological View and the Temporal View, offering different ways of interaction.

Most of AsbruView has been implemented, and is currently being evaluated
with medical experts.
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Abstract. This paper deals with the visualization of complex objects on the
WWW. In considering complex data our focus is in particular on temporal
clinical information given at different levels of granularity or with
indeterminacy. We propose some tools and graphic notations to visualize
temporal data, according to two different modalities: the first one based on the
time axis, displaying the absolute location of temporal data; the second one
allowing the user to focus on different temporal relations among data. The
designed and developed tools for visualizing temporal clinical data are part of a
prototype, allowing a general practitioner to access on the WWW, from his
ambulatory office or from home, clinical data related to his referred
cardiological patients.

1 Introduction

The management on the WWW of complex information, often stored in object-
oriented databases, has highlighted the need of suitably visualizing complex, not
necessarily multimedia, data. The visualization of temporal data has been considered
both from database community and from AI community [2, 3, 4, 6, 7]: reasons of this
interest can be found both in the need of graphically representing and summarizing a
large amount of data, often given with different levels of abstraction, and in the
widespread diffusion of graphic user-interfaces and browsers. Approaches and
solutions in literature are different and heterogeneous; proposals are related to specific
tasks, as, for example, display of clinical data on different time scales [2], visual
query of temporal data [3], visualization of video data [4], visualization of personal
histories [6], display of abstractions on clinical data [7].

In the following, we focus on aspects related to complex data visualization, we
faced within the project KHOSPAD - Knocking at the HOSpital for PAtient Data: the
project aims at improving the quality of the process of patient care concerning general
practitioner-patient-hospital relationships, merging WWW and object-oriented
database technologies [5]. More precisely, this paper deals with the definition of
graphic tools to suitably visualize sets of temporal objects, i.e. objects representing a
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piece of temporal information, with a special attention on data specified at different
levels of granularity (i.e., different time units) or with indeterminacy (i.e., uncertainty
in temporal location). We propose graphic notations and tools to visualize both the
location, with the related indeterminacy, of objects on the absolute time line and the
temporal relations between objects.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the main issues in
modeling temporal clinical data and present the temporal data model we adopted;
Section 3 provides a detailed description of our proposal about displaying temporal
information. Section 4 briefly describes the KHOSPAD prototype. Section 5 presents
the final outlines.

2 Modeling Temporal Data

In modeling temporal data we adopted the GCH-OODM (Granular Clinical History
– Object-Oriented Data Model) model, described in detail in [1] and briefly sketched
in the next section. This choice enables a suitable representation and management of
temporal information. Let us consider, for example, the need of storing and
representing the following sentences, concerning symptoms, pathologies, measured
parameters, and therapies related to a patient.
1. "In 1996 the patient took a calcium-antagonist for three months"
2. "The patient had chest pain from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m., July 28, 1996"
3. "At 5:17 p.m., October 21, 1995, the patient suffered from myocardial infarction"
4. "On August 29, 1995, between 10:10 and 11:30 a.m., the physician got a blood

pressure of 170/110 from the patient"
5. "At 6:15 p.m., March 3, 1994, the patient's renal colic ended; it lasted five days"
6. "The patient suffered from an episode of tachycardia lasting 130 seconds on

September 17, 1994, at 4:12 p.m."
Some of the above sentences (i.e., 3 and 4) describe instantaneous events. Others

refer to clinical information lasting a time span (i.e., 1, 2, 5, and 6). Different
granularities and indeterminacies are present in the temporal clinical information: in
sentence 2, for example, the time unit hour is used to identify the starting and ending
instants of the chest pain; in sentence 3, the time unit minutes is used; in sentence 4, a
temporal indeterminacy for the blood pressure measurement is represented by "...,
between 10:10 and 11:30 a.m."; in sentence 5, hours is the time unit for the end of the
renal colic, while days is the time unit used to express the time span of the renal colic.

Considering sentences related to a time interval (i.e., 1, 2, 5, and 6), it is not
possible to represent all the specified intervals, by giving, as usually, their starting and
ending instants, even with different granularity: for example, the interval of sentence
6 could not be expressed, because the duration of tachycardia episode is given at a
granularity finer than that used for expressing the starting instant of the episode.
Finally, we underline that in case of different granularities we have to deal with the
uncertainty coming from relations between intervals: it is not possible, for example, to
establish for sure if the patient took calcium antagonists (sentence 1) before having
chest pain (sentence 2).
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2.1 The Object-Oriented Temporal Data Model GCH-OODM

GCH-OODM is an object-oriented data model extended to consider and manage
the valid time of information, i.e. the time at which the information is true in the
modeled world [8]. The database schema consists of a set of classes. Objects are
created as instances of a class. We will use the terms class and type as synonyms, to
describe the proposed data model. An object is characterized by a state, described by
attributes, not accessible from outside, and by an interface, defined by methods.
GCH-OODM supports the main features of object-oriented data models applied to
databases: object identity, abstract data types, single inheritance, polymorphism,
management of complex objects, persistence [1].

Besides the usual types (char, char*, int, real, array, list, set, ..), GCH-OODM uses
the class hierarchy el_time, instant, duration, interval, to model the temporal
dimension of information.

The class el_time models time points on the basic time axis, named elementary
instants. Each elementary instant is identified by the corresponding chronon, i.e. the
nondecomposable unit of time supported by the temporal DBMS [8]. By the class
el_time properties of integers are extended to the time axis. So, both time points and
spans between time points are modeled in a homogeneous way: time points are
identified on the basic time axis by their distance from the origin of the axis.

The class instant models a time point identified by the granule, i.e. a set of
contiguous chronons, containing it. This class uses, by the methods inf() and sup(),
two objects of type el_time, to represent the lower and upper bound of the granule, in
which the generic time point is located. The instant 94/10/10, for example, may
coincide with anyone of the time points included between the two bounds
94/10/10:0:0:0 and 94/10/10:23:59:59, represented by two objects of el_time
type. By the class instant we can deal also with explicit indeterminacy: for example,
the instant %%%%96/12/12:12:30:0, 96/12/12:12:36:59     specifies a time point
between 12:30 and 12:36, on December 12, 1996. The class duration models a
generic duration, specified at arbitrary granularity. This class uses, by the methods
inf() and sup(), two objects of type el_time, to represent the lower and upper distances
between chronons, between which the value of the given duration is included. The
duration 3 d, for example, stands for a time distance lasting between 3 d 0 h 0 mi
0 s and 3 d 23 h 59 mi 59 s. A duration may also be expressed by specifying
the lower and upper distances, e.g. %%%%3 d 4 h 6 mi 3 s, 4 d 6 h 5 mi 2 s    ,
for explicit indeterminacy. Suitable methods allow the expression of relations and
operations, like sum or difference, on instances of the classes instant and duration [1].

A generic interval, i.e. a set of contiguous time points, is modeled by the class
interval. The methods start(), end() and dur() allow us to identify, respectively, the
starting instant, the ending instant and the duration of the interval. The methods of the
class interval permit to establish temporal relations between two intervals, specified at
(possibly) different and not predefined granularity and/or indeterminacy. Relations
between intervals are described in detail in [1]. We use three different notations to
represent the value of an interval: (i) FROM <instant> TO <instant>; (ii) FROM
<instant> FOR <duration>; and (iii) FOR <duration> TO <instant>.

GCH-OODM relies on a three-valued logic (true, false, undefined), modeled by the
class bool3, allowing the management of the uncertainty coming from comparisons
between temporal dimensions expressed with different granularity/indeterminacy. The
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classes modeling objects having a temporal dimension (hereinafter temporal objects)
inherit from the class t_object: the method valid_interval() defined for this class,
returns an object of the class interval, used to express valid time for a given temporal
object.

3 Visualizing Temporal Information

In visualizing complex temporal information there are two different needs, to deal
with: the first one is related to the visualization of the history, described by the
considered temporal objects; the second one is related to the visual representation of
temporal relations existing among different temporal objects. In the first case, the aim
is to provide users with a concise visual description of a set of temporal objects (e.g.,
related to a given patient), according to the absolute time axis; in the second case, the
purpose is to allow users to explore the different temporal relations existing among
temporal objects (e.g., among symptoms and therapies), which can not be precisely
observed with the previous history-oriented representation.

3.1 Displaying Temporal Objects on the Time Axis

This history-oriented visual representation of temporal data is offered to the user
through graphic tools easily displaying the relative position among temporal objects
and allowing a quick identification of the temporal extension, with its indeterminacy,
of the object valid intervals. The following features have been identified as important
ones when designing the graphic interface devoted to the representation of histories:
• selection of subsets of temporal objects, to allow the user to focus on a subpart of

the history, described by the whole set of temporal objects;
• visualization, on the considered screen window, of the minimal interval containing

the whole set of temporal objects, to provide an overall view of the considered
history;

• displaying of a reference time axis, to locate temporal data;
• selection of the preferred time unit to be used in displaying information;
• selection of the part of the time axis to be displayed;
• zooming in and out on the time axis.
The structure of the visualization system, designed according to the above
requirements, is represented in figure 1. The notation adopted for the visual
representation of temporal data, modeled by suitable temporal objects, is depicted in
figure 2. For each temporal object two elements are represented: a graphic one related
to the extension of the valid interval and a textual one providing a concise description
for the atemporal content.
The graphic representation is strictly related to GCH-OODM, and allows the
visualization of the indeterminacy related to the object valid interval. The color of the
box is associated to the specific temporal class of the database schema, the considered
temporal object is instance of. The box represents the extension of the object valid
interval, i.e. the segment on the time axis having as lower and upper bounds the
smallest time point possibly being the start of the interval and the greatest time point
possibly being the end of the interval, respectively. For example, in fig. 1 the
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considered box, related to the valid interval FROM <1996/2/25> FOR <7d> of the
temporal object labeled as Angina, has the lower bound 1996/2/25:0:0:0 and the
upper bound 1996/3/4:23:59:58 (coming from the addition of the upper distance
of the duration 7 d, i.e. 7 d 23 h 59 mi 59 s, to the upper bound of the instant
1996/2/25, i.e. 1996/2/25:23:59:59, being the year 1996 a leap year). We can
identify some subparts of the box representing, respectively, the starting instant, the
duration, and the ending instant of the interval: in the example depicted in fig. 1, the
visualized starting instant is the day <1996/2/25>; the visualized duration is <7d>;
the visualized ending instant is evaluated by adding a duration of seven days to
February 25, 1996.

Scale of  the
temporal  ax is

Start ing instant of
the temporal  axis Temporal  ax is

Sect ion of  the
temporal  axis  to
zoom in

Zoomed tempora l
axis

Time scale select ion

Select ion of the posi t ion
of  the zoomed tempora l
w indow

Select ion of the size of the
tempora l  window

Select ion of  the
start ing instant of
the temporal  axis

Temporal  ob ject

Fig. 1. The structure of the window for visualizing histories on temporal objects: squared blobs
contain brief descriptions of the window details.

Subparts representing starting and ending instants are as extended as the
indeterminacy related to these instants is high: the subparts representing these instants
are, in fact, all the time points on the time axis, possibly being the start (end) of the
considered interval: the sub-box related to the starting instant in fig. 1, for example, is
bounded by the time points 1996/2/25:0:0:0 and 1996/2/25:23:59:59 on the
basic time axis (having the granularity of seconds). The duration is represented by
two sub-boxes having a dimension respectively related to the lower and the upper
time span that the valid interval can have: in our example, we have 7 d 0 h 0 mi
0 s as lower time span and 7 d 23 h 59 mi 59 s as upper time span. The two
sub-boxes are centered in respect with the box representing the valid interval of the
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considered temporal object: this way, the visual notation underlines that, while
starting and ending instants of the valid interval are anchored temporal concepts (i.e.,
related to an absolute position on the time axis), the duration of the valid interval is an
unanchored temporal concept (i.e., related to the possible distances between the
starting and ending time points of the valid interval).

dif ferent colours represent
di f ferent temporal  c lasses

start ing instant

min durat ion

max durat ion

ending instant

global temporal  interval  related to the temporal  object

LABEL
Textual descr ipt ion of the
temporal  object

Fig. 2. The graphic notation adopted for valid interval of temporal objects.

Suitable graphic representations are defined also for instantaneous events or, more
generally, for temporal objects for which it is not possible to visualize in a correct
way the valid interval in some displaying conditions (e.g., too big temporal window,
too short temporal window, and so on).

3.2 Displaying Temporal Objects and Temporal Relationships

The relation-oriented visual representation of temporal data allows users to explore
the different temporal relations existing among different temporal objects. In
designing the graphic interface we considered the following capabilities:
• selection of subsets of temporal objects, the user is interested to focus on;
• visual representation of the granularity of object valid intervals;
• displaying temporal relations between valid intervals;
• displaying the uncertainty related to temporal relations between temporal data at

different granularities;
• abstract representation of the temporal location and of the global temporal extent of

a given temporal object;
• selection of the temporal relations to be visualized;
• selection of the temporal entity on which to evaluate temporal relations: starting

instant, ending instant, duration, or valid interval itself.
The notation adopted for the visual representation of temporal objects is depicted

in figure 3. The valid interval of a temporal object is represented by a node, composed
by three circular sectors: each sector corresponds to one of the dimensions of the valid
interval (starting and ending instants, duration). The label at the top of each node
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represents, after a system-assigned number, the atemporal content of the considered
temporal object (e.g., a concise description of a therapy, or of a pathology) and an
abstract description of the valid interval. The valid interval is represented by the
granule containing it at the finest allowed granularity. Colors (that in the black-and-
white figures are depicted as different gray levels) and radial lengths of sectors are
related to the granularity used in specifying the parts of the valid interval: the color
ranges from cool (blue) to warm (red) tones for granularities ranging from coarser to
finer ones; the radial length increases with the granularity (big radial lengths for
coarse granularities). This way, the radial dimension is useful to compare granularities
of different temporal objects. The angular dimensions depend on the different
granularities used in expressing the valid interval related to a given node. The angular
dimensions of the temporal entities given at coarser granularity are greater than the
angular dimensions of the temporal entities given at finer granularity for the same
interval. Angular dimensions are useful in comparing granularities used to express the
temporal entities (starting and ending instants, duration) related to a single valid
interval. For temporal objects having an instantaneous validity, a special notation has
been defined, as depicted in figure 3. The user can also display the temporal object
with some representation of the temporal location. Around the sectors, a watch-like
face is visualized, showing a suitable time scale according to the given valid interval:
on this scale the position of the valid interval is highlighted. For example, the node
labeled as "(4) Renal Colic on Mar 1996" in figure 3 refers to a temporal object,
previously stored in the database, having as valid interval FOR <5 d> TO
<1996/3/26:13:12>: "Renal colic" is the part of the label describing the atemporal
data of the object; "on Mar 1996" represents the smallest granule (March 1996)
containing the whole valid interval; the smaller sector is in green (i.e., granularity of
minutes) and represents the finest granularity, i.e. that related to the ending instant,
used for the given valid interval; the sector at the bottom of the node is in cyan and
represents the duration (given at the granularity of days, corresponding to cyan); the
leftmost sector of the node stands for the starting instant, is depicted in magenta (i.e.,
granularity of months), and has an indeterminacy in its temporal location due to
granularities of both the ending instant and the duration. On the external circular
scale, March days are represented and the days containing the valid interval are
highlighted with the color corresponding to the granularity of days.
Temporal relations are visualized by edges between the nodes; different edge colors
are associated to different truth values. Each edge has some labels; they represent the
different relations existing between nodes. The edges have a direction from the first
operand to the second one of the relation. Bi-directional edges stand for two
directional edges with the suitable labels. For example, in figure 4, two nodes are
displayed, related to a pathology (strong flares of rheumatoid arthritis) and to a
therapy (assumption of Lacirex, a calcium-antagonist), respectively. The first edge,
labeled by "<" (before) and "O" (overlaps), stands for uncertain relations (blue color):
e.g., is it possible that flares of arthritis happened before the therapy; the second one,
labeled by "M(M)" (meets at granularity of months) and "F(Y)" (finishes at
granularity of years), stands for true relations (black color); the third one, labeled by
"F(Y)" in one direction and "M(M)", "O", and "<" in the other direction, stands for
false relations (red color).
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Fig. 3. Graphic notation for temporal objects (from the left to the right): main notation,
instantaneous temporal object notation, extension of the main notation to represent temporal
location.

Fig. 4. Graphic notation for relations between temporal objects.

The overall structure of the designed visualization system is represented in figure
5, where from the top to the bottom are shown:
• a panel containing some controls for the visualization: (i) the selection of the

temporal entities (starting instant, ending instant, duration, or valid interval) to
consider, (ii) the buttons for defining how and where temporal objects must be
represented, (iii) the truth values of the temporal relations to display;

• a panel containing the temporal relations which can be selected;
• a window visualizing temporal objects and temporal relations;
• a panel where the user can select the granularity used when evaluating a given

relation – this window reminds also to the user of which are the different colors
related to the different granularities.

4 The KHOSPAD Prototype

We implemented the visualization tools above described as parts of the KHOSPAD
prototype.

Starting
instant

Ending instantDuration
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Fig. 5. The structure of the system for visualizing relations between temporal objects.

The system architecture. The KHOSPAD prototype is based on a client-server
architecture. The hardware consists of client machines, a Web server machine, a
database server machine and the communication infrastructure. The main software
components are:

• the client application, through which the user interacts with the system. It provides
a window-based graphic interface and handles remote accesses to the database
according to suitable protocols; at this level are executed most of the functions to
process and display data. In particular, the client application supports both the
history-oriented visualization and the relation-oriented one.

• the Web server. It handles the queries coming from the client. Queries can concern
the full or partial download of the client application, Hypertext (HTML) pages, or
queries to be transmitted to the database server.

• the database server. To this part of the system are devoted the functions related to
data management, access control, concurrency control and recovery.

• programs interfacing the Web and the database server.

Details on the web-based architecture of the KHOSPAD system can be found in [5].
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The clinical database. The clinical database considered for the KHOSPAD
prototype, related to a single specialty clinical setting, is devoted to archive and
manage PTCA patient records in the cardiology division. In this context the database
has to handle both a -numerical data and images acquired during the catheterization
procedures. Temporal information related to clinical data have to be suitably handled
too: the database system is based on the GCH-OODM model.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

We designed and implemented two different graphic notations to visualize histories
of temporal objects on an absolute time axis and to explore temporal relations
between objects, respectively. Our approach in visualizing clinical histories of
temporal objects has some similarities with the personal history visualization
technique called Lifelines [6] and with the time line browser described in [2].
Nevertheless, two main features distinguish our proposal from these previous works:
(i) the visualization of temporal objects having their temporal dimension expressed
with different granularity and/or indeterminacy; (ii) the proposal of an additional
visualization tool devoted to the analysis of (possibly uncertain) temporal relations
among temporal objects.

Even though clinicians were involved during the definition of graphic notations,
we plan to perform a deep and detailed evaluation of benefits of the proposed
visualization tools in real clinical settings.
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Abstract. Diagnostic processes for many diseases are becoming increas-
ingly complex. Many results, obtained from tests with substantial imper-
fections, must be integrated into a diagnostic conclusion about the prob-
ability of disease in a given patient. A practical approach to this problem
is to estimate the pretest probability of disease, and the sensitivity and
specificity of different diagnostic tests. With this information, test re-
sults can be analyzed by sequential use of Bayes’ theorem of conditional
probability. The calculated posttest probability is then used as a pretest
probability for the next test. This results in a series of tests, where each
test is performed independently. Its results may be interpreted with or
without any knowledge of other test results. By using Machine Learning
techniques for test result evaluation, this process can be almost com-
pletely automated. The computer can learn from previously diagnosed
patients and apply the acquired knowledge to new patients. Different Ma-
chine Learning methods can be used for evaluation of each test result.
They may assist the physician as a powerful tool for assistance in pretest
probability estimation, interpretation of individual test results and in
the final decision making. The presented approach has been successfully
evaluated in practice in the problem of clinical diagnosis of coronary
artery disease.

1 Introduction

In general, medical diagnosis on the basis of history and physical examination
alone is often difficult. Several sophisticated tests (both functional and morpho-
logical) are being developed to allow an early and more accurate diagnosis. As a
consequence, making the final diagnosis is becoming increasingly complex. Many
results, obtained from tests with substantial imperfections (an unavoidable evil,
due to limited resources), must be integrated into a diagnostic conclusion about
the probability of disease in a given patient.
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A practical approach to address the complexity problem is the analysis of
probability. For that we need to estimate the pretest probability of a disease
and then sequentially use Bayes’ theorem of conditional probability to obtain
the posttest probability after each test.

In recent decade many Machine Learning methods have been developed that
can be used as efficient tools for the analysis of databases and extraction of the
classification knowledge. Once acquired, it can be used to solve new problems
from the given problem domain. There have been many successful applications
of Machine Learning to medical diagnostic problems [3].

By using Machine Learning techniques, a probabilistic diagnostic process can
almost automatically be run in parallel with a classical diagnostic process. The
computer can learn from previously diagnosed patients and apply the learned
knowledge to new patients. Different Machine Learning methods can be used
for evaluation of different test results. This gives the physician a powerful tool
for assistance in pretest probability estimation, interpretation of individual test
results and in the final decision making.

The aim of our work was to examine the possibilities of using Machine Learn-
ing methods in stepwise diagnostic process and evaluate the approach in practice
in the problem of clinical diagnosis of coronary artery disease.

Our experiments show that by using Machine Learning techniques, improve-
ments can be expected from the pretest probability estimation as well as from
the interpretation of test results. In practice, this means better performance and
rationalization of diagnostic process.

2 Analysis of Probability in the Stepwise Diagnostic
Process

Because many different tests (functional and morphological) can be used for
similar diagnostic purposes, the physician must decide on their optimum use
in terms of performance and cost-effectiveness. As a consequence, making the
final diagnosis is becoming increasingly more complex. Many results, obtained
from tests with substantial imperfections, must be integrated into a diagnostic
conclusion about the probability of disease in a given patient.

One way to address this problem, that has been successfully applied in prac-
tice, is the analysis of probabilities. The key element in this approach is to
estimate the pretest probability of disease, and the sensitivity and specificity of
different diagnostic tests. With this information, test results can be analyzed
by sequential use of Bayes’ theorem of conditional probability. The obtained
posttest probability accounts for the pretest probability, sensitivity and speci-
ficity of the test. This is then used as a pretest probability for the next test
(Figure 1). This results in a series of test where each test is performed inde-
pendently and its results may be interpreted with or without any knowledge of
the other test results. However, previous test results are used to obtain the final
probability of disease.
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Posttest 1
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Fig. 1. “Chaining” diagnostic tests: a general principle of a stepwise diagnosis.

The pretest probability of disease is fundamental in deciding whether a diag-
nostic test should be performed. Usually, after taking a history and performing
a physical examination, the physician estimates the (pretest) probability of dis-
ease, and often does so intuitively. Such an estimate is made on basis of personal
experience, on the data from the literature (Table 1) and on particular features
of the patient. The integration of these three sources into a single parameter
represents the probability of disease [8, pp. 349].

Table 1. Pretest probabilities for the presence of CAD. Probabilities were
elicited from pathological data obtained from 23996 persons at autopsy accord-
ing to three parameters (age, sex, type of chest pain) and calculated as pooled
means [1, 9].

Sex Age Asymptomatic Nonang. Atypical Typical
patients chest pain angina angina

Female 35-44 0.007 0.027 0.155 0.454
45-54 0.021 0.069 0.317 0.677
55-64 0.054 0.127 0.465 0.839
65-74 0.115 0.171 0.541 0.947

Male 35-44 0.037 0.105 0.428 0.809
45-54 0.077 0.206 0.601 0.907
55-64 0.111 0.282 0.690 0.939
65-74 0.113 0.282 0.700 0.943

However, there are several caveats that one must be aware of, e.g., the prob-
lem of different selection biases when using data from literature, which may
result in not entirely reliable conclusions.

Once the pretest probability has been estimated, the physician decides which
diagnostic test will reduce or increase the probability of disease, thus turning it
into posttest probability. If the pretest probability is low (say under 0.10), it
may not be necessary to perform further tests. If the pretest probability is high
(say over 0.90), specific therapy may be started. The problem represent only
the patients where the probability is intermediate. For them, further testing is
indicated, with ultimate goal to decrease (or increase) the probability of disease
(in our case under 0.10 or over 0.90). As usual, quality of a diagnostic test is
determined by its sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp).
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The posttest probability measures the degree of certainty of the diagnosis
after performing a certain diagnostic test. It depends on the pretest probability
(P ) of the disease and sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp) of the diagnostic test.
It can be calculated by the application of Bayes’ theorem. The application of
the theorem imposes several restrictions [8, pp. 353-354]., however it has been
already successfully used in practice [1, 7].

In essence, we apply the Bayes’ theorem to calculate the conditional proba-
bility of the disease’s presence, when the result of a diagnostic test is given. After
some tedious work with formulae [8, pp. 352] we get the following two equations.
For positive test result the probability P (d|+) = P (disease|positive test result)
is calculated:

P(d |+) =
P · Se

P · Se + (1− P ) · (1 − Sp)
(1)

For negative test result the probability P (d|−) = P (disease |negative test result)
is calculated:

P(d |−) =
P · (1− Se)

P · (1− Se) + (1− P ) · Sp
(2)

The posttest probability after a diagnostic test represents the pretest probability
for the subsequent test. This approach combines several test results (posttest
probabilities) with data from the patient’s history (pretest probability) [1].

3 Stepwise Diagnostic Process in CAD

We speak of a coronary artery disease (CAD), when a blood flow through coro-
nary arteries is diminished due to stenosis or occlusion. It results in impaired
function of the heart and may end with a myocardial infarction (necrosis of the
myocardium).

During exercise, the volume of the blood pumped to the body has to be
increased to several times of that at rest. This causes the blood flow through the
coronary arteries to be increased several times as well. In a (low grade) CAD the
perfusion of the myocardium is adequate at rest or during a moderate exercise,
but insufficient during a severe exercise, when signs and symptoms of the CAD
develop.

There are four diagnostic levels of CAD. Firstly, signs and symptoms of the
disease are evaluated clinically and ECG is performed at rest. This is followed
by sequential ECG testing during controlled exercises by gradually increasing
the work load of the patient. Usually a bicycle ergometer or a treadmill is used.

If this test is not conclusive, or if additional information regarding the per-
fusion of the myocardium is needed, myocardial perfusion scintigraphy is per-
formed. Radioactive material is injected into the patient during an exercise. Its
accumulation in the heart is proportional to the heart’s perfusion and can be
shown in appropriate images (scintigrams). Scintigraphy is repeated at rest and
by comparing both sets of images, the presence, the localization, and the distri-
bution of the ischaemic tissue are determined.
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If the test is inconclusive, or an invasive therapy of the disease is contem-
plated, i.e. the dilatation of the stenosed coronary artery or coronary artery
bypass surgery, the diagnosis has to be confirmed by imaging of the coronary
vessels. This is performed by injecting radio opaque (contrast) material into the
coronary vessels and by imaging their anatomy with x-ray coronary angiography.

In our study [2, 7] we used a dataset of 327 patients (250 males, 77 females)
with performed clinical and laboratory examinations, exercise ECG, myocardial
perfusion scintigraphy and coronary angiography because of suspected CAD.
The features from the ECG an scintigraphy data were extracted manually by
the clinicians. In 228 cases the disease was angiographically confirmed and in 99
cases it was excluded. The patients were selected from a population of approxi-
mately 4000 patients, who were examined at the Nuclear Medicine Department,
University Medical Centre, Ljubljana, between 1991 and 1994. We selected only
the patients with complete diagnostic procedures (all four levels) [7]. The reason
for this (narrow) selection was that a definite proof 1 of presence or absence of
CAD for all patients was required. In determining the pretest probability we
applied the Table 1, which we retrieved from literature [9]. For each patient,
the table was indexed by a subset of “signs and symptoms” attributes (age, sex,
type of chest pain).

The aim of our early studies [5, 2] was to improve the diagnostic perfor-
mance (sensitivity and specificity) of non-invasive diagnostic methods (i.e. clini-
cal examinations of the patients, exercise ECG testing, and myocardial perfusion
scintigraphy in comparison with the coronary angiography as a definite proof of
coronary artery stenosis) by evaluating all available diagnostic information with
Machine Learning techniques. In ongoing work we aim to increase the number of
reliable diagnoses after myocardial perfusion scintigraphy (posttest probability
over 0.90 or under 0.10, respectively). This will reduce the number of patients
that must unnecessarily be submitted to further invasive examinations (coronary
angiography), that can be potentially dangerous, unpleasant and very costly.

4 A Machine Learning Approach

Machine Learning is a subfield of Artificial Intelligence that deals with learning,
in our case, learning from examples (inductive learning). Each example is given
by its description (a vector of attribute values) and a known outcome (a correct
classification of the example). In medical diagnosis, the example is given by a
description of the patient (including some test results), the classification is a
confirmed correct diagnosis. From known examples (the so-called training set),
Machine Learning methods are able to discover the knowledge necessary for
classification of previously unseen examples. Usually, a method that uses the
generated knowledge (a classifier) not only provides an answer to which class an
example belongs, but it also estimates the probability that an example belongs
to any class.
1 A definite proof of a disease can only be obtained by autopsy or with a morphological

examination, in our case, coronary angiography.
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In a stepwise diagnostic process Machine Learning methods can be used both
as pretest probability estimators and as (meta) test evaluators (methods that as-
sesses raw test results and make proposals for diagnoses). For estimating pretest
probabilities it is essential that the method produces probabilistic answers. It
is useful to use this approach when no appropriate data exist in literature, or
selection biases are too much different. A selection bias of the collected dataset
may be partially compensated (or enhanced) by using cost-sensitive learning
techniques [6, 7].

For evaluation of test results, categorical answers are sufficient. The char-
acteristics of each test evaluator (in our case, a Machine Learning method) is
determined by the corresponding ROC curve (Figure 2), obtained with use of
cost-sensitive learning techniques [6].
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Fig. 2. A ROC curve describing the behaviour of the backpropagation neural
network in the CAD diagnostic problem.

Figure 3 illustrates a possible use of Machine Learning methods in a stepwise
CAD diagnosis. Pretest probability of a patient is estimated from the signs and
symptoms (a set of 30 attributes). The first diagnostic result is obtained from
evaluation of the exercise ECG (a set of 16 attributes). The second diagnostic
result is obtained from evaluation of the myocardial perfusion scintigraphy (a
set of 31 attributes). Posttest probability after the first test (exercise ECG) is
used as a pretest probability for the second test (scintigraphy).
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Fig. 3. Machine Learning in stepwise diagnostic process. Note that each box
may contain different ML algorithm.

In our experiments we used the following well known Machine Learning meth-
ods, which are all able to give both categorical and probabilistic classifications.

– naive Bayesian classifier (sometimes also called simple or idiot Bayes) [3]
– decision trees (Assistant-I) [4]
– multilayered (with a single hidden layer) feedforward neural networks with

backpropagation learning [10]

5 Experimental Results

We performed our experiments on the CAD dataset of 327 patients (Table 2).
Pretest probabilities were estimated from the signs and symptoms, then exercise
ECG results were assessed (first test) and then myocardial perfusion scintigraphy
(second test). For the sake of learning process, the results of coronary angiog-
raphy which is considered a reference method, were used as a definite proof of
presence (or absence) of a disease. Since no independent testing set for evaluation

Table 2. CAD data for different diagnostic levels.

Diagnostic data Number of attributes
Nominal Numeric Total

Signs, symptoms and history 23 7 30
Exercise ECG 7 9 16
Scintigraphy 22 9 31

Entropy of the dataset (228 pos., 99 neg.) 0.88 bit

of our methodology was available, we performed a ten-fold cross validation, a
methodology well known in Machine Learning community. All experiments were
performed ten times, each time one tenth of the dataset was not used in learning
but reserved for testing purposes. The presented results are averages of ten runs.

Firstly, we were interested in how well the Machine Learning methods com-
pare with physicians in evaluation of two diagnostic tests. The physicians’ results
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were obtained in practice on the same dataset of 327 patients as described in
Table 2 and Section 3. This makes it possible to compare their results with that
of Machine Learning methods for each single patient. The results of this compar-
ison (in terms of classification accuracy, sensitivity and specificity) are presented
in Table 3.

As we can see, in all cases the Machine Learning methods considerably im-
prove classification accuracy, mostly as a consequence of significantly (P < 0.01)
improved sensitivity of the test. The best performer is the backpropagation neu-
ral network with considerable improvements of all three criteria.

Table 3. Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of Machine Learning methods
compared with the physicians.

Exercise ECG Scintigraphy
Acc. Sens. Spec. Acc. Sens. Spec.

Physicians 0.65 0.61 0.75 0.85 0.85 0.86
Backprop. 0.77 0.87 0.56 0.91 0.92 0.87
Assistant 0.73 0.87 0.40 0.90 0.93 0.83
Bayes 0.73 0.85 0.45 0.89 0.91 0.83

After applying the methods described above to the stepwise diagnostic pro-
cess, we measured the average pretest and posttest errors on angiographically
positive and negative patients. Results were compared to that of physicians,
with pretest probabilities obtained from the Table 1. The results are presented
in Table 4 and depicted in Figures 4 and 5. The better results are higher posttest
probabilities for positive patients and lower posttest probabilities for negative
patients. The improvements are a consequence of improved diagnostic perfor-
mance of the methods in comparison with physicians. For estimation of pretest
probabilities the best performer was (again) the backpropagation neural net-
work. It seems that its interconnected structure is best suited for the relatively
complex dependencies in the data. However its serious drawback is the inability
to explain exactly why a certain probability value was assigned.

Table 4. Average pretest and posttest probabilities on positive and negative
patients.

Positive Negative
Pretest Ex.ECG Scintig. Pretest Ex.ECG Scintig.

Physicians 0.77 0.78 0.85 0.47 0.42 0.28
Backprop. 0.83 0.84 0.92 0.47 0.42 0.23
Assistant 0.84 0.83 0.91 0.56 0.51 0.26
Bayes 0.86 0.89 0.93 0.54 0.49 0.28
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Fig. 4. Average pretest and posttest
probabilities on positive patients.
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Fig. 5. Average pretest and posttest
probabilities on negative patients.

We also measured the percentage (share) of reliable diagnoses (with the
posttest probability over 0.90 for positive patients and under 0.10 for negative
patients), and errors made in this process (percentage of incorrectly diagnosed
patients with seemingly reliable diagnoses). We compared the results with that of
the physicians and with results obtained from Machine Learning methods when
all available attributes (signs and symptoms, exercise ECG, myocardial perfu-
sion scintigraphy) were used. The results are presented in Tables 5 and 6 and
depicted in Figures 6 and 7. The best result (backpropagation neural network)
shows improvements by 6% for both positive and negative patients without risk
of making more errors than physicians.

Even bigger improvement can be expected when using all available attributes
for classification (Machine Learning methods can efficiently deal with much
larger sets of attributes than humans). The predicted class probabilities were
considered as posttest probabilities with the same 0.90:0.10 criterion for relia-
bility as before. Achieved improvements are breathtaking (Bayes: by 18% for
positive and even by 35% for negative patients), however this goes hand in hand
with a higher error rate (Bayes: by 4% for positive and by 3% for negative pa-
tients). Error rate could further be reduced by applying stronger criteria (i.e.,
0.95:0.05) for reliable classifications. A physician must decide which tool to use
either to stay safe with relatively smaller improvements (stepwise diagnostics)
or to take more risk and achieve considerably higher improvements.

6 Discussion

The results of our study are promising. We have shown that Machine Learning
techniques can be successfully used as an intelligent tool in a stepwise diagnostic
process. Machine Learning methods can help physicians evaluate test results and
improve their performance (sensitivity and specificity). They can also be very
useful in determining pretest probabilities from collected datasets and therefore
take in account the selection bias for a particular medical facility. The biases can
be partially compensated by using cost-sensitive learning techniques.
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Table 5. Percentage of reliable diag-
noses and errors on positive and nega-
tive patients.

Positive Negative
Reliable Errors Reliable Errors

Physic. 0.72 0.03 0.46 0.08
Backprop. 0.78 0.04 0.52 0.06
Assistant 0.79 0.05 0.49 0.08
Bayes 0.79 0.05 0.46 0.03

Table 6. Percentage of reliable diag-
noses and errors with all available at-
tributes used (from all previous tests).

Positive Negative
Reliable Errors Reliable Errors

Physic. 0.72 0.03 0.46 0.08
Backprop. 0.86 0.05 0.66 0.09
Assistant 0.87 0.08 0.77 0.06
Bayes 0.90 0.07 0.81 0.11
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Fig. 6. Percentage of reliable diagnoses
and errors with stepwise diagnost. pro-
cess.
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Fig. 7. Percentage of reliable diagnoses
and errors with all attributes used.

From practical use of described approaches a two-fold rationalization might
be expected. Due to higher specificity of tests fewer patients without the disease
would have to be examined with coronary angiography or other invasive high-
level examinations. Together with higher sensitivity this would also save money
and shorten waiting periods for truly ill patients

The most important result of our study are the improvements in the pre-
dictive power of the stepwise diagnostic process. The 6% of positive and 6%
of negative patients who would not need to be examined with costly further
tests, represents a considerable improvement in the diagnostic power as well as
in the rationalization of the existing CAD diagnostic procedure without danger
of incorrectly diagnosing more patients than in current practice. Even bigger
improvements may be expected by using all available attributes at once.

However, it should be emphasized that the results of our study are obtained
on a severely restricted population and therefore may not be generally appli-
cable to the normal population, i.e. to all the patients coming to the Nuclear
Medicine Department. Further studies might be needed to verify our findings. In
particular, on-line data gathering is necessary to obtain a representative dataset.
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Abstract. This work focused on refining the Cognitive Abilities Screen-
ing Instrument (CASI) by selecting a clinically significant subset of tests,
and generating simple and useful models for dementia screening in a cross
cultural populace. This is a retrospective study of 57 mild-to-moderately
demented patients of African-American, Caucasian, Chinese, Hispanic,
and Vietnamese origin and an equal number of age matched controls from
a cross cultural pool. We used a Knowledge Discovery from Databases
(KDD) approach. Decision tree learners (C4.5, CART), rule inducers
(C4.5Rules, FOCL) and a reference classifier (Naive Bayes) were the
machine learning algorithms used for model building. This study iden-
tified a clinically useful subset of CASI, consisting of only twenty Mini
Mental State Examination (MMSE) attributes—CASI-MMSE-M, saving
test time and cost, while maintaining or improving dementia screening
accuracy. Also, the machine learning algorithms (in particular C4.5 and
CART) gave stable clinically relevant models for the task of screening
with CASI-MMSE-M. . . .

1 Introduction

Demand is growing for brief, reliable, and sensitive methods to detect dementia,
given the emphasis on cost-effectiveness in the current health care environment.
Already, managed care companies are limiting access to traditional neuropsycho-
logical testing. As the number of older adults in the United States continues to
increase and concern heightens about memory problems, health care profession-
als will need quick, effective tools to accurately separate cognitively impaired
from healthy elders from a variety of cultural backgrounds. The prevalence of
dementia has been estimated as ranging from 1-3% in the 65-74 age group, from
7-19% in those 75-84, and from 25-47.2% in those 85 and older [1], [2]. Neu-
ropsychological assessment has retained its key role in the diagnosis of dementia

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 326–335, 1999.
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despite improvements in neuroimaging techniques, such as magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and single photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT).
While forgetfulness has been described as America’s latest health obsession [3],
dementia continues to be under-recognized within community practice settings.
The problem of under-recognition is even greater in minority elders [4] due to a
variety of factors. The process of diagnosing dementia in minority individuals is
complicated by cultural beliefs about Alzheimer’s disease and similar disorders,
mistrust of mainstream care providers, the cultural press to “take care of the
problem” within the family, economic limitations, and, until recently, a lack of
culturally sensitive neuropsychological tools. The Cross-Cultural Neuropsycho-
logical Test Battery (CCNB) was developed in response to the growing interest
in and need for culturally fair measures of cognitive functioning [5].

2 Methods

2.1 CCNB and CASI

The eleven tests comprising the Cross Cultural Neuropsychological Test Bat-
tery (CCNB) assess recent memory, attention, language, reasoning, and visual
spatial functioning (areas known to be impaired in Alzheimer’s disease) as well
as overall mental status. Mental status is assessed with the Cognitive Abilities
Screening Instrument (CASI) [6]. Designed for cross-cultural application, the
CASI is easier to adapt for a variety of cultural/language groups than many
of the screening instruments currently used with English-speaking individuals
(e.g., MMSE, BIMC). Unlike these instruments, when direct translation of an
item is inappropriate, the CASI provides a culturally fair alternative. For exam-
ple, as the phrase “No ifs, ands, or buts” is meaningless to non-English speaking
individuals, the CASI provides alternative versions of this item, using linguisti-
cally equivalent phrases from other languages. Many of the items in the CASI are
common to the Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE) [7], the Modified Mini-Mental
State Exam (3MSE) [8], and the Hasegawa Dementia Screening Scale (HDSS)
[9]. Consequently, scores on subsets of the CASI are equivalent to scores on the
MMSE, 3MSE, and HDSS. In the current health care environment, patients are
unlikely to receive neuropsychological testing due to the cost and time involved.
Application of the CCNB in clinical settings may be limited by the 90-minute
administration time. Consequently, ongoing efforts are directed at finding ways
to shorten the CCNB without compromising it’s diagnostic accuracy.

3 Description of the Data Set

The data for this study is from the Los Angeles and Orange County areas of
Southern California. Normative data has been collected on a total of 324 healthy
English speaking (i.e., Caucasian, African American) and non-English speaking
(i.e., Chinese, Vietnamese, Hispanic) minority elders. The investigators are cur-
rently expanding the CCNB normative database to other highly represented mi-
nority groups in the United States, beginning with Koreans, and administering
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the battery to cognitively impaired older adults in each of the minority groups,
with a total of 57 demented patients tested to date. Using conventional statistical
methods, the investigators [5] demonstrated that most of the tests in the CCNB
are culturally fair. Ethnicity had a limited impact on overall test scores, affect-
ing only certain measures (e.g., Digit Span, Category Fluency), while education
played a significant role in performance on almost all of the tests. The sample
consisted of the 57 mild-to-moderately demented patients of African-American,
Caucasian, Chinese, Hispanic, and Vietnamese origin and an equal number of
age matched controls from a cross cultural pool. The specific data entered for
each subject included gender, age, education, and ethnicity plus responses to all
of the items on the CASI. See Table 1 for the sample characteristics.

Table 1. Characteristics of the sample of this study

Cases (n = 57) Controls (n = 57)

Attribute Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Age 76.05 9.4 73.93 7.7
Education 10.33 5.2 9.11 4.9

3.1 Neuropsychological Test Data Sets

We created four datasets from the whole sample. The CASI-FULL-BATTERY
(CASI-FB) has 42 attributes and the outcome variable or class (normal or de-
mented). The CASI-MMSE—CASI-SCORED (CASI-MMSE-C) has a subset of
20 MMSE variables scored in the CASI framework plus the class. The third
dataset was the CASI-MMSE—MMSE-SCORED (CASI-MMSE-M) which also
had the 20 MMSE variables but scored in the MMSE framework plus the class.
We also included a CASI-SHORT (CASI-SH) [6] consisting of just 8 CASI vari-
ables plus the class. In this work, we have focused on selecting sets of features cor-
responding to tests used in screening for dementia. More traditional approaches
(e.g., forward and backwards selection procedures [10] consider adding or delet-
ing individual features. These were not considered in this study because it was
important to preserve the structure of the existing examinations as much as
possible so that there was less resistance to adopting changes in procedures.

3.2 Machine Learning and KDD

Machine Learning (ML) and Knowledge Discovery from Data bases (KDD) are
increasingly being applied in health care to build models, develop practice guide-
lines or refine guidelines for better medical decision making. They differ from
traditional approaches by generating domain models such as decision trees, rules,
graphs etc. from data. The KDD process involves many steps encompassing data
pre-processing (attribute selection, recoding etc.), choice of datamining algo-
rithms, experimental protocol and post-processing of the output. See [11] for a
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detailed discussion on this. Some recent applications of these techniques in the
medical domain include differential diagnosis of abdominal pain [12], screening
and severity staging models for dementia [13], [14] and learning from a database
of sports injuries [15]. Using ML and KDD techniques, we are attempting to
refine the CCNB with two explicit goals. First, we are interested in identifying
a clinically usable subset of CASI (CASI-SUBSET) which will save time and
cost retaining or improving the accuracy obtained by the full battery. Second,
to generate simple and useful models for dementia screening in a cross cultural
population with the CASI-SUBSET, maintaining or improving the sensitivity
and specificity obtained using a total score cutoff value. Hopefully, these refine-
ments should lead to greater utilization of the CCNB in clinical settings. As a
first attempt at refining the CCNB through ML and KDD techniques, this study
examined data from the Cognitive Abilities Screening Instrument (CASI; Teng
et al., 1994). The CASI items cover 10 cognitive domains commonly assessed in
dementia: attention, concentration, orientation, short-term memory, long-term
memory, language ability, constructional praxis, verbal fluency, abstraction, and
everyday problem solving skills. In most of these domains, scores range from 0
to 10 points while the total CASI score ranges from 0 to 100. Many of the CASI
items are taken directly, or modified, from the Mini Mental State Exam [7]. The
subset of CASI items representing the MMSE yields an equivalent score to that
achieved on the MMSE itself. This raises the possibility that a shortened version
of the CASI, more specifically the subset of items from the MMSE, could achieve
the same level of diagnostic accuracy as the entire CASI.

3.3 Machine Learning Algorithms

Of particular interest to this study is the case where guidelines for screening
must be written down and followed by an organization. In this case, automated
tools that make black-box predictions are not acceptable and the human inter-
pretability of rules and trees is a major benefit. We concentrated on decision
tree learners and rule learners as they generate clear descriptions of how the ML
method arrives at a particular classification. These models have the advantage
that they can easily be taken offline, and depicted as charts representing a rule
set or decision tree. They also tend to be simple and understandable models,
compared with complex models such as neural networks, Bayesian networks or
multiple models. Naive Bayes [16] was selected as a reference baseline classifier
for comparison purposes.

C4.5 is a decision tree generator and C4.5Rules produces if . . . then rules
from the decision tree [17]. Naive Bayes is a classifier based on Bayes Rule. Even
though it makes the assumption that the attributes are conditionally indepen-
dent of each other given the class, it is a robust classifier and serves as a good
comparison in terms of accuracy for evaluating other algorithms. FOCL [18] is a
concept learner which can incorporate a user provided knowledge of two types.
First, when provided with a guideline or protocol directly, FOCL has the ca-
pacity for revision if the guidelines produce better classification rules than that
produced from exploration of the data. Second, FOCL can accept information
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on each nominal variable indicating which values of the variable increase the
probability of belonging to a class (such as retarded) and information on each
continuous variable on whether higher or lower values of the variable increases
the probability of belonging to a class. When this facility of FOCL is used, it is
termed “constrained” FOCL. For this study we used only the “unconstrained”
functionality of FOCL. CART [19] is a classifier which uses a tree-growing al-
gorithm that minimizes the standard error of the classification accuracy based
on a particular tree-growing method applied to a series of training subsamples.
We used Buntine and Caruana’s implementation of CART, (the “IND” package)
[20]. For each training set, CART builds a classification tree where the size of
the tree is chosen based on cross-validation accuracy on this training set. The
accuracy of the chosen tree is then evaluated on the unseen test set.

3.4 Model Building

We used MLC++ [21] to run these ML algorithms on the 4 datasets. For each
of the four datasets (set Section 3.1), the whole sample was divided into 10
random partitions of equal size and a ten-fold cross validation was done. The
training and test sets were created from these partitions as follows. For each
of these partitions Pi, the test set was Pi and the training set was the whole
sample S minus Pi i.e. all the other partitions Pj(j 6=i). Models were generated
from the training set and evaluated on the unseen test set. The classification
accuracies reported are the mean scores obtained with the ten test sets. Note
that cross validation evaluates each instance only once and the n which goes into
the various statistics such as total accuracy, sensitivity and specificity is the size
of the whole sample. This methodology is based on the approach recommended
by Salzberg [22].

Table 2. Sensitivity and Specificity of the ML algorithms for dementia screening
in a cross cultural population with the CASI-FB and CASI-MMSE-M

(Total sample n = 114, Impaired/Demented n = 57, Normal n = 57)

CASI-FB CASI-MMSE-M

Algorithm Accuracy† Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy† Sensitivity Specificity

C4.5 82.46(10.9) 75.44 89.47 84.21(13.6) 80.70 87.72
C4.5Rules 81.58(14.2) 75.44 87.72 83.33(15.8) 77.19 89.47
Naive Bayes 85.96(10.8) 77.19 94.74 82.46(10.8) 73.68 91.23
CART 73.88(14.8) 58.77 89.06 79.33(18.9) 69.65 89.06
FOCL 84.20 (5.8) 75.44 92.98 78.10(13.4) 84.21 71.93
† The standard deviation is given in braces.

ML—Machine Learning, CASI—Cognitive Abilities Screening Instrument, CASI-FB—
CASI full battery, CASI-MMSE-M—MMSE subset of CASI with MMSE scoring
scheme
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Table 3. Sensitivity and Specificity of the ML algorithms for dementia screening
in a cross cultural population with the CASI-MMSE-C and CASI-SH

(Total sample n = 114, Impaired/Demented n = 57, Normal n = 57)

CASI-MMSE-C CASI-SH

Algorithm Accuracy† Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy† Sensitivity Specificity

C4.5 82.46(12.2) 77.19 87.72 78.95(10.5) 82.46 75.44
C4.5Rules 78.95(15.8) 71.93 85.96 78.95(10.5) 75.44 82.46
Naive Bayes 84.21 (9.6) 75.44 92.98 83.33(10.3) 75.44 91.23
CART 72.97(15.8) 60.58 85.42 75.94(10.1) 76.90 74.97
FOCL 84.20 (8.7) 87.72 80.70 78.90(12.9) 80.70 77.19
† The standard deviation is given in braces.

ML—Machine Learning, CASI—Cognitive Abilities Screening Instrument, CASI-
MMSE-C—MMSE subset of CASI with CASI scoring scheme, CASI-SH—Short CASI

4 Results

Table 2 and Table 3 give the detailed results obtained with the various ML
algorithms using the four different datasets—CASI-FB, CASI-MMSE-C, CASI-
MMSE-M and CASI-SH. The performance of each of the different algorithms was
comparable, across the four neuropsychological tests—CASI-FB, CASI-MMSE-
C, CASI-MMSE-M and CASI-SH. Likewise, for the same neuropsychological
test, the various algorithms reported similar accuracy figures. In general the
performance using the CASI-SH was somewhat lower. Also, CART gave lower
accuracy figures across the data sets. We examined the sensitivity (probabil-
ity of correctly classifying cases, i.e. the demented group in our sample) and
specificity (probability of correctly classifying controls, i.e. the normal group)
for the testing samples. All the ML algorithms except FOCL gave higher speci-
ficity across CASI-FB, CASI-MMSE-C and CASI-MMSE-M datasets while in
the case of CASI-SH sensitivity was higher with C4.5, CART and FOCL. CART
gave typically simple decision trees with two to six leaves. See Figure 1 for a
representative CART tree. C4.5 gave slightly larger trees with the number of
leaves ranging between two and eleven. The rules generated by C4.5Rules were
comparatively simpler. See Figure 2 for a typical set of C4.5 rules.

5 Discussion

CASI-MMSE-M dataset gave higher accuracies with C4.5, C4.5Rules and CART
while the accuracy was slightly lower with Naive Bayes. With FOCL, accuracy
was lower using CASI-MMSE-M but using CASI-MMSE-C, the performance was
similar to that of the full CASI. Note that accuracy is a good metric for eval-
uating the different datasets since our sample had equal number of cases and
controls. Hence, the accuracy is the mean of the sensitivity and specificity. Both
the datasets CASI-MMSE-C and CASI-MMSE-M contain the same subset of
twenty attributes from the CASI-FB, the only difference being in the scoring of
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Fig. 1. Cart tree with five leaves

Normal

Demented

Normal Demented

Demented

Short-Term Recall

Season

City and State

Day of the week

= Right
= Wrong

= No Recall= Good

= Wrong = Right

= Right = One or both wrong

Fig. 2. A C4.5Rule Set

Rule 1: DAY-OF-WEEK = Wrong ⇒ class demented(95.8%)
Rule 2: SHORT-TERM-RECALL = Good and SEASON = Wrong ⇒ class de-

mented(93.0%)
Rule 3: DAY-OF-WEEK = Right ⇒ class normal(71.3%)
Default: ⇒ class demented

Note: These rules are applied sequentially; the percentage figures in paretheses along-
side each rule are the accuracy figures of the rule when it is applicable.

these tests (see Section 3.1). Since MMSE has been used extensively since 1975
and easier to score, the CASI-MMSE-M which makes it culturally fair could be
substituted for MMSE in a cross cultural population. It will also save testing
time and hence cost when compared to CASI-FB, while improving or retaining
test accuracy. CASI-MMSE-M satisfies our first refinement goal of identifying
a clinically usable subset of CASI saving provider time and cost without com-
promising on accuracy. In this case actually we improve accuracy marginally.
C4.5 gave the highest classification accuracy (84.21%) and sensitivity (80.70%)
with the CASI-MMSE-M but the performance of the other algorithms except-
ing FOCL were comparable. C4.5Rules came close with an accuracy of 83.33%
and sensitivity of 77.19%. Decision trees and rule sets are considerably more
understandable models when compared for example to Naive Bayes which gives
a probability density function. Hence they have the potential to be much more
useful in clinical practice.

The basic factors in model selection are its accuracy, comprehensibility and
stability, and in medical domains comprehensibility is particularly important.
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We have addressed these issues in further detail elsewhere [14]. Here we present
some interesting properties of our models. In general CART models scored high
on comprehensibility compared to C4.5 trees. They were smaller and had fewer
domain constraint violations.

5.1 Highlights of Our CASI-MMSE-M Model

Table 2 (last 3 columns) gives the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of the
various ML algorithms using CASI-MMSE-M. The total accuracy, sensitivity
and specificity of the different algorithms are clinically acceptable. The decision
tree learners, C4.5 and CART also gave stable models. The attribute Day-of-
week formed the root of C4.5 trees in nine out ten models and six out of ten
CART trees. A CART or C4.5 decision tree with Day-of-week as root could
serve as a good starting point for selecting a good screening model. The other
important consideration apart from accuracy is faithfulness to domain principles
and constraints. There is preliminary evidence that domain faithfulness plays a
significant role in model acceptability by health care providers [23]. The CART
tree in Figure 1 did not violate any domain constraints.

The CART tree selected by the expert (Figure 1) had four attributes while
the C4.5 rule set in Figure 2 had just three. Though the CASI-MMSE-M is
composed of twenty attributes, most models we generated comprised of four to
six features. This clearly shows that all the attributes in the CASI-MMSE-M are
not equally significant. Moreover, attributes such as Day-of-week, Short-term-
recall and Season figure at the top region of the trees and rule-sets consistently.
This raises the possibility of a shorter test compared to CASI-MMSE-M. Further
research is required before an optimal subset of features could be advanced as a
shorter test. On the other hand, a model such as the one in Figure 1 could be
used in community settings for dementia screening in a cross-cultural population.
This completes our second refinement task of identifying a clinically useful model
for dementia screening in a cross cultural population with the CASI-SUBSET,
the CASI-MMSE-M.

5.2 Limitations and Conclusions

The dataset which we used for our model building task came from a represen-
tative cross cultural population, but the sample size was small (n = 114). The
study findings would have to be verified with a larger sample before adopting it.
Likewise, the proportion we have used (equal number of cases and controls) is
not reflective of the general population. Hence the models will have to be vali-
dated for the relevant population groups. Furthermore, for the task of dementia
screening, the CASI-MMSE-M might turn out to be optimal saving provider
time and cost while retaining or improving screening accuracy, but the smaller
instrument might be insufficient for the task of dementia staging or differential
diagnosis.

In this study, we have shown that ML algorithms can be employed success-
fully in refining a battery of neuro-psychological tests (CASI) suitable for a cross
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cultural populace. ML methods achieved two explicit goals. First, this study
identified a clinically usable subset of CASI consisting of only twenty attributes
(CASI-MMSE-M) saving test time and cost while maintaining or improving de-
mentia screening accuracy. Second, the ML algorithms in particular the decision
tree learners C4.5 and CART gave stable clinically usable models for the task of
screening with CASI-MMSE-M. The study is also important from the perspec-
tive of the use of ML and KDD methods to the novel task of refinement of a
neuro-psychological test battery.
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Abstract. Predicting the outcome of seriously ill patients is a challenging
problem for clinicians. One alternative to clinical trials is to analyse existing
patient data in an attempt to predict the several outcomes, and to suggest
therapies. In this paper we use decision tree techniques to predict the outcome
of head injury patients. The work is based on patient data from the Edinburgh
Royal Infirmary which contains both background (demographic) data and
temporal (physiological) data.

1. Introduction

In most western countries, the treatment of patients with head injuries is very resource
intensive and frequently involves the patient staying in a Neurological Intensive Care
Unit (NICU) for an extended period. Besides dealing with the initial accident (event),
the medical team has to cope with secondary events such as the swelling of the brain.
As the brain is encased in the skull, treatment procedures are more limited than for the
rest of the body. The primary clinical strategy appears to be alleviating extreme
symptoms such as high intra-cranial pressure (ICP) and relying on the self-healing
mechanisms of the organ.

Predicting the outcome of seriously ill patients is a challenging problem for
clinicians. There are still many situations where it is very hard to predict whether a
patient will survive given his or her state on admission to hospital. This makes it
difficult to choose the best course of treatment. Head injury has the added
complication that it is very difficult to devise effective clinical trials, as the brain is
largely inaccessible and experimentation can have serious consequences. One
alternative to clinical trials is to analyse existing patient data in an attempt to predict
the several outcomes, and to suggest therapies. The focus of this study has been data
from head injury patients.

In this paper we will first describe the data that was available to us (section 2). We
will then discuss analyses carried out on this data by the Edinburgh DCN group and
previous work involving decision tree analysis on head injury data from other
researchers (section 3). This is followed by an overview of the decision tree methods
used and an evaluation of these methods (section 4). Section 5 describes the analyses,
and section 6 outlines the results. We will then discuss these results in section 7;
section 8 discusses the conclusions.
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2. The Data and Its Use

The data, which describes 121 patients, falls into four distinct categories:
demographic data, complication data, temporal data and outcome data. The purpose
of this investigation was to determine how well the first three categories, and
combinations of them, can be used to predict the fourth. Experiments using
complication data are not reported here.
Demographic data: Demographic data describes patients and their state on admission
to hospital. The following data were used in this analysis: Grade of injury (minor to
severe), Glasgow Coma Score, or GCS (a measure of verbal, motor and eye
responses), Age, Pupil response, Injury Severity Score (ISS), Sex, Cause of injury,
Diagnosis (type of injury to the brain), where the patient was referred from, type of
skull fracture (if any).
Temporal data: During their stay in the NICU, the bedside monitors for the patients in
this study were connected to a data collection system. This recorded the values of
various parameters once a minute. These values could then be analysed to ascertain
whether they were indicative of physiological abnormalities, or “insults”, depending
on their values relative to predefined “normal” and “abnormal” values. The degree of
abnormality, that is the amount by which the parameter was out of range, was graded
on a scale of 0 to 3. 0 being classed as normal and 3 being extremely abnormal.

The number of occurrences and total duration of each of these insult grades could
then be calculated, as well as the average length of each insult grade and the
percentage of monitored time for each insult, thereby forming a summary of the
physiological abnormalities of the patient. It is this summary data which was used in
this study. The data is described below:

- Parameters monitored and recorded:  ICP (Intracranial pressure), BP (Blood
pressure), SaO22 (oxygen content in the arterial blood to the brain), SvO22 (oxygen
content in the venous blood from the brain), ETCO2 (end tidal carbon dioxide), T1
(temperature), HR (heart rate)

- Insult types derived from recorded data: Intracranial Pressure (pressure exerted
on the brain by the skull), Hypotension (low blood pressure), Hypertension (high
blood pressure), Cerebral Perfusion Pressure (cerebral blood flow), Hypoxia (low
oxygen content in the arterial blood to the brain), Cerebral Oligaemia (low oxygen
content in the venous blood from the brain), Cerebral Hyperaemia (high oxygen
content in the venous blood from the brain), Hypocarbia (low end tidal carbon
dioxide), Hypercarbia (high end tidal carbon dioxide), Pyrexia (high temperature),
Bradycardia (slow heart rate), Tachycardia (fast heart rate), Global cerebral
hypoxaemia (low oxygen content in the blood in the brain), Global cerebral
hyperaemia (high oxygen content in the blood in the brain)

- Parameters derived for each insult type: Duration (Total duration in minutes, of a
grade 1/2/3 insult, and of all grades taken together), Occurrences (Total number of
occurrences of a grade 1/2/3 insult, and of all grades taken together), Monitored time
(Total number of minutes the parameter was recorded, Percentage of monitored time,
Percentage of recorded time of a grade 1/2/3 insult, and of all grades taken together),
Average insult length (Average length, in minutes, of a grade 1/2/3 insult, and of all
grades taken together).
Outcome data: Data is generally available concerning the outcome of each patient at
6, 12 and 24 months. Only outcome at 12 months was used in this study. Outcome is
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graded using the Glasgow Outcome Scale [1], which classifies outcome into five
categories:

1: Dead, 2: Persistent vegetative state, 3: Severely disabled, 4: Moderately
disabled, 5: Good recovery

What Predictions Do Clinicians Wish to Make?

Clearly it would be desirable to predict the actual GOS value for patients.  However,
given the quantity and the quality of the data available, this has so far not been
possible.  On the other hand, predicting dead or alive has been done reliably. This,
however, is not a very useful measure and so most studies have focussed their
attention, for the moment, on predicting good or bad outcomes on the Glasgow scale.

3. Previous Analyses

3.1 Previous Analyses on a Subset of This Data

Details of the principal analysis undertaken by the Department of Clinical
Neurosciences in Edinburgh are described in [2]. This study is basically a statistical
analysis of the demographic and time-stamped head-injury data collected by the
computerised data collection system in Edinburgh.

This study found that the important predictors of mortality (death or survival) at 12
months from the date of the injury were the duration of hypotension (significance,
p=0.0064), the duration of pyrexia (p=0.0137), and the duration of hypoxaemia
(p=0.0244). They found these to be “significantly better predictions than the usually
described predictive factors of coma score on admission, age, or pupil response." The
paper also states: "Previous studies showing important associations between ICP and
mortality may be due to the fact that CPP and hypotension were not entered into the
model."

When predicting morbidity (good or bad outcome), the study found duration of
hypotension (p=0.0118) and pupil response on admission (p=0.0226) to be the most
significant predictors of outcome.

3.2 Previous Decision Tree Analyses Using Other Head Injury Data

There have been various studies of data from head injury patients. Two such studies
are by Choi et al in 1991 [3] and by Pilih et al in 1997 [4]. These have been chosen
for discussion due to their use of decision tree analysis.
Choi presents a study which predicts the outcome of head-injury patients. Twenty-
three prognostic factors were analyzed from 555 patients admitted to the Medical
College of Virginia hospitals with severe head injuries. The factors used were: age,
race, sex, motor response, pupillary response, oculocephalics, eye opening, verbal
response, midline shift, intracerebral lesion, extracerebral lesion, intracranial pressure,
systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, pulse, respiration, temperature,
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hematocrit, pCO2, pO2, pH, blood alcohol. All of these factors were taken at
admission, except ICP which was obtained during monitoring in the neurosurgical
ICU. The paper compares the result of a decision tree analysis on the data with the
results of statistical analysis using logistic regression and discriminant analysis. The
decision tree analysis uses the CART methodology [5]. All the analyses were to
predict outcome on the Glasgow Outcome Score [1] at 12 months after the injury.

The paper claims a predictive accuracy of 77.7% for the decision tree analysis,
74.2% for logistic regression and 74.6% for discriminant analysis (although these
figures appear to represent training set classification accuracy). The paper argues that
as well as giving a higher predictive accuracy, decision trees are "visually more
informative and easier to interpret". The rationale behind this is that when data is
represented by a decision tree, patient sub-groups can be identified. This can result in
different prognostic indicators being found for different sub-groups of patients and
hence higher predictive accuracy.

Of the 23 possible predictive factors, their decision tree includes only four. These
are pupillary response, age, motor response and intracerebral lesion. In all, the
decision tree contains eight different sub-groups of patients.

A more recent study by Pilih et al [4], applies decision tree induction to the
prediction of outcome of head injured patients six months after admission to hospital.
The patient group consisted of 38 patients with severe head injury. Factors used in the
study include: Glasgow coma score (GCS) [6], computed axial tomography
abnormalities (CT), brainstem syndromes (BSS) [7], age, level of consciousness,
motor reactions to sound stimuli, motor reactions to pain stimuli, position and motility
of eyes, pupillary size and reactions to light, position of the body and extremities,
motility of the body and extremities;  the parameters of vegetative functions such as
respiration, heart rate, blood pressure and body temperature. The BSS classification
separates brain stem dysfunction into seven stages. This classification is estimated
from basic clinical attributes. Decision trees were constructed from the data using
Magnus Assistant [8] which uses an algorithm based on ID3 [9].

When predicting good or bad outcome, only three factors were used. These were
age, CT score and either GCS or BSS. The first of these analyses, using GCS but not
BSS, produced a decision tree with CT score as its root and GCS as one of the sub-
nodes. Using each of the 38 patients in turn as a test case and the decision trees
generated by the remaining 37 test cases (leave-one-out cross-validation), this
produces a prediction accuracy of 82%. Using BSS, but not GCS, produced a tree
with BSS as the root node and CT score, BSS and age as sub-nodes. This gives a
predictive accuracy of 79%. However, this paper does not present its results as being
prognostically reliable, mainly on the grounds of the sample size being so small; it
only attempts to show that decision trees can be a useful tool for predicting outcome.

4. Decision Tree Methodology

4.1 Building Decision Trees

A definition of decision trees and their creation is as follows: “The traditional
approach to constructing a decision tree from a training set of cases described in terms
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of a collection of attributes is based on successive refinement. Tests on the attributes
are constructed to partition the training set into smaller and smaller subsets until each
subset contains cases belonging to a single class. These tests form the interior nodes
of the decision tree and each subset is associated with one of its leaves. An unseen
case is classified by tracing a path from the root of the tree to the appropriate leaf and
asserting that the case belongs to the same class as the set of training cases associated
with that leaf,” [10].

The decision trees used in this report were generated using the See5 environment
[11]. This is a PC application that uses the C5.0 algorithm which is an upgraded
version of the C4.5 algorithm. As the new facilities of C5.0 have not been utilised in
this analysis, the resulting decision trees can be considered as being the same as
produced by the C4.5 algorithm. There has been much work done on decision trees
since the 70s, both by Quinlan [9], [12] and others in the machine learning and
statistics communities [5].

The power of this methods lies in its ability to choose the value of the attribute at
which the cases can be divided into the lowest entropy categories. Pruning of decision
trees is useful for simplifying models which have “grown” too much and therefore
"overfit" the data. Generally, when generating a decision tree there will be some
misclassifications, i.e. some cases which are assigned to one class by the tree though
they belong to another one. These errors are represented in the leaf nodes of the
decision trees in the following way:

 (n, m), where n is the total number of cases in the leaf node and m is the number
of misclassified cases.

4.2 Assessing Tree Accuracy

This has been presented using the following measurements:
The training accuracy is a measure of how accurately the tree represents all known

cases. However, these figures give little indication of how well these decision trees
would predict the outcome of a new patient. Predictive accuracy calculated using ten
fold cross-validation gives a better measure of predictive accuracy (see below). Also,
it could be misleading to consider that, say a 80% accuracy is very good, in the
situation where one of the classes represents 75% of the population. Therefore all the
results reported in this paper will include the size of the biggest category (as a
percentage of population) as a comparison.

Predictive accuracy is a measure of how well the tree classifies new cases. The
standard method of testing the predictive accuracy of a decision tree is to use a new
set of as-yet-unseen cases from the same population. The problem with this is that the
predictive accuracy is very much dependent upon which cases are in the test and in
the training sets. To avoid this problem, the set of cases is randomly split into a
number of equally sized subsets (say, 10). Each subset in turn becomes the test set,
with the remaining 9 subsets forming the training set. This, therefore, requires ten
different decision trees to be generated and tested. The overall predictive accuracy is
then the average of all the predictive accuracies. This method is called cross-
validation, and as it uses 10 subsets, it is referred to as 10-fold cross-validation.
However, when the cross-validation is repeated, it will randomly choose a different
10 subsets and so produce a different overall predictive accuracy. For this reason, the
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average of ten 10-fold cross validation tests is used for an overall predictive accuracy
measurement

5. The Analyses

Decision trees were generated for nine different combinations. They were obtained
from 3 selections of data-sets (namely demographic, temporal, demographic and
temporal) against 3 types of predictions (death/survival, good/bad outcome, the
Glasgow Outcome Score [1]). For further details see [13].

6. Results

6.1 Accuracy of the Models

The following table gives the results for the nine combinations, in terms of training
accuracy (x) and predictive accuracy (y) using the format x / y. The last column is
given as an item of comparison.

             Table 1: Tree accuracy (both training and cross-validated)

Demographic Temporal Demographic
& Temporal

Biggest
category

Dead or Alive 90.9 / 77.6 95.0 / 82.7 98.3 / 84.2 78.5
Good or Bad 92.6 / 64.2 78.5 / 62.4 84.3 / 60.9 63.6
GOS 81.8 / 44.3 62.0 / 47.0 80.2 / 44.3 43.0

6.2 Decision Trees

As there were a high number of different decision trees generated by this analysis, we
only show a selection here. The rest are presented in full elsewhere [13]. Figure 1
shows a decision tree for predicting death/survival that is based only on demographic
data; Figure 2 predicts good/bad outcome and is based on both demographic and
temporal data.
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Fig. 1. Predicting Death or Survival using only demographic data

Fig. 2. Predicting death/survival for a subset of all patients using both demographic and
temporal data
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7. Discussion

7.1 Predictive Accuracy

Using only demographic data. Demographic data, when analysed on its own,
consistently produces poor accuracy improvements or a slight reduction in accuracy,
therefore the decision trees produced are no more accurate than simply predicting the
largest outcome category. However, the sub-groups of patients they identify are of
interest to the medical community. Given a larger sample of data, or perhaps
additional demographic data, these accuracies would probably improve.
Using only temporal data. This is the data-set which generally produced the best
accuracy.
Using demographic and temporal data together. This data produced some
improvements in accuracy. However, the decision trees produced as a result of this
particular analysis are probably of most interest to the medical community as they
show which physiological abnormalities are most useful in summarising cases. For
example, the age of a patient appears to affect recovery from a particularly low blood
pressure.

7.2 Decision Trees

Taking all the decision trees generated [13], there are often good predictors of
outcome in each of the data categories (demographic, temporal). The best predictors
(i.e. those at “high” positions in the decision trees, or those which appear often in
decision trees) are as follows: In the demographic data, Severity of injury, GCS, grade
of injury, Age, Cause of injury, Pupil response on admission, Injury Severity Score
(ISS). In the temporal data: Hypotension, Cerebral Perfusion Pressure (CPP),
Bradycardia, Intracranial Pressure (ICP).

The decision trees were discussed with three experts in head injury. The findings
are summarised below under three broad headings: those which confirm current
medical views, those which challenge them, and those which raise issues to be
resolved.

Views Confirmed
The decision trees confirm current thinking about hypotension and pupil response
being major predictors of  poor outcome and the management of blood pressure being
of importance in the treatment of head injury patients.

CPP insults were found to be more significant than ICP insults. This also mirrors
current clinical thinking.

Views Challenged
The way that decision trees represent the cases in sub-groups was of great interest to
the experts. The idea of hypothesis generation (suggestion) rather than hypothesis
confirmation was also appealing to the experts.
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It was suggested that some of the insults (hypertension, tachycardia and
bradycardia) are consequences of clinical actions. For example, tachycardia could be
the result of a drug being administered to regulate blood pressure.

The effect of alcohol and morphine on the Glasgow Coma Score and pupil
response on admission was discussed. If a patient is very drunk when the accident
happens, their low coma score or unreactive pupils may be due to the alcohol rather
than being a symptom of brain damage. Similarly, if there has been other bodily
injuries to the patient, it is quite common for morphine to be given as a pain killer.
This also affects GCS and pupil response. Such medication may make the patient
appear to be in a worse state than they actually are and could explain some of the
“better than expected” results.

The scale used for measuring motor response was also discussed. Point 1 on the
scale means no response. This could be due to severe brain damage or possibly to
external factors such as alcohol or morphine. However, point 2 on the scale shows an
extension of the limbs response which is always associated with brain damage. This
means that patients with a motor score of 2 may be more severely brain damaged than
those with a  score of 1, meaning that the scale is not a continuous one. As this score
is a constituent part of the GCS score, it could explain why a patient with a score of 3
(the lowest possible score) may have better outcome that a patient with a score of 4.

Issues to Be Resolved
When considering the different grades of insult in an analysis, it is more realistic to
consider each insult grade to also include insults at a higher grade. For example,
when a patient is suffering grade 2 or grade 3 of an insult, then consider them to be
suffering grade 1 of that insult as well (similarly, grade 3 is also grade 2). This would
make insult durations and number of occurrences more realistic.

The experts were interested in “mis-classified” cases. Generally, the experts would
agree with the sub-groups and expected outcomes given by the decision trees.
However, they were interested in those patients who died/ had bad outcome when
their expected outcome was survival/ good outcome. Perhaps if additional parameters
(such as alcohol intake of the patient, whether they are sedated or not) were taken into
account, the algorithm could better classify these patients.

During the final few hours before death, a patient’s heart rate and blood pressure
often wildly fluctuates. Usually these parameters will rise to a peak and then fall. This
could explain many of the hypotension grade 3 insults and some of the hypertension,
bradycardia and tachycardia insults. This "pre-morbid" data is not really useful in
predicting outcome of new cases, and so should be removed.

Currently grade 3 of one insult type is not necessarily as bad as grade 3 of a
different insult type. For example, grade 3 hypotension is nearly always fatal,
however patients do survive small periods of grade 3 ICP insult. Perhaps the current
thresholds which define the grades of insult need to be adjusted.

The decision trees for prediction of Glasgow Outcome Score were generally
thought to be too big to provide useful predictions; some of the outcome classes
contained too few patients to be representative. To improve these decision trees, more
training cases would need to be provided.
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8. Conclusions

The use of decision trees to predict outcomes is a useful approach to analysing
medical data. The major strength of this approach is the categorisation of patients into
sub-groups. Traditional statistical methods tend to treat the patient group as a single
population, whereas decision tree analysis considers sub-groups of patients. The
identification of subgroups allows predictions to be made for each. The clinicians also
found the identification of sub-groups to be interesting and therapeutically relevant.

When comparing the predictive accuracy improvements of decision trees generated
using the different types of data (demographic, temporal), experiments show an
improvement over using demographic data alone. This investigation clearly shows
that there are benefits from using minute-by-minute recordings of physiological data
when predicting patient outcomes. Moreover, the issues identified in the analyses with
the experts should enable the predictive accuracies to be improved further.
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Abstract. This paper deals with the problem of learning prognostic
models from medical survival data, where the sole prediction of proba-
bility of event (and not its probability dependency on time) is of inter-
est. To appropriately consider the follow-up time and censoring — both
characteristic for survival data — we propose a weighting technique that
lessens the impact of data from patients for which the event did not occur
and have short follow-up times. A case study on prostate cancer recur-
rence shows that by incorporating this weighting technique the machine
learning tools stand beside or even outperform modern statistical meth-
ods and may, by inducing symbolic recurrence models, provide further
insight to relationships within the modeled data.

1 Introduction

Among prognostic modeling techniques that induce the models from medical
data, the survival analysis methods are specific in both the modeling and the
type of data required. The survival data normally include the censor variable that
indicates whether some outcome under observation (like death or recurrence of a
disease) has occurred within some patient specific follow-up time. The modeling
technique has then to consider that for some patients the follow-up may end
before the event occurs. In other words, it must take into account that for the
patients for which the event has not occurred during the follow-up period it
might have occurred just after it.

A well-accepted statistical technique that appropriately considers the follow-
up time and censoring is the Cox proportional hazards model [3]. Alternative
machine learning approaches based on artificial neural networks (ANN) have
been investigated by Ripley and Ripley [11]. Since ANNs are primarily developed
for classification tasks, the simplest way to employ them for survival analysis is
to model the occurrence of event within a specific follow-up time. This requires
the omission of patients with shorter follow-up and for whom the event did
not occur, thus potentially biasing the probability estimates of event. Another
approach proposed by the same authors but potentially suffering from similar
biasing problem is to divide survival times into a set of non-overlapping intervals

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 346–355, 1999.
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in order to model each interval separately. Alternatively, one can employ the
statistical techniques to estimate the survival probabilities and model them with
some machine learning technique. Using this scheme, Biganzoli et al. [2] estimate
probabilities with logistic regression and feed them to ANN. Similarly, Kattan
et al. [5] also use ANN, but instead model the patient’s null martingale residual.

Typically, given the patient’s data, survival models attempt to determine
the probability of event to occur within a specific time. Frequently, however,
there are cases in survival analysis where the prediction of whether the event
will eventually occur or not is of primary importance. For example, for the urol-
ogist deciding whether to operate on patients with clinically localized prostate
cancer the probability of cancer recurrence is a very important decision factor.
In such cases, the survival analysis requires purely classification models that
classify either to occurrence or non-occurrence of event, optionally model the
class probabilities, and appropriately consider the censoring.

In this paper, we propose a framework which uses selected machine learn-
ing techniques to construct classification models from survival data. To properly
address censoring in the training data, a weighting technique is proposed that
lowers the importance of patients with short follow-up time and for whom the
event does not occur. We investigate the applicability of this framework to the
problem of modeling prostate cancer survival data and compare machine learn-
ing methods to standard statistical survival analysis techniques. The potential
advantages of the proposed framework stem from the advantages of the selected
machine learning methods. Symbolical induction techniques can help to under-
stand underlying relationships in the prostate cancer data. Some machine learn-
ing techniques can discover and use non-linearities and variable interactions, thus
overcoming the limitations of linear statistical predictors. We use three different
statistics to examine the performance of machine learning methods and compare
them to statistical approaches.

We begin by describing the prostate cancer dataset used (Section 2). The
applied machine learning and statistical methods are described next (Section 3),
with an emphasis on computing and employing the appropriate weights for the
patient’s data. The same Section also describes the experimental design and
statistics that were used to compare the performance of resulting models. Sec-
tion 4 presents the experimental results and discusses the differences and ad-
vantages of selected prediction methods. Section 5 summarizes the results and
concludes the paper.

2 Patient Data

The dataset initially consisted of records from all 1055 patients admitted to The
Methodist Hospital (Houston, TX) with the intent to operate on their clinically
localized prostate cancer between June 1983 and December 1996. Excluded from
analysis were the 55 men initially treated with radiation, and 1 treated with
cryotherapy. Sixteen men whose disease status (free of disease versus cancer
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recurrence) was unknown were also excluded. The mean age was 63 years and
85% of the patients were Caucasian.

We selected the following routinely performed clinical variables as predictors
of recurrence: pretreatment serum PSA levels (prepsa), primary (bxgg1) and
secondary Gleason grade (bxgg2) in the biopsy specimen, and clinical stage
assigned using the TNM system (uicc) [9]. Treatment failure was defined as
either clinical evidence of cancer recurrence or an abnormal postoperative PSA
(0.4 ng/ml and rising) on at least one additional evaluation. Patients who were
treated with hormonal therapy (N=8) or radiotherapy (N=25) after surgery but
before documented recurrence were treated as failures at the time of second
therapy. Patients who had their operation aborted due to positive lymph nodes
(N=24) were considered immediate treatment failures. To accommodate for some
of the modeling methods used, we additionally excluded 16 men having either
primary or secondary or both Gleason grades unknown. The resulting dataset
thus included 967 patients, of which 189 (19.5%) recurred. For the methods that
only use discrete predictor variables (e.g. naive Bayes and association rules), the
PSA level was discretized using 5 intervals by computing the quartiles from the
training data.

3 Methods

Several statistical and machine learning modeling methods were used and eval-
uated. They include classification methods (logistic regression, decision trees,
adaptation of association rules, naive Bayesian classifier, and artificial neural net-
works), statistical survival analysis methods (Cox proportional hazards model)
and regression methods (artificial neural networks). The resulting models were
compared on the basis of the weighted classification accuracy, weighted aver-
age probability assigned to the correct class and concordance index. To use
the classification-based techniques, the patient’s data was weighted according to
follow-up time and censor (recurrence).

3.1 Weight Assignment

For the purpose of learning the classification models, data of each patient was
assigned a corresponding weight. The weight of the patient that recurred is 1
(one knows that the patient recurred). As the certainty that non-recurrent pa-
tients will not recur grows with their follow-up time, they have to be weighted
accordingly. Their weights are derived from the the null martingale residual
(NMR) [12,5], which is computed from the follow-up time and the censor indi-
cator of whether the patient recurred. Computation of the NMR is completely
independent of the predictor variables and simply represents the difference be-
tween the observed and expected number of recurrences which should have been
observed for that point in time (i.e., the patient’s follow-up time).

NMR is interpreted as being proportional to the risk of the recurrence for
the patient given only his follow-up time [5]. Intuitively, the lower the risk of
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recurrence, the more likely it is that the patient that is non-recurrent is also
a good example for the patients that never recur. Thus, we weighted the non-
recurrent patients with weights that were proportional to 1 − NMR. We also
assumed that the non-recurrent patients with follow-up time of more than 5 years
never recur. The weights were linearly scaled so that a patient with hypothetical
follow-up time of 0 would have a weight equal to 0, and a patient with a follow-up
time of 5 years or more would have a weight equal to 1.

3.2 Modeling Techniques

The following modeling techniques were used:
Decision trees: our own implementation of the ID3 recursive partitioning al-
gorithm [10] was used that included pre- and post-pruning as proposed by [8].
Weights were used in the estimation of probabilities. The basic idea of ID3 is
to divide the patients into ever smaller groups until creating the groups with all
patients corresponding to the same class (recurrent, non-recurrent). The division
criteria is a function computed from predictor variables.
Naive Bayesian Classifier: assuming the independence of attributes, the prob-
ability that a patient described with values of predictor variables V = (v1...vn)
recurs can be estimated by Bayesian formula

P (R|V ) = P (R)
n∏

i=1

P (R|vi)
P (R)

where P (R) is the apriori probability of recurrence and P (R|vi) is the conditional
probability of recurrence if i-th predictor variable has the value vi; both are
estimated from the training set of patients. Note that this formula can be derived
from the more common form P (R|V ) = P (R)/P (V )

∏
i P (vi|R) by reusing the

Bayesian rule P (vi|R) = P (R|vi)P (vi)/P (R). The probability for non-recurrence
is computed in the same way and the resulting probabilities must be normalized
to sum to 1.
Association rules: introduced in 1993 by Agrawal [1], association rules search
for regularities in the data as the rules of the form precondition → consequence.
The “quality” of a rule is measured by its support, i.e. the proportion of patients
for which the rule was observed, and the confidence, the proportion of patients for
which the consequence hold among the patients which satisfy the precondition
part of the rule. Only the rules with a reasonable support and confidence level are
taken into account. In our implementation, we have restricted the preconditions
to include only predictor variables, and the consequence to include only the
prediction of recurrence or non-recurrence. For prediction, the voting technique
is used with each rule for which the patient’s data satisfy the precondition part
voting with the weight proportional to its support. The probability for recurrence
is then predicted as a normalized number of votes for recurrence.
Artificial neural network: feed-forward neural network with a single hidden
layer as available by nnet package for S-PLUS [13] was used. The ANN either
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modeled the recurrence or NMR, i.e., was used either for classification or regres-
sion.
Logistic regression: we used a logistic regression available through the com-
mand glm in S-PLUS.
Cox proportional hazards model as implemented in S-PLUS was used. Using
the Cox model for prediction, the probability was estimated for the patients to
recur within 5 years after the operation.

3.3 Experimental Design and Evaluation Statistics

To evaluate the modeling methods, a standard technique of stratified 10-fold
cross-validation was used [7]. This divides the patient data set to 10 sets of
approximately equal size and equal distribution of recurrent and non-recurrent
patients. In each experiment, a single set is used for testing the model that has
been developed from the remaining nine sets. The evaluation statistics for each
method is then assessed as an average of 10 experiments. The same training and
testing data sets were used for all modeling methods. To assess the performance
of the model from the test datasets, the following statistics were derived:

Classification accuracy (CA), which is expressed in percent of patients in
the test set that were classified correctly. Where induced models output
probability of recurrence, a probability of higher than 0.5 was considered as
a prediction for a patient to recur.

Average probability assigned to the correct class (AP). For the patients
in the test set, the probabilities are assigned by the induced model for each
of the classes (“recur” and “does not recur”). Knowing the “correct” class,
the corresponding probabilities are averaged across the patients in the test
set. AP of 1.0 would thus mean that the model always predicted the right
class and assigned it the probability of 1.0.

Concordance index (CI), the measure developed by Harell [4], is interpreted
as the probability that, given two randomly drawn patients, the patient
who recurs first has had predicted a higher probability of recurrence. CI is
computed from the testing data set as a proportion of consistent patient
pairs over the number of usable patient pair. A patient pair is usable if a
patient with a shorter follow-up time recurred. A pair is consistent, if the
patients with a shorter follow-up time is assigned a higher probability of
recurrence.

The problem with CA and AP occurs when predicting for non-recurrent
patients with short follow-up times. Intuitively, if a non-recurrent patient with
a short follow-up time is misclassified the error made would be smaller than in
the case of a non-recurrent patients with a long follow-up time. For this reason,
we weight the patients in the test sets as well (see Section 3.1) and adjust CA
and AP scores accordingly. We call the resulting statistics a weighted CA and
weighted AP, respectively.
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Table 1. Results of performance evaluation. The best two scores for each statis-
tics are printed in bold.

modeling outcome weighted weighted prob. concordance
technique modeled classification assigned to index

accuracy the correct class

default 73.1 0.606 0.500
naive Bayes recurrence 75.5 0.706 0.759

association rules recurrence 74.8 0.661 0.717
decision tree recurrence 73.2 0.662 0.653

ANN recurrence 72.5 0.639 0.729
logistic regression recurrence 73.4 0.626 0.769

ANN NMR 65.6 - 0.734

Cox recurrence 75.8 0.625 0.756

4 Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the three performance measures when different modeling tech-
niques are applied to prostate cancer survival data. Overall, naive Bayes and
Cox proportional hazards model seem to perform best. Logistic regression ob-
tained the highest concordance index, while it performed poorer on the other
two statistics used. Note that for most methods the classification accuracy is
only slightly above the “default”, which classifies to the majority class in the
training set (non-recurrence).

The results for concordance index are very similar to those reported in Kattan
et al. [5], although they have used a different validation technique (a repetitive
drawing of 70% cases for training while using the remaining 30% for testing).
They obtained 0.74 for Cox model and 0.76 for ANN using NMR as the outcome.

The neural network used three neurons in the hidden layer — an architec-
ture that yielded the best overall performance. Although for other methods their
parameters could be tuned for best performance as well, such study exceeds the
primary intention of the paper to demonstrate the utility of machine learning
tools for survival data analysis. Thus, methods were run with their default pa-
rameters instead.

A decision tree as induced from the complete dataset is given in Fig. 1.
The tree is in concordance with physiological knowledge on this domain, and
interestingly brings up a secondary Gleason score (bxgg2) as the most important
factor for the recurrence prediction. The tree also pinpoints an anomaly in the
prostate recurrence data used: a clinical stage T1ab is expected to be less severe
than stages T1c to T2c, yet the tree predicts the opposite. This indicates that the
data may undersample this problem subspace, and further analysis (potentially
using additional data) is required to investigate this anomaly.

Association rules that predict the recurrence are shown in Fig. 2. The required
minimal support was 0.05 and confidence 0.2. Note that the rules mostly involve
the conditions on both Gleason scores (bxgg1 and bxgg2) requiring these to be
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Fig. 1. Decision tree for prostate cancer recurrence prediction.

3 or higher, and PSA level (prepsa) being higher than 14.9. There were 25
rules (not shown here) with same requirements on support and confidence found
that predict to non-recurrence. We observed that some conditions of rules from
both groups overlap, making the interpretation harder but also suggesting that
the rules for recurrence with conditions not found in the other groups should
be considered important. An example of such rule is bxgg2=4 -> recur, the
importance of which was also confirmed by physicians.

We additionally analyzed the performance of classifiers by means of calibra-
tion curves q(p) [13], where q is the fraction of recurrent patients for which the
model predicted the recurrence probability p. Ideally, a calibration curve would
be a straight line q = p. Fig. 3 shows a calibration curve for naive Bayes and
Cox model. Both models are overconfident when predicting recurrence, espe-
cially when probability goes toward 1. Similar overconfidence was observed for
other classifiers as well. Naive Bayes seems more accurate when predicting lower
probabilities of recurrence.

An interesting calibration curve is that for association rules: the curve is
close to ideal, but shows also the major weakness of this predictor: its highest
predicted probability of recurrence is about 0.7. This also indicates that the
method could be improved provided more appropriate voting mechanism that
decides for and against the recurrence can be found.

Finally, we show a graphical device called a nomogram [6] that uses the naive
Bayesian formula to compute recurrence probability. The nomogram (Fig. 4)
shows the impact of individual features on probability of recurrence (upper labels
on feature lines) and non-recurrence (lower labels). The values right of zero favor
(non)recurrence and the values on the left speak against it. For example observe
bxgg2 and non-recurrence: values of 5 and 4 vote against, and values 3, 2 and
1 vote for non-recurrence. Nomogram can be used to compute the probabilities
of outcomes. First, the impact factors for feature values must be summed, once
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Fig. 2. Association rules for prediction to recurrence of prostate cancer.

Fig. 3. Calibration curves for naive Bayes (left), Cox model (middle) and asso-
ciation rules (right).

for recurrence and once for non-recurrence, using the scale above (below) the
table. The sums are then converted into probability estimation using the lookup
graph below and, finally, normalized to sum to 1. For example, patient (bxgg1=1,
bxgg2=3, prepsa=11, uicc=T2a) has the sum −0.54−0.09+0.11−0.21 = −0.73
for recurrence and 0.1 + 0.03 − 0.05 + 0.05 = 0.13 against. Approximation by
the lookup table gives 0.06 for recurrence and 1.0 against which, multiplied by
(0.06 + 1.0)−1, gives the probabilities of 0.057 for and 0.943 against recurrence.

The nomogram also points out some specifics about the recurrence domain
we are modeling. It reveals that the two Gleason scores are the most important
factors for the decision as their values are most dispersed through the score line
that nomogram provides — an observation which is in accordance with findings
by association rules and decision tree. Furthermore, the anomaly concerning the
stage T1ab also pointed out by decision tree is also evident. Namely, it would
be expected for T1ab to appear before T1c for recurrence (“Yes” side of uicc
line) and after T1c for non-recurrence (“No” side of uicc line).
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Fig. 4. Nomogram for predicting probability of recurrence and non-recurrence
based on probability estimates by Naive Bayes.

5 Conclusion

Deciding whether to operate on patients with clinically localized prostate cancer
frequently requires the urologist to classify patients into expected groups such
as “remission” or “recur”. In this paper we show that models for prostate cancer
recurrence that may potentially support the urologist’s decision making can
be induced from data using standard machine learning techniques, provided
that follow-up and censoring has been appropriately considered. For the latter,
we propose a weighting technique that lessens the importance of non-recurrent
patients with short follow-up times.

The case study on prostate cancer survival data shows that machine learn-
ing techniques with proposed weighting schema can, in terms of performance,
stand beside or even outweigh standard statistical techniques. The additional
feature of inducing interpretable models (like those of decision trees and associ-
ation rules) was also found beneficial. The best models were obtained by naive
Bayesian method, also indicating that for our dataset the potential discovery of
non-linearities and variable interaction seems not to play a crucial part (naive
Bayesian method does not include them but still outperforms, for example, ar-
tificial neural networks).

By inspecting the induced models we can conclude that, for the observed
set of patients, the Gleason scores and PSA level are more powerful predictors
than clinical stage. In case of Gleason grades 4 and 5 these seem to contribute
most to the high probability of recurrence, which is also in accordance to their
physiological meaning of “high grade”.
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The non-recurring patients were weighted by the null martingale residuals,
i.e., proportional to their risk of recurrence. We have preliminary tested other
weighting techniques (e.g., with weights as a linear or exponential function of
follow-up time) and obtained poorer results. Further experimental and theoret-
ical work is needed to gain deeper understanding of the weighting effects.

The authors strongly believe that, although tested only on prostate cancer
recurrence data, the proposed methods can be applicable to general survival
analysis where the sole prediction of probability of event (and not its probability
dependency on time) is of interest.
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Abstract. We present a methodology for the study of real-world time-
series data using supervised machine learning techniques. It is based
on the windowed construction of dynamic explanatory models, whose
evolution over time points to state changes. It has been developed to
suit the needs of data monitoring in adult Intensive Care Unit, where
data are highly heterogeneous. Changes in the built model are considered
to reflect the underlying system state transitions, whether of intrinsic or
exogenous origin. We apply this methodology after making choices based
on field knowledge and ex-post corroborated assumptions. The results
appear promising, although an extensive validation should be performed.

1 Introduction

We seek to identify stable ICU patient’s states within the recordings of mon-
itored data. We propose the following framework: local, window-based models
will be built using a carefully chosen modeling system. The built models will be
characterized by a set of indicators. The time variation of these indicators will
show stationarity violations with respect to the model class considered.

2 Machine Learning from Raw Data

The windowed approach is a classic means of dealing with non-stationarity. By
carefully choosing a modeling system that focuses on relevant information, we
introduce an abstraction layer on which state changes are detected.

Machine learning modeling systems [1] seem adapted to this framework:

• they span a large class of models, including hybrid numeric/symbolic;
• they are mostly non-parametric, avoiding arbitrary parameter settings;
• they offer in most cases explicit models that can be integrated in a knowledge

framework.

Furthermore, the data we have at our disposal — issued from common ICU
monitoring equipment and acquired by the AidDiag system [2] — contain vari-
ables that are useful indicators of the overall patient’s state.1These can be used
1 Available variables include respiratory and hæmodynamic parameters, ventilator

settings, blood gas measurements — these constitute our observation variables. (As
of October 1998, in the about 200 patient-days in the AidDiag database, the median
number of parameters recorded per session was 22.)

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 356–360, 1999.
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as observation variables, as opposed to measured state variables. We thus chose
to work with systems able to exploit this variable specialization, namely, we
concentrated on supervised learning techniques.

Ex-post validation for our methodology would ideally rely on explicitation of
the information inferred, which led us to use tree inducer systems (see [3] for an
up-to-date review): they give strong explicitation in form of trees, and further
transformation into rule sets enables the introduction of field knowledge [4]. We
have chosen to work with the C4.5 system [5], a well-studied system for induction
of decision trees.

2.1 Adapting Machine Learning to Time-Series

To properly exploit our data, it is necessary to adapt this system, designed for
static classification, to a time-series dynamic modeling framework (see e.g. [6]
and [7] for other approaches).

Introduction of lagged variables [8] has been experimentally ruled out in
favor of derivative-like variables, carrying the trend information. Indeed, sup-
plementary lagged variables result in heavily grown datasets and more complex,
harder to interpret models. Furthermore, trend has been proposed [9], [10] as
the preferred description means for physio-pathological processes.

2.2 Trend at Characteristic Scales

For the calculation of trend, we hypothesize the existence of a characteristic time-
scale for each variable, that separates short- from long-term behavior. A linear
filter, equivalent to a regression of univariate data with respect to time, is then
applied at this scale. It yields both the trend and an error variance, interpreted
as a stability indicator around the trend. This constitutes a projection of each
variable in the two-dimensional space of trend vs. stability. This space provides a
rich visual representation of the current and past dynamic states of each variable
(see Fig.1-b).

From a learning dataset, we calculate the trends and errors for each scale, at
every point. A classic test yields the count of significant regressions as a function
of scale. We define the characteristic time-scale τr as the one beyond which no
better local linear approximations can be found. Other criteria have been tested
(e.g. the characteristic time-scale is the one where the best piecewise-linear model
is first found) and exhibit other properties (e.g. improved robustness with respect
to the size of the learning dataset), yet they don’t fit as well as the τr criterion
in producing a derivative-like variable.

2.3 Characterization of the Built Models

After filtering, we apply windowed decision tree construction and characterize
the resulting models using their complexity, their intrinsic error and a presence
index representing the decision tree morphology, as a summarized presence for
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each variable. (As a validation argument for the introduction of trend variables,
the trees generated on the augmented dataset are much smaller and more accu-
rate than in the static case.)

Window size was determined by ex-post validation: having chosen a window
size deemed large enough to proceed to induction (which needs the estimation of
joint probabilities), variations of this size, from halving up to doubling, produced
the same qualitative results.

Evaluation of the methodology can be performed, partly, by exploiting data:
the zones we determine must correspond to behavioral stability of the dataset.
On the other hand, external actions that a priori change the patient’s state
should be correlated to transitions as we identify them.

3 Results

We illustrate the approach applied to a hand-documented dataset (Fig.1).
Data are sampled at 5s period for eight hours, directly from the routine mon-

itoring of an adult ICU patient. Five seconds is the minimal period technically
available for a synchronized simultaneous acquisition from the available devices.

We have used a conservative approach with respect to missing data when
calculating the characteristic time-scale: missing data points, leading to missing
values for any trend depending on them, are left out of the counts. Yet, we did
fill the one-sample gaps with the mean of surrounding points for the calculation
of the trend variables.2 For the decision tree building itself, missing is a special
category.

The τr calculated from the whole dataset show groupings by physiological
subsystem: extremely fast behavior for VTe; the arterial pressures show close
τr, smaller than the airway pressure ones (Fig.1-a). The orders of magnitude
of τr are always comparable for the same variable between different patients
(not shown here), and the relative ordering of the variables with respect to τr is
(loosely) preserved as well.

The windowing induction of decision trees is then applied, with a window
size of 1h24mn (1000 data points).

Expert and näıve visual inspection of the presence index map, alongside error
and complexity evolution (Fig.1-c), shows temporal zones that can be correlated
with observed external actions, as changes in oxygenation levels and suctions.
Namely, the zones that can be visually detected (in Fig. 1 units, these are the in-
tervals [0; 40] [40; 260] [260; 500] [500; 700] [700; 880] [880; 1020] and [1020; 1070])
correlate with suctions for the beginning of second and third; changes in incom-
ing oxygenation occur at around point 500 (here, bedside care is also being done)
and point 700; at 880, stabilization of cardiac frequency (hitherto decreasing)
takes place; finally bedside care happens from around 1020 and on.

2 This was done in order to minimize the number of large gaps in the augmented
dataset — each missing datum forbids the calculation of trend variables for τr suc-
cessive samples.
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Besides, the cross-entropy maps between all variables within each of the
aforementioned zones are definitely distinct, and stable within each zone.

The prediction errors of the locally built trees remain low within the identified
zones, and grow beyond them, showing their specificity to the considered time
zone.
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a) Count of significant trend calculations as a function of scale. Risk is p < 10−2.
Circled crosses show the characteristic scales τr. They are estimated at 95% below the
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4 Conclusion and Perspectives

The database we have now at our disposal is too irregular (patients’, pathological,
therapeutic characteristics) for any rigorous testing. Investigation protocols to
come will provide a well-controlled individual and pathological framework in
which to validate this methodology.

In a well-known experimental environment, we should be able to separate
exogenous (well detected in the preceding illustration) from endogenous state
shifts. This would enable the study of the particular pathology as a succession
of states separated by transitions, defining each state as the configuration of
relationships between measured variables. In-depth analysis within each state
will hopefully give insights into the phases of evolution of the disease.
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Abstract. This paper presents a novel approach to the construction of
reliable diagnostic rules from the available cases with known diagnoses.
It proposes a simple and general framework based on the generation of
the so-called confirmation rules. A property of a system of confirmation
rules is that it allows for indecisive answers, which, as a consequence,
enables that all decisive answers proposed by the system are reliable.
Moreover, the consensus of two or more confirmation rules additionally
increases the reliability of diagnostic answers. Experimental results in
the problem of coronary artery disease diagnosis illustrate the approach.

1 Introduction

Induction of reliable hypotheses is required for inductive learning applications
in critical domains, like medicine and financial engineering, in which a single
wrong prediction may be very costly. The general problem of the induction
of reliable diagnostic rules is hard because theoretically no induction process
by itself can guarantee the correctness of induced hypotheses. Additionally, in
practical situations the problem is even more difficult due to unreliable diagnostic
tests and the presence of noise in training examples.

Construction of redundant rules is known to be appropriate for achieving
reliable predictions [3]. This approach, however, contradicts the philosophy of
most inductive learning approaches that use some form of Occam’s razor, aimed
at minimizing the complexity of the induced hypotheses. As a consequence,
standard inductive learning algorithms are not appropriate for the induction of
redundant rules, except if they are used to construct different hypotheses which
are then combined to get the result of the final, compound classifier. It was
experimentally demonstrated that the prediction accuracy can be improved by
combining different classifiers for the same domain. In most cases classifiers are
combined by voting to form a compound classifier. Different classifiers can be
obtained either by the application of different learning algorithms on the same
training set or by the same learning algorithm on different training (sub)sets.

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 361–365, 1999.
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Fig. 1. The confirmation rule concept illustrated on a three-class problem.

The later approach is used in the well-known bagging and boosting approaches
that employ redundancy to achieve better classification accuracy [6].

This paper presents an approach to the induction of reliable diagnostic rules
called confirmation rules. The main difference to other standard induction ap-
proaches is that this method does not aim at giving a decisive answer in every
situation. In this sense the approach follows the concept of reliable, probably
almost always useful learning defined in [7]. This means that in the case of
a two-class problem, three different possible predictions are considered: class
positive, class negative, and answer not possible. By considering three possible
answers it can be ensured that the method gives only reliable answers; this is the
main advantage of the approach. A disadvantage of this method are indecisive
answers, whose amount has to be kept as low as possible.

2 Confirmation Rules

In the concept of confirmation rules every diagnostic class is treated separately
as a target class. For a given target class a rule is a conjunction of logical tests
(literals). Confirmation rules have a similar form as, for example, association
rules [1] and if-then rules induced by the AQ15 learning system [5]. The main
difference with association rules is that confirmation rules have only the class
assignment in the conclusion of a rule whereas a conclusion of an association
rule is a conjunction of arbitrary attribute values. On the other hand, the main
difference compared to AQ generated rules is that every complex (conjunction)
of an AQ rule is in the context of confirmation rules treated as a separate and
independent rule.
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The concept of confirmation rules is graphically presented in Figure 1. Con-
firmation rules have the following properties. A confirmation rule has to cover
(and should hence be able to reliably predict) a significant number of cases of
the target class. At the same time a confirmation rule should not cover cases of
non-target diagnostic classes, and when used for prediction it should exclude the
possibility of classifying any of the non-target cases into the target class. The
consequence is that every confirmation rule can be used independently of other
confirmation rules or in combination with any subset of other confirmation rules.
For a given unclassified case, the following outcomes are possible:

a) If no confirmation rule fires for the case, class prediction is indecisive (the
case is not classified).

b) If a single confirmation rule fires for the case, class prediction is determined
by this rule.

c) If two or more confirmation rules of the same class fire for the case, this class
is predicted with increased reliability.

d) If two or more confirmation rules fire for the case and at least two of these
rules are for different classes, class prediction is indecisive.

This indicates that the confirmation rules do not give a decisive prediction in
every situation (cases (a) and (d)), and that a prediction of increased reliability
can be achieved (case (c)).

3 Application of Confirmation Rules in Coronary Artery
Disease Diagnosis

The coronary artery disease (CAD) dataset, collected at the University Medical
Center, Ljubljana, Slovenia, includes 327 patients. Each patient had performed
history, clinical and laboratory examinations including ECG at rest, ECG dur-
ing controlled exercise, stress myocardial perfusion scintigraphy, and coronary
angiography which gives the diagnosis of coronary artery disease. In 229 patients
CAD was angiographycally confirmed and in 98 it was excluded. The patients’
clinical and laboratory data are described by 77 attributes. This dataset was
previously used for inducing diagnostic rules by a number of machine learning
algorithms [4].

The dataset was used to generate confirmation rules in a series of experiments
using different disjoint attribute subsets: symptoms and signs including ECG at
rest, ECG during exercise, and myocardial perfusion scintigraphy. These rules
may be interesting for disease prediction at various stages of the diagnostic pro-
cess. This paper presents only the results obtained using the complete attribute
set.

Rule induction was performed by the ILLM (Inductive Learning by Logic
Minimization) system [2]. ILLM’s literal selection algorithm ensures that rules
are built only from the globally relevant literals, which can be advantageous
in the construction of reliable confirmation rules. Table 1 lists 21 attributes
that were used for induction by the ILLM algorithm. The selection of these 21
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Name Description Possible attribute values

star patient’s age continuous
mi miocardial infarction 1 no, 2 yes
ap angina pectoris (AP) 1 no, 2 nontyp. thoracic pain,

3 nontyp. AP, 4 typ. AP
ptca percutaneous coronary angioplasty 1 no, 2 yes
kajen smoker 1 no, 2 former, 3 up to 20 cigarettes,

4 more than 20 cig.
maxfr max. achieved heart frequency continuous
prsbo thoracic pain 1 no, 2 yes, 3 strong
ciklo achieved exercise load [in Watts] continuous
rrobr max. blood pressure in stress continuous
denst ST downslope 1 no, 2 up to 2 mm,

3 more than 2 mm
ves ectopic beats 1 no, 2 yes, 3 frequent
hiplv left ventricular hypertrophy 1 no, 2 yes
hprdv right ventricular hypertrophy 1 no, 2 yes
apmaa anterior projection rest anteroapical 1 no, 2 mild, 3 evident, 4 severe
apoan anterior projection stress anterolateral 1 no, 2 mild, 3 evident, 4 severe
apoaa anterior projection stress anteroapical 1 no, 2 mild, 3 evident, 4 severe
laose 450 oblique stress septal 1 no, 2 mild, 3 evident, 4 severe
laoin 450 oblique stress inferoapical 1 no, 2 mild, 3 evident, 4 severe
laola 450 oblique stress lateral 1 no, 2 mild, 3 evident, 4 severe
laoan 700 oblique stress anteroseptal 1 no, 2 mild, 3 evident, 4 severe
ompos 700 oblique post. diff. (stress - rest) integer values 0-3

Table 1. Name and description of 21 attributes used in confirmation rule con-
struction.

attributes was done according to the following criterion: the set includes only the
attributes used in at least one of the confirmation rules constructed in previous
experiments for different disjoint attribute subsets. For the class not-confirmed
only one confirmation rule was generated :

(laose = 1)(apoaa = 1)(denst 6= 3)(maxfr > 67.50)(laola = 1) (1)

This rule covers none of the 229 cases of the opposite class while it covers 52 out
of 98 cases (53%) of the target class. Therefore it is considered to be a reliable
rule for the prediction into this class.

For the class confirmed a set of 8 confirmation rules was generated. These
are presented in Table 2.

These rules cover none of the 98 examples of the non-target class. The number
of covered target class cases is between 44 and 113 (first column), which is 19%
to 49% of the total number of confirmed cases (second column). The last row is
the total for the complete set of 8 confirmation rules. It shows that the set covers
201 cases (89% of the total of 229 target cases) and that 69 cases are covered by
only one of the rules in the set. This means that 132 cases are covered by two
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rule covered cases of the target class

(apmaa 6= 2)(ompos 6= 0) 51 22% (6)
(ompos 6= 0)(rrobr < 205.0) 76 33% (8)

→ (ap = 4)(mi = 2)(laoan 6= 1) 54 24% (11)
→ (ap = 4)(laoin 6= 1)(ptca = 1) 113 49% (23)

(ptca = 1)(mi = 2)(apmaa 6= 2)(laoin 6= 1) 53 23% (1)
→ (ptca = 1)(mi = 2)(laoin 6= 1)(laoan 6= 1) 44 19% (2)
→ (ptca = 1)(mi = 2)(laoin 6= 1)(rrobr < 205.0) 82 36% (4)

(ptca = 1)(laoan 6= 1)(rrobr < 205.0)(apmaa 6= 2) 59 26% (14)
201 89% (69)

Table 2. A set of 8 confirmation rules for the class confirmed. A rule description
is followed by the total number of covered examples, the percentage of covered
examples of the target class, and the number of examples covered only by this
rule and no other rule in the set. The → signs point at the rules evaluated by a
medical doctor as reasonable and completely reliable.

or more rules, which results in the increased reliability of predictions. It is clear
that also the complete rule set of eight rules covers none of the non-target cases.
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Abstract. There are many standard methods used at Intensive Care
Units (ICU) in order to overview patient’s situation. We present in this
paper a new method that outperforms the prediction accuracy of each
medical standard method by combining them using Machine Learning
(ML) inspired classification approaches. We have used different Machine
Learning algorithms to compare the accuracy of our new method with
other existing approaches used by ML community. The new method is an
hybrid made between the Nearest Neighbour and the Naive Bayes clas-
sification methods. Experimental results show that this new approach
is better than any standard method used in the prediction of survival
of ICU patients, and better than the combination of these medical ap-
proaches done by using standard ML algorithms.

1 Introduction

In the medical world, there are many methods (APACHE II and III [3], MPM
II [6], SAPS II [5]) being applied to an ICU patient at the ICU admission that
appear to calibrate well to predict hospital mortality from the time of ICU
admission. We use the values given by those Standard Medical Methods (SMM)
in order to improve individual accuracy of each one by combining them properly.

The data used in this study has been obtained at the 20-bed ICU at the
Hospital Universitario de Canarias (Spain). There is information about 1210
ICU patients.
? This work was supported by the Gipuzkoako Foru Aldundi Txit Gorena under

OF097/1998 grant and by the PI 96/12 grant from the Eusko Jaurlaritza - Hezkuntza,
Unibertsitate eta Ikerkuntza Saila.
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We have been working with this datafile using ML methods trying to outper-
form individual SMM survival prediction accuracy. We present a new method, a
Nearest Neighbour and Naive Bayes hybrid, which has obtained the best results
in the experimentation process.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 used Machione
Learning standard algorithms are reviewed. Section 3 introduces the new pro-
posed approach, while Section 4 presents the experimental results obtained ap-
plying the previous methodology to a database of cases. Section 5 presents the
conclusions.

2 Machine Learning Standard Approaches

We briefly describe the paradigms that we use in our experiments. These para-
digms come from the world of the Artificial Intelligence and they are grouped in
the family of Machine Learning or ML.

Decision Trees: A decision tree consists of nodes and branches to break a set
of samples into a set of covering decision rules. In our experiments, we will use
two well known decision tree induction algorithms, ID3 [7] and C4.5.

Instance-Based Learning (IBL): IBL has its root in the study of k Nearest
Neighbour algorithm (k-NN) in the field of Machine Learning, described in Aha
[1]. In our experiments we will use two standard algorithms: IB1 and IB4

Rule induction: One of the most expressive and human readable represen-
tations for learned hypothesis is sets of IF-THEN rules, in which the THEN
part gives the class prediction for the samples that carry out the IF part. In our
experiments we use cn2 and oneR.

Naive Bayes classifiers: In the core of this paradigm there is an assumption
of independence between the occurrence of features values, that in many tasks
is not true; but it is empirically demonstrated that this paradigm gives good
results in medical tasks [8]. In our experiments, we use the NB and NBTree
classifiers.

3 New Proposed Method

Our method is a new version of the k-NN that gives to the new point the class
which k nearest points have the minimum mean distance from it. We call it
k-Class Nearest Neighbour (k-CNN), and it is shown in its algorithmic form in
Figure 1.

Figure 2 shows the behavior of the 3-CNN algorithm in comparison with the
6-NN for a two class example problem.

In k-NN and also in k-CNN, we can introduce more information to the method
by weighting each predictor variable taking into account its relevance in the
classification task. So the distance between two points Y and Z, with components
Y1, ..., Yn and Z1, ..., Zn respectively is calculated by using the next formulae:

DXY =
n∑

j=1

Wi(Xi − Zi)2
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begin k-CNN
As input we have the samples file, containing n cases (xi, θi), i = 1, ..., n,
the value of k and a new case (x, θ) to be classified
FOR each class value C DO

BEGIN
Select the k nearest neighbours to x from the sample file cases belonging to C
Compute the mean distance to x of this k points DC

END
Output the class Ci which mean distance Di is minimal between all the classes

end k-CNN

Fig. 1. The pseudo-code of the k-Class Nearest Neighbour Algorithm.
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Fig. 2. 3-CNN Decision Rule compared with 6-NN. (Top) the result of 3-CNN
and 6-NN is a tie. (Bottom) the result of 3-CNN is the + class but the 6-NN
has a tie.
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Where Wi are the weight of the i-th variable, for i = 1 to n. We have added
to this method a new technique to measure the weights of the predictor variables
in the following manner: Let X1, ...Xn be the set of predictor variables. For each
variable Xi, we take a datafile containing all the rest of variables and the variable
to be predicted, C, and we obtain the classification accuracy of this file using
the Naive Bayes classification method. In this manner, we obtain a Pi indicating
the number of well classified cases obtained with the file in which there are all
the variables except Xi. We call this method the k-CNN-NB approach.

Then, the weight to be used in the compute of the distance for each variable
is obtained applying the following formulae:

Wi =
Pi∑n

j=1 Pj
.

4 Experimental Results

Four datafiles are used in these experiments. The files are divided in two cat-
egories: One focuses in the Probabilities that Standard Medical Methods give
to the doctor and another takes into consideration the Scores provided by the
SMM. In each category, we use two files, one containing only the measures given
by the methods and the Class variable, and a second file containing the same
information and some additional data referring to the patient.

In order to give a real perspective of applied methods, we use 10-Fold Cross-
validation [9] in all experiments. We have carried out the experiments with all
four datafiles using MLC++ [4]. Table 1 shows some of the experimental results
obtained.

As it can be seen, using ML standard approaches the best results (cross-
validated) are obtained with NBTree (a classification Tree with a Naive Bayes
classifier in leaves) and oneR (a very simple Rule Inductor that searches and
applies only the best rule in the datafile.

In our experiments, we have run the k-CNN with the new method to weight
the attributes based in Naive Bayes (k-CNN-NB) with different k values. Table
2 shows experimental results obtained with the new proposed method. As it can
be seen, with this new approach, k-CNN-NB, obtained results are significatively

Table 1. Details of accuracy level percentage obtained using standard Machine
Learning algorithms

Inducer Probabilities Only Probabilities + Patient Data Scores Only Scores + Patient Data
ID3 82.07 81.49 81.25 81.07
C4.5 86.12 86.61 86.94 87.11
NB 85.70 85.21 85.87 84.63
NBTree 87.60 84.05 87.77 84.79
IB 81.82 79.34 81.07 78.76
oneR 83.97 86.12 84.28 87.77
CN2 85.65 85.71 84.80 85.94
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Table 2. Accuracy level percentage of the k-Class Nearest Neighbour weighing
the attributes using the Naive Bayes classifier (k-CNN-NB) method for the four
databases using different k numbers

k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Probabilities Only 83.36 89.58 91.07 91.32 92.23 92.23 91.90 91.65 91.32 91.24
Probabilities + Patient Data 98.43 98.76 98.67 98.35 98.01 97.60 97.19 97.11 96.53 96.53
Scores Only 82.21 83.36 88.51 88.51 88.51 88.51 88.51 88.51 88.51 88.35
Scores + Patient Data 97.27 97.44 97.68 97.77 97.85 97.93 97.85 97.93 97.85 96.85

better than those obtained using previous approaches. We are not proposing the
medical world to apply the exposed method, but to apply the underlying idea of
combining existing methods in order to improve the individual accuracy of each
one.

5 Conclusion and Further Results

A new ML inspired method is presented in this work to predict the survival
of patients at ICU that outperforms existing Standard Medical Methods by
combining them. The new method, called k-CNN-NB is a combination between
k-CNN and NB, and it is based on the idea that probability distribution of
predictor variables could have different probability distribution in each class.

This new method is used in ICU patient database, and its final results are
compared with those obtained by using the MLC++ library.

As further work we are going to apply this methods taking into account the
specifity or the sensibility of the data we are using.
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Abstract. Early detection of cancer may not only substantially reduce
the overall health care costs but also reduce the long term morbidity
and death from cancer. Although there are screening techniques available
for prostate cancer, they all have practical limitations. In this paper, a
new screening technique for prostate cancer is discussed. This technique
applies artificial intelligence on the chemical analytical data of human
scalp hair. Our study shows that it is possible to reveal relationship
among hair trace elements and to establish correlation of multi element
to prostate cancer etiology.

1 Introduction

Prostate cancer is one of the most common cancers among men globally. It is
the 6th most frequent cancer in Singapore accounting for about 4% of all male
cancers. Moreover, it shows a rapid rising trend over the last 25 years, as in
many populations worldwide (average annual percent change of 1.94 in age–
standardized incidence rate) [1].

Although there are screening techniques available for prostate cancer, they all
have practical limitations. In this paper, a screening technique of prostate cancer
by hair chemistry and artificial intelligence is introduced. Chemical analysis of
hair, if established as a screening tool may be a reasonable alternative to many
other traditional methods. It may serve as a monitoring tool for recurrence and
play an important role as a biochemical marker for cancer prognosis.

2 Screening Technique for Prostate Cancer

Before the screening process, hair sample collection and chemical analysis are
needed. Hair samples from healthy normal and prostate cancer patients are col-
lected. In the sampling, a total of about 0.4 grams hair will be cut and collected

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 372–376, 1999.
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from the occipital region of the head (close to the scalp). Each hair sample is to
be 3 to 5cm long.

The obtained correlation between trace elements and prostate cancers is valid
only when the origin of the trace elements measured in the sample is almost
entirely endogenous. To remove exogenous contribution (contaminant) the opti-
mal choice of sample washing procedures become crucial. Our sample washing
procedure is similar to the standardized washing procedure recommended by
International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna [2], [3].

Recently an artificial intelligence software, APEX (Advanced Process Expert)
[4] has been developed on the IBM SP2 supercomputer in Institute of High
Performance Computing (IHPC). In our case study, APEX and a commercial
software S–PLUS [5] are applied. Details of our screening technique are followed.

2.1 Pretreatment of Hair Analytical Data

Concentrations of some hair elements are significantly higher (by 2–4 magni-
tudes) than others. Trace elements of low concentrations may actually be more
important in the development of prostate cancer than those of high concentra-
tions. The analytical data will be normalized so that the mean and standard
deviation for each element will be zero and one respectively.

2.2 Expansion of Variables

The analytical data contains concentrations of 23 trace elements for each sample.
Hair trace elements may have not only linear but also complex non–linear effects
to the development of prostate cancer. Nonlinear terms will be added to the
original data matrix.

2.3 Reduction of Variable Dimension

In the expanded variable space, there are many useless and noisy variables. S–
PLUS is used to remove the less important variables. Generalized linear models
[6] of S–PLUS is applied. An initial model, which is constructed explicitly as an
intercept only model, is required. S–PLUS provides an automatic procedure for
conducting stepwise model selection to choose the best model in fitting predictor
variables to the response variable. It calculates the Cp statistics [7] for the current
model, as well as those for all reduced and augmented models, then adds or drops
predictor variable that reduces Cp the most.

2.4 Selection of Variables

The model selected by S–PLUS will undergo variable selection module of APEX
[8] to see if any variable will be further deleted. This module consists of Kruskal
Wallis Test (KW) [7], Principal Component Regression (PCR) [9] and Partial
Least Squares Regression (PLSR) [10]. Cross validation with PRESS (Prediction
Errors of Squares Sum) statistics [11] is done in PCR and PLSR [8].
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2.5 Two Dimensional Projection of the Screening Model

In the final reduced variable space, pattern recognition methods such as Partial
Least Square [10], Principal Component Analysis [12], Fisher Discriminant Anal-
ysis [13] and Linear Mapping [14] will be applied to generate two–dimensional
projections. On these projections, samples will be clustered into subgroups with
regards to the development of prostate cancer. One particular projection which
best separates control and cancer groups, will be automatically selected by a
genetic algorithm search among all the projections generated by the above four
methods [8].

3 Results

In earlier 1998, a study of prostate cancer prognosis has been successfully com-
pleted by IHPC in collaboration with the Division of Urology of Changi General
Hospital. A total of 100 hair samples is collected, 30 of them are from prostate
cancer patients provided by the hospital and the remains are from control group.
The 100 samples are digested and tested for 23 trace elements (B, Na, Mg, Al,
Si, P, S, K, Ca, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Co, Cu, Zn, As, Se, Sr, Mo, Cd and Pb).
To ensure statistically valid model, outliers, if present, will be removed. A total
of 15 outliers is detected by using simple scatter plot of concentration of each
trace element versus the record index. These 15 malnutrition or contaminated
samples (either extreme low or extreme high concentration) are removed from
the sample pool before the data is input to APEX.

The 23 dimensional trace element space is expanded to include nonlinear
terms such as xi

xj
where xi and xj are the concentrations of elements i and j

respectively. The expanded data matrix is input to S–PLUS to fit a logistic
regression model between the predictor variables (original 23 variables and non-
linear terms) and the categorical response. In the expanded data space, there are
many useless and noisy variables, S–PLUS is applied to remove the less impor-
tant variables. In this study, 8 of 529 variables are selected by S–PLUS. These
selected variables are then undergone APEX’s variable selection module for fur-
ther selection of significant variables. Since all the variables are important, they
are all kept by APEX. Next, two dimensional projection of this reduced sample
space is obtained by pattern recognition method of APEX. To avoid overfitting,
ten fold cross validation is employed. In particular, the data set (85 samples) is
partitioned into ten equal sized sets (8 samples for each set), then each set is in
turn used as the test set while the classifier trains on the other nine sets.

In this paper, Fisher Discriminant Analysis is found to best separate the
cancer and control groups in the trace element space. A 2–dimensional projection
of the best separation is shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, cancer and control groups
occupy distinctly different regions, no overlap of the two groups is observed. The
average sensitivity and average specificity over ten training sets are 98.83% (254
of 257) and 96.49% (495 of 513) respectively. The aforementioned values over
ten test sets are 91.30% (21 of 23) and 91.23% (52 of 57) respectively.
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Fig. 1. Projection of hair samples (training set and test set) onto a two dimen-
sional space. + (healthy control group of training set) and ◦ (prostate cancer
patient of training set) are well separated. 2 (healthy control group of test set)
and � (prostate cancer patient of test set) are used to test the developed model

The X and Y axes in Fig. 1 are given by the following equations:
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4 Future Work

APEX is originally designed for the diagnosis and optimization of industrial
process. In view that human bio–process is much different from the industrial
process, we will develop new artificial intelligence software, DSCM (Development
of Cancer Screening Model). DSCM will meet the special requirements of human
bio–system. More reliable cancer screening models will be expected by DSCM.
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The reduction of variable dimension by S–PLUS will be replaced by a new
stepwise regression subroutine, orthogonalization recurrence selection (ORS)
[15]. Another software, RAPC (Risk Assessment for Prostate Cancer) will be
written for predicting the risk of prostate cancer by using the developed screen-
ing model. Fresh analytical data, which have not been used in the training of
screening model, will be input to RAPC to predict if the patient is of high risk of
prostate cancer. RAPC may also be used to predict optimal composition range
of selected trace elements within which it is unlikely to develop prostate cancer.
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Abstract. In this paper we describe a new approach to computer-based
health promotion, based on a conversational model. We base our model
on a collection of human-human email dialogues concerning healthy nu-
trition. Our system uses a database of tips and small pieces of advice,
organised so that support for the advice, and arguments against the ad-
vice may be explored. The technical framework and initial evaluation
results are described.

1 Introduction

The use of interactive, computer based systems for health education and promo-
tion has a long history [6]. However, the World Wide Web (WWW) presents new
possibilities for interactive health promotion (e.g., [5,7]). Materials can be devel-
oped which can be accessed by anyone with a WWW connection, and perhaps as
importantly, tools and ideas easily shared among health promotion researchers.

There are now numerous WWW sites dedicated to health promotion1. Most
combine the presentation of health information with some interactive compo-
nent, and often online support groups. In this paper we focus on interactive
tools for the promotion of healthy nutrition.

In nutrition education, there are two main interactive tools that are used.
The first is the quiz. While good quizzes can be useful, they often presume
some initial motivation of the user to study and acquire some basic nutrition
facts first. The second type of interactive tool used is a nutrition assessment.
Users typically enter information about their current diet (selecting from meal
options), and personal facts such as weight, sex, and activity level. They then
receive an assessment of the nutrients in their meal selections. While this can
be very useful for relatively sophisticated users, it is difficult to develop systems
that provide a useful and meaningful assessment for relatively naive users who
may not understand the nutrition concepts involved.

This paper presents an alternative approach to interactive health promotion,
based on a dialogue with the user centered on practical tips. In our system the
users make a number of simple meal choices, then receive tips for improving the
1 See http://www.arbor.com for a reviewed selection.
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meal. They can respond to each tip in various ways, asking why it is recom-
mended, stating objections to it, or rejecting it outright. The system is based on
a simple conversational model, emulating aspects of the conversation between
human dieticians and advisees. While we focus on nutrition education, the frame-
work is designed to be easily adapted to other areas of health promotion.

In the following sections we present the background research, in health pro-
motion, and conversational modelling. We describe our initial study of human
health promotion dialogues, and show how this influenced our system design.
The system itself is described in detail and a preliminary evaluation described.

2 Background

2.1 Promoting Healthy Nutrition

Health promotion can be described as “the process of enabling people to increase
control over, and to improve, their health” [13]. It involves both providing infor-
mation, and advocating healthier behaviours. The promotion of healthy nutrition
is currently seen as particularly important – healthy nutrition can have a crucial
role in decreasing the incidence of illnesses such as cardiovascular disease or can-
cer. Education and persuasion is only part of what is required to change people’s
behaviour, to be considered in combination with attempts to remove external
barriers to healthy nutrition (e.g., cost and availability). Nevertheless, it is an
essential part of health promotion, and one that has proved very difficult – get-
ting people to change established behaviours is hard. Mere information provision
is inadequate - interventions should take into account behavioural theories and
goals, and incorporate some degree of personalisation [11].

While the best approach to the promotion of healthy nutrition may involve
personal contact, there is an interest in low-cost intervention methods. Campbell
et al. [1] demonstrated the impact that personalised leaflets could have. Leaflets,
tailored according to the Stages of Change model [9], resulted in a significant
(4%) reduction in fat intake. While there is interest in more interactive computer-
based approaches, there are few trials to date which demonstrate their potential.
One exception is Winett et al. [14] who describe a trial of a computer-based
intervention to help supermarket shoppers alter food purchases – participants
using the system decreased high fat purchases, and increased high fibre ones.

More recently, many nutrition information sites have been developed for the
WWW. While in most cases, their effectiveness in health promotion has not
been formally assessed, many have thousands of visitors. Though many of these
may already have a good diet, the sites nonetheless provide an opportunity for
new novel interventions to re-inforce suggestions for dietary change.

In our work we aim to contribute to the collection of techniques available for
the development of such interactive health promotion sites.

2.2 Modelling Persuasive Conversation

We are interested in how theories of human persuasive communication and dia-
logue can be applied to computer-based health promotion.
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We combine a model of argument structure, with a conversational framework.
We use Toulmin’s model of argument structure [12]. He suggested that effective
human arguments share common elements:

– A claim (e.g., You should eat more fruit and vegetables.).
– Support for the claim (e.g., People who eat more fruit have less disease).
– Qualifiers, anticipating possible counter arguments or exceptions (e.g., Most

people should..).
– Warrant, linking claim and support (often unstated).
– Concession, acknowledging part of the opposing argument. (e.g., Although

you may not like all types of vegetable..).

These elements provide a useful way of organising the elements of an argument.
However, the model does not provide us with guidance as to how the conversation
with the user should be managed - how much of an argument should be presented
at once, and how can we manage the interaction.

Our conversational model is informed by two complementary models of natu-
ral language discourse. The first is the dialogue game [2]. Dialogue is modelled as
a sequence of moves. You can be in various game states, and from each possible
state different moves are allowed (e.g., ask a question). Dialogue games can be
conveniently represented as transition networks (see Fig. 4) and are widely used
as a way of representing options in a dialogue, in natural language processing
and HCI (e.g., [10]).

The second model emphasises the hierarchical structure of discourse. Grosz
and Sidner’s model [4] links the hierarchical structure of discourse to the objects
in focus. In this type of model, a stack can be used to store discourse elements
which should be returned to when the current element is complete. For example,
given an interruption from the user we can place the previous (uncompleted)
discourse goal on a stack to be returned to when the interruption is dealt with.

Our model, described in detail in Section 4, uses a representation of the
underlying arguments influenced by Toulmin’s model. There is an (implicit)
dialogue game representing options at each state in the interaction, and a stack
based model of dialogue contexts.

3 Knowledge Elicitation

Our goal was to emulate aspects of the conversation between a human advisor
and advisee. As we wanted the human participants responses to be fully thought
out, with no time pressure, we engaged users in email conversations concerning
healthy nutrition. In the first experiment the researcher role-played different ad-
visees, engaging in a dialogue concerning healthy nutrition with five nutritionists.
In the second the researcher role-played the advisor.

We looked at the overall structure of the (email) conversation (e.g., how it
was opened), the way tips and suggestions were presented and followed through,
and also noted the specific tips offered. In the first experiment, all nutritionists
asked, early on, for some information about current diet (e.g., “What are you
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R: Have you thought of adding some fruit to your breakfast?
U: I know I should, but I’m often in a hurry to get to work that all I can do

is eat what I have in my desk drawer. I buy fruit, but it just sits there
until it goes bad.

R: You could have a glass of juice. It’s just as quick. Or add some tinned fruit
to your saltines.

Fig. 1. User objections and concerns expressed (R = researcher, U = user).

having for dinner tonight?”). They then moved on to making some suggestions,
while asking for more details about the diet. Some also asked early on about
current attitudes to dietary change (e.g., “Are you contemplating increasing your
vegetable intake in the near future?”). These followed, sometimes explicitly, the
Stages of Change model [9].

Most of the main body of the dialogue was centered on a number of tips
or suggestions – one suggestion might lead to several (email) messages, as the
advisor followed up on any responses of the user. While advisors never argued
with the advisee, some of these follow-up messages were concerned with dealing
with objections and concerns about the tips, and so can be viewed as presenting
a more complete ‘argument’ for the suggestion in question. Figure 1 gives one
example sequence from a second email experiment, showing an advisee posing
an objection that needed following up.

To guide the development of our system we also looked at numerous leaflets
concerned with the promotion of healthy nutrition. Most gave simple nutrition
information, supplemented by practical tips and recipe/meal suggestion. The
practical tips listed in these leaflets formed the core of the ‘tip’ knowledge base
in our implementation. We have so far included 140 tips, and linked these to
particular meal choices. While still restricted, this goes beyond what is likely
to be found in an individual leaflet, and allows for both better linking of tip to
user, and better follow-up on tips given user responses.

4 System Description

Our system uses a conversational model, and an underlying database of tips. Ini-
tially the users are asked for some information about their current diet (selecting
meal components from a menu). They then receive tips about how to improve the
meal they have chosen. They can respond in various ways to the tips, allowing a
moderately complex ‘conversation’ to develop. The basic structure of the inter-
action, asking about meal choices, followed by tips and follow-up information, is
based on that observed in the dialogues with our human nutritionists.

4.1 Tip Knowledge Base

The tips (pieces of advice and supporting facts) are organised in a uniform
structure. Tips are viewed as ‘arguments’ that have a main claim, some support,
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tipclaim(t002, ’Grill or bake meat, rather than frying.’).

tipsupport(t002, t008, ’The fat drips off into the grill pan.’).

tipsupport(t002, t15, ’’).

tipobjection(t002, o03).

tipobjection(t002, o09).

..

tipclaim(t008, ’You should reduce the amount of fat in your

diet.’).

..

obclaim(o03, ’I definitely won’t stop frying things’).

obresponse(o03, t024).

..

tipclaim(t024, ’Try stir frying using a little oil.’).

Fig. 2. Example tips and objections.

possibly a warrant, but which anticipate a number of objections (allowing con-
cessions). Each piece of support for a tip is represented as another tip (and has its
own support etc). Warrants are represented simply as optional texts linking the
tip with the support. Objections are represented separately; each objection may
have a number of possible responses each of which is a tip. We do not represent
or reason about what the tips mean, just how they relate together. Figure 2 gives
a number of (simplified) tips and objections, showing the different components.
The third argument in the ‘tipsupport’ term is the optional warrant.

We specify when a tip is relevant. The simplest case is to make it relevant to
a given selected meal component, for example:

relevant(t002, sausages).

This tip will be considered if the user has selected this item for their meal. We
can also define more complex rules, for example:

relevantifno(t007, vegetable) :- mealtype(dinner).

This tip is relevant if the user has not selected anything from the vegetable
category, and the current meal being considered is dinner.

4.2 Conversational Model

These tips provide the basic knowledge base behind our conversation system.
Once the user has selected meal components, a relevant tip is presented. The
user has then the option of responding in a number of ways (by clicking on an
appropriate button). They can ask Why? the suggestion or claim is valid, select
But.. and pose an objection, reject a tip by selecting No Way!, or select OK! to
accept a tip and move on (see Fig. 3). The Why? button is omitted if there is no
support stored for the tip.

If they select Why? the supporting information is presented. As this is rep-
resented as another ‘tip’ all the same options apply. If they select But.. the
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Fig. 3. Example screen.

possible objections are listed, and also a text box presented, allowing the user
to enter new unlisted objections2. Once an objection is selected, a response to
that objection is given. This is again a tip, so the above options again apply.

The options in the conversation can be represented as a transition network
(dialogue game). Currently the systems responses always involve presenting a tip
(possibly as support to another tip, or response to an objection), or presenting
a menu of possible objections. We therefore represent the user’s options as arcs,
with the basic system ‘states’ being either T (tip) or O (objection) (Fig. 4).

4.3 Managing Responses

The above model illustrates the basic structure of the conversation, but does not
show how responses are selected, or how the ‘focus’ of the dialogue is managed.

If the user selects But.. or Why?, the current tip is placed on a stack of
tip contexts, to be returned to once the subdialogue concerning the objection
or request for support is completed. The dialogue is therefore hierarchical in
structure, and returns to ‘higher level’ contexts are made explicit. When the
user has accepted a supporting tip, the system restates it (possibly in a shorter
version) and reminds of the current context:

OK, so remember: ‘Eat lots of starchy food’. Let’s go back to: If you make
your own sandwiches, try to use thick cut slices of bread.

These explicit reminders appeared useful in preventing people lose track of the
structure of the conversation, and ensured that all ‘loose ends’ in the conversation
were followed up.

As the dialogue progresses, the system keeps track of which tips have been
used, and which have been accepted. This is used, in a simple way, in the selection
of responses and the presentation of new tips. If a previously used tip is an
appropriate response (possibly in a new context), the system will remind the
user of the old tip, and if possible present an alternative response as well:

Here’s why: It is recommended that you eat at least 5 portions of fruit and
vegetables a day.

2 These objections are recorded, and used to enhance the system in later versions.
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T O

But..

Objection

Why?

No Way!

OK

Fig. 4. Dialogue Game

As we’ve seen before: Fruit and veg provide vitamins, minerals and fibre, with
little fat. Another reason is: Fruit and veg are high in what are known as
antioxidants, which protect the body cells against damage that could lead to
heart disease and cancer.

Reminding the user about old tips is useful, as it provides consistency in the dia-
logue, and it allows old advice to be reconsidered in new context. But providing
further advice allows the dialogue to move on. The new tip then provides the
new context, with all the conversational options applying to it.

If the user rejects a tip (No Way!), then the system’s response depends on
whether the tip was providing a supporting argument for another. If so, it will
present alternative arguments. If not, or if there are no alternative arguments,
it will simply return to the previous tip context:

OK, so you don’t agree with: You should eat 5 portions of fruit and veg.
Let’s go back to: Add salad to sandwiches, or choose ones with added salad.

4.4 Example

The above model, although technically simple, allows for quite complex dia-
logues. The following is an example illustrating the various points above. The
user has selected a tuna sandwich for lunch. User responses will be given in bold.

You selected a tuna sandwich. Here’s a suggestion: If you make your own
sandwiches, try to use thick cut slices of bread.
Why?
Here’s why: If you make your own sandwiches, try to use thick cut slices of
bread. Starchy food (bread, pasta, rice, cereals, potatoes) should be the main
part of most meals and snacks. Eat lots of them.
But..
Why are you unsure about: Starchy food (bread, pasta, rice, cereals, potatoes)
should be the main part of most meals and snacks. Eat lots of them

- I don’t want to gain weight.
- My diet is OK as it is.
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I don’t want to gain weight.
You said: I don’t want to gain weight. Bread, pasta, rice, cereals and potatoes
are not high in calories, provided you don’t add too much fat or sugar.
OK!
OK, so remember: Bread, pasta, rice, cereals and potatoes are not high in
calories, provided you don’t add too much fat or sugar. Let’s go back to:
Starchy food (bread, pasta, rice, cereals, potatoes) should be the main part of
most meals and snacks. Eat lots of them.
OK!
OK, so remember: Eat lots of starchy food. Let’s go back to: If you make your
own sandwiches, try to use thick cut slices of bread.

The system will then suggest other tips, each of which can be followed up in
a similar way. At the end of a session the system lists the tips which have been
accepted (by clicking OK!) by the user. These can be printed out if desired.

4.5 Implementation

The system is implemented in Prolog, with small Perl scripts providing the
interface with the WWW. The HTML code is dynamically generated by the
program in response to the user’s selections.

The system is re-started to produce every screen. Most state information
which we want to keep track of (e.g., list of tips already used, meal items selected)
are stored in a file. Unique session numbers are maintained for each user, and
simultaneous users’ data will be kept in separate session files. However, the stack
of tip contexts is passed as an argument in the URL, so that we can be sure
that the use of the ‘back’ button on the browser does not upset this context
information. The previous tip, and the user’s selected button press (e.g., But..)
are also passed as arguments in the URL.

The previous tip, stack of tip contexts, session numbers, and button press are
passed as arguments to the main Prolog procedure that outputs the appropriate
HTML. The selection of tips (etc) within this procedure will depend on the
additional user data loaded from the session file.

5 Evaluation

The system was evaluated with relatively expert users, in order to obtain good
feedback to guide the development of the system. Users were recruited from three
sources: a mailing list on consumer health informatics; the sci.med.nutrition
newsgroup; staff and students in the researchers’ academic department. After
using the system, they were requested to fill out a short questionnaire, con-
taining both questions concerning their impression of the system, and personal
questions on their diet etc. Altogether 152 sessions were recorded (but with some
users initiating several sessions), and 40 questionnaires completed. There was a
roughly equal balance of users from our three sources (newsgroup, mailing list,
and department). 55% of our users were in the 20-30 age group, and 57% were
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British. 95% felt that their diet was already either good or OK as it was, and
85% were at least trying a little to improve their diet. The majority (90%) of
users found the system easy to use, with few navigation problems. It made 62%
think about their diet, and 42% said they might improve some aspect of their
diet as a result. 60% found some of the tips helpful.

The most positive comments came from those concerned with health pro-
motion themselves, who appreciated the needs of our target audience, and the
difficulties in creating simple, interactive nutrition systems. However, some users
found it over simplistic, and were affronted by some apparent assumptions the
system makes about their diet – they might be advised to cut out sugar in coffee
for example. These tips (with implicit assumptions) were taken directly from
leaflets, and needed rewriting for an interactive environment where many users
expect tailored of advice.

Analysis of traces of system use revealed that many people did not press
the Why?/But.. options much, so missed getting basic information supporting
and reinforcing the tips. Presenting small chunks of information, and leaving
the initiative with the user, has problems. Some users suggested that the system
should be asking more questions as it went (keeping the initiative). This approach
would mirror more closely the style of the human nutritionists dialogues, where
most of the nutritionists contributions ended with a question.

Based on feedback from these users we have completed a revised version3

with the following features:

– An initial questionnaire on attitudes to diet change, cooking habits etc.
– An initial page of personalised advice based on this questionnaire.
– Pages of advice tailored, in very simple ways, to user characteristics.
– Tips that may not apply (e.g., user may not take sugar in coffee) are now

prefixed with ‘Do you currently do X? If so, here’s a suggestion.’.

These extensions involved adding a few further features to our tip knowledge
base. For example, we now have statements such as:

tipfor(t036, cook).

tipif(t095, ’Do you currently take sugar in your tea/coffee’).

While we have not yet evaluated this version formally, feedback from people
accessing the site and filling in the questionnaire is positive.

6 Conclusion

We have described a new conversational model for computer-based health pro-
motion, and an implementation for simple nutrition advice. The basic framework
is simple, but can easily be extended and adapted. The tip knowledge base is sep-
arate from the dialogue module, so we can independently develop new knowledge
bases in other domains, or vary the way the tips are presented in dialogue (e.g.,
to ask more questions of the user, or to always include supporting information).
3 http://www.cee.hw.ac.uk/∼alison/meals2/start.html
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Our model could also be developed to allow further personalisation, such as
in the arguments selected to support a tip. We have developed a more com-
plete computational model of everyday argumentation [3], based on a theory of
rhetoric [8], which could support this.

To use the model effectively in health promotion we would want to make
the use of the system just one part of a healthy nutrition intervention. A con-
versational system such as this could be used in combination with quizzes and
multimedia presentations, allowing practical and factual information to be given
in a motivating and interactive manner, based on practical goals for change.
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Abstract. The stop system generates personalised smoking-cessation
letters, using as input responses to a smoking questionnaire. Generating
personalised patient-information material is an area of growing interest
to the medical community, since for many people changing health-related
behaviour is the most effective possible medical intervention. While pre-
vious ai systems that generated personalised patient-information mate-
rial were primarily based on medical knowledge, stop is largely based
on knowledge of psychology, empathy, and readability. We believe such
knowledge is essential in systems whose goal is to change people’s be-
haviour or mental state; but there are many open questions about how
this knowledge should be acquired, represented, and reasoned with.

1 Introduction

The stop (Smoking Termination through cOmputerised Personalisation) sys-
tem generates short smoking-cessation leaflets that are personalised for different
recipients. Personalisation is based on responses to a questionnaire on smoking
habits and beliefs, previous attempts to quit, current medical problems, and so
forth.

The goal of stop is to change a patient’s behaviour in a medically desirable
way. This is different from the decision-support systems that are what many
people most associate with the ai/Medicine field, especially in terms of the
knowledge needed. Decision-support systems are based on medical knowledge,
that is knowledge about diseases, treatments, how the body works, and so forth.
But while stop uses some medical knowledge, it is primarily based on other types
of knowledge, including the psychology behind behaviour change, techniques for
empathy, and rules for effective writing.
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ai systems that attempt to change people’s medical behaviour are relatively
new, but they are attracting increasing attention. In part this is because the
most important influence on many people’s health is their behaviour (smoking,
diet, compliance with treatment regimes, etc). To date, clinical trials of systems
which produce personalised patient information material have been mixed, with
some systems proven effective in changing behaviour of at least some patients
but others showing no statistically significant effects. The challenge for the re-
search community is to develop technology that increases the effectiveness of
such systems, and also to determine the types of applications in which success
is most likely.

2 Previous Work

A number of previous ai/Medicine projects have investigated generating person-
alised patient information that is intended to change the patient’s behaviour or
psychological state, of which the best known are perhaps migraine
(Buchanan et al., 1995) and piglit (Binstead, Cawsey, and Jones, 1995). Per-
sonalisation in these systems was primarily based on medical knowledge, in part
because these systems only had access to medical information about patients;
they did not have the information on attitudes and intentions available to stop
via its questionnaires. A clinical evaluation of one version of piglit looked at
piglit’s effect on patient satisfaction and patient anxiety; it showed a statisti-
cally significant effect on satisfaction, but not on anxiety (Cawsey et al., 1999).

Several systems which generate personalised patient information have also
been produced by the public-health community, including at least two systems
which produce smoking-cessation letters (Velicer et al., 1993; Strecher et al., 1994).
These two systems base personalisation on a psychological theory of behaviour
change, the Stages of Change model (Prochaska and diClemente, 1992). Clinical
evaluations showed that both of these systems had a statistically significant
impact on smoking cessation rates.

We hope that stop will be more effective than previous ai/Medicine projects
because it is based on knowledge about psychology (including the Stages of
Change model), empathy, and readability as well as medical knowledge. We also
hope that it will be more effective than previous systems developed by the public
health community because it is uses ai and Natural-Language Processing (nlp)
techniques.1 A randomised controlled clinical trial of stop is currently underway
to test the effectiveness of the system; results of the trial should be available in
late 1999.
1 The focus of this paper is on comparing stop to previous work in the ai community,

not the public health community. But very briefly, we believe that stop’s perfor-
mance is enhanced because it is based on knowledge acquired using structured ai
knowledge acquisition techniques (these, for example, led to the smoker categories
described in Section 4.1); and because nlg technology allows stop to do a better job
of optimising and satisfying constraints (for example, we believe it would be much
harder to optimise content subject to a size constraint, as described in Section 3.1,
without nlg representations and algorithms).
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SMOKING QUESTIONNAIRE
Please answer by marking the most appropriate box for each question like this:  _

Q1 Have you smoked a cigarette in the last week, even a puff?
YES _ NO �

Please complete the following questions Please return the questionnaire unanswered in the
envelope provided. Thank you.

Please read the questions carefully.     If you are not sure how to answer, just give the best answer you can.

Q2 Home situation:
Live
alone

� Live with
husband/wife/partner

_ Live with
other adults

� Live with
children

_

Q3    Number of children under 16 living at home        ………………… boys    ………1……. girls

Q4 Does anyone else in your household smoke?    (If so, please mark all boxes which apply)
husband/wife/partner _ other family member _ others �

Q5    How long have you smoked for?   …10… years
      Tick here if you have smoked for less than a year       �

Q6    How many cigarettes do you smoke in a day?  (Please mark the amount below)

Less than 5 � 5 – 10  _ 11 – 15  � 16 – 20  � 21 - 30  � 31 or more��

Q7     How soon after you wake up do you smoke your first cigarette? (Please mark the time below)

Within 5 minutes  � 6 - 30 minutes  � 31 - 60 minutes  _ After 60 minutes  �

Q8    Do you find it difficult not to smoke in places where it is
forbidden   eg in church, at the library, in the cinema?

YES  ���NO _�

Q9    Which cigarette would you hate most to give up? The first one in the morning �
Any of the others _

Q10    Do you smoke more frequently during the first hours after
waking than during the rest of the day?

YES  ���NO _�

Q11   Do you smoke if you are so ill that you are in bed most of the
day?

YES  ���NO _�

YES �

Q13  If yes, are you intending to stop smoking
within the next month?

                          YES  ���NO ��

Q12
Are you intending to stop
smoking in the next 6
months?

NO     _� Q14  If no, would you like to stop smoking if it was
easy?

YES  _���Not Sure   ����NO��

Fig. 1. First page of Fiona Cameron’s questionnaire

3 The System

The input to stop is a 4-page questionnaire on smoking; the first page of a
questionnaire from a typical smoker, Fiona Cameron (not her real name), is
shown in Figure 1. stop also gets some basic information, such as age and
sex, from the patient’s medical record. The output of stop is a small leaflet (4
pages of A5). The front page of a leaflet contains an introductory paragraph
but otherwise is not personalised; the back page is selected from one of a dozen
possible back pages, but is not personalised in detail. Most of the personalisation
happens in the two inside pages of the leaflet; the inside pages of the leaflet
generated for Fiona Cameron are shown in Figure 2.

stop is thus a ‘paper-in, paper-out’ system; users fill out a paper question-
naire, and receive in response a paper leaflet. We could make stop interactive
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Fig. 2. Inside pages of leaflet generated for Fiona Cameron
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(like migraine and piglit), and have users fill out questionnaires and read
leaflets on-line; but this would mean the system could only be used by people
with access to computers. Since we want to reach as many smokers as possible,
including people who do not have access to and are not comfortable with com-
puters (such as many middle-aged and elderly people living in low-income public
housing estates), we decided to use the ‘paper-in, paper-out’ model.

We do not expect stop to have much effect on most smokers; smoking is a
difficult habit to give up, and receiving a letter in the post is unlikely to make
much difference to most people. But we hope that it will help a few people
to quit. Studies show that brief discussions about smoking with a doctor will
cause about 2% of people to quit smoking (Law and Tang, 1995); if we can
achieve a similar effectiveness rate then stop will be useful from a public-health
perspective, since it is a very cheap intervention. Human doctors, incidentally,
generally do not routinely have such discussions with patients because they find
a 98% failure rate too discouraging; a computer system, of course, does not get
discouraged no matter how small its success rate.

3.1 System Design

Space prohibits a detailed description of how stop works, but a brief descrip-
tion follows. Questionnaires are read by an optical scanner, and processed by
the core stop system, which produces an rtf file which is printed with Mi-
crosoft Word. The core system is a Natural Language Generation (nlg) system
which follows the model described in Reiter and Dale (1999). Processing is di-
vided into the three stages of document planning, microplanning, and realisa-
tion, of which document planning (deciding what information to communicate)
is the most complex. Oversimplifying to some degree, the document planner
works by first classifying smokers into one of 7 categories, and then activating a
schema (McKeown, 1985; Reiter and Dale, 1999) associated with that category.
The combination of classification and schemas is similar at least in concept to the
Exemplars system (White and Caldwell, 1998), although the implementation is
quite different. The schemas produce a tree, known as a document plan. Each
leaf node of the tree essentially defines one sentence in the leaflet. The inter-
nal nodes of the tree indicate how sentences are grouped, associate document
structures (such as paragraphs or itemised lists) with groups of sentences, and
sometimes specify discourse relations (Reiter and Dale, 1999) between daughter
nodes.

Perhaps the most innovative aspect of stop from an nlg perspective is its
use of revision to optimise the content of a letter, given the size constraint (4
pages of A5). In general terms, this is done by having schemas annotate doc-
ument plan constituents (both sentences and internal nodes) with importance
markers. If the leaflet is too long, a revision module deletes the least impor-
tant constituents until the size limit is satisfied. The microplanner and realiser
convert this structure into an actual rtf document specification; the microplan-
ner decides which discourse relations should be expressed in the text based on
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the outcome of the revision process, to ensure that the resulting document is
rhetorically coherent.

4 Types of Knowledge

Most of the stop project to date has focused on knowledge acquisition (KA).
This was done in a structured fashion using standard techniques developed by
the knowledge-acquisition community (Scott, Clayton, and Gibson, 1991), such
as sorting and think-aloud protocols. These KA activities revealed that experts
used several types of knowledge to produce smoking-cessation letters, including:

– psychological knowledge about how people change addictive behaviours;
– practitioner knowledge about ‘empathy’;
– linguistic knowledge about readability in texts; and
– medical knowledge about smoking.

Of course, experts also used knowledge about the patients, which they took from
the questionnaire. Some of the expert’s knowledge may be specific to Aberdeen
or Scotland; this is not something we have investigated to date.

We will not further discuss medical knowledge here, as it is very common in ai
and Medicine systems. It also turned out to be less important than we originally
thought it would be. Most smokers are not interested in the medical details of
smoking, and are well-aware of the health risks of smoking; indeed they may
overestimate rather than underestimate health risks. Some of the other types of
knowledge listed above are perhaps more unusual in ai/Medicine systems, and
we discuss these below.

4.1 Psychological Knowledge about Addictive Behaviours

A crucial type of knowledge in stop is psychological knowledge about how peo-
ple stop addictive behaviours. All other systems we are aware of which pro-
duce personalised smoking-cessation material use the Stages of Change model
(Prochaska and diClemente, 1992). This model groups smokers into five stages:

Precontemplator: not intending to quit
Contemplator: seriously considering quitting
Preparation: intending to quit
Action: in the process of quitting
Maintenance: has quit, avoiding relapse

Only the first three stages are relevant to systems (such as stop) which target
people who are currently smoking.

The Stages of Change model also specifies what type of information should
be communicated to people in each stage. For example, information for pre-
contemplators should emphasise that the disadvantages of smoking outweigh its
advantages; information for contemplators should discuss specific ‘barriers’ to
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change, such as addiction or fear of weight gain; and information for preparers
should present techniques for quitting.

We initially hoped to use the Stages of Change model ‘off the shelf’, because
it is clinically validated and widely used. But we found that it often suggested
content that we believed to be inappropriate, perhaps because it is a general
model which is not tuned either to smoking cessation or to the task of generating
individualised letters. For example, many of the people in our study (including
Fiona Cameron) are precontemplators in the sense that they are not intending
to quit smoking; but they also are already convinced that smoking is bad for
them, so it seems redundant to stress the disadvantages of smoking in a leaflet.
The reason such people are not intending to quit is that they do not think they
will be able to stop smoking; the right emphasis for such people is therefore not
‘smoking is bad for you’ but rather ‘you can quit if you really want to.’

We ended up using 7 categories for smokers instead of 3; these categories
were derived from sorting KA exercises. The categories are:

Committed smoker: People who clearly want to smoke; they get short letters
reminding them of the health risks of smoking, and suggesting sources of
advice in case they change their mind at some future date.

Classic precontemplator: People with mixed feelings about smoking, but
who are not currently intending to quit; they get letters which emphasise
that the disadvantages of smoking outweigh its advantages.

Lacks confidence: People who would like to stop smoking, but don’t think
they will be able to quit; they get letters which emphasise confidence-boosting

Classic contemplator: People who are considering quitting but have barriers;
they get letters which emphasise overcoming their barriers.

Borderline contemplator: People who have mixed feelings about smoking
but are considering quitting; they get letters which emphasise the disadvan-
tages of smoking as well as how to overcome barriers.

Classic preparer: People who are intending to quit; they get letters which
emphasise techniques for quitting.

Uncertain preparer: People who are intending to quit but have ambivalent
feelings about smoking (this includes people who are being pressured by
someone else to quit smoking); they get letters which both stress the disad-
vantages of smoking and suggest techniques for quitting.

The first three of these categories are essentially refinements of the Precontem-
plator stage; the subsequent two categories are refinements of the Contemplator
stage; and the last two categories are refinements of the Preparation stage.

While category determines the emphasis of the letter, other information may
be included as well, depending on the patient’s details. For example, while the
emphasis of the letter shown in Figure 2 is on confidence-building, since Fiona
Cameron is classified in the Lacks confidence class, it also includes a section
reinforcing her reasons for quitting, and some advice on techniques for coping
with problems (this is partially intended to boost her confidence that she can
quit).
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4.2 Empathy

As we worked through various KA exercises with our experts, it became clear
that they were using a type of knowledge which we had not initially anticipated,
which we now call ‘empathy’. The purpose of empathy knowledge is to produce
leaflets which people take seriously and think about, instead of tossing aside as
yet another anti-smoking polemical.

The only previous work on empathy in ai/Medicine systems which we are
aware of is Forsythe’s work (1995) during the migraine project; she used the
term ‘enlistment’, which may be a better name than ‘empathy’. In particular,
Forsythe identified the need to treat patients with respect and acknowledge their
competence; this finding influenced the wording of explanations in migraine.
There is also a substantial body of work on empathy in the general medical
literature, but it focuses on empathy in oral face-to-face consultations, and we
found it difficult to apply these ideas to written leaflets.

We acquired a set of empathy rules via KA exercises; we also used some
general psychological and communication principles (Monahan, 1995). Unlike
Forsythe, who observed doctors conducting oral consultations, we asked our
experts to focus on empathy in written leaflets. Some of the rules which emerged
from these exercises are:

– Be positive, do not criticise. For example, avoid negative constructs such as
We regret that; use neutral constructs such as We see that instead. Positive
constructs such as We are very pleased that are desirable and should be used
when appropriate.

– Wherever possible, make points by repeating facts that the smoker has stated
in the questionnaire. For instance, the scales graphic in leaflet shown in
Figure 2 uses Cameron’s questionnaire responses to emphasise to her that
there are many things she dislikes about smoking.

– Use second-person (you) sentences wherever possible; when this isn’t possi-
ble, try to use first-person plural (we) sentences.

One expert also felt it would be useful to relate letters to a person’s expertise
(for example, As a nurse, you know that . . . ) and circumstances (for example,
I know being a single mother is very hard); and two experts suggested using
humour. However, another expert felt that these techniques could backfire and
antagonise people if we were not very careful. Because we were working to a tight
schedule, we elected not to implement any techniques which any of our experts
expressed doubts about.

We believe that achieving a better understanding of empathy rules, including
some testing and validation, is essential to the success of future personalised
patient-information systems. We plan to investigate this in future research.

4.3 Readability

A primary design imperative in stop was that texts should be readable by a
wide range of recipients, including people with poor reading skills. Readability
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rules were also acquired with KA sessions, but these used an expert on health-
information leaflets instead of a doctor; we also ran some KA sessions with a
graphic designer to acquire acquire visual appearance rules (layout, font, etc).
In technical nlg terms, many readability rules were essentially choice rules for
microplanning operations such as lexicalisation and aggregation.

Many of the rules that emerged from the KA sessions were similar to those
used for AECMA Simplified English (AECMA, 1986); indeed we gave our expert
a copy of the Simplified English manual, and she found that it largely agreed
with her thinking. Examples of our rules are:

– Sentences should be as short as possible. Hence stop never aggregates mes-
sages (that is, forms a complex sentence by merging two simpler sentences
with a relative clause or a conjunct such as and).

– Common (high-frequency) words and simple syntactic structures should be
used wherever possible. For example, You may be addicted instead of It is
likely, but not certain, that you are addicted.

– Avoid impersonal constructs. For example, You mentioned some good reasons
for stopping instead of There are lots of good reasons for stopping.

– Put bullet lists in the same font as normal text (graphic design rule).

We originally thought about varying sentence length and word choice for different
patients; for example, using more complex structures and words for university-
educated patients. But our experts believed it was best to always use simple
language in patient-information material, and indeed this is supported by re-
search elsewhere (Davis et al., 1996).

We would have liked to implement some of these rules declaratively within the
nlg system, but this proved difficult. Some rules (such as avoiding aggregation)
were trivial to implement, but others turned out to require complex domain
reasoning and knowledge as well as linguistic knowledge. For example, consider
the principle that high-frequency words should be used whenever possible. It
is easy to get a list of word frequencies and pick the highest-frequency word
when given a choice between synonyms. But exact synonyms are not common;
may is not exactly the same as It is likely, but not certain, for example. In this
case, as in many others, the choice is between a relatively complex linguistic
construct that conveys a precise meaning, and a simple linguistic construct that
conveys an approximation to this meaning. Thus, whether may is acceptable
depends on how important it is to communicate an exact meaning, and whether
approximation is acceptable; and this is a fairly deep content decision which is
difficult to encode declaratively.

5 Conclusion

ai systems which change people’s behaviour in medically desirable ways have
tremendous potential to improve health, since behaviour is the largest influence
on health for many people. Given their psychological goals, we believe it is es-
sential that such systems be based on knowledge of psychology, empathy, and
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readability, as well as more ‘conventional’ medical knowledge. We have made an
initial attempt at understanding some of the issues in acquiring, representing,
and reasoning with such knowledge in ai systems; but it is very much an initial
attempt, and much more work needs to be done in this area.
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Abstract. We introduce two abstraction mechanisms by which the pro-
cess of semantic interpretation of medical documents can be simplified
and optimized. One relates to the linguistic generality, the other to the
inheritance-based specification of semantic rules. The proposed method-
ology leads to a parsimonious inventory of abstract, simple and domain-
independent semantic interpretation schemata whose effectiveness has
been evaluated on a medical text corpus.

1 Introduction

Medical language processing (MLP) deals with the automatic free-text analy-
sis of discharge summaries, finding reports, etc. When MLP methodologies are
combined in a system for automatic knowledge capture from these medical nar-
ratives – rather than merely for the retrieval of the source documents – the need
for some form of natural language understanding arises. This usually requires
parse trees resulting from syntactic analysis to be mapped to a content-oriented
representation format, either a semantic or a knowledge representation language.

While some consensus has been reached in the past with respect to the proper
design of grammars, parsers, and knowledge representation devices, almost no
standards have emerged for the formulation of semantic interpretation rules. The
lack of an adequate methodology results in an unwieldy growth of the number
of rules for large-scale MLP systems. This causes many problems, because the
rules’ compatibility, mutual interactions, side effects, order constraints, etc. are
likely to run out of control.

To avoid these problems, we introduce two abstraction mechanisms by which
the process of semantic interpretation can be simplified and optimized. The first
abstraction increases the linguistic generality of descriptions for semantic inter-
pretation. The criteria we use address configurations within dependency graphs
rather than hook on particular language phenomena. These configurations have
a natural graph-theoretical reading in terms of minimal connected subgraphs
of a syntactic dependency graph. This way, we are able to cover a variety of
linguistic phenomena by few and general interpretation schemata. The second
abstraction relates to the way how these schemata are specified. By integrating
them into an inheritance hierarchy, we further increase descriptional economy
and supply a parsimonious semantic interpretation system.
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2 Knowledge Sources for Semantic Interpretation

Grammatical knowledge for syntactic analysis is based on a fully lexicalized de-
pendency grammar [7]. Lexical specifications of concrete words form the leaf
nodes of a lexicon tree which are further abstracted in terms of word class spec-
ifications at different levels of generality. This leads to a word class hierarchy,
which consists of word class names W = {Verb, VerbTrans, Determiner,
Article, ...} and a subsumption relation isaW = {(VerbTrans, Verb), (Ar-

ticle, Determiner), ...} ⊂ W × W, which characterizes specialization rela-
tions between word classes.

In essence, a dependency grammar captures binary valency constraints be-
tween a syntactic head (e.g., a noun) and one of its possible modifiers (e.g., a
determiner or an adjective). These include restrictions on word order, compat-
ibility of morphosyntactic features and semantic criteria. In order to establish
a dependency relation D = {specifier, subject, dir-object, ...} between a head
and a modifier, all valency constraints must be fulfilled. Fig. 1 depicts a sample
dependency graph in which word nodes are given in bold face and dependency
relations are indicated by labeled edges. For example, the syntactic head “zeigt”
(shows) governs its modifier “Partikel” via the subj(ect) dependency relation.
At the parsing level, lexicalized processes, so-called word actors, perform corre-
sponding constraint checking tasks.

spec: genatt:

spec:

subj:

Das

einer

zeigt

Partikel

Colonschleimhaut

spec: rela:

subj:
vrbpart:

ppsubj:

pobj:

ein

Stroma

das

von

Lymphozyten

infiltriert

wird

adv:

,
delimit:

hochgradig

obj:

.
propo:

1 2

3

4

pobj:
mit

ödematösen

Zotten
adj:

ppatt:

The particle of a colon mucosa with edematous villi shows a stroma that - extremely - by lymphocytes - is infiltrated. 

Fig. 1. A Sample Dependency Graph

Conceptual knowledge is expressed in a Kl-One-like terminological repre-
sentation language [11]. It consists of concept names F = {Show, Colon-

Mucosa, ...} and a subsumption relation on concepts isaF = {Colon-Mucosa,

Digestive-Mucosa), (Digestive-Mucosa, Mucosa), ...} ⊂ F × F . The
set of conceptual relations R = {show-patient, has-anatomical-part, ...}
is also organized in a subsumption hierarchy isaR = {(has-anatomical-part,

has-physical-part), (has-physical-part, has-part), ...}. Associated with
a specific conceptual class C (e.g., Particle) may be concrete instances C.n,
e.g., Particle.1. A semantic interpretation of the dependency graph from Fig.
1 in terms of this terminological language is depicted in Fig. 2.

Conceptual linkages between instances are determined by different types of
dependency relations that are established between their corresponding lexical
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Fig. 2. The Corresponding Concept Graph

items. Semantic interpretation rules mediate between both levels in a way as
abstract and general as possible. An illustration of how we relate grammatical
and conceptual knowledge is given in Fig. 3. On the left side, at the syntactic
level proper, a subset of the dependency relations contained in D are depicted.
Those that have associated conceptual relations are shown in italics. For instance,
whenever the dependency relation dir-object has to be tested it must concep-
tually be interpreted in terms of patient or co-patient. gen(itive)att(ribute),
however, has no fixed conceptual counterpart as this dependency relation does
not restrict conceptual interpretation at all.

Fig. 3. Relating Grammatical and Conceptual Knowledge

At the conceptual level, two orthogonal taxonomic hierarchies exist, one for
relations, the other for concepts (cf. Fig. 3, right side). Both are organized in
terms of subsumption hierarchies (isaF and isaR). Also, both hierarchies in-
teract, since relations are used to define concepts. The concept Show is a sub-
concept of State. It has a role show-patient whose filler’s type must be an
Object. show-patient itself is subsumed by the more general relation pa-

tient.1

1 Note that with patient we here refer to the general linguistic notion “some-
body/something that is affected by an action or a state”. This may or may not
be a human patient who receives medical treatment from a doctor.
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3 Methodological Framework for Semantic Interpretation

In the dependency parse tree from Fig. 1, we can distinguish lexical nodes that
have a conceptual correlate (e.g., “Partikel” (particle), “zeigt” (shows)) from
others that do not have such a correlate (e.g., “mit” (with), “von” (by)). This is
reflected in the basic configurational settings for semantic interpretation:

– Direct Linkage: If two lexical nodes with conceptual correlates are linked
by a single edge, a direct linkage is given. Such a subgraph can immediately
be interpreted in terms of a corresponding conceptual relation. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 1 by the direct linkage between “Partikel” (particle) and “zeigt”
(shows) via the subj(ect) relation, which gets mapped to the show-patient

role linking the corresponding conceptual correlates, viz. Particle.1 and
Show.5, respectively (see Fig. 2).

– Mediated Linkage: If two lexical nodes with conceptual correlates are
linked by a series of edges and none of the intervening nodes has a concep-
tual correlate, a mediated linkage is given. This subgraph can be interpreted
indirectly in terms of a conceptual relation using lexical information from in-
tervening nodes. In Fig. 1 this is illustrated by the syntactic linkage between
“Colonschleimhaut” (colon mucosa) and “Zotten” (villi) via the intervening
node “mit” (with) and the ppatt and pobj relations, the result of which
is a conceptual linkage between Colon-Mucosa.2 and Villus.3 via the
relation has-anatomical-part in Fig. 2.

To account for both cases in the most general way and to preserve the sim-
plicity of semantic interpretation, we introduce a unifying notion: Two content
words (nouns, adjectives, adverbs or full verbs) stand in a mediated syntactic
relation, if one can pass from one to the other along the connecting edges of
the dependency graph without traversing, if necessary, nodes other than prepo-
sitions, modal or auxiliary verbs. In Fig. 1, e.g., the tuples (“Partikel”, “zeigt”),
(“Colonschleimhaut”, “Zotten”), (“infiltriert”, “Lymphozyten”) stand in medi-
ated syntactic relations, whereas, e.g., the tuple (“Partikel”, “Zotten”) does not,
since the connecting path contains “Colonschleimhaut”, a content word.

We then call a series of contiguous words in a sentence S that stand in a
mediated syntactic relation a semantically interpretable subgraph of the depen-
dency graph of S. So, semantic interpretation will be started whenever two word
nodes with associated conceptual correlates are dependentially connected so that
they form a semantically interpretable subgraph. In some cases the dependency
structures we encounter will have no constraining effect on semantic interpre-
tation (e.g., genitives). There are other cases (e.g., prepositions, the subject of
a verb), however, where constraints on possible interpretations can be derived
from dependency structures and the lexical material they embody.

This constraint knowledge is basically encoded at the lexical grammar level.
Consider Fig. 4, which depicts a fragment of the lexicon tree. The information
we focus on here are constraints for semantic interpretation that can already be
specified at the level of word classes. For instance, transitive verbs (denoted by
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VerbTrans

<dirobject: patient co-patient>
<subject: agent patient>

werden_passive

Verbal

Lexeme

VerbIntrans
<subject: agent patient>

Auxiliary

mit von

... ... Nominal

Noun
<genitive attribute: -->

Pronoun

Preposition

zeigen schlafen
<R  : patient co-patient>

Partikel
<R  : has-part, instrument, has-property ...> <...>++

Fig. 4. Hierarchical Encoding of Constraints on Semantic Interpretation

the word class VerbTrans) carry the constraint that the subject dependency
relation is always mapped to the conceptual agent or patient role (cf. also
Fig. 3). As a consequence, every transitive verb, such as zeigen (show), inherits
this interpretation constraint. In contrast, there are also lexical items (all from
closed word classes like prepositions, auxiliary or modal verbs), which carry spe-
cific conceptual constraints that cannot be generalized to the word class level.
Rather than being bound a priori to particular dependency relations these con-
straints will interact with others that are associated with lexical items which are
checked for establishing a dependency relation. Such constraints are illustrated
for the auxiliary verb werden (be) in its passive reading that imports the con-
ceptual relations patient and co-patient, as well as for the preposition mit
(with) that carries along the relations has-part, etc. (cf. Section 4). Interest-
ingly, constraints at the word class level account for direct linkage, while those
at the lexical level account for indirect linkage, only.

In order to account for these varying degrees of abstraction we introduce a
general semantic interpretation schema (1) that can be constrained on the fly by
the occurrence of particular word classes or even lexemes. si describes a mapping
from the conceptual correlates, h.Cfrom and m.Cto, of the two dependentially
linked lexical items, h and m, respectively, to connecting relation paths Rcon.
A relation path relcon ∈ Rcon composed of n relations, (r1, ..., rn), is called
connected, if for all its n constituent relations the concept type of the domain of
relation ri+1 subsumes the concept type of the range of relation ri.

si :
{ F × 2R × 2R × F → 2Rcon

Cfrom×R+×R−×Cto 7→ R̃con
(1)

As an additional filter, si is constrained by all conceptual relations R+ ⊂ R
a priori permitted for semantic interpretation, as well as all relations R− ⊂ R
a priori excluded from semantic interpretation (several concrete examples will
be discussed below). Thus, rel ∈ R̃con holds, if rel is a connected relation path
from Cfrom to Cto, obeying the restrictions imposed by R+ and R−. For ease
of specification, R+ and R− consist of general conceptual relations only. Prior
to semantic processing, however, we expand them into their transitive closures,
incorporating all their subrelations in the relation hierarchy. So we may define,
R∗

+ := { r∗ ∈ R | ∃ r ∈ R+ : r∗ isaR r } (correspondingly, R∗
− is dealt with).

If the function si returns the empty set (i.e., no valid interpretation can
be computed), no dependency relation will be established. Otherwise, for all
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resulting relations reli ∈ R̃con an assertional axiom is added by the proposition
(h.Cfrom reli m.Cto) where reli denotes the ith reading.

4 Sample Analyses

We will now discuss some configurations of semantically interpretable subgraphs.
We start from the interpretation of direct linkage, and then turn to mediated
linkage patterns by considering increasingly complex configurations in depen-
dency graphs as given by prepositional phrases and passives in relative clauses.

Interpreting direct linkage. When the first content word in our sample
sentence, “Partikel”, is read, its conceptual correlate Particle.1 is instanti-
ated immediately. The next content word, “Colonschleimhaut”, also leads to
the creation of an associated instance (Colon-Mucosa.2). The word actor
for “Colonschleimhaut” then attempts to bind “Partikel” as its syntactic head
via the gen(itive)att(ribute) relation (cf. Fig. 1, Box 1), which introduces no
restrictions whatsoever on semantic interpretation. Hence, we may proceed in
an entirely concept-driven way. So, we extract all conceptual roles associated
with the concept definition of Particle (cf. Fig. 5), viz. has-weight, has-

physical-dimension, anatomical-fragment-of, etc., and iteratively check
for each role whether Colon-Mucosa might be a legal role filler. This is
the case for the relation anatomical-fragment-of, since only Anatomical-

Solid-Structure subsumes Colon-Mucosa. We, therefore, assert Parti-

cle.1 anatomical-fragment-of Colon-Mucosa.2 (cf. also Fig. 2).
Another direct linkage configuration occurs when “zeigt” (shows) attempts to

govern “Partikel” (particle) via the subj(ect) relation (cf. Fig. 1, Box 3). Unlike
genatt, subj constrains the semantic interpretation involving Show and Par-

ticle to those conceptual relations that are subsumed by agent and patient

(cf. the hard-wired mapping from subject to Agent and Patient in Fig. 4).
From Fig. 3 it can be derived that this narrows the set of possible conceptual
relations down to show-patient. Since Particle is subsumed by Object – the
type restriction of show-patient – Show.5 show-patient Particle.1 may
be asserted (cf. Fig. 2). Note that the constraints for the computation of concep-
tual relations originate from the dependency relation under consideration. Hence,
particular dependency relations specialize the general interpretation schema pre-
viously described. This approach is rather general as it covers diverse linguistic
phenomena (e.g., subjects, (in)direct objects, genitives) by a single schema at the
specification level. During run-time this schema gets instantiated by the actual
content words and the particular dependency relations to be tested.

Interpreting mediated linkage. For interpreting mediated syntactic rela-
tions, lexical information supplied by the intervening nodes is available in terms
of a list R+ which contains high-level conceptual relations in order to constrain
the semantic interpretation. This information (cf. Fig. 4) is attached to specific
lexical exemplars from closed word classes (e.g., prepositions). Hence, after the
specialization induced by dependency relations in the previous subsection, we
here focus on specialization effected by particular lexical items.
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Fig. 5. Instantiation of the Genitive Schema

Consider Fig. 1, Box 2, where a semantically interpretable subgraph consist-
ing of three word nodes, (“Colonschleimhaut” — “mit” — “Zotten”), occurs.
In particular, the word actor for “mit” (with) tries to determine its syntactic
head. We treat prepositions as relators supplying conceptual constraints for the
corresponding instances of their syntactic head and modifier. The “meaning” of
a preposition is encoded in a set RPrep ⊂ R, for each preposition in Prep, hold-
ing all permitted relations in terms of high-level conceptual relations. For the
preposition “mit”, we have Rmit = {has-part, instrument, has-property,

has-degree, ...} (cf. also Fig. 4). When “mit” attempts to be governed by
“Colonschleimhaut” (colon mucosa) the mediated linkage results in the instan-
tiation of a specialized interpretation schema which applies exclusively to PP-
attachments. The conceptual entities to be related are denoted by the leftmost
and the rightmost node in the actual subgraph (i.e., “Colonschleimhaut” and
“Zotten” (villi)). By extracting all conceptual roles and checking for sortal con-
sistency (cf. Fig. 6), only has-anatomical-part isaR has-part yields a valid
interpretation that is sanctioned by the constraints imposed by “mit”, one which
directly relates Colon-Mucosa and Villus (cf. also Fig. 2).

To convey an idea of the generality and flexibility of our approach, con-
sider, in Fig. 1, Box 4, the already analyzed relative clause “das hochgradig von
Lymphozyten infiltriert wird” (that is extremely infiltrated by lymphocytes). In
particular, Lymphocytes.8 figures as infiltration-agent of Infiltration.9

(cf. Fig. 2). Since the subj valency of the passive auxiliary “wird” (is) is occu-
pied by a relative pronoun (“das” (that)), the interpretation of this dependency
structure must be postponed until the pronoun’s referent becomes available.

Passive interpretation is performed by another specialization of the general
interpretation schema. As with most prepositions, constraints come directly from
a positive list Rpassaux = {patient, co-patient} (cf. Fig. 4, the constraints at-
tached to werdenpassive). The items to be related (cf. Fig. 1, Box 4) are contained
in the semantically interpretable subgraph spanned by “das” (that) and “infil-
triert” (infiltrated). The referent of the relative pronoun “das” becomes available
once the syntactic head of the relative clause (“wird”) has determined its head.
Choosing among the two alternatives, “Partikel” (particle) and “Stroma”, the
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Fig. 6. Instantiation of the PP-Attachment Schema

appropriate one, the missing argument for the semantic interpretation of the
passive is fixed. The choice of “Stroma” leads to the instantiation of the special-
ized passive interpretation schema. This schema inverses the argument structure,
i.e., inserts Stroma as a role filler of Infiltration by bringing the role restric-
tions, patient or co-patient, into play. The final interpretation is depicted in
Fig. 2. Obviously, integrating intra- and extra-sentential anaphorical phenomena
[6] necessitates a slight extension of our notion of a semantically interpretable
subgraph. In case pronouns are involved, such a subgraph is interpretable iff all
referents are made available.2

The semantic interpretation schemata we supply currently cover declara-
tives, relatives, and passives at the clause level, complement subcategorization
via prepositional phrases, auxiliaries, tenses at the verb phrase level, pre- and
postnominal modifiers at the noun phrase level, and anaphoric expressions. We
currently do not deal with control verbs, coordination and quantification.

5 Evaluation

We deviate from the tradition that sample analyses are considered sufficient to
motivate a particular approach to semantic interpretation (for a notable excep-
tion, cf. [2]) and report on the empirical assessment of our methodology.

The ontology we used in our experiments consists of more than 3,000 concepts
and relations. Also, the concepts had to be linked to associated lexemes in the
lexicon. We took a random selection of 29 finding reports (comprising 4,300
words) from the clinical information system at the Freiburg University Hospital.
For evaluation purposes we concentrated on the interpretation of genitives (direct
linkage), PP-attachments and auxiliary as well as modal verbs (both variants of
mediated linkage). In the following, we will focus on the discussion of the results
from the semantic interpretation of genitives and auxiliary constructions.
2 There is an ambiguity at this stage of analysis, because Particle.1 can be related

to Infiltration.9, too. We just mention that heuristics are applied to select the
most plausible reading based on preferential criteria [9].
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We considered a total of almost 100 genitives (GEN) and 60 auxiliaries (AUX)
in these texts, from which about 67%/69% (GEN/AUX) received an interpreta-
tion. Roughly 20% of the total loss we encountered (33%/31%) can be attributed
to insufficient conceptual coverage. Other misses are mainly due to domain-
external references such as “rice-corn-grain-sized”, which refers to the size of
a biopsy particle, as well as sloppy wording which occurs as figurative speech,
e.g., in “the biopsy of the gastric mucosa shows ...”, which actually refers to
the particle obtained by a biopsy. Also notoriously hard to deal with are overly
generic concepts as “a form of gastritis”. No doubt, whatsoever, that conceptual
coverage constitutes the bottleneck for medical language understanding. This be-
comes clear when we look at the rates for correct interpretation, which amount
to 64%/66% with respect to the total of number of genitives and auxiliaries,
respectively, but appear in a different light, both 95%, when the accuracy of
semantic interpretation is measured, given sufficient domain knowledge.

6 Related Work

In MLP, there exist basically two approaches to semantic interpretation. The
first one either encodes the regularities how lexical items may combine syntac-
tically and semantically in a single set of rules, thereby adhering to concepts
from semantic grammars [5], or combine semantic and syntactic criteria in a
major subset of rules [10]. However, the tight coupling of syntax with semantic
constraints at the grammar level leads to a proliferating number of rules, since
structurally equivalent syntactic patterns may encode a multitude of semantic
interpretations. Also, portability to other (sub)domains is impeded, as for new
(high-level) conceptual categories entirely new rules must be defined. Finally,
these kinds of rules mix in an indistinguishable way grammar knowledge and
ontological knowledge of the medical domain in a single representational format.

Within the second approach, conceptual knowledge is encapsulated at an
independent layer of MLP systems. During analysis, inferences are made as to
whether certain lexical items can combine according to the underlying domain
model. Baud et al. [1] cluster complex nominal groups on the basis of concept de-
scriptions available from the Grail domain model in a semantics-first strategy,
but still use many “semantic compatibility rules”. The results are represented at
an intermediate layer, whereas our system directly operates on conceptual struc-
tures. The most advanced work related to a modularized semantic interpretation
in MLP by Ceusters et al. [3], however, has still several limitations compared to
our approach. It is restricted to the analysis of complex noun phrases, and focuses
exclusively on a concept-driven coupling of syntactic and conceptual knowledge.

Abstraction mechanisms for the specification of semantic rules were first in-
troduced by Charniak and Goldman [4] and Jacobs [8]. We differ, however, in
that we specify semantic interpretation schemata rather than rules based on
the notion of configurations. Jacobs [8] even ties syntactic role specifications
completely into conceptual ones and, so, mixes knowledge levels.
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7 Conclusions

We proposed a principled approach to the design of compact, yet highly expres-
sive semantic interpretation schemata. They derive their power from two sources.
First, the organization of grammar and domain knowledge, as well as semantic
interpretation mechanisms, are based on inheritance principles. Second, inter-
pretation schemata abstract from particular linguistic phenomena in terms of
general configuration patterns in dependency graphs.

Underlying these design decisions is a strict separation of linguistic from
conceptual knowledge. A clearly defined interface is provided which allows these
specifications to make reference to fine-grained hierarchical knowledge, no matter
whether it is of linguistic or conceptual origin.

It should be clearly noted, however, that the power of this approach is, to
a large degree, dependent on the fine granularity of the knowledge sources we
incorporate, the domain knowledge base, in particular. Given such an environ-
ment, the formulation of the regularities at the semantic description level can be
kept fairly general. Also since the number of schemata at the semantic descrip-
tion layer remains rather small, their execution is easy to trace and thus supports
the maintenance of large-scale natural language understanding systems.
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Abstract.  The hands-busy nature of many clinical examinations means that
keyboard and mouse driven interface paradigms are unable to capture medical
information at source.  The impact of compromised data integrity when using
such systems and their inability to serve the needs of clinicians in an
endoscopic context is examined.  A speech driven application has been
developed to serve the clinical process of endoscopy and record data at source.
The system exploits the power of a natural narrative to capture and generate
consistent visual and textual clinical information.

1 The Problem Domain

The capture of medical information using keyboard and mouse driven interface
paradigms by clinicians at the Gastrointestinal Unit (GIU) at South Cleveland
Hospital has failed to gain acceptance.  Immediately after a patient encounter a paper
form is used to document observations made during an endoscopy.  Clinicians may
also draw a pictorial representation of their findings to provide important spatial
information about a given observation or procedure, within the context of the whole
Gastrointestinal (GI) anatomy being examined.  As well as providing a clinician with
information for selecting the most effective treatment and investigation plan, data
recorded plays an essential role in the care process itself through clinical audit[1].
The information recorded on the paper form is transferred to a relational database
held within the department to aid this process.  However, the task of transferring data
is not undertaken by the clinician performing the endoscopy, but by data entry
personnel.  The delay between the original endoscopic examination and the transfer
process may be many months and a diverse set of clinical terms presented on the
paper form must be mapped to a limited set of terms available on the computer
system.  A limited knowledge of the clinical domain when transferring information
must always raise questions about the integrity of any data stored and can only serve
to undermine the quality and cost of patient healthcare.  Grasso[2] observes that end
users are likely to abandon an application if it does not improve or possibly interferes
with their work and this is a view supported by clinicians from the department.
Although they accept the value of recording data onto the computerized system, they
feel that the keyboard driven text based application is difficult to learn and difficult to
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use.  Tange[3] suggests that clinicians are far more positive about the quality of the
paper based record.  Although clinicians acknowledge the inherent problems with
manual systems, they do provide a mechanism for the representation and
communication of medical information that is not always available with electronic
systems.  This is certainly true with the current GIU system.  Clinicians cannot
express information in a visual way, nor does it allow them to use their own preferred
clinical terms.

Attempts have been made by the department to introduce more modern
technologies in an effort to address the problems associated with transferring clinical
information from a paper record to the electronic system.  Endoscopic Reporting
Interface for Clinical Audit (ERICA) was one such project, using a purely mouse
driven GUI with pre-defined graphical representations to record endoscopic
findings[4].  Textual information was extracted from the graphical representation and
stored in the department’s database.  Using pre-defined graphical images provided a
more consistent visual and textual description of observations made, but the system
was not adopted by clinicians.  The application had freed clinicians from the
limitations of a text based system and the change in interface metaphor had provided
additional clinical  functionality required by clinicians.  However, the increased
flexibility of the application had brought a complexity that was a product of the
interface paradigm itself. Like the text based system it tried to replace, the application
was thought difficult to learn and difficult to use.

The interval of time between a clinician making an observation and actually
recording it can also compromise the integrity of data documented.  A video camera
was used to record a number of endoscopy sessions, which included both upper and
lower GI examinations.  During filming, clinicians were asked to provide a narrative
of any observations made or procedures carried out.  Some examinations may only
last ten minutes, but even within this small time frame, important information
communicated through the narrative was often failing to appear on the paper form.
For example, multiple biopsies had been taken during one endoscopic encounter but
had not been recorded.  Distance measurements, used to express important positional
information about a finding or key endoscopic landmarks, were forgotten.  Clinicians
sometimes requested assistance from nursing staff to confirm measurements after the
examination, as they had become unsure of their original observation.  Even if the
ERICA system had been adopted by clinicians, it is clear that a keyboard or mouse
driven GUI would be unable to record clinical information at source, within the
constraints imposed by the hands-busy nature of an endoscopic examination.

If a patient has been referred by a General Practitioner (GP), an interim or full
discharge summary is dictated after the examination for later transcription by a
medical secretary.  The completed letter is then referred back to the clinician to
review and sign, before being sent out to the GP.  A number of GPs from the
Cleveland area were interviewed and expressed dissatisfaction with the timeliness of
discharge summaries.  Delays in the transmission of such letters have been previously
acknowledged[5] and many of the GPs interviewed would ideally like to see an
interim discharge within forty eight hours and a full discharge within seven days.
Limited resources and the dictate-transcribe bottleneck means that many interim and
final discharge letters are taking up to two and a half and three to four weeks
respectively.  In the worst instance, some letters do not arrive at all.

Berghgraeve[6] defines three primary characteristics of general practice:
accessibility of care; continuity of care; comprehensiveness of care.  Continuity of
care includes keeping good medical records.  Discharge summaries that never arrive
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cannot provide continuity of care.  Comprehensive care can only exist if the whole
human being is considered and not just the physical patient.  GPs are acutely aware of
the significant distress that many patients experience when waiting for examination
results.  Asking patients to make another appointment because letters have not arrived
undermines the GPs ability to provide comprehensive care and in extreme cases may
actually damage the GP-patient relationship.

The problems identified at South Cleveland GIU are not unique.  Berwick[7] says
that every system is perfectly designed to achieve the results it achieves.  His central
law of improvement re-frames performance from a matter of effort to a matter of
design and stresses the need for a change of a system, not change in a system.  Apart
from the patient, the only other source of information available is contained in the
Patients Medical Record (PMR).  The integrity and availability of information
contained within the PMR is central to the delivery of efficient and effective clinical
care.  Change of a system requires modern applications to capture data at source.  The
acceptance of an application will be defined by its ability to meet the clinical needs of
the user and also provide a transparent interface through which the clinical domain is
viewed.  It is only then that a clinician in a secondary healthcare environment can
deliver a quality service to the primary healthcare market.

2 Change of a System

During the filming of endoscopic examinations, it was seen that observational and
procedural narratives were a natural way for clinicians to communicate clinical
information.  The language used does not exhibit the same complexity as a language
used for general endoscopy.  Complex verb tenses are rarely used and ambiguity
seldom occurs at the sentence level.  Consider the following observational narrative
for an endoscopic finding: there is a 6 centimetre gastric ulcer located at 10
centimetres from the cardio oesophageal junction.  It is benign and positioned on the
anterial wall close to the greater curve.  The narrative provides a rich set of
information about an ulcer.  It communicates three dimensional spatial information
using both textual descriptors and relative numeric locators.  It describes the finding
type and its size.  For a clinician, the utterance represents an observation in a simple,
clear and unambiguous way.  However, the inability of the current system to record
information at source can pollute the purity of such an observation.

The Clinical Support Systems Research Group at the University of Teesside,
together with clinicians from South Cleveland GIU, have developed a prototype
speech driven language understanding interface for the recording of information
obtained during an endoscopic examination.  The system will accept natural spoken
input from a clinician and immediately capture the data at source, preserving the
integrity of the information contained within the narrative.  Preferred clinical terms
are automatically mapped onto a set of agreed endoscopic terms.  A pictorial
representation of the narrative is generated in real time, showing the observation
within the context of the whole GI anatomy being examined.  The information
recorded by the system is both visually and textually consistent.

The application communicates meaningful clinical information using both speech
and text output.  For example, by confirming a finding and giving a preliminary
diagnosis.  More complex verbal interactions can exist between the system and the
user.  For example, a clinician can obtain additional details on a particular system
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response by asking for an explanation.  Communication and interaction with the
system supports the clinical process.  It is a working tool and not merely an
application front end to a relational database.  Observations made or procedures
undertaken are immediately available at the end of the examination for review.  A
discharge summary can be generated automatically and signed.

2.1 Implementation Overview

The speech recognition module used is derived from an inexpensive propriety
package.  Its accuracy is improved considerably by providing a word-usage model
obtained from the grammar and lexicon used by the language processor.  The output
of the speech module is processed by the language processor using a small lexicon
and domain-specific or semantic grammar.  The grammar rules are expressed in the
style of a Definitive Clause Grammar (DCG) which specify rules of semantic
transformation as well as syntax.  The rules are built around domain specific phrase
types rather than typical abstract categories.  It had been observed during filming that
the narratives used during an examination were closed and well specified, even in the
context of a general clinical language used in endoscopy.  The inability of a system to
exploit this type of language will miss the opportunity to effect positive change in the
quality and cost of patient healthcare.  By ignoring complex issues of language
analysis which do not exist in the target domain, it is possible to construct a spoken
language interface within a short period of time.

Knowledge representation is achieved in two distinct ways.  Domain item
knowledge is structured into a slot-filler notation termed item frames.  An individual
item frame refers to a specific type of endoscopic object.  Domain anatomy
knowledge is structured into a hierarchical model of anatomical features.  The
hierarchical model allows the physical characteristics of features and their spatial
relationships to change when anatomical deformations have been observed.  Changes
in spatial relationships caused by anatomical deformations can distort slot values for
item frames.  For example, a hiatus hernia is an anatomical deformation which
describes the movement of the stomach up into the thoracic cavity.  As the size of the
hiatus hernia increases, more of the stomach will move into the chest.  The legality of
the observation gastric ulcer at 20 centimeters from the diaphragm will depend on the
amount of anatomical deformation that has actually taken place.

The two styles of knowledge representation reflect the different ways in which a
clinician may describe the medical domain.  For example, a purely textual description
can be used to describe an endoscopic object.  Many of the elements contained within
the description map directly onto slot-filler values contained within an item frame.
However, a clinician will often use pictorial representations to depict anatomical
features and indicate their spatial relationships for a domain anatomy.  These visual
representations can be mapped directly onto the hierarchical model.

3 Results

Implementation of the prototype system has now been completed.  An informal
evaluation using a small but complete set of gastrointestinal findings has shown that
the system can: record clinical information at source using a natural spoken input;
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accept preferred clinical  terms and map them onto agreed endoscopic terms; generate
a visual representation of observations made in real time; record and generate
consistent clinical information; provide meaningful communication and interactions
to support the examination process.  The confidence expressed by clinicians over the
prototype system has been acknowledged with their commitment to actively support
the additional acquisition process and a full operational trial has been planned for
April 1999.

4 Conclusions

The hands-busy nature of endoscopic examinations means that keyboard and
mouse driven applications are unable to record clinical information at source.  These
paradigms have failed to support  the needs of clinicians during endoscopy because
they are considered difficult to use and difficult to learn.  Processing data after a
patient encounter compromises the integrity of clinical information in secondary
healthcare and undermines the ability to provide a quality service to the primary
healthcare market.  The development of a speech driven application to support
endoscopy has shown that clinical information can be recorded at source and preserve
data integrity.  It provides a transparent interface to the clinical domain by allowing
users to use a natural narrative, making it easy to use and easy to learn.
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Abstract. Medical words exhibit a rich and productive morphology.
Morphological knowledge is therefore very important for any medical lan-
guage processing application. We propose a simple and powerful method
to acquire automatically such knowledge. It takes advantage of commonly
available lists of synonym terms to bootstrap the acquisition process. We
experimented it on the SNOMED International Microglossary for pathol-
ogy in its French version. The families of morphologically related words
that we obtained were useful for query expansion in a coding assistant.
Since the method does not rely on a priori linguistic knowledge, it is
applicable to other languages such as English.
Keywords. Natural language processing, knowledge acquisition, acqui-
sition of linguistic knowledge for information retrieval.

1 Introduction

Medical words exhibit a rich and productive morphology. The decomposition of
a word into its component morphemes is useful to get at its elementary meaning
units. This is a key to more relevant and more principled semantic processing of
medical utterances. In an even simpler way, this allows finer-grained indexing of
medical texts and terms, and potentially better accuracy for information retrieval
and coding assistants [1].

Medical morphology has been studied by many researchers for several differ-
ent languages [1,2,3,4,5,6]. Most of this work relies on labour-intensive coding of
morphological knowledge for specific languages, although some tools have been
used in some instances to help collect data or organize knowledge [4,6]. We pro-
pose a simple, automatic method to help acquire such knowledge. It bootstraps
the acquisition process on synonym terms found in medical terminologies, and
expands it on attested word forms found in a large reference list of medical
words. These two constraints result in a very low level of noise.

For this experiment, we used the French Microglossary for Pathology [7] of
SNOMED International as a source of synonym terms (table 1a). It includes
12,555 terms for 9098 different concepts, among which 2344 have synonyms, to-
talling 5801 terms. Our second sample of language data is a reference list of word
forms. We worked with the words in the 10797 main terms of the French ICD-10,
to which we added words found in the French Microglossary for Pathology. The
resulting word list contains 7490 distinct word forms.

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 416–420, 1999.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1999
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2 Methods

We consider as morphologically related a pair of words that are derived from a
common root and, therefore, share a more or less large part of their meanings.
A pair of such words quasi-universally share a common set of characters. In
many languages, including French and English, this set of characters is most
often a string of contiguous characters, e.g., symbio in the pair “symbiosis”
/ “symbiotic” (this is not generally true, for instance, of semitic languages).
Very often too, this string is found at the beginning of each word, as in the
above example. A simple way to find a clue that two words are potentially
morphologically related is to examine their longest common prefix. If this prefix
is “large enough”, they might belong to the same morphological paradigm.

Such a simple approach might however lead to much noise. Consider for in-
stance the pair of words “administrative” / “admission”, found in our word
list. Although they share a four-character prefix, they are not morphologically
related: they are not obtained by morphological rules operating from a common
root. Even with a higher threshold on the minimal length of the longest com-
mon prefix, one still finds word pairs such as “antidiabetic” / “antidiarrhea”
(common prefix length = 7) which are not derived from a common root.

2.1 Bootstrapping: Inducing Derivation Rules in a Selected Context

The idea put forth in this paper is to apply this simple approach in a very
specific, favourable context, that focusses the comparison of word pairs on words
which have a high chance of sharing some meaning. We found such a favourable
situation in pairs of synonymous terms, as are included in medical vocabularies
such as SNOMED. Examples such as those in table 1a show that in the restricted
context of pairs of synonymous terms, morphologically related word pairs can
be found: e.g., “symbiosis” / “symbiotic”. Since most of the terms are multi-
word expressions, potentially related words must be aligned by comparing their
longest common prefix. We set experimentally the threshold on minimal common
prefix length to 3, i.e., two words are considered related in this context iff they
share at least their first three letters. The advantage of working with pairs of
synonymous terms is that given this alignment procedure, there is very little risk
of finding morphologically similar but semantically unrelated word pairs. Word
pairs organised around the same prefix are joined into morphological families,
for instance “cardiaque” / “cardio” / “cardiomégalie” / “cardiopathie” /
“cardite”.

The word pairs identified as morphologically related are instances of poten-
tially more general derivation rules akin to those described in [4]. We therefore
hypothesize the existence of these rules, and register each of them. Since we do
not work here on syntactic categories, we adopt an even simpler notation than
[4] for these rules. A morphological rule consists of a pair of suffixes, such as
“sis/tic”. It allows to transform a word ending in “-sis” into another word where
the suffix “-sis” has been replaced with the suffix “-tic” (e.g., from “stenosis”
to “stenotic”).
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2.2 Expanding the Morphological Families with Attested Word
Forms

The next step of the procedure attempts to apply these rules to an additional
language sample to identify more related words. However, there is a high risk that
many of the resulting word forms simply do not exist in the language studied.
This is all the more expectable as some of the rules have one empty suffix. For
instance, the rule “/al”, which relates inter alia “ombilic” to “ombilical”, can
add the suffix “-al” to any word form. Therefore, it is important here again to
constrain the application of this simple method. Our rationale is to relate attested
word forms . We accept a derivation produced by our rules on the reference list
when the derived word is also found in this list. For instance, the rule “/al” only
succeeded on three word pairs in our reference list: “médiastin” / “médiastinal”,
“vagin” / “vaginal”, and “ombilic” / “ombilical”.

The new word pairs discovered in this second step are added to the initial
families collected in the first step, resulting in extended morphological families.
For instance, the initial family “alvéolaire” / “alvéolaires” gets expanded
and refined into “alvéolaire” / “alvéolaires” / “alvéole”. Families that share
a common word form are joined.

3 Results

We implemented this method using perl programs, sed and awk scripts and
Unix sort. The resulting figures for the experiment on the French Microglos-
sary and ICD-10 are listed in table 1b. We performed a manual review of the
morphological rules. It may be useful to make a difference between the rules
that preserve meaning, possibly allowing only slight variations (inflection rules
and a part of derivation rules) and the rules that modify meaning, generally by
adding some information (other derivation rules and compounding rules). 1029
morphological families produced (79 %) contain words that were only related by
the first kind of rules. 212 (16 %) include words related through the second kind
of rules, possibly in combination with rules of the first type.

The remaining 63 families (5 %) each contain at least one pair of words
that we think should not have been related. A few cases are clear errors. For
instance, “chrome” / “chronique” is produced by rule “me/nique” induced
from the aligned forms “polyembryome” / “polyembryonique”. The other cases
concern words that are actually based on different roots and only share a prefix .
For instance, “auto-” in “autogreffe” / “autologue” / “autoplastique”.

The above morphological families have been used to enhance the matching
capabilities of a simple, information-retrieval type, prototype coding assistant
of the kind described in [8]. The schematic usage scenario of this assistant is
the following. The user types in an expression, and the system presents ICD-10
codes whose terms contain the largest number of words present in the expression.
With the addition of the above-acquired morphological families, used in a query
expansion step, the user can use words or word forms that are not present in
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Table 1. Input language data and output morphological knowledge.

a. Preferred and synonym SNOMED terms. b. Morphological knowledge acquired.

Code Class French term English term

F-00470 01 symbiose symbiosis
F-00470 02 commensalisme commensalism
F-00470 05 symbiotique symbiotic
F-00470 05 commensal commensal

T-51100 01 palais, SAI palate, NOS
T-51110 02 voûte palatine roof of mouth
T-51110 05 – palatal

Knowledge elements Number

Morphological rules 566
Initial families 755
Words per family 3.39

Families after expansion 1304
Words per family 3.67

the relevant terms (for instance, “aortic stenosis” in place of “stenosis of the
aorta”). We collected 220 different queries typed in by various users presented
with the prototype, and used them as a test set: query expansion increased recall
by 12 % and decreased precision by 2.5 %.

4 Discussion and Perspectives

This method relies on very little a priori linguistic knowledge. The only hypothe-
ses made are that (i) a segmentation of a word into base + suffix is relevant; (ii)
setting a minimum length for a base sufficiently reduces noise while not bring-
ing much silence (the 3-character threshold was set and can be changed); and
(iii) empty bases should be avoided in the expansion step. These hypotheses are
probably as true of many other languages as they are of French.

The evaluation of noise depends to a large extent on the task in which the ac-
quired knowledge will be used. If a fairly strict semantic equivalence is necessary,
one should be able to separate out the grammatical suffixes from the semantic
suffixes, which our method currently does not cater for. Distinguishing part of
the semantic suffixes might be possible, e.g., by trying to identify known words
used as suffixes. If on the contrary semantic proximity is sufficient, as may be
the case for information retrieval, then our method, with 95 % accurate families,
provides a directly usable resource.

The simple segmentation of words into base and suffix limits the kinds of
morphological rules that can be identified. First, only suffixes are looked for,
whereas prefixes should be relevant too. Second, a more complex morphological
alternation such as “détruire” / “destruction” cannot be found, since it would
involve a one-character length base. Finally, combined prefix and suffix variation
(e.g., “strangulation” / “étranglement”) cannot be coped with since we only deal
with one decomposition into base + affix. More elaborate morphological models
[9] could help overcome a large part of these limitations.

Our bootstrapping step relies here on sets of synonymous terms found in the
SNOMED Microglossary for Pathology. Other sets of synonyms are available in
other medical vocabularies and in other languages. In similar work on English
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[10], we showed that this method could find 92 % of the inflected forms and 79 %
of the derived forms generated by the UMLS lvg tool in the same conditions.

Other sources of constraining contexts may be found elsewhere to bootstrap
the method, for instance in corpora instead of thesauri [11], and by matching
thesaurus terms to variant corpus occurrences [12]. Besides, once morphologically
related pairs are found, more elaborate rules could be learnt based on more
sophisticated morphological models [13].
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Abstract. In this paper we present an original approach for the seg-
mentation of MRI brain images which is based on a cooperation between
low-level and high-level approches.
MRI brain images are very difficult to segment mainly due to the presence
of inhomogeneities within tissues and also due to the high anatomical
variability of the brain topology between individuals.
In order to tackle these difficulties, we have developped a method whose
characteristics are : (i) the use of a priori knowledge essentially anatom-
ical and model-based ; (ii) a multi-agent system (MAS) for low-level
region segmentation ; (iii) a cooperation between a priori knowledge
and low-level segmentation to guide and constrain the segmentation pro-
cesses. These characteristics allow to produce an automatic detection of
the main tissues of the brain. The method is validated with phantoms
and real images through comparisons with another widely used approach
(SPM).

1 Introduction

The development of modern magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been driven
by the necessity of providing radiologists with high contrast and noise free im-
ages. Such a technique provides a powerful tool for brain structures visualisation
and diagnosis.

Currently, a major issue for the development of several neurological applica-
tions of MRI (quantitative analysis, surgical operation planning or functionnal
mapping) is the elaboration of specialised image processing techniques, and more
specifically automatic segmentation techniques. Segmentation is particularly dif-
ficult due to low-contrasts between tissues, which even renders their manual de-
lineation difficult, and also to high topologic variations of the structures amongst
individuals. As a consequence, the main requirements for a segmentation system
are the following. The system should be : (i) as automatic as possible to avoid er-
rors due to user interaction, (ii) adaptable to intensity variations essentially due
to magnetic field inhomogeneities and (iii) able to cope with shape and topology
variations of the brain structures.

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 423–432, 1999.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1999
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In this paper, we present a method to cope with the previous requirements
and based on :
- the use of a priori knowledge essentially anatomical and model-based.
- a multi-agent system (MAS) for low-level region segmentation. Each agent is
locally specialised to provide runtime adaptativity to local intensity variations.
- a cooperation between a priori knowledge and low-level segmentation to guide
and constrain the segmentation process.

The method is validated through comparisons with SPM, a largely used tool
for brain MRI analysis. The validation involves phantoms, i.e synthetic images
of the brain and real images.

We present a short review of the previous work on brain segmentation (Sec-
tion 2), the method proposed (Section 3), the implemented system (Section 4).
We present results on phantoms and on real data (Section 5). Finally (Section
6), we discuss our approach.

2 Previous Work

Segmentation consists in classifying pixels in different classes corresponding to
different tissues. The approaches proposed to this end can be classified under
different viewpoints depending whether the goal is region or edge detection and
whether the method is purely data-driven or guided by high-level knowledge.

As regards region segmentation, one main difficulty is to isolate the brain
from the other components (muscles, skull,...). It has been solved in [1] and [2]
by performing a bayesian classification of the tissues followed by techniques of
erosion/dilation. These approaches are only based on pixels intensities (low-level
information).

To drive the segmentation process, high-level information can be used. For
instance, it is known that gray-matter forms a ribbon of nearly constant width
surrounding white-matter. Based on this anatomical knowledge, gray-matter is
automatically segmented as a layer of 2 pixels around previously segmented
white-matter [3]. However, intensity of pixels are not taken into account in ad-
dition to this fixed anatomical knowledge.

A priori knowledge on tissue localisation is used in [4] by mapping a refer-
ence brain onto the image to segment. This assumes that it is possible to find a
deformation map between the brain to be segmented and the reference.

As regards edge detection, an approach is proposed in [5] to extract the
boundary of gray-matter in the images, based on the definition of thresholds
to isolate gray-matter (GM) from white-matter (WM) and cerebro-spinal fluid
(CSF). However, the thresholds are manually introducing non-reproductibility
into the method.

A model of ribbon (high-level information) is proposed in [6] for mapping
the cortex. The difficulty of using an energy minimizing approach for the cor-
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tex search is the existence of deep convolutions at the brain surface. Indeed,
minimizing energy is more adapted to the detection of smooth edges.

In general, for each class, approaches rely exclusively on either low-level meth-
ods or high-level knowledge. Because of intensity inhomogeneities and differences
in image acquisition, low-level methods, based only on pixels intensities, can lead
to missclassifications. A method based on an E/M classification has been pro-
posed in [7] to cope with this difficulty.
Furthermore, the use of high-level knowledge alone is not sufficient to cope with
high variability of shapes and appearance. However, we consider that low-level
methods and high-level knowledge can be viewed as complementary and should
be combined. Thus we propose to introduce a cooperation between high-level
structural information (a priori knowledge), and low-level information (region
segmentation agents) to enhance their mutual strenghts of these approaches.
Such a cooperation provides capacities for adaptativity and also a mean to per-
form simultaneously segmentation and interpretation of the results.

3 Method Presentation

3.1 A Priori Knowledge

As seen in section 2, the use of a priori knowledge appears necessary to obtain
an accurate segmentation. To introduce high-level structural information, we use
two kinds of a priori knowledge :
- Explicit a priori knowledge : this is introduced through a statistical deformable
model of the cortex convex hull. The model allows for the automatic detection
of the brain in the images.
- Implicit a priori knowledge : this is represented through anatomical spatial
relationships between the brain components. More precisely, the brain is consid-
ered to be composed of WM, surrounded by a ribbon of GM of nearly constant
width (≈ 2mm), and lying within CSF. Pixels belonging to CSF have lower
intensities than GM and WM. This anatomical knowledge is used to guide the
segmentation process.

3.2 Cooperation

In the system, cooperation is used to derive constraints for the low-level segmen-
tation processes and occurs at two different levels. The gray-matter detection
agents occur under constraints derived from the cortex detection. Similarly, the
white-matter detection agents operate under constraints derived from the gray-
matter agents. Indeed, the model position allows for the initialisation of a locally
specialised population of gray-matter agents (seeds) (see figure 1). Then, white-
matter agents are initialised in the remaining parts of the brain and specialised
locally.
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Fig. 1. The cooperative process for segmentation. (Left) Initialisation of gray-
matter agents from the model position. (Middle) Segmentation of the gray-
matter and subsequent initialisation of white-matter agents. (Right) Final result
of the segmentation.

3.3 Runtime Adaptativity

The adaptativity of the method is essential for the segmentation of regions. In-
deed, the intensities of pixels within a tissue are variable, and it is not possible
to know in advance what values will occur for a given tissue. As a consequence,
the processes for region segmentation have to be specialised at runtime, inde-
pendently for each tissue. This principle of specialisation is a way of extracting
new knowledge at runtime, and thus to introduce more knowledge in the system.

4 System Implementation

4.1 Statistical Deformable Model

The statistical deformable model [8] is built from a set of training examples
representing the convex hull of the brain. The slices are selected at the AC-PC
level. The mean example X̄ is calculated and a principal component analysis of
the matrix of the deviations from the mean gives the modes of variations of the
model. New shapes can then be generated using equation X = X̄ + Pb where
P is a matrix of a subset of the modes of variations and b a vector of weights.

The main modes of variation of the model and the result of the search in a
new image are presented in figure 2.

4.2 Generic Model of Agent

Each agent of the system behaves as a locally specialised process of region grow-
ing. The principle is to aggregate pixels, starting from a seed, and following an
aggregation criteria depending on (µi, σi) calculated at runtime.
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Fig. 2. (Left) Modes of variations for the statistical deformable model of the
brain convex hull. (Right) Result of the model search for a new occurence.

Agent i
Seed i
Behaviour Fi(µi, σi)

A pixel p will be aggregated to agent Ai if either it has 3 neighbours belonging
to Ai, or the equation (1) is verified, where the coefficient 1.5 is set according to
experimental considerations.

µi − 1.5 ∗ σi < Ip < µi + 1.5 ∗ σi (1)

4.3 Gray-Matter Agents

– Initial seed position The initial position of a gray-matter agent is derived
from a set of points associated to the result of the deformed model boundary.
For each selected point, a displacement of 2 pixels towards the inside of
the brain is performed, and the seed of each agent placed at the resulting
position. A gray-matter seed is initialised every 5 pixels alongside the model
boundary.

– Specialisation A sample of tissue is selected alongside the model boundary,
centered at a seed position. The sample contains 2 types of tissues (GM and
CSF) which are separated with an E/M algorithm. The resulting gaussian
with the highest mean is used to specialise the corresponding agent (see
figure 3).

4.4 White-Matter Agents

– Initial seed position The white-matter agents are initialised in the remain-
ing part of the brain after gray-matter segmentation. In order to avoid seeds
in CSF, the seeds can only have gray-levels higher than the mean gray-level
of GM. They are equally placed in the remaining space. The number of seeds
is set to 20.
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Fig. 3. (Left)Selection of a sample of tissue for a gray-matter agent. (Right)
Separation of the sample into 2 tissue classes with a gaussian modelisation. The
parameters of the agents are the mean and variance of the gaussian on the right.

– Specialisation The specialisation of white-matter agents is done locally
on a 5x5 window. The mean gray-level and variance over the window are
calculated, and used to specialise the agent.

4.5 Global Architecture

The agents are executed under control of a generic scheduler, having no knowl-
edge of the application. The scheduler’s goal is to manage all the agents of the
system. It is built like an internal operating system [9] (see 4).

SCHEDULER

A1 A2 Ai An

SHARED ENVIRONMENT

Fig. 4. System distribution. Each agent is allocated a time for execution and
then stored in a queue. Ai is the current active agent in this figure (solid line).

5 Evaluations

5.1 Evaluations Using Phantoms

Gold standards are necessary to perform accurate evaluation. Such standards
are provided by the Montreal Neurologic Institute under the form of series of
“simulated” MRI images (http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/brainweb/). These
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simulations are built on a realistic geometrical model of the brain and the gray-
levels are simulated with sophisticated models of the MR imaging processes (see
fig. 5). Moreover, noise has been added, at various levels (0%, 3%, 9%), together
with varying levels of intensity non-uniformity ( 0%, 20%, 40%). The phantoms
histograms are presented in figure 5 (bottom) in addition to the histogram of a
real image. The separation between tissues is difficult for the real image and for
the phantom with 9% of noise.

phantom9noise

RealImage

phantom0noise

Fig. 5. (Left) Original gray-level images for phantoms MNI with 3% of noise.
(Right) True segmented reference. (Bottom) Histograms of gray-level images for
the 3 phantoms and a real image.

We tested the quality of our segmentation algorithm in comparison with the
ground truth given by the simulations. We also compared another segmentation
method provided with the SPM package [10] to the simulated data, in order
to evaluate the respective performances of the methods. SPM proceeds with an
iterative probabilistic estimation of classification using gaussian models of the
tissue distributions. We calculate the positive prediction value PPV and the
negative predicition value NPV, according to the following equations (TP : true
positives, TN : true negatives, FP : false positives, FN : false negatives) :

PPV = TP
TP+FP NPV = TN

TN+FN
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Image Method PPV GM NPV GM PPV WM NPV WM PPV all

0% CM 0.74 0.95 0.98 0.90 0.88
0% SPM 0.68 0.99 1 0.87 0.87

3% CM 0.83 0.94 0.95 0.93 0.90
3% SPM 0.90 0.98 0.99 0.93 0.93

9% CM 0.71 0.95 0.97 0.91 0.88
9% SPM 0.85 0.92 0.96 0.90 0.86

Fig. 6. Evaluation of our method (CM) and SPM against the truth of the MNI
phantom for values of noise of 0%, 3% and 9%. PPV all represents the PPV for
GM+WM+background.

Fig. 7. Result of segmentation on (3% noise, 20% inhomogeneity) phantom.
(Left) Our segmentation. (Middle) SPM segmentation for gray-matter. (Right)
SPM segmentation of white matter.

A decrease of PPV corresponds to an over-segmentation of a tissue and a
decrease of NPV corresponds to an under-segmentation of a tissue. The results
are presented in figure 6. CM is our Cooperative Method. We note that the
PPV values for GM are globally lower than the PPV for WM and this confirms
the hypothesis that WM is easier to segment than GM. The results are globally
comparable between our method and SPM and close to the ideal 1. Figure 7
presents an example of segmentation of a simulation with the results for our
method and SPM.

5.2 Results on Real Data

In figure 8, segmentations on real data are presented for our method. These show
that even if the tissue distributions are not easily separated from a histogram
analysis (fig. 5), our method is able to automatically extract knowledge and then
process a correct segmentation.
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Fig. 8. (Top) Real gray-level images. (Bottom) The corresponding segmentation
results with our method. The systems is adaptive to variations of shape and
intensities.

6 Discussion

The originality of our method is to combine low-level primitives and high-level
knowledge. Low-level primitives are represented as a multi-agent system. High-
level knowledge, which constrains the multi-agent system, mixes implicit knowl-
edge and model-based knowledge.

The initial manual design of the deformable model requires an amount of
user interaction ; however this effort is compensated for the quantity of informa-
tion generated by the model. As a comparison to SPM we require less a priori
knowledge, and our system is able to extract automatically new knowledge at
runtime.

Thanks to our distributed architecture, the system could be implemented in
parallel, and we study the possibility of transfering information between agents
for segmentation.

The results we obtained with phantoms and real images in 2D are very
promising. Currently we pursue our experimental studies to demonstrate the
validity of our method. We will extend it to several slices in 2.5D and then to
3D.
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Abstract. In this paper the GREDEA system is presented. The main idea behind
it is that with the help of evolutionary algorithms a grammatical description of the
blood circulation of the human retina can be inferred. The system uses parametric
Lindenmayer systems as description language. It can be applied on patients with
diabetes who need to be monitored over long periods.
Keywords: Computer vision, image and signal interpretation, evolutionary algo-
rithms

1 Introduction

In this paper the GREDEA (Grammatical Retina Description with Evolutionary Algo-
rithms) system is presented. The main idea behind GREDEA was to develop patient-
specific monitoring programs for examining the blood circulation of the human retina.
The system can be used for on patients with diabetes who need to be monitored over
long periods. The regular checkup of patients with this disease is an essential task, be-
cause the change of the vision quality is a direct consequence of the deterioration of the
vascular tree caused by diabetes.

In recent years some earlier systems ([2], [5] and [13]) have been developed but
these systems employed computer graphics methods. They require comparison of vari-
ous images spaced over time. To make a diagnoses based on these images is a difficult
task and needs a lot of expertise. Another attempts to use a syntactic approach is the
system developed by Hesse et al. [4]. Here fractal modelling was applied but the authors
concentrated on simulating the typical growth pattern of the retinal artery and so this
work has no real diagnostic benefit.

In GREDEA an individual description of the blood circulation of the human retina is
created for each patient. To derive it the process starts from fundus images recognized
by scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO) and preprocessed. These images are referred
to later as destination images.

Then a parametric Lindenmayer system (L-system) is picked up which creates the
pattern closest to the vascular tree of the patient. This L-system can be stored (needs
less memory than storing a picture) and used later to make comparison.

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 433–442, 1999.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1999
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The L-systems are parallel grammatical rewriting systems. They contain an initial
axiom and one or more rules. With the help of such a grammar complex objects can
be described starting from the axiom and using the productions [9]. When choosing
the representation form, the fact that L-systems can be evolved using evolutionary algo-
rithms [6] was taken into consideration.

The evolutionary algorithms can be briefly described as follows: a model of natural
evolution [1] is often used as a way of solving optimization problems. These algorithms
are based on the collective adaptation and learning ability of individuals. Individuals
form a population, and each individual represents a possible solution of the problem.
At the beginning, the individuals in the population are initialized randomly, and then
they can be modified by the operators selection, mutation and recombination. These
modifications lead to the evolution of the individuals; during the process better and
better individuals appear. Thus, in later generations individuals that represent better
solutions are more likely to appear.

Since parametric L-systems are evolved, two kinds of evolutionary algorithms are
applied: genetic algorithms [3] are used on the rewriting rules of the evolved L-system,
and evolution strategies [12] are applied on the parameters of the rules.

We proceed as follows. First in Section 2 and 3 a brief introduction to the recogni-
tion of the vascular tree in the retina and some details about the L-systems is given. The
evolution process is presented in Section 4. In Section 5 an example for the experiments
is discussed. Finally Section 6 contains a summary and some comments on future work.

2 The Retina

The retina is the light sensitive surface at back of the eye [7]. The retina contains a
vast number of specialized nerve cells called rods and cones that convert light rays into
nerve signals. The cones provide color vision, and are most concentrated at the fovea.
The fovea can be see in Figure 1 as the region on the side without any blood vessels
crossing it. Because of their dense concentration, the cones in the fovea provide the
finest resolution vision. The rods are much more sensitive to light than the cones but
they only provide black and white vision. All of the rods and cones connect with nerves
whose signals exit from the eye via the optic nerve. The optic nerve along with the
retinal artery, joins the eye at the optic disk. The optic disk is visible in Figure 2 on the
right side. There are no rods or cones in the optic disk which creates a small blind spot
on the retina. The vessel system of the eyebackground consists of two types of blood
vessels, arteries and veins. The part where the vessels (arteries and veins) enter the eye
is called papillary. Arteries and veins may have some crosspoints in the background of
the eye but arteries never cross arteries and veins never cross veins, The blood vessels
can be described with a binary tree because from a knot point a vessel can branch off
only in two directions. The vessels starting from the papillary surround the macula. The
macula does not contain any vessels

When diabetes affects the eyes, it often affects the retina lining the back of the eye,
specifically the small blood vessels (see in Figure 3) which nourish this membrane.
This condition is called diabetic retinopathy. Diabetic retinopathy often has no symp-
toms in its early, most treatable stages. Improving awareness of the importance of early
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detection and treatment is imperative if one is to reduce visual loss from this disease. A
minimal evaluation of the diabetic retina consists of regular examinations by a qualified
practitioner though dilated pupils.

fovea centralis (macula)

papillary

vessels

Fig. 1. The structure of
the retina

Fig. 2. Fundus image of
the retina

Fig. 3. Diabetic
retinopathy

3 The Lindenmayer Systems

Lindenmayer introduced special kinds of descriptive grammars in order to describe
natural development processes [8]. These are called Lindenmayer grammars or Linden-
mayer systems (L-systems). The most important characteristic of L-systems compared
with Chomsky grammars is parallel rewriting. In Lindenmayer systems rewriting rules
are applied in parallel and simultaneously replace all letters in a given word.

Different L-system classes are introduced, such as deterministic or nondeterminis-
tic L-systems. The distincion can be made between context free and context sensitive
L-systems. The definition of these classes is similar to the definition of Chomsky lan-
guage classes. In this paper only deterministic context free L-systems, (D0L-systems)
are used. To enlarge the number of described objects L-systems can also be associated
with parameters.

3.1 Parametric D0L-Systems

With the idea of parametric L-systems the concept of parallel rewriting to paramet-
ric words instead of strings of symbols can be applied. Following the notation of
Prusinkiewicz [10] the word “module” as a synonym for “letter with associated pa-
rameters” is used.

The alphabet is denoted by S , and the set of parameters is the set of real num-
bers IR. A module with letter a ∈ S and parameters p1, p2, . . . , pn ∈ IR is denoted by
a(p1, p2, . . . , pn).

The real-valued actual parameters appearing in words have a counterpart in the
formal parameters which may occur in the specification of L-system productions. Let
P be the set of formal parameters. The combination of formal parameters and numeric
constants using the arithmetic operators (+,−,∗,/), the relational operators (<,<=,>
,>=,==), the logical operators (!,&&, ||) and parentheses (()) generates the set of all
correctly constructed logical and arithmetic expressions with parameters from P . There
are noted C (P ) and E(P ).
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Definition 1. A parametric D0L-system an ordered quadruple G = (Σ,Π,α,P), where

• Σ = s1,s2, ...,sn is the alphabet of the system,
• Π is the set of formal parameters,
• α ∈ (Σ× IR∗)+ is a nonempty parametric word called the axiom,
• P⊂ (Σ×Π∗)×C (Π)× (Σ×E(Π)∗)∗ is a finite set of productions.

A production in a D0L-system is given in the form pred | cond → succ, where
pred ∈ Σ×Π∗ denotes the predecessor, succ ∈ ((Σ×E(Π)∗)∗ is the successor and
cond ∈ C (Π) describes the conditions. A production matches a module if the following
conditions are met:

• the letter in the module and the letter in the production predecessor are the same
• the number of actual parameters in the module is equal to the number of formal

parameters in the production predecessor
• the condition evaluates to true if the actual parameter values are substituted for the

formal parameters in the production.

If a production is matching a module then it can be applied in order to create a
string of modules specified by the production successor. The actual parameter values
are substituted for the formal parameters according to their position.

There is no essential difference between D0L-systems that operate on strings with
or without brackets. In our implementation brackets are used: However, in this case
productions involving brackets are restricted to the following forms:

• pred | cond → succ, where pred and cond are as before, but
succ ∈ ((Σ×E(Π)∗ ∪{[, ]})∗, and succ is well nested;
• [→ [, or ]→].

A string S is called well-nested if and only if for all S′ substring of S the number of ‘[’
symbols is not less than the number of ‘]’ symbols, and the number of these symbols is
equal in S. More details and examples of parametric D0L-systems can be found in [11].

3.2 Displaying Images Defined by L-Systems

To display an image defined by an L-system the well-known turtle graphics is used.
The turtle is an object in space such that its position is defined by a vector and its
orientation is defined by a coordinate-system. The coordinate-system determines the
heading (h), the left( l) and the up (u) directions. Using these vectors the turtle can be
moved in space. There are several turtle operations, also known as turtle commands.
The most important ones are drawing (‘F’), and turning left and right (‘+’ and ‘−’).
There are special turtle operations, called stack operations. These are denoted by ‘[’ and
‘]’, and used to save and restore turtle position and orientation. Using stack operations
branching structures can be produced.

To use turtle graphics with L-systems turtle commands as the elements of the alpha-
bet are applied.
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4 The Evolution Process

If an image is given and one wants to find the grammar that describes it, this is called the
inverse problem of L-systems. Evolutionary algorithms are used to solve this problem
are descriebed here in detail

4.1 Initial Population

The first step is define the structure of the initial population and the individuals them-
selves. For the first examination the initial population is randomly created, but if the
patient returns for a check-up, the previously generated L-system is used to create the
initial population. This makes the convergence speed greater and makes comparison
easier.

4.1.1 The Structure of the Population
As it was mentioned the individuals are represented by L-systems. It is easier to handle

L-systems if it is assumed that the axiom is constant and contains only a single symbol.
Let the axiom be S. It can be proved that every L-system can be transformed into such
form, without changing the described image. It is also assumed that the number of the
rules is constant.

Because the shape of the generated image depends both on the rewriting rules and
on the parameters, the representation can be divided into two important parts. The right
sides of the rules are represented as strings while the parameters are described as a
vector of real values. Usually it is more important to find the appropriate right sides.
Changing the parameters is used for the fine-tuning of the image. L-systems with the
same rules are considered as an L-system group. In an L-system group the rules are con-
stant, but the parameters can be variated. To find the best parameters evolution strategies
(ES) are used inside the L-system group. Therefore an L-system group works as a sub-
population. A subpopulation can be represented by rewriting rules. Because the number
of the rules, and also the left sides are constant, an L-system group can be represented by
an array of strings. To find the rewriting rules, genetic operators are applied on the string
arrays representing an L-system group. So the L-system groups make up the population.
The structure of the population can be seen in Figure 4.

To calculate the fitness value, the images described by the L-systems are created,
then the distance between these generated images and the destination image is calcu-
lated with a suitable function. This function will be discussed in section 4.2. Using this
fitness value evolution strategies are applied on the parameter vectors several times.
The number of the evolution steps (denoted by SES) is defined at the very beginning
of the process. When the ES steps are finished, the best individuals in each subpop-
ulation are selected. The parameters and the fitness value of these L-systems will act
as the parameters and the fitness value for the whole subpopulation. Using this fitness
value, selection can be applied to the subpopulations to generate new subpopulations
using genetic algorithms (GA). It is important that selection applied on subpopulation
is a GA-selection, which is fitness proportional. Thus choosing the best individual in
the subpopulation as the representing individual does not mean that the L-system group
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with the best L-system will be selected. The detailed description of the applied ES and
GA operators can be found later in section 4.3. Earlier we mentioned that ES is usually
applied on real valued vectors, however GA is used with words over a finite alphabet.
Therefore in this process both of them are used.

L-system (parameter vector)
L-system (parameter vector)

L-system (parameter vector)
L-system (parameter vector)

L-system (parameter vector) L-system (parameter vector)
L-system (parameter vector)

L-system (parameter vector)
L-system (parameter vector)

L-system (parameter vector)

L-system (parameter vector)
L-system (parameter vector)

L-system (parameter vector)
L-system (parameter vector)

L-system (parameter vector)

Rewriting rules best Rewriting rules bestESES

GA
Rewriting rulesES best

Fig. 4. The structure of the population

4.1.2 The Form of an Individual
The base L-system used as an individual is the following:

alphabet: Σ = {S,F,+,−, [, ]}
axiom: α = S
rewriting rule: S→ u, where u ∈ Σ∗ is a well-nested string.

Using this approach it can be noticed that this type of L-system sometimes gen-
erates unnecessarily long words (ul-words). For example the image described by the
word F+−−++F−+ can be also generated by the word F+F which is much shorter.
To solve this problem, sequences of symbols can be defined, such that these sequences
always start with a drawing symbol and do not contain unnecessary turtle movements
(e.g. +−−+). If regulated evolution is used to preserve sequences those ul-words can
be avoided. During regulated evolution sequences cannot be broken, so genetic opera-
tors must be applied on substrings and not single symbols. But this makes the genetic
algorithm more difficult. The other solution employs the specialties of the problem.
Examining the blood vessel in the eye, a better L-system can be defined which itself
includes the sequences:

Σ = {S,F,+,−, [, ],B,Y,T}
α = S
and rewriting rules:
S→ v, where v ∈ {S,B,Y,T, [, ]}∗ is a well-nested string.
B→ F + S
Y → F [+S][−S]
T → F [+S]S
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Note that the vascular tree can contain only the following parts: bending (B),
branching (Y) and forking (T). Using this L-system, only the first rule will be modi-
fied during the evolution process. The initial F symbols of the other three rules ensure
that ul-words will not be created. So this L-system will produce better words, just like
the L-system with sequences, without making the use of genetic operators difficult.

4.2 The Fitness Function: The Distance of Two Images

There are many possibilities to define the distance between two images. A very simple
method to calculate the distance dq between two images I1 and I2 is the quadratic error
of the images. During the definition we assume that the sizes of both pictures are the
same: N×M.
The distance is the sum of quadratic errors of two corresponding pixels:

dq(I1, I2) =
N−1

∑
x=0

M−1

∑
y=0

(I1(x,y)− I2(x,y))2

For binary images, where IB
1 (x,y) and IB

2 (x,y) are two pixels the quadratic error is:

dp(IB
1 (x,y), IB

2 (x,y)) =
{

1 if IB
1 (x,y) 6= IB

2 (x,y)
0 otherwise

So let the distance between two binary pictures be defined like this:

dq(I1, I2) =
N−1

∑
x=0

M−1

∑
y=0

dp(x,y)

In this paper an extended version of this definition is used because in our evolution-
ary process we wanted to make a distinction between the following four cases for an
arbitrary (x,y) point:

• The point (x,y) is 0 on both images, it is not important for the fitness calculating.
• The point (x,y) is 1 on both images. In this case a match is found; this means

positive fitness.
• The point (x,y) is 0 on the destination image, but 1 on the generated image. This

means point that is not part of the vascular tree is covered.
• The point (x,y) is 1 on the destination image, but 0 on the generated image. So

there is a missing point.

Let us denote the pixels with pd = IB
d (x,y) and pg = IB

g (x,y), where pd means the pixel
value on the destination image Id and pg means the value on the pixel in the generated
image Ig. In this case the weighted distance of two pixels can be defined:

d′p(x,y) =




0 , if pd = pg = 0
W1 , if pd = pg = 1
−W2 , if pd < pg

−W3 , if pd > pg

So the fitness function ϕ is the weighted distance between two images:

ϕ = d′(I1, I2) =
N−1

∑
x=0

M−1

∑
y=0

d′p(x,y)
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Using this definition a missing point will cost more than an unnecessary one if W2 is set
to greater than W3. These parameters can also be used to fine-tune the fitness function.

4.3 The Used Operators

Since parametric L-systems are evolved, two kinds of evolutionary operators are ap-
plied; evolution strategies are applied on the parameters of the rules and genetic algo-
rithms are used on the rewriting rules of the evolved L-system. In this section these are
described.

4.3.1 The ES Operators
Let us denote two parameter vectors with u = u1u2 . . .un and v = v1v2 . . .vn. During

the evolution of parameter vectors two ES operators are used:

• ES mutation. If the u vector is mutated, the resulting vector will be u′ where u′k = uk

if 1 ≤ k < i or i < k ≤ n and u′i = ui + ξ(RES) for a randomly selected i. ξ(RES)
represents the Gaussian derivation with deviation RES. This RES parameter is called
the radius of the mutation, and is defined before the evolution process.
• ES recombination. If the u and v vectors are recombined, the resulting vector will

be w, where wi = (ui + vi)/2.

4.3.2 The GA Operators
Let us denote two strings with u = u1u2 . . .un and v = v1v2 . . .vm. To evolve these

strings two GA operators are used which are similar to the operators used for ES. These
operators are:

• GA mutation. If the u vector is mutated, the resulting vector will be u′ where u′k = uk

if 1 ≤ k < i or i < k ≤ n and u′i = T for a randomly selected i position, and a
randomly selected T character.
• GA recombination. If the u and v vectors are recombined, the resulting vector will

be w, where wi = ui, if i≤ k and wi = vi, if k < i for a randomly selected k.

4.4 Halting Criteria

Because our image is a finite set of discrete points there is an upper bound for the
fitness value: ϕmax = (N×M) ·W1. Therefore after a finite number of steps there will be
a population such that its fitness is the same as of the previous one. The process can be
stopped if the maximum fitness is reached, or nearly reached, or the fitness value was
unchanged during the previous SGA steps.

4.5 Choice of the Evolution Parameters

There are several parameters that can be changed before the process and also during
the evolution. The GREDEA system can currently be used to find L-systems for simpler
retina images. An example for it is presented in section 5. To find L-systems for more
complex retina images, the starting parameters of the process must be set more care-
fully. In order to do, more retina images must be analyzed. This analysis is currently
being carried out in our project.
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• General parameters. The user can change the number of the subpopulation and the
number of individuals in a population.
• EA parameters. To control the evolution strategy parameters are defined as previ-

ously mentioned: SES,W1,W2,W3 and RES.
• GA parameters. The genetic algorithm has only one parameter: SGA.

5 Evolution Result

Here we present an example of finding a Lindenmayer-system that describes a given
retina image. In Figure 5 an SLO recognized and preprocessed retina image can be seen
with the structure created by the L-system described below. The preprocessing part is
discussed in the literature (see for example [13]) therefore we do not go into detail. The
L-system describes the structure of the top-right quarter of the retina image.

Fig. 5. An example for a retina image and an L-system that describes it

The rules of the above L-system are:

• S→;(2)B(37,0) [B(0,38) B(16,0) [B(0,27) B(11,14) B(12,6) B(19,0) [B(0,47) B(19,0)]
B(0,-6) B(17,0)] B(0,-14) B(22,37) B(19,0) [B(0,-6) B(12,34) B(18,32) B(14,0)] B(0,-43)
B(24,0)] B(37,0) [B(0,-7) B(8,43) B(24,0)] B(0,-14) B(26,0)

• B(a,b)→ F(a)+(b)

The turtle commands (B[BB[BBBB[B] . . .) determine the main shape of the structure,
but the segment lengths and angles depend on the parameters (37,0,0,38, . . .). (The ;(2)
turtle command sets the initial line width.) Later this evolved description can be used
to establish the change in a patient’s eye: The patient comes again for a checkup and
pictures are recorded again. From these L-systems are also generated and the previous
grammars can be compared automatically with the newly evolved grammars. For exam-
ple the shortening of the segments or the growing of the angles can be detected easily
from the parameter vector. For the comparison different algorithms may be used but the
detailed description of this process is beyond the subject of this paper.

To find the appropriate L-systems for more complex images needs more evolu-
tion steps. However more steps mean more computing. The evolution steps are time-
consuming, because the operators work with parametrized strings and the fitnes func-
tion works with a matrix. For a complex image the resolution also has to be increased
which means a greater matrix, so the computational time grows quadratically.

The convergence speed can be increased by choosing better starting parameters.
They can be determined by statistical methods after analyzing more images. For the
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time being we do not have the adequate number of pictures, and getting new medical
images has legal connection also. Our experiments showed that using evolutionary al-
gorithms, grammatical description of the retina can be determined, but perfecting the
method needs more experiments. This is our current project.

6 Conclusion

The program GREDEA developed by us can be applied in diabetic retinopathy for di-
abetic retinal disease. It solves the problem of describing the blood vessels of the eye
using parametric Lindenmayer systems (L-systems). To find the most suitable descrip-
tion evolutionary algorithms are applied.

A further possibility of the application is that if the picture generated from the SLO
was imperfect the incomplete part of the vascular system can be reconstructed using the
description grammar.
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Abstract. DECADE is an environment for building CAD applications
with embedded expert or regulatory design knowledge. Several medi-
cal applications are being built with DECADE, one of which has been
launched commercially and is being evaluated formally in a primary
healthcare setting.

1 Background

The DECADE environment can be used to build computer-aided design and
decision support systems that apply a range of pre-declared constraints and ani-
mate their violation by critiquing the user. For graphically oriented design appli-
cations, constraints can include common sense spatial reasoning and expressed
design knowledge such as rules of expert design, technical standards, and codes
of practice such as statutory fire and safety regulations. The pre-declared con-
straints are applied each time the graphical depiction is altered and when they
are contravened a critique is offered. Sometimes a more acceptable alteration
can be proposed. Meta-programming techniques are used to implement a logic
database describing the artefact being designed or the data being entered graph-
ically. DECADE augments the underlying PROLOG environment with facilities
for defining both symbolic and graphical representations of designs of artefacts
or their configuration. It also supports the description of graphical tools for
amending designs and for linking such amendments with integrity constraints.

2 Abstract and Interactive Models Underlying DECADE

An artefact being designed in a DECADE application has two representations,
one symbolic and one graphical. A logic database of facts represents subcompo-
nents of the artefact and relationships between them. Requirements constraining
any amendment of these facts are represented as integrity constraints by the
application builder. The logic database is amended as a result of direct manip-
ulation of the graphical representation by the end user of the application. The

W. Horn et al. (Eds.): AIMDM’99, LNAI 1620, pp. 443–447, 1999.
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underlying model in DECADE is that a design is built by an end-user so that
its description and the background domain knowledge of component shapes and
their conformation remain consistent with the integrity constraints expressing
rules of regulated design.

A design window in a DECADE application has a CAD style interface with
a pane of design tools and a drawing area (see figure 1). The invocation of a
tool arises from its selection in the tool pane and the execution of a single click,
or series of clicks, in the drawing area. It is convenient to associate an initial
attempt to use a design tool with a preliminary constraint that checks if the tool
is being used appropriately. Such an immediate evaluation of tool use can avoid
tedious situations where complex component manipulations are undertaken only
to result in error messages criticising the first tool action undertaken.Whenever
an error is trapped, an appropriate critique can be generated. Otherwise, the user
is allowed to continue to manipulate icons to specify the intended alteration. On
completion of the update, all relevant constraints are checked. Constraints which
can never be broken (hard constraints) are checked before softer ones, which can.
In some applications, it is necessary for users (for example, in clinical domains) to
be able to override constraints, hence the terminology soft and hard constraint.
The user is informed of integrity constraints that may have been contravened.
Depending on the kind of constraint and the user’s reaction to the critique,
the design amendment may be rejected or may be executed, the latter resulting
in both the graphical depiction and underlying database being updated. The
exact form of these changes is pre-determined by meta-predicate descriptions
defined by the application builder. The rejection of a design amendment may
also result in some reconfiguration of the interface to return a design’s graphical
representation to its previous state.

3 Developing a Simple DECADE Application

A complete specification of graphical tools is provided by a DECADE applica-
tion builder. Each tool requires a bitmap icon for the tool pane, a description
of its graphical, manipulative effect and also its effect on the underlying logic
database capturing the design.The action of a design tool and the constraints to
which its use is subject are described by a set of meta-predicates. The predicate
prelim condition(+Invocation, +Design, −Constraint, −HardOrSoft,
−Error) defines a preliminary constraint check on the invocation of a design
tool. Its input parameters are a description of the tool invocation and the design
name; the output parameters are a constraint to check (interpreted as a denial),
an indication of whether the constraint is absolute (hard) or heuristic (soft), and
a term describing the error that arises should the constraint be contravened. For
example, prelim condition(link(Obj,Pt), Design, type(Obj,box), hard,
no box links) would disallow an initial attempt to link an object of type box
to any other object. The meta-predicate determine alteration(+Invocation,
+Design, −Update) consumes a token +Invocation describing the initial
invocation of a tool and converts subsequent manipulations of icons into a
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term −Update capturing the user’s intended alteration to the underlying logic
database. For example, the clause

determine alteration(link(Obj1,Pt1), Design, link(Obj1,Obj2,Pt1,Pt2)) :-

line marqui(Design, Pt1, Pt2),

find pict(Design, Pt2, Obj2).

employs built-in graphical primitives in a procedural fashion to draw a line
between P1 on Obj1 and P2 under Obj2. To disallow linkages to boxes we
define an instance of the meta-predicate precondition(+Update, +Design,
−Constraint, −HardOrSoft, −Error) such as precondition(link(Obj1,
Obj2, Pt1, Pt2), Design, type(Obj2, box), hard, no box links).

This consumes the output update description from determine-alteration
and passes any declared constraint description for checking, in this case the sec-
ond object must not be a box. Following the critique, any temporary icons are re-
moved. If a design amendment passes all constraint checking, then the design and
graphical databases are updated according to declarations in the meta-predicate
record alteration(+Update, +Design, −Changes). The Changes argu-
ment is represented, for technical convenience, as a difference list. For example,
the linkage update might record a fact representing the linkage and pass a term
to the graphics subsystem to generate its permanent representation:

record alteration(link(Obj1,Obj2,Pt1,Pt2),Design,

[add fact(links(Name Obj1,Obj2)),

add pict(Name,linkage(Pt1, Pt2))|Z]-Z) :-

genobjname(Design, linkage, Name).

DECADE maintains a database of facts recording the objects and links between
them. The application builder must define the graphical representation of the
objects and links using built-in primitives.

4 DECADE Design Applications

A number of medical design applications are under construction. The most de-
veloped is RaPiD, recently released commercially by a collaborating company,
Team Management Systems Ltd. Below we give a brief description of RaPiD and
a similarly brief summary of a recently initiated design assistant, CaRiS, aimed
at the animation of radiological safety regulations.

4.1 RaPiD: Designing Removable Partial Dentures

A removable partial denture (RPD) replaces missing teeth in partially dentate
patients and has the important functions of restoring the patient’s appearance,
improving speech, assisting mastication and maintaining a healthy, stable rela-
tionship between the remaining natural teeth. The design of RPDs is a clinical
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responsibility, yet there is ample evidence that this responsibility is commonly
delegated by dentists to dental technicians with recognised design failure. The
RaPiD project was initiated to address this problem and the results so far have
shown the approach to be viable and effective. RaPiD contains the consensus,
expert design knowledge of a large group of domain experts [2, 1]. The graphi-
cal output from RaPiD is in the form of an annotated 2D diagram and written
description which is given by the dentist to a dental technician as a prescription
for the construction of the denture (see figure 1).

Fig. 1. (a) a developing design in RaPiD with associated critique; (b) a design
description generated from the underlying logic database of components

4.2 CaRiS - Checking and Animating Radiation Safety

The UK Health & Safety Commission issues advice on how to comply with the
law on ionising radiation [3] in the form of a code of practice [4]. The Regula-
tions contain the fundamental requirements needed to control exposure to ion-
ising radiation, whereas the Code details acceptable methods of meeting those
requirements. The duty is on designers, manufacturers, suppliers and installers
of x-ray equipment to undertake their work in such a way so as to reduce unnec-
essary radiation exposure as far as is reasonably possible. CaRiS is a prototype
drafting tool, enforcing radiation hazard codes of practice on the installation of
x-ray equipment, initially in dental practice, but subsequently to be generalised
to other settings. Fig 2 illustrates how a user might interact with an architec-
tural like design system which undertakes a variety of checks on the installation
of x-ray equipment with respect to the safety of patients, dental practice staff as
well as the person controlling the equipment. The Guidelines address a range of
issues, including what is an acceptable room for undertaking dental radiography,
what is a safe distance from an x-ray source for an operator, how to protect wait-
ing areas with shielding and how to ensure restricted access to the area during
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Fig. 2. (a) simulation of unattenuated x-ray beam(left); (b) beam partly atten-
uated

radiation. As well as catching errors of design as they occur, CaRiS can be more
proactive and give an indication of x-ray beam extent and its attenuation by
animating the movement of a source as illustrated in Fig 2.

5 Future Work and Concluding Remarks

A rationalised and extended version of the Graphics Description Language will
form an important focus in further developments of DECADE. Extensions could
also include the generation of multiple plan and elevated views from symbolic
three dimensional representations, and meta-tools for defining new applications.
Most DECADE applications will demand both spatial reasoning, on the one
hand, and reasoning about function on the other. For example, the shape of
a component can sometimes be computed automatically from topological re-
quirements alone, but the description of some constraints requires an ability to
describe the function of components. Thus, multiple representations of a design
may need to be referred to simultaneously.
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Abstract. Images and computer graphics play an increasingly impor-
tant role in the design and manufacture of medical prostheses and im-
plants. Images provide guidance on optimal design in terms of location,
preparation and the overall shape and configuration of subcomponents.
Direct manipulation of a graphical representation provides a natural de-
sign environment. RaPiD is a CAD-like knowledge-based assistant for de-
signing a dental prosthesis known as a removable partial denture (RPD).
The expertise embedded in RaPiD encourages optimal subcomponent
configuration, but currently supports only minor customisation. This
paper describes how oral images and Active Shape Models (ASMs) are
being used to address this limitation.

1 Background

Images and computer graphics are important in the design, manufacture and fit
of many medical implants and prostheses. Typically they are involved in:

– optimising the location of the implant/prosthesis
– minimising bone/tissue removal for insertion and fit
– maximising accuracy of overall fit
– configuring and designing sub-components for optimal shape, fit and function
– determining and recording shape variation in relevant patient populations

For example, conventional radiographs and CT/MR images are all used in
selecting the best location for a dental implant [9]. Radiographs are manually
digitised in two dimensions to configure parameterised 3D models and provide
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input to CAD/CAM manufacture of hip and knee prostheses [3]. Nails, screws
and plates for bone fixation following trauma [7] and spinal implants [4] all rely
on imaging data. Extendible endoprostheses require accurate graphical design
and expert configuration [10].

RaPiD is a knowledge-based assistant for designing a dental prosthesis known
as a removable partial denture (RPD). Embedded design expertise encourages
the correction, selection and configuration of subcomponents in a 2D CAD style
and incorrect design is critiqued [8]. Manufacture takes place on a physical model
according to the printed design specification.

RaPiD has undergone and is undergoing considerable validation and evalu-
ation ([5],[6]). It has also recently been commercialised under UK government
funding in co-operation with a specialist dental software company, Team Man-
agement Systems Ltd. Consequently, there is some confidence that RaPiD is
well designed and will be of benefit to general dental practitioners. However,
designs in RaPiD are still produced on a set of generic tooth icons and although
some graphical tools support rotation and translation of teeth icons, this re-
mains inadequate for customised design for individual patients. In the MINORI
project (Model-based INterpretation of ORo-facial Images) we are addressing
this problem.

2 The MINORI Project

2.1 Requirements

Hand-digitising of images can be slow and requires expert knowledge of the
imaging method and the structures being identified. Computer vision techniques
provide an alternative, automatic method. If such a system is to replace manual
digitisation successfully, it must satisfy certain criteria. It must be able to work
with available images, it must be sufficiently robust to work largely unsupervised
and the measurements it provides should be sufficiently precise for the prosthesis
designed.

2.2 Image Acquisition

Within a few years, most dental practices will have access to some form of digital
image acquisition. Many commercially available systems already enable intra-
oral pictures to be taken and stored on computer. Alternatively, digital cameras
that are widely available and inexpensive can also be used to take pictures of
casts of patients’ jaws. To extract the dentition of a patient from such images,
we restrict them to occlusal views only, where the arch of teeth is seen from
above. Pictures of casts or intra-oral views can be used.

There is considerable variation in patient dentition: teeth can tilt, move,
rotate and change shape. Additionally, in the case of RPD design, the images
presented will have teeth missing. A successful approach will have to model all of
these variations. As with any image analysis, the pictures should have sufficient
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contrast between the objects we want to segment and the background. Thus
some care must be taken when acquiring the images to avoid artefacts such as
varying shadows and background clutter being introduced.

2.3 Deriving the Active Shape Model (ASM)

RaPiD uses a two-dimensional polygon to represent each tooth boundary. 20-40
points per tooth boundary provide enough flexibility to model changes in shape,
as well as position, rotation and scale variation. MINORI uses the same set of
polygons to build an ASM, as described by Cootes et. al. [2]. The natural vari-
ation in shape is learned from a training set of manually digitised oral images.
Together with the mean shape, this is then used to direct the search of a new im-
age for similar structures. A few examples from the training set are shown below
(Fig. 1). The model has 444 vertices in each complete set of tooth boundaries.

Fig. 1. Some examples from the training set

Each training shape example yields a shape vector. We compute the eigen-
vectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the shape vectors. The eigen-
vectors each represent a deformation of the mean shape, the eigenvector with
the largest eigenvalue accounting for the major changes in shape seen over the
training set. The first four modes of variation are shown below (Fig. 2).

The number of modes required to represent most of the variation seen in the
training set is typically much smaller than the number of points in the shape
vector; we have extracted a very compact representation of the deformations seen
in natural teeth shapes. By varying the strength of each of the modes of variation
we can synthesise new dentitions. As long as we restrict our deformations to
within 3 standard deviations of the mean then the shapes are plausible.

2.4 Extracting Tooth Icons from New Images

Having computed a model of how dentition varies, we can use it to fit shapes
to new images. The modes of variation reduce the search space from potentially
a thousand dimensions to perhaps only twenty. Many schemes are possible to
implement this search. Cootes et. al. describe a simple local optimisation strategy
that proves very effective. Each vertex of the shape polygon is pulled towards any
nearby strong edges in the image. From these pull vectors, the ideal translation,
rotation, scaling and deformation are computed. The transformation is applied
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Fig. 2. The first four modes of variation. In each column the mean shape (middle
row) is deformed by one of the eigenvectors. Mode 1 has captured the change in
arch width from wide to narrow and explains 42% of the variation seen in the
training set. The other modes explain the remaining variation, together the first
four modes explain 71% of the total variation

and the process is repeated until convergence. Given a suitably close initial
placement, the shape converges on the teeth in the image, typically within fewer
than fifty iterations.

A prototype version of MINORI has been implemented in Visual C++. The
graphical user interface (GUI) is used both for hand-digitising the training set
and for fitting to new images.

3 Conclusions and Future Work

It can be seen (Fig. 3) that a customised dentition can alter the design of an
RPD so it is important to have a reasonable method for acquiring the dentition
of the patient. The approach we have put forward here requires no specialist
hardware other than the ability to digitise images and is therefore attractive to
the general practitioner.

Fig. 3. A design produced in RaPiD using the generic tooth icons (left) and a
design using the icons derived from MINORI (right) demonstrating the difference
in design when the dentition is customised to the patient
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Many improvements to the current implementation are possible. The removal
of the need for the user to initiate the search with an approximation is highly
desirable. The search could become more robust, perhaps incorporating some of
the ideas in [1]. The patching of missing teeth data from the mean causes the
statistical analysis of the variation to be flawed, an approach which overcame
this would be an improvement.

How many examples in the training set are required to capture all of the
variation seen in teeth across the human population? Experiments with the
thirty examples in our set show that the modes of variation are fairly stable
as new examples are added, suggesting that some of the natural variation has
already been captured. Further evaluation of the training set is ongoing.

The automatic digitisation of medical images has many potential appli-
cations: for planning surgery, to quantify the results of cosmetic surgery, for
cephalometric measurements and as here, for designing customised prostheses.
The use of ASMs is an approach capable of compactly encoding knowledge about
the natural variation in shape for use in searching an image. We expect that the
use of ASMs in customised prosthesis design applications like ours will become
increasingly widespread.
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